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ABSTRACT 

Hazardous waste transportation, treatment, recycling, and disposal contracts were first consolidated 
at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in 1992 by the previous INEL management and 
operating (M&O) prime contractor, EG&G Idaho, Inc. (EG&G Idaho). At that time, disposition of 
Resource, Conservation and Recovery Act hazardous, waste, Toxic Substance Control Act waste, 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act hazardous substances and 
contaminated media, and recyclable hazardous materials (all of which will hereafter be referred to as 
"hazardous waste") was consolidated under five subcontracts. The wastes were generated by five 
different INEL M&O contractors, which were under the direction of three different Department of Energy 
(DOE) field offices. The consolidated contract reduced the number of facilities that handled INEL waste 
from 27 to eight qualified treatment, storage, and disposal facilities, with brokers specifically prohibited. 
This reduced the associated transportation costs, amount and cost of contractual paperwork, and the 
environmental liability exposure to the INEL M&O contractors and the DOE. 

EG&G, Inc. (EG&G), the corporate parent of EG&G Idaho, reviewed this new approach to 
subcontracting and liability reduction, and proposed that a consolidated hazardous waste subcontract be 
formed for the major EG&G managed DOE sites: INEL, Mound, Rocky Flats, Nevada Test Site, and 
10 satellite facilities. After obtaining concurrence from DOE Headquarters, this effort began in March 
1992 and was completed with the award of two master task subcontracts in October and November 1993. 
In addition, the effort included a team to evaluate the apparent awardee's facilities for environment, 
safety, health, and quality (ESH&Q) and financial liability status. The assessment team was composed 
of qualified inspectors from each of the EG&G-operated DOE sites and under the leadership of the INEL 
group. The evaluation criteria were defined and personnel were trained to ensure that the assessments 
were consistent. 

The consolidated subcontract and assessment process has generated much interest from the United 
States Department of Energy Headquarters and other DOE sites. EG&G Idaho has received numerous 
requests for information regarding the process and copies of the bid package. 

This report documents the evaluation of the process used to prepare, bid, and award the EG&G 
consolidated hazardous waste transportation, treatment, recycling, and/or disposal subcontracts and 
associated ESH&Q and financial liability assessments; document the strengths and weaknesses of the 
process; and propose improvements that would expedite and enhance the process for other DOE 
installations that used the process and for the re-bid of the consolidated subcontract, scheduled for fiscal 
year 1997. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Before October 1994, EG&G, Inc. (EG&G) was the management and operating (M&O) contractor 
at four major and ten satellite United States Department of Energy (DOE) sites through its wholly owned 
subsidiaries: EG&G Idaho, Inc. (EG&G Idaho); EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc.; EG&G Mound Applied 
Technologies, Inc.; EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc.; and Reynolds Electrical and Engineering 
Company, Inc. EG&G established a group, called the DOE Support Group, within the corporation to 
oversee these M&O contractor sites and evaluate ways to conduct business "better, faster, and cheaper" 
at the DOE sites. One of the initiatives proposed by the EG&G DOE Support Group was to consolidate 
the hazardous waste transportation, treatment, recycling, and disposal options at the sites. This initiative 
was based upon a successful program at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in which 
EG&G Idaho consolidated all of the hazardous waste disposal activities in one master subcontract for the 
DOE contractors at the INEL. 

EG&G obtained concurrence from the United States Department of Energy-Headquarters (DOE-HQ) 
Office to proceed. The EG&G M&O contractors obtained concurrence from their respective DOE 
operations offices, defined funding sources, and assigned personnel to work on the subcontract 
standardization and personnel to work on the assessments. EG&G Idaho, as the prime contractor of the 
lead laboratory, INEL, established one master task subcontract for all five EG&G M&O contractors and 
one environment, safety, health, and quality (ESH&Q) Liability Assessment Team, with representatives 
from the five affected M&O contractors. The benefits included one standardized request for proposal 
(RFP) instead of five RFPs, coordinated statements of work (SOWs), uniform subcontract language, 
consistent and thorough ESH&Q and financial liability assessments, insurance of treatment, storage, and 
disposal facility (TSDF) ESH&Q compliance, and cost savings. 

In October 1994, EG&G Idaho was replaced by Lockheed Idaho Technologies Company (Lockheed 
Idaho) as the prime M&O contractor for the INEL. Lockheed Idaho has assumed the lead laboratory 
responsibility for the consolidated hazardous waste subcontract and continues to support this effort with 
the remaining EG&G M&O contractors. 

The consolidated subcontract process has generated much interest from DOE-HQ and other DOE 
sites. EG&G Idaho has received numerous requests for information regarding the process and for copies 
of the bid package. Although the effort was successful and the subcontracts are now in place, a number 
of weaknesses in the process have been identified which participants in the various tasks wanted to 
document and correct in order to prevent other DOE installations from repeating them. 

The purpose of this report is to document the evaluation of the process that was used to: prepare, 
bid, and award the EG&G consolidated hazardous waste transportation, treatment, recycling, and/or 
disposal subcontract and associated ESH&Q and financial liability assessments; document the strengths 
and weaknesses of the process; and propose improvements that would expedite and enhance the process 
for other DOE installations that use the process and for the Lockheed Idaho sponsored re-bid of the 
consolidated subcontract, scheduled for fiscal year (FY) 1998. 

As previously stated, EG&G was searching for long-term solutions to the hazardous waste disposal 
issues encountered by DOE sites. Two main issues were (a) the potential ES&H liability and (b) the cost 
for hazardous waste disposal. The company planned to address these issues with the consolidated 
hazardous waste subcontract project. The project involved the 14 DOE facilities operated by EG&G 
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subsidiaries. EG&G believed that this project could be used as a model for other DOE facilities across 
the country. 

DOE sites generally had individual subcontracts with numerous vendors for hazardous waste 
disposal. More than 200 commercial facilities were identified as part of a DOE study conducted in 1992. 
The subcontracts generally were costly, with no price breaks for the DOE sites because individual sites 
did not generate enough volume. The subcontracts generally did not contain adequate operational 
controls. For example, there were no "hard hammers" in place to ensure ES&H compliance. Therefore, 
the DOE was being exposed to potential ES&H liability at many TSDFs across the U.S. This was 
especially significant where brokers were used to collect the hazardous waste for disposal. Brokers did 
not assume any contractual ES&H liability for their actions. 

EG&G also noted that ES&H liability assessments (frequently called audits), if conducted at all, 
were inadequate for determining the potential liability risks associated with using a particular vendor 
company or facility. In general, there were no standards of excellence for either the subcontracting or 
ES&H liability assessment processes. 

The objective of this procurement was to standardize the method of procurement and ESH&Q 
assessments of haulers and disposers which would result in the following benefits and cost savings: 

• Reduce procurement costs, and benefit from economies of scale (i.e., lower prices for higher 
waste volumes) 

• Reduce risk of Resource, Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) wastes becoming 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
cleanups by contracting with approved subcontractors 

• Reduce liability assessment costs and eliminate redundant compliance audits. 

The proposal had two advantages that resulted in substantial savings: 

• Consolidating the volume of waste to be disposed of allowed DOE sites to negotiate volume 
discounts and take advantage of economies of scale. Estimates based on preliminary 
information gathered by EG&G Idaho indicated that approximately $1.8 million could be 
saved within the first three years from the consolidation of the hazardous waste disposal 
contracts. 

• Limiting the number of disposal locations and using consistent environmental liability 
assessment standards to evaluate disposal sites, significantly reduced contractor and DOE 
potential environmental liability for fines and penalties, cleanup costs, legal defense costs, and 
remedial public relations efforts. 

- - Using fewer disposal sites meant fewer potential CERCLA cleanup sites for DOE and 
its contractors. This reduced DOE complex-wide and DOE operations offices exposure. 

A subcontract could be awarded with higher quality sites. 
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Increased assessments and oversight meant that the best run facilities would be used, 
decreasing the likelihood that a site would become a CERCLA cleanup site. 

Having consistent environmental liability assessment standards reduced the likelihood of 
bid protests from offerors accepted or rejected by one DOE site and not by another. 

Having consistent site evaluation standards helped to prevent allegations of negligence 
if one DOE site awarded a contract to a facility that another DOE site had found 
unacceptable and problems developed subsequently. 

A unified subcontract prevents uneven acceptance/rejection criteria among DOE sites, 
thereby reducing procurement challenges. 

Volume gives DOE leverage in subcontracts because, if it is a lucrative subcontract, facilities would 
be more willing to modify operations to address DOE's environmental compliance concerns; expedite 
waste acceptance to alleviate compliance problems; or give volume discounts. 

One of the issues that arose during preliminary discussions concerning the workability of the 
consolidated hazardous waste subcontract and assessment program, was how to issue and administer the 
subcontract. The options discussed included control through DOE-HQ, EG&G, one M&O contractor, 
and/or one DOE operations office. It was determined that, because this was the first time a subcontract 
consolidating several M&O contractors and DOE operations offices had been proposed, neither DOE-HQ 
nor EG&G should "own" the process. The lead laboratory concept'allowed DOE-HQ and the operations 
offices to be participants in the overall process while assigning the implementation and management 
activities to one of the DOE national laboratories. 

EG&G Idaho as the contractor at the lead laboratory, INEL, developed the RFP and subcontract 
language with input from the other M&O contractors. They issued the RFP and provided oversight of 
the procurement process. The lead laboratory was also responsible for leading and conducting of the 
ESH&Q liability assessments. Final decisions regarding the qualification of the TSDFs and award of the 
subcontracts were assigned to the lead laboratory with concurrence from DOE. 

A number of different types of subcontracts were reviewed before the master task subcontract 
(MTS) with implementing task orders was chosen. The MTS allows separate M&O contractors to enter 
into a basic agreement with two subcontractors who provide for hazardous waste disposal services and 
have the flexibility to incorporate terms and conditions specific to each M&O contractor site. Control 
of subcontract modifications by the lead laboratory ensures that the subcontracts remain consistent, 
competitive, and available for all of the M&O contractors involved. 

The MTS replaced the need for awarding multiple individual subcontracts at each DOE site, yet 
allowed the use of TSDFs via task orders generated by the individual sites on an "as needed" basis. Only 
one liability assessment was performed on a TSDF, rather than the total number of site users each 
performing separate assessments, or in some cases, no assessments at all, to whatever criteria they felt 
were appropriate. Therefore, the MTS approach can significantly reduce the resources required complex-
wide to ensure that the M&O contractor's subcontracts meet applicable ESH&Q requirements. 
Additionally, as a result of the combined effort, price breaks for treatment/disposal options were received 
that significantly reduced the costs for each DOE site. 
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EG&G Idaho Procurement prepared the RFP. The RFP contained a description of the purpose of 
the request, instructions for proposal submission, conditions for award of the subcontract, and applicable 
conditions. 

The following advantages were noted as a result of the consolidated RFP process: 

• Consolidating the RFP process prevented or reduced redundant procurement, legal, and 
ESH&Q liability assessment resource requirements for the five M&O contractors. 

• Communication, cooperation, and technical experience among M&O contractors was 
improved. 

The following advantages were realized through construction of the RFP package and the award 
process for the subcontracts: 

• Comprehensive SOWs that follow regulations were developed. 

• The waste stream exhibits were developed with vendor input, which ensured good 
characterization for treatment/disposal options and pricing. 

• Overall, the number of destination TSDFs was reduced. In addition, the certification of these 
TSDFs was ensured. 

• The subcontracts were awarded to the "biggest and best" TSDFs for the greatest potential 
liability reductions. 

• The consolidated approach supported Total Quality Management principles. The subcontracts 
were awarded based on quality factors rather than lowest price, because technical excellence 
was rated before price. Total cost was not a primary criterion for award. "Go/no-go" 
requirements established minimum compliance and service requirements. 

• The awareness and compliance postures of both successful subcontractors were improved 
significantly. 

• Overall significant reductions in line item costs, resulting from volume discounts, were 
realized. 

• M&O contractors were forced to better identify and define their waste streams. 

DOE regulatory guidelines exist in the form of bom orders and policy statements. Summarized, 
they require that the selection of subcontractors by M&O contractors be performed such that the ability 
of offerors to meet environment, safety, and health (ES&H) requirements is assured. Therefore, it 
becomes necessary to perform assessments in order to ensure compliance. 

The prime M&O contractor at the INEL does not perform compliance audits of the commercial 
facilities. The INEL program, developed by EG&G Idaho and adopted by Lockheed Idaho, is designed 
to perform ESH&Q and financial liability assessments of the potential and subcontracted vendors. The 
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reason assessments are conducted rather than audits is that the M&O contractors do not have the legal 
or regulatory authority to conduct compliance audits. In addition, audits are designed to identify specific 
violations of requirements. This assessment process examines specific problems but extrapolates from 
those items the potential long-term liability issues that may arise and estimates the probability that they 
will arise. These functions are reserved for regulatory agencies such as the EPA. Therefore, Lockheed 
Idaho performs assessments designed to identify and manage potential liability issues arising from 
operations at the commercial TSDFs subcontracted to treat and/or dispose of INEL-generated regulated 
wastes. 

The ESH&Q and liability assessment program is driven by the following federal regulations, DOE 
orders, and policies: 10 CFR § 830, 48 CFR § 970, DOE-HQ Order 5480. IB and DOE-ID Order 
5480. IB-ID, DOE-HQ Order 5482. IB, and DOE-HQ EM-332 Policy. 

In order to conduct the ESH&Q liability assessments for this initiative, each EG&G M&O 
contractor supplied personnel to the INEL to form one assessment team. The consolidated team 
composed of qualified ESH&Q professionals from each M&O contractor had the following advantages: 

• The consolidated team could be composed of specialists from each site, thereby relieving one 
site of losing all of its specialists for the duration of the assessment period. 

• Strong environmental assessments with a good mix of specialist team members eliminates 
"high risk" locations. 

• Ensured that all major areas of expertise are adequately represented (not every site 
has experts in all areas). 

• It was the opinion of the legal departments that the use of a strong team could reduce the basis 
for negligence suits for the following reasons: 

The consolidated team would eliminate the regulator's argument mat, if one DOE site 
rejected a facility as unacceptable, other DOE sites "should have known better" and not 
approved the facility. 

The use of a consolidated team ensures that consistent and quality criteria are used to 
evaluate the TSDFs. 

The main disadvantage for the M&O contractors was the loss of prime staff members for the 
duration of the assessment process. 

After the award of the MTS, EG&G Idaho re-evaluated the costs incurred in the process and 
predicted potential cost savings for future consolidated competitions. Significant cost savings (about 
$200,000) could be realized in a worst-case scenario re-competition if the only significant expense were 
the necessity to evaluate a different set of vendors. If the same vendors passed the initial bid evaluation, 
a potential of more than $300,000 could be realized. 

Cost avoidance is a more difficult metric to calculate than direct cost savings because, unless the 
system fails, the costs are avoided. That is, if facilities with potential regulatory problems are eliminated 
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during the pre-award assessment, then if these facilities are targeted by the regulatory agencies, the 
program would have protected the contractors and DOE from being named a participant in the cleanup 
of the failed facility, thus avoiding cleanup costs. 

As stated in the introduction to this study, the purpose of analyzing the MTS and ESH&Q liability 
assessment processes was to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the process and propose changes 
to correct deficiencies. The identified strengths and weaknesses and the suggested changes are the lessons 
the participants learned. The participants agreed that, taken in total, the project was an outstanding 
success and is worth repeating for the next subcontract competition. However, the following lessons were 
the most significant from a management perspective. 

• All agreements and policy statements among me participants in the process, i.e., the M&O 
contractors, DOE-HQ, and DOE operations offices must be written and maintained in the 
official program record. Each participant must keep a copy of the program record. 

• A formal approved program management plan that controls the entire life cycle activities and 
budgets must be developed. The contents of the plan must be agreed upon by all participating 
companies and agencies. 

• Work packages and task baseline agreements must be developed by the lead laboratory and 
approved by all M&O contractors in order to control the flow of work and acceptance criteria 
for deliverables. 

• The .players assigned to all aspects of the process must be dedicated both personally and by 
management to ensure that consistency is maintained. Dedicated performers include 
procurement, ES&H, legal, waste management, and successful vendor personnel. Each of 
these performers must, through the process, learn not only how to prepare the RFP and 
conduct liability assessments, but also how to operate under the subcontract. 

• The process must remain task and schedule driven. If any milestone is permitted to slip, then 
the whole schedule will slip. The end point, i.e., award of the subcontract, must rely on 
completion of all critical path tasks and not a critical subcontract expiration date. 

The program, as defined, can be used for both regional subcontracts or a consolidated national 
effort, which includes all of the DOE sites. The determination of whether one national effort or regional 
subcontracts, based upon M&O contractor cooperative efforts, should be made at the DOE-HQ and 
operations office levels. Financial benefits, particularly subcontract award and liability assessment cost 
reductions, can be derived from each. 

The most significant recommendation regarding the expansion of the program is that DOE-HQ must 
be intimately involved in the preliminary planning stages. It is crucial that DOE-HQ provide guidance, 
either through policy statements or directives, to the operations offices and the M&O contractors 
regarding the conduct of the program. If the INEL retains its position as the lead laboratory in the effort, 
then DOE-HQ must ensure that the INEL receives management, programmatic, and funding support. 

Whether DOE-HQ proposes this process as an example of an efficient, cost-effective means for 
reducing hazardous waste treatment/disposal and liability, or requires this technique for future hazardous 
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waste treatment/disposal procurements, the following recommendation is crucial. It is critical that 
adequate scheduling be maintained. That is, if mis method is used by either a consortium of DOE 
regional sites or to propose a national MTS, scheduling of planning activities and site agreements must 
occur well before the preparation of SOWs and the RFP. 

The INEL lead MTS will expire in October 1998. If the same DOE sites choose to join in the re-
bid, the effort must begin in late calendar year 1996 in order to ensure that the RFP is issued in calendar 
year 1997 and the subcontract award made before October 1998. If other DOE sites, under other M&O 
contractors wish to join the INEL and its partners, planning must begin in early 1996 in order to 
complete M&O contractors Memoranda of Understanding, the Project Management Plan, and schedules 
before preparation of the SOWs and RFP. 
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Lessons Learned from the EG&G Consolidated 
Hazardous Waste Subcontract and ESH&Q Assessment 

Process 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Before October 1994, EG&G, Inc. (EG&G) was the management and operating (M&O) contractor 

at four major and ten satellite United States Department of Energy (DOE) sites through its wholly owned 
subsidiaries, EG&G Idaho, Inc. (EG&G Idaho); EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. (EG&G Rocky Flats); EG&G 
Mound Applied Technologies, Inc. (EG&G Mound); EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc. (EG&G - EMI); 
and Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Company, Inc (REECo). EG&G established a group, called 
the DOE Support Group, within the corporation to oversee these M&O Contractor sites and evaluate ways 
to conduct business "better, faster, and cheaper" at the DOE sites. 

One of the initiatives proposed by the EG&G DOE Support Group was to consolidate the hazardous 
waste transportation, treatment, recycling, and disposal options at the sites. This initiative was based 
upon a successful program at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in which EG&G Idaho 
consolidated all of the hazardous waste disposal activities in one master subcontract for the DOE 
contractors at the INEL. EG&G Idaho managed the disposal activities and the subcontract for the INEL. 
Included in the initiative was disposition of Resource, Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous 
waste, Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) waste, Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) hazardous substances and contaminated media, and 
recyclable hazardous materials, all of which will hereafter be referred to as "hazardous waste". 

In March 1992, the DOE Support Group proposed to standardize the method of procurement and 
monitoring of hazardous waste transporters and disposers including an evaluation of the use of regional 
or national subcontracts. The previous practices at the EG&G M&O contractor DOE sites included 
individual subcontracts with numerous transporters and treatment, storage, and disposal facility (TSDF) 
vendors; inadequate operational controls in the contacts; inadequate environmental, safety, health, and 
quality (ESH&Q) liability assessments of the vendors; and no standards of excellence. The purpose and 
scope of the EG&G effort was to cut costs and reduce the potential liability for both DOE and EG&G. 
EG&G Idaho was assigned the lead in this effort. 

EG&G obtained concurrence from the United States Department of Energy-Headquarters (DOE-HQ) 
Office to proceed. The EG&G M&O contractors obtained concurrence from their respective DOE 
operations offices, defined funding sources, and assigned personnel to work on the subcontract 
standardization, and personnel to work on the assessments. EG&G Idaho as the prime contractor of the 
lead laboratory, INEL, established one master task subcontract for all five EG&G M&O contractors and 
one ESH&Q Liability Assessment Team with representatives from the five M&O contractors. The 
benefits included one standardized request for proposal (RFP) instead of five RFPs, coordinated 
statements of work (SOWs), uniform subcontract language, consistent and thorough ESH&Q and financial 
liability assessments, insurance of TSDF ESH&Q compliance, and cost savings. 

In October 1994, EG&G Idaho was replaced by Lockheed Idaho Technologies Company (Lockheed 
Idaho) as the prime M&O contractor for the INEL. Lockheed Idaho has assumed the lead laboratory 
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responsibility for the consolidated hazardous waste subcontract and continues to support this effort with 
the remaining EG&G M&O contractors. 

1.1 Purpose 

The consolidated subcontract process has generated much interest from DOE-HQ and other DOE 
sites. EG&G Idaho has received numerous requests for information regarding the process and for copies 
of the bid package. Although the effort was successful and the subcontracts are now in place, a number 
of weaknesses in the process have been identified which participants in the various tasks wanted to 
document and correct in order to prevent other DOE installations from repeating them. 

The purpose of this report is to document the evaluation of the process used to prepare, bid, and 
award the EG&G consolidated hazardous waste transportation, treatment, recycling, and/or disposal 
subcontract (C93-170250/C93-170251) and associated ESH&Q and financial liability assessments; 
document the strengths and weaknesses of the process; and propose improvements that would expedite 
and enhance the process for other DOE installations that use the process and the Lockheed Idaho 
sponsored re-bid of the consolidated subcontract, scheduled for fiscal year (FY) 1998. 

1.2 Scope 

The scope of this study is limited to (a) evaluating the process used to prepare, bid, and award the 
EG&G consolidated hazardous waste transportation, treatment, recycling, and/or disposal subcontract, 
and (b) evaluating the process used to assess the facilities proposed under the subcontract. 

The lessons learned evaluation was conducted as part of the environmental oversight function of the 
Lockheed Idaho Environmental Protection Department (EPD) to support the United States Department 
of Energy - Idaho Operations Office (DOE-ID) and DOE-HQ, Office of Environmental Restoration and 
Waste Management. Evaluation assistance was also provided by EG&G, EG&G - EMI, EG&G 
Environmental, Inc., EG&G Rocky Flats, EG&G Mound, and REECo. Members of the evaluation team 
were chosen based on their participation in and experience with the entire process. A number of other 
representatives of the various contractor departments were consulted during the process. The M&O 
contractor and corporate departments involved included procurement, legal, quality assurance, 
environmental programs, waste operations, and traffic control. 

Representatives from the two successful hazardous waste vendors: [Rollins Environmental Services, 
Inc. (Rollins) and Chemical Waste Management, Inc. (CWM)]; were also given the opportunity to 
provide comments regarding the processes. It was determined that the vendor's perspective of this 
process would provide valuable insight into how the process was perceived within the commercial sector. 
The vendors could also provide comments on the strengths and weaknesses from a commercial 
perspective which would be useful in the future. The vendor representatives chosen for this task were 
also those who had participated in preparing the bid responses and assessment processes. Table 1 lists 
the participants and their affiliations. 

The result of this evaluation is a report describing 

• The steps required to put a consolidated subcontract in place 
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• The advantages and disadvantages of the process 

• Process improvements that would alleviate rework required in the original task 

• Proposed methods to streamline the process. 

Table 1. Participants in the lessons learned process. 

Name of participant Area of expertise Company affiliation 

T. D. Christensen 

J. A. Ciucci 

C. L. Dutro 

L. E. Ewing 

N. J. Fix 

L. A. Guinn 

J. D. Hops 

A. M. Jacobs 

K. McNeel 

R. J. Molter 

K. K. Mullins 

R. Orr 

B. D. Reyes 

A. R. Thomas 

D. E. Trump 

G. D. White 

Subcontracts Administration 
and Procurement 

Waste Management 
Operations 

Waste Minimization 
Coordinator 

Waste Management 
Operations 

Regulatory Compliance and 
Assessments 

Legal/Regulatory 

Legal 

Waste Management Program 
Manager 

Waste Management 
Operations 

Waste Management 
Operations 

Regional Proposal Manager 

Account Executive 

Regulatory Compliance 

Contract Administration 

Waste Management 
Operations 

Waste Management 
Operations 

Lockheed Idaho Technology Company, Inc. 

EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 

Reynolds Electrical and Engineering 
Company, Inc. 

Lockheed Idaho Technology Company, Inc. 

Lockheed Idaho Technology Company, Inc. 

EG&G Environmental, Inc. 
Lockheed Idaho Technology Company, Inc. 
Lockheed Idaho Technology Company, Inc. 

Lockheed Idaho Technology Company, Inc. 

EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 

Rollins Environmental Services(Sales), Inc. 

Lockheed Idaho Technology Company, Inc. 

Reynolds Electrical and Engineering 
Company, Inc. 

Reynolds Electrical and Engineering 
Company, Inc. 

EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc. 
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1.3 Content 

Section 1 contains the introduction and a description of the scope of this report. Section 2 presents 
the background and history of the proposed consolidated hazardous waste subcontract process. Section 
3 describes the consolidated subcontract process. Section 4 describes the consolidated ESH&Q and 
financial liability assessment process. Section 5 discusses waste management operations during the first 
year under the consolidated subcontract. Section 6 presents cost data representing actual direct cost 
savings and cost avoidances. Section 7 presents lessons learned from the process. Section 8 contains 
recommendations for future implementations of the process. Section 9 contains the summary and 
conclusions of the report. Section 10 contains a list of references used in this report. Appendix A is a 
list of abbreviations and acronyms used in this report. Appendix B contains a sample of a portion the 
RFP. Appendix C contains an outline of the ESH&Q liability assessment training program. Appendix 
D contains an outline of the contents of the ESH&Q liability assessment report. 

1.4 Disclaimer 

The conclusions and recommendations contained in this report are based on background information, 
evaluations of information and documents from participating contractors and subcontractors, and 
interviews with corporate, contractor, and subcontractor personnel. The purpose of this report was to 
identify potential ESH&Q and financial risks associated with the prospect of the EG&G-managed DOE 
facilities using the consolidated subcontract process for the treatment/disposal of hazardous wastes and 
combining efforts for conducting ESH&Q and financial liability assessments. Nothing in this report 
should be construed as a statement on a facility's compliance status with regard to any law, regulation, 
or requirement. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 

2.1 INEL Consolidated Hazardous Waste Subcontract Process 

The INEL consolidated hazardous waste subcontract process was used as a case study for evaluating 
the multi-site consolidation effort. EG&G Idaho was a prime M&O contractor and designated the 
coordinating contractor for the INEL. As the coordinating contractor, the company was responsible for 
waste management activities, including, hazardous waste treatment and/or disposal, subcontracting 
hazardous waste treatment/disposal companies, ensuring that the wastes were properly characterized, 
treated, and disposed of and that all resulting documentation was properly maintained and archived. 
EG&G Idaho performed these tasks for its own operations, as well as for Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear 
Company (WINCO), operator of the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP); Babcock and Wilcox, Inc. 
(B&W), operator of the Special Manufacturing Complex (SMC); Westinghouse Electric Company, 
operator of the Naval Reactor Facility (NRF); Morrison-Knudsen, Inc. (M-K), site construction 
contractor; Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W); and the DOE-ID direct operations, although 
each of the other organizations retained the right to subcontract for their own waste disposal. 

RCRA/TSCA hazardous wastes and recyclable materials were generated as a result of daily 
operations at the INEL. All wastes carry the DOE-ID hazardous waste generator numbers, of which 
there are three for the Idaho operations: one as a large quantity generator, for the 980 square mile INEL 
site located 50 miles west of Idaho Falls; one as a small quantity generator, for the 35-acre INEL 
Research Center (IRC) located within Idaho Falls; and one for the Willow Creek Building (WCB), a 
conditionally exempt small quantity generator located in Idaho Falls, but not on property contiguous with 
the IRC. The INEL site includes the ICPP, NRF, SMC, ANL-W, and a number of other operations. 

In late 1990, oversight personnel from the EG&G Idaho Environmental Programs Group, 
Environmental Technical Support (ETS) Unit, began noticing deficiencies in the way EG&G Idaho was 
subcontracting for hazardous waste disposal services and subsequent environment, safety, and health 
(ES&H) oversight of the operations. For example, a subcontract was awarded to a vendor to provide 
recycling of spent activated carbon filters. However, upon investigation by the ETS oversight personnel, 
it was discovered that the vendor could not fulfill the requirements of the subcontract because it could 
not accept CERCLA remediation wastes, and the carbon filters were generated as a result of a CERCLA 
remediation effort. This point was overlooked by an INEL assessment team. The subcontract had to be 
canceled and a new proposal issued. 

Another example of inadequate controls was that it appeared that several purchase order subcontracts 
had been awarded for treatment and disposal of the same, or similar, waste streams. This occurred 
because different groups or departments had requested the subcontracts from different company 
procurement agents. In 1991, problems with the primary hazardous waste vendor began to appear, and 
an evaluation of the subcontract and operations identified the following: 

• The subcontract with a large permitted treatment/disposal company did not contain adequate 
language ensuring regulatory compliance, i.e., no "hard hammers" 

• The vendor was allowed to "broker" wastes to other facilities without consent of the INEL 
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• The vendor became unresponsive to INEL requests for ES&H compliance assurance 

• The vendor's facilities were closed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and the state regulators for several months because of violations of environmental 
regulations 

• The INEL had no options for waste treatment/disposal during the_period of regulatory closure 
of the vendor's facilities. 

Although the INEL generators were able to hold waste shipments in less man 90 day accumulation 
areas and interim status storage areas until the vendor's facilities were re-opened, the risk of 
noncompliance with storage regulations at the INEL was a significant concern. 

At about the same time, the generators at the INEL were investigating recycling opportunities for 
both RCRA-regulated and unregulated materials generated at the site. The materials identified included 
clean lead and lead acid batteries, silver and silver compounds, RCRA scrap metal (circuit boards, solder, 
cadmium, etc.), other materials (nickel-cadmium batteries, mercury and mercury contaminated debris). 
Some of these materials were being accumulated at the INEL with no landfill disposal options. EG&G 
Idaho attempted to obtain subcontracts with legitimate recyclers, primarily smelters, for these materials; 
however, because of the relatively small quantities generated by the INEL, the recycling industry claimed 
no interest in the materials. The primary reason cited was that it cost the recycler more money to bid 
on, and operate under, a government subcontract than the materials were worth. 

Based on these, and several other issues, identified by the oversight personnel, a team was formed 
to address the entire INEL subcontracting and assessment processes. The team was composed of 
personnel from the Procurement; Waste Management; and Environment, Safety, and Quality 
Departments. The results of the evaluation were that, if possible, it would be in the best interest of the 
INEL contractors and DOE to consolidate the RCRA-regulated hazardous, CERCLA, and TSCA-
regulated wastes into a single full-service system subcontract and to re-evaluate the recycling opportunities 
and system subcontract forms. 

As a result of the evaluation, the following solutions were proposed and implemented for the 
RCRA/TSCA treatment/disposal process: 

• New style of RFP and SOW bid and subcontract package with ESH&Q "hard hammers" 
specifically stated was developed. The new format still met applicable Federal Acquisition 
Requirements (FARS) and DOE Acquisition Requirements (DEARS), and anticipated the 
promulgation of 48 CFR § 970 (additional DEARS environmental requirements) by two and 
one-half years. 

• Limits were placed on the number of treatment/disposal facilities used to perform the work 
in the subcontract; no more than five were allowed. The limits were based on the composition 
of INEL generator's waste streams, which were evaluated against the treatment technologies 
and vendors available within the Continental United States in order to treat all wastes at the 
fewest possible sites. 
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• Incorporated a potential for two subcontracts to be awarded: a primary and a contingency. 
The purpose of the contingency subcontract was to provide a vendor capable of fulfilling the 
subcontract should the primary vendor and/or any of its facilities fail. 

• The term "broker" was specifically defined and such firms banned from participating in the 
proposed subcontract. A broker was defined as a firm mat acts as an agent in securing the 
services of other firms for performing any portion of the subcontract. 

• Go/no-go criteria were used to evaluate the vendor proposals, rather man convening a 
selection board. This resulted in the subcontract award being based primarily on technical 
merit, rather than lowest price and selection board evaluation. It should be noted that the 
primary subcontract was awarded to the vendor with the lowest priced bid, as well as highest 
technical merit. 

• The new format made all interested parties at the INEL contributors and owners of the 
subcontracts as can be seen in Table 3. 

As a result of the evaluation, the following solutions were proposed and implemented for the RCRA 
regulated recyclable materials process: 

• Recycling opportunities were identified 

• A new style of RFP designed to encourage vendors to bid, but which still met the FARS and 
DEARS was developed. This RFP was a somewhat abbreviated version of that developed for 
the RCRA/TSCA treatment/disposal format allowing the hazardous waste vendor to obtain 
recycling subtier facilities. 

• Recyclable materials with economically insignificant returns versus cost to treat were rolled 
into the hazardous waste treatment/disposal RFP within the 325 identified waste streams. 

The results of the efforts for the hazardous waste treatment/disposal evaluation and implementation 
were: 

• A primary hazardous waste transportation/treatment/disposal subcontract was awarded to 
Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. The company proposed five treatment/disposal facilities 
and recycling options. 

• A contingency subcontract was awarded to Burlington Environmental, Inc. 

• Vendor services offered and responsiveness to requests by the vendors under the new 
subcontract were rated excellent by INEL contractors and waste operations. The services 
required by the INEL as delineated in the RFP and subcontract SOWs were clearly and 
concisely described. The SOWs helped both the vendor and the INEL generators evaluate 
performance. 
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Table 2. Participants subcontract life cycle. 

Step Group Involved 

Generator Procurement Environmental 
Programs** 

Legal Waste 
Management 

Statement of Woik I R R R* R* 

Request for Proposal I R R* 
Evaluation Criteria (go/no-go) I R R R* R* 

Bid Evaluation R I R R* R 

Liability Assessment R I R* 

Recommendation to Award I 

Subcontract Award R I R* R* 

Subcontract Modification I I R* R* R* 

Annual Review I I R* 

I = Initiates 
R = Reviews 
R* = Reviews only if requested by other groups 

** Refers primarily to the ESH&Q liability assessment function of Environmental Programs 

The results of the efforts for the RCRA-regulated recyclable materials evaluation and implementation 
were: 

• The INEL contractors received responsive, acceptable bids from vendors on the new RFP 

• Recycling contracts were awarded for clean lead, RCRA-regulated scrap metal, and silver 

• Successful shipments of materials were made 

• The value of materials offset the cost of processing, e.g., in 1992 EG&G Idaho received a 
check for $1,200.00 from the silver recycler after the deduction of transportation and 
processing charges. EG&G Idaho recovered costs associated with the material versus 
incurring treatment/disposal cost. 

The structure and content of the initial INEL RFP and associated SOWs are not discussed in this 
section because they will be described in Section 3.4 (Consolidated Request for Proposal) of this report. 
The RFP and SOWs were modified, improved, and used for the consolidated subcontract effort, which 
is the subject of this study. 
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2.2 INEL ESH&Q Liability Assessment Process 

It is known that ES&H assessments of commercial TSDFs were conducted by INEL assessment 
teams as early as 1985. However, there was no systematic approach or program control of either the 
criteria or decisions on which facilities would be assessed. By 1990, it had become clear that the 
program had to be formalized through program management plans and procedures. The first formal 
assessment procedures were developed in October 1990. The first pre-award assessment that was 
required to be performed and where award of the subcontract was made contingent upon the apparent 
awardee's success occurred in 1991. The assessment program was officially assigned to the 
Environmental Programs, ETS unit at mat time and has been active ever since that time. The following 
sections briefly described the original 1990 program which was substantially modified and improved. 
The program, as it appeared in 1993, was the basis for the consolidated assessment effort and is described 
in Section 4 of this report. 

2.2.1 Scope 

A complete external assessment of the off-site facility consists of pre-assessment, on-site assessment, 
post-assessment, risk assessment, and financial evaluations. The comprehensiveness of an external 
assessment may be modified and adjusted by the External Assessment team leader with concurrence from 
the ETS Manager. Factors that influence the scope of the assessment include: type of hazardous waste 
or hazardous material to be sent, amount of waste or material to be sent, time period under which the 
INEL will be doing business with the offsite facility, etc. The scope of the assessment can be adjusted 
at any point during the evaluation, based on information gathered during the procedure. 

The external assessment examines compliance with regulations promulgated by the Clean Air Act 
(CAA), Clean Water Act (CWA), CERCLA, RCRA, Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), Superfund 
Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA), TSCA, and any applicable regulations promulgated by state 
and local legislation. 

An external assessment includes the following: 

• On-site review of the TSDF or recycling facility operation 

• Examination of facility plans and construction 

• Examination of all applicable permits and facility records 

• Review of where the wastes or recyclable materials go, cradle to grave 

• EPA, state, and local regulatory observations of the facility 

• Opinions of other businesses that use the facility 

• Review of other parties that take title of the waste or materials 

• Review of transporters 
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Review of certificates of destruction or disposal 

• Review of INEL contract for adequacy, e.g., environmental compliance 

• Opinion of the community in which the facility is located 

• Financial condition of the facility/parent and ability to pay for potential cleanup and lawsuits 

2.2.2 Pre-Assessment Review Procedures 

The pre-assessment review consists of information gathering and is conducted using the telephone, 
mail, or electronic data base systems. The purpose of the pre-assessment review is to determine if: 

• In the case of a TSDF, that the TSDF waste management processes are compatible with wastes 
generated 

• In the case of a recycler, that the hazardous materials are being recycled in accordance with 
the regulations, and that the facility properly disposes of any waste it generates 

• The facility has had serious environmental, regulatory, financial, or legal problems that can 
be identified using the sources described as follows. 

If a complete assessment had been conducted recently and a report was available, it is requested and 
evaluated before proceeding with the pre-assessment. If the report information is inadequate or 
unavailable, the pre-assessment continues. The External Assessment Team makes this decision with the 
concurrence of the ETS manager. 

Many sources are evaluated to obtain an impression of potential problem areas and general 
environmental compliance. Although none are used as decision criteria, they are useful in formulating 
questions for the facility operators and pinpointing areas requiring additional investigation. 

A LEXIS/NEXIS database search is conducted to identify any situations such as adverse publicity, 
criminal proceedings, and/or major environmental problems that could have a detrimental impact on any 
arrangements that the INEL subcontract might make with the facility. 

A Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) search is conducted to collect the following information about a 
company: the financial condition, company rating and trends, net assets, and balance sheet information. 
The financial condition of the facility of interest may be collected and evaluated by the EG&G Financial 
Services or Procurement Groups. 

Regulatory contacts include, but are not limited to: the EPA; state regulators (e.g., the state water 
commission); and local regulators (e.g., city or county sanitation districts). Each regulatory agency 
should be contacted in order to obtain or verify the following information: 
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Permit status 
CERCLA involvement 
Existing contamination 
Compliance problems 

Inspection results 
Financial compliance 
Recommendations 

Written Freedom of Information Act requests may also be needed. 

In addition to the regulatory agencies, the assessor contacts city and/or county officials, the local 
Chamber of Commerce and the Better Business Bureau in order to obtain opinions they might have 
concerning the conduct of operations and community opinions of the facility of interest. 

The TSDF or recycler is contacted directly in order to collect the following information: 

Site history and CERCLA involvement 
Existing contamination 
Ownership 
Services and operations 
Waste streams, or recyclable materials, 

accepted and not accepted 
Permit status, including RCRA, air, and 

water 
Financial information 

Insurance information 
References 
Other businesses that use and/or have 

assessed the TSDF 
Regulatory compliance status 
Assessment coordination procedures (only 

if a decision has been made to 
conduct an assessment.) 

Businesses that have conducted a risk assessment or compliance evaluation of the facility are 
contacted. Their opinions of the facility are discussed and they are asked to send a copy of the results 
of any risk assessments or evaluations they have conducted of the TSDF or recycler. 

The INEL subcontract, RFP, or request for quotation (RFQ) with the TSDF or recycler are 
reviewed for adequacy. The following points are noted: 

Non-assignability clause (without prior consent) 

Return of completed manifest before payment 

Certificates of destruction/disposal returned before payment 

Hold harmless, indemnification, contribution clauses 

Review by company attorney 

Provisions to immediately terminate services if it appears that an environmental compliance 
problem has arisen. 

After a review of all of the above information, a determination is made as to whether an on-site 
assessment is necessary or if sufficient information has been obtained in order to complete an assessment 
report. If a determination is made by the External Assessment Team Leader, with the concurrence of 
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the ETS manager, or designee, that sufficient information has been acquired, a risk evaluation and 
assessment report is completed using the instructions and format specified in the procedure. 

2.2.3 On-site Assessment Procedures 

The purpose of an on-site assessment is to examine the facility history, capabilities, operations, and 
general site acceptability. 

2.2.3.1 Preparation for an On-site Assessment. The assessment date and assessment schedule 
is established with the TSDF contact and confirmed in writing. 

Arrangements are made with TSDF contact to have the following information mailed ahead for 
review before the site visit and also available for on-site review: 

• Information on site history, pre-RCRA/TSCA waste disposal 

• Consent agreements and responses to Notices of Violations 

• All permits and corrective action plans 

• Surface water, air, and groundwater monitoring data for the last three years 

• Closure/post-closure plans, cost estimates and basis, and financial mechanism documentation 

• Current Certificate of Insurance for Sudden and Nonsudden Incident, and a copy of policy 

• Independently audited financial statements for the past three years 

• Documentation of involvement in any Superfund sites or related active or pending 
environmental litigation 

• Information on assignees to which waste is transferred 

• Certificates of destruction or disposal (CDs) 

• Facility construction plans 

• Emergency/contingency plans 

• Manifests, bills of lading, records, reports, and notices 

• Hazardous waste minimization plan 

• Personnel training records 

• Land use permits or documentation 
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A determination is made of what wastes have been shipped from the INEL to this facility. Copies 
are made of shipping manifests. If a large number of manifests are involved, a random selection is made 
to be used during the on-site evaluation. 

A determination of whether the state in which the facility of interest is located has authority to 
regulate federal environmental laws. If the state has authority in any area, the implementing regulations 
are reviewed and a checklist is prepared to address compliance with these regulations. 

2.2.3.2 Conduct of the On-site Assessment. Checklists are used during the conduct of the 
on-site assessment. These checklists include all applicable federal and state regulations. The checklists 
can be prepared ahead of time, or if a computer program such as Audit Master™ is used, during the on-
site inspection. If the Audit Master™ is not used, commercially available or specially developed checklists 
may be used. However, these checklists must be reviewed and approved by the External Assessment 
team leader before the on-site inspection. 

The facility and operations are inspected in the sequence specified below using checklists for the 
specific type of facility: 

• Waste arrival 

• Waste storage 

• Waste analysis and verification procedures 

• Manifest verification 

• Inspection of each unit 

• Residues management 

• Transportation into and out of facility. 

Facility representatives are interviewed to assess management's understanding of the facility, 
regulations, and company's risk assessment procedures. Management personnel to be interviewed include 
the laboratory manager, facility manager, and environmental coordinator. 

The following documents, in addition to those listed in Section 2.2.3.1, are reviewed and 
compared to conditions observed during the inspection: 

• RCRA Part A or B permit application, air emissions permits, water permits, and any other 
permit required by the state and local regulatory agencies 

• Omer assignees to which the waste is transferred, final disposition of waste, and certificates 
of disposal or destruction documents 

• Plans for hazardous waste minimization and statements on manifests 
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• Inspection records, including storage areas, loading and unloading areas, and equipment. 

The tracking system is evaluated by following the processing on one of the shipments, preferably 
from the INEL, from arrival to final disposition at the facility. All internal records are checked. 

2.2.4 Post-Assessment Procedures 

A TSDF risk evaluation following the instructions found in the EG&G Idaho procedure is followed. 
An assessment report using format described in this procedure is also prepared. The facility file is 
completed. 

2.2.5 Documentation 

The following documentation is generated and/or maintained for each external assessment or risk 
analysis performed: 

2.2.5.1 Formal Assessment or Risk Analysis Report. A formal assessment or risk analysis 
report is written for each facility evaluated. This document is prepared in accordance with EG&G Idaho 
document preparation procedures, using the format described in the procedure and is controlled through 
the EG&G Idaho Document Management System. 

Because the material contained in the report is sensitive, dissemination of this document is strictly 
limited to a distribution list that has been approved by the ETS manager. Any deviation from the 
distribution list, or additional requests for copies of the document, must be submitted to the External 
Assessment Team leader in writing and must be approved by the team leader and ETS manager. 

2.2.5.2 Telephone Conversations. All telephone conversations regarding the facility under 
evaluation must be documented using the EG&G Idaho memo of conversation form or memo to file form. 
The forms must be typed or written in black indelible ink. These memos must be kept as a record in the 
facility file. 

2.2.5.2 Facility Files. A formal file is created and maintained for each facility being evaluated. 
The files are retained in the ETS unit. These files contain all correspondence, notes, completed 
assessment checklists, copies of permits and contracts, completed external assessment chronology log, 
regulatory contact checklist, risk assessment, external assessment report, and any other information that 
was collected and used during the facility evaluation. The contents of the files must be able to withstand 
a regulatory and/or quality assessment. 

2.3 EG&G Corporate Initiatives 

EG&G formalized a Corporate Environmental Policy in October 1991. The company stated that 
EG&G was committed to conducting its business in an environmentally responsible manner in all aspects 
of its operations. The objectives of the company's environmental policy were: 
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• Comply with all applicable environmental laws, regulations, and standards 

• Evaluate compliance on a routine basis throughout all company operations through the use of 
a self-assessment and audit program 

• Train and educate employees in identifying and implementing the requirements of 
environmental compliance 

• Encourage the use of environmentally benign techniques and waste minimization 
methodologies in (a) designing products and processes, and (b) managing and operating 
facilities 

• Develop programs for conserving resources and protecting the environment through recycling 
and reusing materials 

• Develop programs to incorporate environmental considerations among internal management's 
criteria by which projects, products, processes, and purchases are evaluated 

• Develop in our employees an awareness of their environmental responsibilities and encourage 
adherence to sound environmental practices 

• Ensure the integration of environmental considerations in business planning. 

EG&G implemented the policy through its Corporate Director of Environmental Programs. The 
company initiated a program in which each operation was evaluated by a Corporate team to determine 
where environmental strengths and weaknesses existed. The result of the survey was a series of 
recommendations that the company believed would result in enhanced environmental compliance, quality 
products and services, and significant cost savings for its customers, including DOE. 

A GOCO [Government-Owned, Contractor-Operated] Environmental Committee was established. 
This committee was composed of delegates from each of the EG&G operated government installations, 
particularly those owned by DOE. In March 1992, this committee selected three environmental initiatives 
that the members believed could be started quickly and in which the cost savings could be quantified for 
the customer, i.e., DOE. The initiatives were: 

• Standardize the approach for selecting and monitoring environmental laboratories 

• .Initiate corporate procurement of waste haulers and disposers through national and/or regional 
contracts 

• Review and select existing environmental training modules for EG&G-wide standardization 
as the first step in optimizing the standardization of environmental training. 

The second initiative became the consolidated hazardous waste transportation/treatment/disposal 
master task subcontract and assessment program, which is the subject of this study. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONSOLIDATED SUBCONTRACT PROCESS 

3.1 Development of the Initiative 

As previously stated, EG&G was searching for long-term solutions to the hazardous waste disposal 
issues encountered by DOE sites. Two main issues were potential ES&H liability and costs associated 
with hazardous waste disposal. The company planned to address these issues with the consolidated 
hazardous waste subcontract project. The project involved four major and ten satellite DOE facilities 
operated by EG&G subsidiaries. The facilities and their associated M&O contractors are shown in Table 
3. EG&G believed that this project could be used as a model for other DOE facilities across the country. 

DOE sites generally had individual subcontracts for hazardous waste disposal with numerous 
vendors. More than 200 commercial facilities were identified as part of a DOE study conducted in 1992. 
The subcontracts generally were costly, with no price breaks for the DOE sites because individual sites 
did not generate enough volume. The subcontracts generally did not contain adequate operational 
controls. For example, there were no "hard hammers" in place to ensure ES&H compliance. Therefore, 
DOE was being exposed to potential ES&H liability at many TSDFs across the United States. This was 
especially significant where brokers were used to collect the hazardous waste for disposal, because 
brokers did not assume any contractual ES&H liability for their actions. 

ES&H liability arises under several of the federal environmental laws. RCRA holds the generator 
responsible for ensuring proper treatment and ultimate disposal of the waste, no matter how many 
intervening companies handle the waste. CERCLA imposes joint and several liability on the owner of 
the waste, the person "arranging for disposal," and the owner or operator of the disposal location. 
Therefore, EG&G and DOE remain legally responsible for the waste. Without strong contractual controls 
in place, neither EG&G nor DOE could exercise any control over how and where the waste was managed 
and disposed of even if they had notice of improprieties. Currently, EPA estimates that the average 
CERCLA (Superfund) site cleanup costs around $1 million. The entire cost can be collected from any 
single potentially responsible party. 

EG&G also noted that ES&H liability assessments (frequently called audits), if conducted at all, 
were inadequate for determining the potential liability risks with using a particular company and/or 
facility. In general, there were no standards of excellence for either the subcontracting or ES&H liability 
assessment processes. 

During the July 6, 1992 EG&G corporate meeting, the general managers from the five EG&G 
M&O contractor subsidiaries endorsed the concept of consolidating the hazardous waste shipping and 
disposal function. As planned, all of the EG&G M&O contractors would use the services of the same 
hazardous waste disposal compames, a unified contractual arrangement would be established, and a single 
EG&G assessment team would assess the acceptability of the facilities. It was intended that eventually 
the entire DOE complex could be included. This activity by EG&G was planned to be a model effort 
to demonstrate the feasibility and cost savings. Acceptance and approval by DOE was needed before final 
implementation'. 
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Table 3. Sites managed by EG&G M&O contractor and owned by DOE. 

EG&G M&O Contractor DOE-Owned Facility Facility Location 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. 

EG&G Mound Applied 
Technologies, Inc. 

EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 

EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc. 

Reynold Electrical and Engineering 
Company, Inc. 

Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory 

Mound Site 

Rocky Flats Environmental 
Technology Site 

Oxnard Facility 

North Las Vegas Operations 

Woburn Cathode Ray Tube 
Operations 

Santa Barbara Operations 

Special Technologies Laboratory 

Amador Valley Operations 

Kirtland Operations 

Nevada Test Site 

Idaho Falls, ID 

Miamisburg, OH 

Denver, CO 

Oxnard, CA 

Las Vegas, NV 

Woburn, MA 

Santa Barbara, CA 

Goleta, CA 

Pleasanton, CA 

Albuquerque, NM 

Las Vegas, NV 

3.1.1 Process Description 

Although consolidated hazardous waste disposal contracts were known to be used by private 
industry, e.g, the Boeing Company, which consolidated 28 aircraft manufacturing facilities on one 
disposal contract, the concept had not yet been used by DOE facilities. The U. S. Department of 
Defense, through the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO), was attempting to consolidate 
the disposal options for some of its operations. However, none of the companies or agencies investigated 
had proposed a hazardous waste subcontract or maintained an ES&H assessment program such as that 
used at the INEL. Therefore, EG&G Idaho had to research the federal regulations, DOE requirements, 
and M&O contractual obligations in order to ensure that the program would not conflict with any of the 
regulations and requirements. It was quickly determined that the program could not proceed without 
considerable assistance from legal, procurement, environmental protection, waste management, and 
quality organizations at each of the sites managed by an M&O contractor and at EG&G Corporate. In 
order to expedite the process, each organization was assigned specific tasks as part of the process, and 
conference calls were used to discuss issues. 

3.1.1.1 Procurement. Procuring an individual site contractor or participating in regional or 
Corporate contracts would be necessary. The contracts should provide EG&G with the best possible 
financial savings, while still reducing liability to the maximum extent possible. (In other words, reduced 
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potential liability, and the quality of TSDF performance, should outweigh minor cost savings achieved 
through going with the low bidder.) 

The financial solidity of a potential TSDF was also considered. Reducing risk of increased 
regulatory problems and increased financial liability are of the utmost importance in this task; while still 
trying to improve our product or affect cost savings. 

The EG&G Idaho Procurement Group prepared a strategy plan to define and control the RFP 
process. The EG&G Idaho "INEL Specific" SOW was used as a model. The objective of this 
procurement was to standardize the method of procurement and ESH&Q assessments of haulers and 
disposers which would result in the following benefits and cost savings: 

• Reduce procurement costs, and benefit from economies of scale (i.e., lower prices for higher 
waste volumes) 

• Reduce risk that RCRA wastes could become CERCLA cleanups by contracting with approved 
subcontractors 

• Reduce liability assessment costs and eliminate redundant compliance audits. 

The Procurement Group proposed awarding two fixed price per unit master task subcontracts 
(MTS). Each subcontract would have an initial three-year term with two one-year options. Procurement 
proposed the following approach. 

A draft RFP was provided by EG&G Idaho Procurement. The RFP included each M&O 
contractor's site-specific waste streams and estimated volumes. The price proposals were also site 
specific based on each M&O contractor's waste streams, including transportation costs from the site. A 
total of five price proposals would be required. All participating M&O contractors reviewed the draft 
RFP before it was finalized. 

A notice of the solicitation was published in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD) to ensure that 
all potential vendors were reached. Responses to the CBD notice provided the source for the bid list. 

Subcontractor site assessments were performed as part of the process. The team included 
representatives from each of the participating M&O contractors. 

The result of the process was two competitive awards. The pricing was fixed annual pricing for 
each of the five years. The awards were made to the two responsive and responsible offerors proposing 
the lowest and second lowest total pricing for the five-year term. 

Each M&O contractor would award individual task orders to implement the subcontract. Selection 
of which of the two MTSs to use for a task order would be based on lowest price, best treatment method 
for the waste streams being shipped, and availability of the subcontractor. Each M&O contractor 
determined which subcontract to use. Additional waste streams could be incorporated into task orders 
by M&O contractors. The prices for these new waste streams would be negotiated by the M&O 
contractor and would be provided to EG&G Idaho for information and record. Each M&O contractor 
would seek. DOE Operations Office approvals independently, if necessary, for task orders. 
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The key elements in the approach were: 

• DOE operations office buy-in of the master task subcontract 

• M&O contractor support. 

3.1.1.2 Legal. Attorneys must ensure mat the contractual relationships or shared assessment 
capabilities that are selected reduce the potential liability as much as possible and still meet regulatory 
or contractual requirements. 

The legal departments of each of the participating EG&G M&O contractors and EG&G Corporate 
were retained to address issues and resolve conflicts as a result of the analyses being performed by the 
other department participants. The legal representatives were assigned the task of reviewing existing 
M&O contracts to ensure mat the consolidated approach would not violate negotiated conditions or "Cost 
Plus Award Fee" (CPAF) evaluation criteria. Legal review was also conducted of the RFP to ensure that 
appropriate environmental and other requirements were included. 

A continuing concern of the legal offices was the potential for "piercing the corporate veil". 
Generally, one of the main reasons for setting up separately incorporated, independent subsidiary 
companies is to enjoy the legal protection of incorporation. If a corporation is found liable, only the 
corporate assets for that corporation are at risk. If the subsidiaries act as a whole, or if the parent 
company directs actions, then the entire assets of the parent company and subsidiaries are at risk. The 
court would use a balancing test for determining the necessary extent of involvement, to decide if the 
"corporate veil" should be pierced to reach all assets. It was determined by the EG&G M&O legal 
offices that, although this was a corporate initiative, the final decision for any site to participate and the 
extent of that participation rested with DOE. Therefore, this was more of an EG&G corporate suggestion 
than direction, which would tip the balance against piercing the veil. The legal offices also believed that 
the benefits of the liability protection of the consolidated contract outweighed the risk of veil piercing, 
given other related circumstances. 

3.1.1.3 Environmental Protection Tasks. The ES&H staff must develop TSDF assessment 
criteria, participate in the assessments, develop selection criteria and weighing systems, help resolve DOE 
hazardous waste treatment/disposal moratorium issues, consider waste niinimization goals, and work with 
the waste generators to identify waste types and anticipated volumes. 

The EG&G Idaho ETS Unit had the lead in this area. This group reviewed copies of the hazardous 
waste treatment/disposal subcontracts that each of the M&O contractors had in place to date. The review 
focused on identifying strengths and weaknesses in each of the subcontracts. The strengths were 
incorporated into the SOWs being prepared for the new competition. 

The ETS members also reviewed copies of the most recent RCRA biennial or annual hazardous 
waste reports supplied by the M&O contractors. This review was designed to determine if the waste 
streams reported by the other M&O contractors were comparable to those generated by the INEL. If 
major differences existed, then the waste stream exhibits from the INEL subcontract would have to 
undergo major revisions before they could be used as boiler plate for the other contractors. The results 
of the review were that no waste streams were identified in the reports that were not accounted for on 
the INEL exhibits. 
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The assigned members of the ETS unit were ultimately responsible for ensuring that the SOWs were 
complete and accurate. Environmental protection staff at the other M&O contractors were responsible 
for ensuring that their portions of the SOWs were correct and accurate. 

As a note for the record, the DOE hazardous waste treatment/disposal moratorium resulted from 
an order from DOE to all of the DOE sites directing them to cease the shipment of any RCRA-hazardous 
or TSCA-regulated waste originating in a radiologically controlled area to commercial facilities not 
licensed by the NRC or Agreement State until further notice (See letter from J. E. Lytle, DOE-HQ EM-
30, to Distribution, dated May 17, 1991). The order .was issued after a Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
newspaper reported that the Rollins incinerator in Baton Rouge had burned radioactive waste received 
from the DOE nuclear weapons complex at Oak Ridge, Tennessee (See Oversight Hearing before the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives, dated February 20, 1992). As a 
result of the newspaper report, the DOE issued the ban on shipments of the RCRA/TSCA-regulated 
wastes to non-nuclear commercial TSDFs until the DOE sites could provide information to DOE-HQ that 
described the criteria and the methods used for measuring a waste to the criteria which would ensure that 
the wastes were not radioactively contaminated. DOE-HQ would review the information to determine 
its regulatory and technical validity before it would allow the site to release the wastes. DOE-HQ 
subsequently provided clarification on what wastes were subject to the moratorium and defined the term 
"radiological area" (See letter from J. E. Lytle, DOE-HQ EM-30, to Distribution, dated June 7, 1991). 
The greatest effect of the moratorium on the DOE sites was that the volumes of regulated wastes available 
for treatment/disposal were significantly decreased while the. DOE operations offices and M&O 
contractors' worked to prepare acceptable justifications for declaring the wastes radioactively 
uncontaminated. 

3.1.1.4 Quality Participation. Quality assurance people should verify that the assessment criteria 
and contracts meet all quality requirements. They may also need to be included in the assessments and/or 
contract selection process. 

The quality assurance groups from each of the M&O contractors were requested to join the effort, 
but the groups declined to become active participants because the program addressed only hazardous 
wastes and not nuclear waste and operations. 

Conduct of operations and performance assurance personnel were also contacted. These were 
relatively new considerations for some sites, but these people were consulted to ascertain if this task was 
consistent witii their criteria and planning goals. 

3.1.1.5 Waste Management. Waste management groups who directly controlled the 
management and disposition of RCRA/TSCA/CERCLA-regulated wastes were active participants in the 
process. It was their task to ensure that all site operational requirements and special services requested 
from the vendors were addressed in the SOWs. These people were also critical for the technical review 
of.proposals. 

The field people who generate the waste were consulted if waste management operations personnel 
were not present. They were asked to verify that all waste types were identified and that volume 
estimates for proper TSDF selection were accurate. 
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3.1.1.6 Project Management. An administrative project manager was selected to control the 
flow of administrative tasks required to implement the project. The project manager was responsible for 
ensuring that activities remained on schedule, notifying management of potential roadblocks, and ensuring 
that proper distribution of funds was maintained. 

3.1.1.7 EG&G Senior Management Strategy. The Director of EG&G DOE Support Services 
tasked each of the M&O contractor general managers with obtaining DOE operations office concurrence 
with the proposed project. The general managers discussed the project with, and obtained concurrence 
from, the DOE operations office managers. In addition, each M&O contractor department, i.e., 
procurement, legal, ES&H, and waste management, was tasked with discussing and obtaining concurrence 
from their respective DOE operations office counterparts. 

EG&G Corporate representatives discussed the project with, and obtained concurrence from, the 
associated DOE-HQ departments. 

3.1.2 Advantages 

The proposal had two advantages that resulted in substantial savings: 

• Consolidating the volume of waste to be disposed of allowed DOE sites to negotiate volume 
discounts and take advantage of economies of scale. 

Economy-of-scale costs included: reducing the number of assessment teams that had to 
visit the facilities; providing higher quality assessments because the assessment team 
could draw on expertise from several DOE sites; receiving volume discounts; and the 
possibility of coordinated waste transportation, thereby reducing the number of trips 
required. Only one or two assessment members from any one DOE site were required, 
thus minimizing the burden on each DOE site. 

Specific cost savings were unknown at the time of initiation because many of the DOE 
sites had not kept records sufficiently accurate to calculate exact potential saving. 
However, estimates based on preliminary information gathered by EG&G Idaho 
indicated approximately $1.8 million could be saved within the first three years from the 
consolidation of the hazardous waste disposal contracts. 

• Limiting the number of disposal locations and using consistent environmental liability 
assessment standards to evaluate disposal sites, significantly reduced contractor and DOE 
potential environmental liability for fines and penalties, cleanup costs, legal defense costs, and 
remedial public relations efforts. 

Using fewer disposal sites meant fewer potential CERCLA cleanup sites for DOE and 
contractors. This reduced exposures both DOE complex-wide and for DOE operations 

- offices. 

A subcontract could be awarded with higher quality sites. 
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Increased assessments and oversight meant that the best run facilities would continue to 
be used, decreasing the likelihood that the site would become a CERCLA cleanup site. 

Having consistent environmental liability assessment standards reduced the likelihood of 
bid protests from offerors that were accepted or rejected by one DOE site and not by 
another. 

Having consistent site evaluation standards helped to prevent allegations of negligence 
if one DOE site awarded a contract to a facility that another DOE site had found 
unacceptable and problems developed subsequently. 

A unified subcontract prevents uneven acceptance/rejection criteria among DOE sites, 
thereby reducing procurement challenges. 

Volume gives DOE leverage in subcontracts because, if it is a lucrative subcontract, facilities would 
be more willing to modify operations to address our environmental compliance concerns, expedite waste 
acceptance to alleviate compliance problems, or give volume discounts. 

For example, EG&G Idaho did not have any challenges to the tough criteria of the INEL hazardous 
waste transportation/treatment/disposal subcontract. Brokers were not permitted to submit offers on that 
subcontract and were not allowed on this one either. 

3.1.3 Disadvantages 

The major disadvantage identified was that the prohibition of brokers could result in higher initial 
treatment/disposal costs for some of the small sites. The DOE operations offices and EG&G M&O 
contractors agreed that the potential increase was more acceptable than the increased risk posed by the 
use of brokers transferring waste to unknown and unassessed TSDFs. 

Another potential disadvantage was that extremely small local disposal sites were disadvantaged in 
the procurement because of the desire to keep the number of facilities that were used to a minimum. This 
is inconsistent with the DOE policy of trying to optimize opportunities for small, local businesses. 

3.1.4 Issues and Resolutions and Recommendations 

3.1.4.1 Preliminary Issues Identified. The issues and concerns described in this section were 
identified during discussions held with procurement, legal, technical, and regulatory personnel from each 
of the M&O contractors and EG&G corporate staff and addressed before the initiative was launched. 
Each of the issues was identified and described. The issue statement is followed by the resolutions and 
recommendations reached at the time by careful research and consensus. 

1. The first question that must be answered is related to capacity to handle the corporate loading, and 
the capability to handle the varied waste streams. 

The majority of the vendors that replied to the 1992 EG&G Idaho RFP had the capacity, and were 
able, to handle the varied wastes streams. These streams are generally treated and/or disposed of at the 
prime subcontractor's facility or at a subtier contractor approved by EG&G Idaho. The waste streams 
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generated at the INEL are generally the same as those generated at other EG&G-managed facilities, e.g., 
laboratory wastes and contaminated soils. Waste minimization efforts have been successful at the INEL 
and have resulted in significant reductions in waste streams and volumes. Corporate loading would not 
be a significant issue. 

2. The question of whether the vendor has several facilities across the country, lending itself to a 
regional approach, must also be examined. 

The majority of the vendors who bid on government contracts have several facilities across the 
country, e.g., Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. (Rollins); Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
(CWM); United States Pollution Control, Inc. (USPCI); Laidlaw Environmental, Inc.; and Environmental 
Services Company (ENSCO). The standard government bidding procedures and requirements generally 
result in excluding the smaller companies from consideration. During past recycling and disposal contract 
efforts, EG&G Idaho received comments such as "Too much paperwork for too little profit". 

3. Selection criteria must be carefully determined. If a national or regional approach is not feasible, 
common selection criteria should still be used by each division for their individual selections. 

EG&G Idaho is continually upgrading and enhancing its selection criteria to ensure that the best 
facility is chosen for the task. For example, in the 12 months before this consolidated subcontract, 
criteria were added to ensure that CERCLA remediation wastes could be accepted by treatment/disposal 
facilities. Requirements for CERCLA-generated wastes were significandy different than those for RCRA 
wastes. 

4. The financial capability of the vendor is critical in the event of Superfund liability and must 
uierefore be examined. 

EG&G Idaho conducts a financial liability assessment of potential vendors as part of a full ES&H 
liability assessment. Financial analysts in the Procurement Group conduct this analysis. Dun and 
Bradsteeet, Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) Form-IOK, company annual reports, and proof 
of necessary insurance are required for the analysis. This information becomes a part of the vendor's 
record. 

5. A backup contract for waste handling must be considered in the event of a sudden closure of one 
facility by a regulatory agency order, natural disaster, or other unforeseen circumstances. Even if 
me closure is only temporary, a contingency plan is necessary to avoid violations of storage times. 

EG&G Idaho was pursuing the award of two subcontracts, a primary and a backup, for hazardous 
waste disposal services in 1992 (when the corporate analysis was done). This action was necessitated by 
the loss of the hazardous waste TSDF for three monms earlier in 1992. EG&G Idaho preferred the use 
of "escape clauses" in other EG&G contracts rather than maintaining two contracts onsite. 

6. Unless prohibited, the vendors may broker, which could increase both liability and the number of 
facilities that may need to be assessed. This must be examined for savings/decreased liability 
concern. 
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EG&G Idaho specifically excluded brokers from consideration in its hazardous waste and recycling 
contracts. Liability issues were carefully considered as part of this decision. EG&G Idaho permits a 
subcontractor to subcontract specific services only with prior approval. ES&H assessments are performed 
on those subcontractors before approval is given. 

7. At a minimum,' the use of one procedure, and perhaps gne team, to complete the assessments could 
significantly cut costs and allow sharing of information. Standard contract language could also 
decrease liability. 

EG&G Idaho was working to standardize the language within its own Procurement system. 
Standard clauses were added to RFPs and SOWs and subcontracts in order to ensure ES&H compliance 
and give EG&G Idaho the right to assess (inspect) the subcontractor at any time during the term of the 
subcontract. 

EG&G Idaho had concerns regarding the use of one assessment team. Who would direct and/or 
fund this team? DOE budgetary constraints must be considered. The "corporate veil" should also be 
considered, although EG&G subsidiaries represent DOE and act on behalf of DOE as part of the M&O 
daily operations. 

8. The use of a separate cell for disposal of EG&G Corporate and M&O contractor waste, in order 
to avoid combining with other wastes, should be considered. 

The wastes that were generated at sites operated by EG&G Idaho are owned by DOE and shipped 
as DOE waste. EG&G does not generate wastes in its own name. 

It was the opinion of EG&G Idaho that this option would be prohibitively expensive. A TSDF 
would not build a cell specifically for EG&G wastes. TSDFs generally permit one disposal cell at a time. 
The cells are designed to accumulate wastes for several years. Wastes are mapped in the cells using a 
grid system. If a cell leaks and results in the TSDF being named a Superfund site, regulatory agencies 
will pursue all entities that have sent wastes to the site for cleanup costs no matter whose drum leaked. 
However, accurate records of the amounts and types of wastes disposed of and the locations (cells) where 
the wastes were disposed of in may greatly mitigate potential liability. 

9. Forecasting waste volumes must be carefully considered with emphasis on potentially decreasing 
volumes via waste minimization efforts and goals. The DOE moratorium on offsite shipments of 
hazardous waste that may have had "rad added" could also impact forecasting. If the subcontract 
is a requirement-type contract, adequate estimates are also needed to minimize the risk of liability 
from overstated estimates. 

EG&G Idaho presently forecasts waste volume based on historical trends. The company inserts a 
statement into the RFP and SOW stating that volumes are in no way guaranteed or implied. EG&G Idaho 
also has clauses stating that new waste streams may be added with prior subcontractor approval. 

10. The question of "sitewide" approaches to offsite waste management, under the auspices of the DOE 
Operations Office controller, must be examined. In other words, a corporate-led consolidated 
approach may not currently be acceptable to DOE or other site contractors. 
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EG&G Corporate should be aware that, where an EG&G subsidiary is the prime M&O contractor, 
it may frequently handle waste operations for other M&O contractors at the DOE site. For example, the 
waste generated at the INEL is not specifically EG&G, WINCO, Westinghouse Electric Company, etc. 
waste but is identified as DOE-generated waste. The Corporate parent would probably not want to 
assume the liability for other contractors' waste, or for the DOE in general. 

11. The existing hazardous waste treatment/disposal contracts at each site managed by an EG&G 
subsidiary M&O contractor site must be considered for expiration or "termination." 

The present contractual language used by Lockheed Idaho, formerly EG&G Idaho, specifies one-
year subcontracts with up to five one-year renewal options. The subcontracts also specifically state that 
funds are not presently available under the subcontract beyond the end of the current fiscal year. This 
clause notifies the subcontractor that the contractor is under no obligation for the performance of the 
subcontract beyond the end of the current fiscal year if no funding is forthcoming. 

The subcontract language states that waste streams identified in the exhibits may not be shipped and 
allows for additional waste streams to be added. This clause may facilitate phasing-out or termination 
of the subcontract. 

12. Each site must consider DOE's concerns at each site including: 

• Is waste staying on or leaving the site an issue? 

• What is the potential impact of the DOE hazardous waste moratorium? 

• Does DOE want to participate in assessments or treatment/storage/disposal selection? 

• Would the customer prefer increased costs, if necessary, in order to decrease liability, e.g., 
prohibition of brokers and/or preference given to treatment by incineration? 

These issues were assigned to the M&O contractor general managers for discussions with their 
respective DOE operations office representatives. The answers were as follows: 

• Waste staying on site when it could be shipped off site was an issue. 

• The impact of the DOE hazardous waste moratorium was that, if the generators could certify 
a waste as "clean," it could be sent to a commercial TSDF. If not, then it remained on site 
and was managed as a mixed waste. 

• 

• 

The DOE operations offices did not want their personnel to actively participate in the 
assessments or vendor selection because these were M&O contractor functions. The DOE 
operations offices retained the right to audit and approve or disapprove the criteria and 
selections made by the M&O contractors. 

The DOE operations offices considered the decrease in long-term liability to outweigh short-
term cost savings, as long as these costs could be quantified and justified. The majority of 
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the operations offices also expressed a desire for incineration as the preferred treatment 
method to be used whenever appropriate. 

3.1.4.2 Coordination Among Sites. The participating M&O contractor groups involved, i.e., 
waste management, procurement, etc., reported that they never received written direction from their 
respective managements to proceed with implementation of the initiative. Verbal direction was received 
at some levels of management. 

The participating M&O contractor groups never received written explanations or assignments of 
responsibilities under the initiative. In particular, the procurement and legal counterparts did not receive 
directives relieving them of their responsibilities with respect to the master task subcontract (MTS) 
because the INEL was assigned to act on their behalf. This oversight resulted in problems with 
implementation of site-specific requirements at the task order level after the award of the MTS. 

Written agreements, assignments of responsibilities, and definition of requirements, before 
commencement of a project of this magnitude, are crucial to preventing a recurrence of these types of 
issues. 

How to coordinate activities among five separate companies was an issue. 

A project manager was assigned to manage the coordination among the sites. This individual 
reported directly to the project's technical and program managers and interfaced with the M&O contractor 
general managers and EG&G corporate management. 

3.1.4.3 Schedule. The proposed schedule required the entire process to be completed within one 
year of initiation. This was determined to be unreasonable and unfeasible. 

The schedule was re-negotiated to make the award of the subcontracts occur before the issuance of 
the DOE-HQ RFP for an M&O contractor to consolidate and operate the INEL. This added only about 
six months to the entire process. 

3.1.4.4 Scope. No issues regarding the scope of the proposed project were recorded. 

3.1.4.5 Budget. Sources of money to finance the project were a major concern because the 
annual site budgets had been approved months before the project was proposed. In addition, budget 
requests for the next fiscal year had also been submitted. 

The M&O contractors discussed the budget issues with their respective DOE operations office 
counterparts. It was agreed that no additional funding would be forthcoming; however, the general 
managers were allowed to reset priorities within their existing budgets to finance the project. The general 
managers assured the DOE Operations Offices that the cost savings would offset the initial expenses. 
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3.2 lead laboratory Concept 

3.2.1 Process Description 

One of the issues that arose during the preliminary discussions concerning the workability of the 
consolidated hazardous waste subcontract and assessment program, was how to issue and administer the 
subcontract. The options discussed included control through DOE-HQ, EG&G, one M&O contractor, 
and/or one DOE operations office. It was determined that, because this was die first time a subcontract 
consolidating several M&O contractors and DOE operations offices had been proposed, neither DOE-HQ 
nor EG&G should "own" the process. The lead laboratory concept allowed DOE-HQ and the operations 
offices to be a participant in the overall process while assigning the implementation and management 
activities to one of the DOE national laboratories. 

EG&G Idaho as the contractor at the lead laboratory, INEL, developed the RFP and subcontract 
language with input from the otiier M&O contractors. They issued the RFP and provided oversight of 
the procurement process. The lead laboratory was also responsible for die leadership and conduct of the 
ESH&Q liability assessments. Final decisions regarding the qualification of the TSDFs and award of the 
subcontracts were assigned to the lead laboratory with concurrence from the DOE. 

3.2.2 Advantages 

A number of advantages for both DOE and the M&O contractors were identified through the lead 
laboratory concept. 

The site coordination issues identified in Section 3.1.4 were more easily resolved because the use 
of personnel from one DOE site to assist another DOE site was not considered novel or unusual. It had 
been the practice within the DOE system to share expertise on specific processes for years. 

The distribution of financial requests was more easily accomplished. Because the DOE sites were 
working as DOE sites, memoranda of understanding (MOUs) among DOE contractors were the 
mechanisms used to commit and allocate resources. The use of the MOU allowed charges to be billed 
to the various participants using purchase orders. 

DOE was kept informed of the progress of the initiative throughout the process because it was 
considered an active participant. This allowed DOE to take credit for process improvements and cost 
savings as they occurred. 

The perception of the initiative as an EG&G Corporate project was diminished. EG&G commercial 
interests were not involved in the process.. 

3.2.3 Disadvantages 

The only disadvantage identified was the perceived loss of site autonomy with respect to control of 
the content and use of the subcontracts. This was not considered to be significant when compared with 
the advantages. 
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3.3 Master Task Subcontract Concept 

A number of different types of subcontracts were reviewed before the MTS, with implementing task 
orders, was chosen. One of the options that was reviewed and rejected was a consortium that negotiates 
a model terms and guidelines. In this scenario, each of the M&O contractors would negotiate an 
individual subcontract based on the terms and guidelines. Another option that was reviewed and rejected 
was negotiation of a single subcontract by one of the M&O contractors with each of the other M&O 
contractors, subcontracting the lead to run the subcontract. The MTS provided the best control of the 
process, was most cost effective, and was preferred by the Secretary of Energy. 

3.3.1 Process Description 

3.3.1.1 Master Task Subcontract. The MTS is a basic agreement entered into with two 
subcontractors to procure multiple hazardous waste disposal services for five M&O contractors for DOE. 
The MTS establishes a basic contractual agreement (including firm-fixed-unit pricing for each service) 
among the parties with no initial work assignments or monetary commitments, for a period of three years 
with two one-year options; it is maintained and administered by one of the five M&O contractors. The 
basic agreement with both subcontractors provides each of the M&O contractors the ability to determine 
which subcontractor can provide disposal services in a most cost-effective manner, specific to their own 
site, and based on firm-fixed prices received under the MTS. Each M&O contractor issues a task order 
against the MTS to each subcontractor for a specific period of time; this establishes a ceiling price and 
additional terms and conditions applicable to their site. Task rder releases generated to the subcontractor 
who is deemed most cost effective authorizes funding for the specific disposal service required. 

3.3.1.2 Task Order. Each M&O subcontractor issues a task order to each of the subcontractors; 
this task order incorporates the basic contractual agreement established under the MTS and provides a 
price ceiling and any additional terms and conditions applicable to the M&O contractor's specific site. 
Task orders are generally issued for a one-year and may be issued for a longer period of time to meet 
the needs of each M&O contractor. Releases are issued against each task order for specific work 
performed. Generally a release or shipment request/authorization is issued each time an M&O contractor 
determines that enough waste exists to direct the subcontractor to provide transport and disposal services. 
A release is issued each time the subcontractor is directed by an M&O contractor to perform services 
(transport, lab pack, disposal and etc.) on a specific day. All services specifically performed on that day 
become part of the release and are tracked by a designated release number for invoice and internal 
tracking purposes. 

3.3.1.3 Subcontract Modifications. All modifications to the MTS are issued through the single 
M&O contractor, who maintains and administers the agreement as awarded. 

Examples of potential modifications are changes in M&O contractor shipment sites, scope of work 
changes, and regulatory changes affecting the basic contractual agreement established under the original 
award of the MTS. All such changes affecting the basic contractual agreement must be forwarded to the 
single M&O contractor responsible for administering the MTS. The designated M&O contractor is 
responsible for incorporating the applicable changes to the MTS by issuing a formal modification to the 
subcontract. The written modification is then distributed to all M&O contractors as required. 
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Changes specific to each M&O contractor task order that have no effect on the basic contractual 
agreement established under the MTS are issued by each applicable M&O contractor. 

3.3.1.4. Invoicing. Invoices are submitted to the applicable M&O contractor for work performed 
at their site. The process for invoice approval is as follows: 

1. The M&O contractor technical representative, who directs the subcontractor to provide the 
services to perform a shipment or release, provides procurement personnel with a detailed 
breakdown of the transport/disposal services and applicable pricing established under the MTS 
for each release immediately after a shipment has occurred. The detailed breakdown identifies 
each drum of waste, the applicable generator, and a specific charge number for each drum that 
provides authorization to make payment. 

2. After the subcontractor has provided the transport/disposal services, the subcontractor provides 
a work copy to the M&O contractor, which designates the specific shipment release, types of 
waste and drum sizes, transport services, all other services, and applicable fixed prices that 
correspond to each, including a total proposed price for the release. 

3. The M&O contractor technical representative who is responsible for directing the 
subcontractor to perform the shipment or release then reviews the work copy to determine if 
the work copy information is correct. After any discrepancies are addressed and resolved with 
the subcontractor, the work copy is provided to the appropriate procurement representative, 
with technical concurrence that the work copy is correct. 

4. The procurement representative issues a formal written release to the subcontractor that 
obligates funds for that shipment. 

5. The subcontractor issues an invoice for the release. 

6. A copy of the release, the contractor's detailed breakdown showing charge numbers etc., and 
the reconciled subcontractor work copy provided and concurred witii by the technical 
representative are provided to the Payables Department for payment of invoice. 

3.3.2 Advantages 

The MTS allows separate M&O contractors to enter into a basic agreement with two subcontractors 
that provide for hazardous waste disposal services, with the flexibility to incorporate terms and conditions 
specific to .each M&O contractor site. 

Control of subcontract modifications by the lead laboratory ensures that the subcontracts remain 
consistent, competitive, and available for all of the M&O contractors involved. 

The issuance of releases provides a mechanism to track the services as they occur under each 
shipment. The releases can be tracked with manifests and CDs to ensure that all services required are 
performed before payment of the invoices. The use of releases also provides a mechanism to ensure that 
duplicate invoices are not received and inadvertentiy paid. 
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3.3.3 Disadvantages 

A perception persists among some staff at several of the participating M&O contractors that local 
control of their hazardous waste services is diminished by the lead laboratory. This is a misconception, 
because the lead laboratory controls actions concerning the MTS only and is available to assist the other 
participants with resolutions to problems when they requested it. 

Some procurement representatives believe that a task order approach works better for a finite task 
or service but not as well for an indefinite volume, type, and timing of waste to be treated/disposed of. 
One of the participants found that, as their site activities changed from production to site cleanup, the 
generation of more nonrecurring, bulk wastes was becoming an issue. 

EG&G Rocky Flats noted that probably the most inconvenient and unrefined aspect of the 
subcontract was their line item price schedule. Each time they amend a profile (even a minor 
administrative change to add a waste code) they must also do a corresponding change to the appropriate 
subcontract line item. The solution that they proposed to this problem is to develop line items that are 
more generic and flexible in nature, while maintaining the restrictions necessary to obtain the best 
treatment/disposal pricing. 

3.3.4 Issues 

3.3.4.1 Coordination Among Sites. Some procurement groups did not appear to understand 
the MTS and task order concepts. Confusion regarding what the jurisdictional limits were became 
apparent. Some M&O contractor procurement and technical personnel continued to have difficulty 
understanding their responsibilities with respect to the MTS and task orders and the responsibility of the 
lead laboratory for the MTS. 

3.3.4.2 Schedule. No schedule issues related to the description of the MTS, task orders, or 
invoicing procedures were identified. 

3.3.4.3 Scope. Scope issues regarding the MTS and task orders were the same as those 
identified in Section 3.3.4.1. M&O contractor procurement personnel appeared to be confused as to the 
scope of their control of their various SOWs within the MTS and what they could incorporate into their 
specific task orders. 

3.3.4.4 Budget. Budget issues regarding the MTS and task orders related to the 
misunderstanding of the amount of local control the M&O contractors had over their SOWs and task 
orders. 

3.3.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

3.3.5.1 Coordination Among Sites. Once the MTS is established (terms and conditions, scope 
of work, pricing, etc.) each individual M&O contractor has the flexibility to issue a specific task order 
within the contractual agreement of the MTS that best meets the needs of their site by adding services 
or terms and conditions not identified under the basic agreement. 
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Although the MTS allows each M&O contractor the flexibility to procure site-specific services, the 
required disposal services change as new waste streams are developed and subcontractors performances 
change at individual M&O contractor sites. Following are recommendations that would enhance the 
ability of all M&O contractors to monitor pricing received for new waste streams, track subcontractor's 
performance and ensure that basic contractual elements of the MTS are adhered to by each subcontractor. 

• Conduct an initial training/briefing session so that participants .are clear on their roles and 
responsibilities 

• Meet periodically to discuss and resolve issues 

° All pricing for new waste streams should be consistent for all M&O contractors 

° Evaluate subcontractor's performance quarterly 

• Meet with subcontractors quarterly to discuss performance. 

Since award of the MTS, major modifications of the MTS have not been required. There appears 
to be no need for modifications on an ongoing basis for anything except deletion or addition of M&O 
contractor sites or regulatory changes. To date, only one such modification has occurred and that was 
the addition of one site and the deletion of a second site. The two sites in question were located within 
60 miles of each other; therefore, the waste stream and transportation pricing sheets were unaffected. 
The same subcontractor service center supplied both locations. 

3.3.5.2 Schedule. No schedule resolutions or recommendations related to the description of the 
MTS, task orders, or invoicing procedures were identified. 

3.3.5.3 Scope. The initial confusion over the scope of local control that the M&O contractors 
had as a result of the award of the MTS, and what they could control with task orders could be removed 
by providing a class or meeting for discussing the operation of the MTS and Task Orders. This 
instruction should be provided immediately following the award of the MTS and before the M&O 
contractors issue Task Orders. 

3.3.5.4 Budget. The same resolution and recommendation regarding the clarification of the scope 
of local control can be applied to budget issues. 

3.4 Consolidated Request for Proposal 

The request for proposal (RFP) is one method by which a government agency notifies interested 
parties that it has a requirement for services to be provided on a specific project. The RFP also provides 
a mechanism for interested parties to inform the government agency of their capabilities and commitment 
to provide the requested services. 
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3.4.1 Process Description 

The RFP was prepared by the EG&G Idaho Procurement Group, with input provided by the ETS 
Unit and Waste Management Operations. This document package was provided to each of the 
participating M&O contractors for review and comment. Once the document package was declared 
complete and accurate it was issued to the vendors and interested parties who responded to the CBD 
advertisement, and to any others who expressed interest through other channels. The potential offerors 
are provided a window of time in which to provide a response to the RFP. In addition, the RFP 
specifically requires all interested vendors to attend a pre-bid conference before submitting their 
proposals. 

The purpose of the pre-bid conference is to provide the potential offerors with a forum in which to 
ask questions or request clarification of issues arising from the RFP package. The result of the 
conference is a set of meeting minutes (and if necessary, an addendum to the RFP), which are provided 
to each of the participating potential offerors before the proposals are due to the government. If 
necessary, the due date for the proposals may be extended if the clarifications warrant it. After the 
closure of the proposal period, the proposal evaluation process begins. Any proposals not meeting the 
closure date and time are automatically excluded from consideration, unless, under special circumstances, 
it is in the interest of the government to consider them. 

Although the RFP is considered one document, it actually contains a number of freestanding 
documents that are added or deleted depending upon die nature of the services requested. Each section 
of the RFP package is discussed in the following sections. 

3.4.1.1 Request for Proposal. The RFP was prepared by EG&G Idaho Procurement. The RFP 
contained a description of the purpose of the request, instructions for proposal submission, conditions for 
award of the subcontract, and applicable conditions. The RFP incorporated, by reference, the following 
documents: 

• Pricing requirements applicable to all EG&G M&O price proposal attachments (Attachment 
0). 

• M&O services and hazardous waste treatment/disposal SOWs and pricing submittal forms 
(Attachments 1-25) 

• Representations and certifications (Enclosure 1) 

• A sample small business and small disadvantage business subcontracting plan (Enclosure 2) 

• EG&G Idaho Standard Terms and Conditions for Purchase Orders and Subcontracts 
(Enclosure 3) 

• A copy of the Service Contract Act of 1965, as amended (Enclosure 4) 

• Wage determination No. 86-0889 (Revision 12) dated August 7, 1992 (Enclosure 5) 

• Sample fixed price per unit master task requirement subcontract (Enclosure 6) 
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• Proposal submittal form (Enclosure 7) also called the mandatory go/no-go form 

• Draft - Rocky Flats Plant Health and Safety Plan (Enclosure 8) 

• EG&G Mound Service Contract Safety Provisions (Enclosure 9) 

° EG&G Idaho Environmental, Safety, and Health Requirements for subcontractors (Enclosure 
10) 

• EG&G Rocky Flats - Oxnard Facility General Safety and Security Rules for contractors and 
subcontractors (Enclosure 11). 

EG&G EMI and REECo did not have site health and safety plans and required the vendors to 
prepare such a document for their approval upon award of the subcontract. 

The vendors were required to provide the following documents as part of their proposals: 

• Six complete sets of their technical and price proposals. 

• A technical proposal consisting of a completed "Proposal Submittal Form" (Enclosure 7) 
Mandatory Go/No-Go Requirements. 

• A price proposal containing annual firm-fixed-price-per-unit prices quoted for each year for 
the initial three-year period, and the two one-year optional periods for all five EG&G M&O 
contractors. These submittal forms were the pricing sheets contained in Attachments 2 - 5 , 
7 - 10, 12 - 15, 17 - 20, and 22 - 25. 

• A completed "Representations and Certifications" form (Enclosure 1) 

• A completed Subcontracting Plan in accordance with the "Sample Small Business and Small 
Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting Plan" (Enclosure 2). Completion and submission of 
this plan is required if the total price quoted for five years exceeds $5,000,000.00 and the 
offeror is a large business. 

• Accurate listing of all labor categories required to perform the Subcontract for submittal to 
the Department of Labor for current wage determinations in accordance with the Service 
Contract Act. A list of counties and states where the work would be performed was also 
required. 

• In order to determine that the offeror, i.e., vendors, and any lower tier subcontractors had 
adequate financial capability to fulfill the capital requirements of the subject procurement, SEC 
10K reports or income statements and balance sheets (if the 10K reports were not applicable 
to the firm) for the last three years were required from the offeror and its lower-tier 
subcontractors as part of the proposal package. 
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The RFP stated that the award of the procurement would be to the responsive, responsible offerors) 
meeting the mandatory go/no-go criteria requirements, submitting the lowest total price, and passing the 
site verification assessment. These three conditions were defined in the RFP as follows: 

• Mandatory Go/No-Go Criteria: The offeror's proposal must meet all of the mandatory go/no-
go criteria. The proposal must address each of the mandatory requirements on a point-by-
point basis and be very clear and precise. A proposal that does not meet all of the mandatory 
go/no-go criteria was considered nonresponsive. 

• Price: Prices proposed for all five EG&G M&O contractors for the anticipated five-year 
period, Attachments, 2 - 5, 7 - 10,12 - 15, 17 - 20, and 22 - 25 are required. The five-year 
grand total price of each offeror will be used for the price evaluation. Failure to submit a 
completed price proposal will result in disqualification. 

• Site Verification Assessment: Site verification assessments will be conducted on the two 
technically responsive, lowest priced offerors, and any lower-tier subcontractors. The site 
verification assessment includes a thorough review of the offeror, including verification of all 
the requirements of the RFP. Failure to pass the assessments will result in disqualification and 
the next lowest offeror(s) will then be assessed. This process is used until two offeror(s) are 
completely acceptable. 

3.4.1.2 Statements of Work. SOWs were developed to describe each of the tasks required 
under the proposed subcontract. Each of the M&O contractors modified the EG&G Idaho SOWs in order 
to incorporate site-specific requirements. The purpose of these SOWs was to clarify the specific 
requirements for each site and provide a requirements source for the bid evaluations. The SOWs 
addressed the following subjects: hazardous waste treatment/disposal, waste disposal (specifically waste 
stream definitions, volumes, and pricing), sample evaluation, lab pack, transportation, and gondola boxes. 
Each of the SOWs contained pricing sheets, which were completed by the vendors as part of the bid 
proposals. The go/no-go criteria used to evaluate the technical completeness and capabilities of the 
vendors were derived from the site-specific requirement identified in the SOWs. The total number of 
SOWs prepared by the M&O contractors for the proposal was 25. This large number was required 
because each M&O contractor had at least five SOWs that described its requirements and EG&G EMI 
had six sites that were located in five different states and had to be considered separately. An example 
of the SOWs is contained in Appendix B of this report. The only SOW set that deviated from the 
example was the EG&G Rocky Flats hazardous waste disposal SOW. (A copy of this SOW is also 
reproduced in Appendix B for comparison purposes.) EG&G Rocky Flats waste operations personnel 
had very specific waste streams mat they believed would not change during the five year duration of the 
subcontract and submitted their own waste stream exhibit, using the prescribed format, in lieu of using 
the EG&G Idaho model. One additional attachment (Attachment 0) was added to the package to provide 
instructions to the vendors regarding the completion of the price proposal attachments. 

At the pre-bid conference, it was determined through discussions with the vendors and M&O 
contractors, that the SOWs did not adequately address transportation. Subsequent to that meeting an 
Addendum, called Addendum 1, was issued to all of the vendors requesting that transportation charges 
be specifically defined and priced. An example of this SOW is contained in Appendix B. 
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3.4.1.3 Pricing Sheets. As previously stated, the pricing sheets were contained as attachments • 
to the SOWs (See Appendix B). The pricing sheets were prepared as tables printed on 8-1/2-in. by 14-in. 
pages in landscape format. The forms were reduced to 8-1/2 in. by 11 in. for this report. The waste 
descriptions and EPA code columns were originally prepared as part of the 1992 EG&G Idaho hazardous 
waste treatment/disposal SOWs. EG&G Idaho incorporated comments from the vendors regarding the 
content of the descriptions, which assisted both EG&G Idaho and the vendors in understanding what each 
of the waste streams contained. Information in these descriptions is based on information required by 
the vendors for waste characterization. The waste characterization information is a component of the 
vendor's pricing schedules as well. 

The EG&G M&Os contractors required the vendors to complete all of the rows and columns on the 
sheets whether or not a quantity of waste was specified by the M&O. The vendors were specifically 
required to identify the methods of treatment and/or disposal to be used, as well as the TSDFs that would 
perform the treatment/disposal. The TSDFs proposed for each waste stream were locked into the 
subcontracts, i.e., if the Rollins Deer Park, TX incineration facility was proposed for the 
treatment/disposal of an EG&G Idaho specific waste stream, no other facility, e.g., the Rollins Baton 
Rouge, LA TSDF, could be used for the treatment/disposal of this waste stream for EG&G Idaho. If one 
TSDF was used for treatment and another proposed for disposal of a waste stream, both the treatment 
and disposal methods and each of the TSDFs were recorded on the sheets. The purpose for the detail 
was to permit the EG&G M&O contractors to track their waste streams from cradle to grave and to 
ensure that the vendors were honoring the conditions of the subcontracts and not brokering or substituting 
TSDFs for their own convenience. 

As is noted in the example pricing sheets, quantities of wastes were not specified for all of the 
items. The vendors were required to price all of the items; however, only those items for which 
quantities were specified were evaluated during the bid evaluation in order to determine which vendor 
provided the lowest cost. The purpose for requiring pricing for all items was to provide the EG&G 
M&O contractors with a method to be used for forecasting treatment/disposal budgets. It also reduced 
the number of phone calls to vendor representatives to request pricing, which probably would not have 
been in line with the subcontract requirements. 

3.4.1.4 Terms and Conditions. The EG&G Idaho Standard Terms and Conditions for Purchase 
Orders and Subcontracts (issued June 1991), called T&Cs, was included in the RFP. The document was 
revised in August 1993, and this version became part of the MTS. The purpose of the T&Cs is to 
specifically identify the contractual obligations of the purchase order or subcontract. The term, 
subcontract, as used in the T&Cs includes by reference all related plans, drawings, specifications, 
standards, and other documents. The T&Cs specifically prohibit modifications unless supplied to, and 
accepted by, the contractor. Vendors attending the pre-bid conference were told that the M&O 
contractors would not negotiate any of the T&Cs. A copy of the EG&G Idaho T&Cs is located in 
Appendix B of this document. It is important to note that any section in the T&Cs highlighted with bold 
type also applies to any subtier subcontractor used by the prime subcontractor. 

3.4.2 Advantages 

The following advantages were noted as a result of the consolidated RFP process: 
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• Consolidating the RFP process prevented and/or reduced redundant procurement, legal, and 
ESH&Q liability assessment resource requirements for the five M&O contractors. 

• The communication and cooperation, as well as technical experience, among M&O contractors 
were improved. 

The following advantages were realized through the construction of the.RFP package and the award 
process for the subcontracts: 

• Comprehensive SOWs that complied with regulations were developed. 

• The waste stream exhibits were developed with vendor input, which ensured good 
characterization for treatment/disposal options and pricing. 

• Overall, the number of destination TSDFs was reduced. In addition, the certification of these 
TSDFs was ensured. 

• The subcontracts were awarded to the "biggest and best" TSDFs for the greatest potential 
liability reductions. 

• The subcontracts were awarded based on quality factors rather than lowest price, because 
technical excellence was rated before price. Total cost was not a primary criterion for award. 
Go/no-go requirements established minimum compliance and service requirements. 

• The awareness and compliance postures of both successful subcontractors were improved 
significantly. 

• Overall significant reductions in line item costs, resulting from volume discounts, were 
realized. 

• Forced M&O contractors to better identify and define their wastestreams. That information 
was consolidated in a single document. 

The pre-bid conference provided a forum at which the following issues were clarified: 

• Exportation of government-generated hazardous waste was explicitly forbidden. Exportation 
of U. S. Government generated hazardous wastes is prohibited under the Basil Convention, 
which, although not yet ratified by the United States, is being observed by Government 
agencies (See 57 FR 20602). The Buy American Act, as amended, also encouraged the 
retention of waste treatment/disposal procurements to United States companies operating 
within the continental United States. 

• Waste streams for which no treatment technologies existed were eliminated from the pricing 
schedules before the proposal due dates. If a proposer was unable to bid treatment or disposal 
for a particular item, such as mercuric chloride and dioxins, the proposer would be 
disqualified; therefore, these items had to be removed because of the absence of available 
treatment technology. 
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• The transportation statement of work and subsequent pricing sheet were modified to more 
clearly represent actual transportation charges for the proposers. 

3.4.3 Disadvantages 

The RFP required five addenda before the evaluation and award could be made; this caused a major 
delay in the schedule. Each addendum was required in order to clarify more questions and issues posed 
by the vendors. 

3.4.4 Issues 

3.4.4.1 Coordination Among Sites. The M&O contractors were not prompt with respect to 
returning reviewed documents with written comments to the lead laboratory on schedule. 

The M&O contractors did not retain the same personnel for the entire review cycle of the documents 
and subsequent bidding process. 

3.4.4.2 Schedule. The front-end schedule slip was not reflected in the total life cycle. The final 
award dates were not allowed to slip, resulting in a significant compression of the ESH&Q liability 
assessment process. 

3.4.4.3 Scope. No scope of the RFP process issues was identified. 

3.4.4.4 Budget. No budget of the RFP process issues was identified. 

3.4.4.5 Content. The content of the RFP package can be a dynamic metric. The contents must 
define all of the contractor's requirements for the requested services. Therefore, it must be carefully 
constructed and must represent an analysis of the entire M&O contractor waste management life cycle. 
The analytical weakness in some M&O contractor waste management programs became apparent during 
the bidding process. 

3.4.4.5.1 Request for Proposal—Based on an evaluation of actual services received, more 
detailed service requirements as go/no-go requirements should have been established. 

Liquidated damages for regulatory violations and costs should have been clarified. Penalties for 
performance problems, such as Certificate of Destruction/Disposal (CD) returns and lab packing services, 
should have been clarified. 

3.4.4.5.2 Statements of Work—The SOWs generated for some of the M&O contractor 
site requirements were not accurate representations of actual site needs. 

3.4.4.5.3 Pricing Sheets—Some waste stream descriptions, such as mercury contaminated 
debris, were not accurate representations of the wastes actually generated. In the case of mercury 
contaminated debris, line items listing fluorescent tubes, mercury switches, waste mercury liquids, etc., 
should have been added for clarification for proper treatment and pricing. 
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Waste stream pricing should have been consistent from one M&O contractor's pricing exhibit to 
another. The same treatment/disposal options should have been priced consistently throughout the 
schedules. During the review of the vendor's completed price proposals, pricing inconsistencies were 
identified. Some of the line item price variations were significant. 

As previously stated, EG&G Rocky Flats noted mat probably the most inconvenient and unrefined 
aspect of the subcontract was their line item price schedule. Each time they amend a profile, even a 
minor administrative change to add a waste code, they mast also do a corresponding change to the 
appropriate subcontract line item. 

3.4.4.5.4 Terms and Conditions—The T&Cs provided in the bid process were not current. 

3.4.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

3.4.5.1 Coordination Among Sites. The M&O contractors should commit through MOUs to 
retain the same personnel, if possible, for the entire review cycle of the documents and subsequent 
bidding and subcontract award processes. This should aid in ensuring that consistency is retained 
throughout the development evaluation periods. If personnel must be reassigned, the replacement staff 
must be trained to the same rigor as the personnel replaced. 

All agreements and policy decisions regarding any aspect of the RFP packages and bid requirements 
must be written and formally issued through formal letter transmittals. These documents must become 
part of the quality records documenting the subcontract process. The record retention of these documents 
should assist personnel in understanding the decisions regarding the content and award of the subcontract 
should personnel change during the life cycle of the subcontract. 

3.4.5.2 Schedule. The RFP process should be scheduled properly. Enough time should be 
allowed to compensate for actual process analysis and documentation development. Time slots should 
be built into the process to allow addenda to be issued, as needed, without compromising the remainder 
of the. process. The schedule should permit the early award of the subcontracts, with actual activation 
dependent upon the completion of prior subcontract performance periods. 

3.4.5.3 Scope. No scope of the RFP process issues was identified; therefore, no 
recommendations or resolutions are presented. 

3.4.5.4 Budget. No RFP process budget issues were identified; therefore, no recommendations 
or resolutions are presented. 

3.4.5.5 Content. The main recommendation regarding the content of the RFP package is that 
the policies, such as the decisions concerning preferred treatment technologies and selection of the 
consolidated standard terms and conditions regarding the process, must be documented. Each M&O 
contractor must understand and agree, in writing, to the policies before the documents are developed. 

3.4.5.5.1 Request for Proposal—Actual service performance indicators should be defined 
in the RFP. Examples of criteria include vendor responsiveness to scheduled and emergency requests, 
such as time limits for waste shipment profile approvals and the return of completed manifests and CDs. 
Requirements for tracking manifests from the point of origin to the ultimate disposal site should be 
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clarified as a performance indicator. The quality of vendor staff, such as chemists and technicians should 
be quantified in the RFP as a performance indicator. Penalty clauses for nonperformance to specifications 
should be established. 

3.4.5.5.2 Statements of Work—The participating M&O contractor staff assigned to 
prepare the SOWs should be instructed in the purpose and scope of an SOW before developing or 
modifying an existing SOW. The M&O contractors should have a program in place to evaluate the waste 
management life cycle requirements for each site in order to define the actual requirements requested 
from the vendors. 

3.4.5.5.3 Pricing Sheets—As with the SOWs, the participating M&O contractor staff 
assigned to prepare the pricing sheets should be instructed in the purpose and scope of the pricing sheets 
before developing or modifying the existing exhibits. The M&O contractors should have a program in 
place to evaluate the waste management life cycle requirements for each site in order to define the actual 
waste streams generated by the site. 

Before the next competition, the pricing sheets should be evaluated, with the assistance of the 
successful vendors, to determine which waste stream descriptions should be combined and which should 
be further divided for clarification. 

The solution that EG&G Rocky Flats proposed to their particular problem was to develop line items 
that are more generic and flexible in nature, while maintaining the restrictions necessary to obtain the best 
treatment/disposal pricing. For example: 

• 

• 

They could have one line item for destructive incineration of organic debris, with all common 
waste codes for spent solvent contamination, all common toxicity characteristic leaching 
procedure (TCLP) metals, all RCRA "P" and "U" listed hazardous waste codes, etc. 
However, they note mat vendors typically provide better pricing for "soft wastes" with these 
same waste codes, because this physical description presents a lesser burden for them to treat, 
i.e., easier on the kiln than other organic debris is. 

EG&G Rocky Flats noted that they had numerous line items for lab packs, each with a 
different combination of waste codes. The only distinctions either subcontractor made in 
pricing these items or in their treatment/disposal destination was based solely on whether the 
waste stream was an aerosol, solid, or liquid. Therefore, and assuming other proposing 
vendors agree, the next solicitation could have fewer, more generic line items for lab packs 
destined for incineration, with a broad range of waste codes allowed for each, differentiated 
only by characterization as solids, liquids, or aerosols. 

EG&G Rocky Flats noted that they solicited pricing for "bulk waste shipments," which they 
now consider to be a very broad request. One vendor bid a price for solids, a per-ton price; 
the other bid a price for liquids. Therefore, if EG&G Rocky Hats has a bulk quantity of 
either liquids or solids to ship, they do not have a "competitive" comparison available and 
must solicit at least one bid. They may then have to modify one of the task orders, depending 
upon who receives the waste. They believe that they can improve the pricing solicitation by 
requesting bulk prices for solids, liquids, sludges, debris, etc., and further break mese out by 
treatment type (i.e., direct landfill, solidification/landfill, liquids incineration, solids 
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incineration, etc.) This solution could result in fewer task order modifications because more 
descriptions and treatments would be provided. 

3.4.5.5A Terms and Conditions—A uniform set of T&Cs should be established. These 
should specifically include ESH&Q requirements. They should also reflect the 48 CFR § 970 regulations 
and the 10 CFR § 830.120 requirements. 

In addition, regulatory changes, e.g., the promulgation of 48 CFR § 970, which affect the T&Cs 
should be incorporated immediately into the T&Cs, and a method for incorporating these changes into 
the subcontract should be established. 

3.4.6 Vendor Perspective 

3.4.6.1 Chemical Waste Management, Inc. Limiting the number of acceptable outlets caused 
several challenges for CWM's system. CWM strongly encourages and supports strict oversight of all 
subcontractors; however, in a rapidly changing hazardous waste environment, multiple new niche service 
providers are now available, e.g., fluorescent tube recylers. CWM audits its subcontractors and 
maintains a broad diverse spectrum of waste treatment, recycling, and disposal outlets. Limiting the use 
of this national network increases costs and complicates CWM's normal internal processing of wastes. 

CWM, as one of the largest hazardous waste companies, supports the strong indemnification of our 
clients. Through this indemnification, CWM routinely incorporates management of waste through non-
CWM facilities. Virtually all of CWM's major clients use the entire network of CWM and non-CWM 
facilities without reservation. 

As a large DRMS contractor, CWM is accustomed to submitting a list of disposal facilities to be 
used for the contract. Additional facilities, may be used pending DRMS approval before use. All waste 
must be tracked to its ultimate disposal or treatment point with each final invoice. The system works 
very well. 

3.4.6.2 Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. No comments were submitted regarding the 
content of the RFP. 

3.5 Bid Evaluation 

3.5.1 Process Description 

The consolidated RFP contained an attachment called the Proposal Submittal Form (Enclosure 7) 
which the potential vendors were required to complete. The Proposal Submittal Form provided the basis 
for the technical response to the RFP. This form contained 26 go/no-go criteria which the vendors had 
to complete in order to be considered responsive to the RFP. The go/no-go criteria were conditions 
specifically identified in the SOWs which the various M&Os considered crucial to the successful 
administration Of the subcontracts. 

The bid evaluation was conducted by reviewing the technical responses from the vendors and 
determining whether or not the vendors had met the go/no-go criteria. No selection board was convened 
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for this effort. Each of the M&Os was required to send a representative to the lead laboratory to review 
the bids with respect to their respective SOWs. Price per unit volume was not considered during this 
phase of the evaluation, only the technical merit of the proposals. 

Once the technical response evaluation was complete, those vendors meeting all of the go/no-go 
criteria were evaluated by the assigned EG&G Idaho subcontract administrator to determine which two 
proposals provided the lowest overall five-year cost. These two vendors were selected for the next phase 
of the evaluation which was the ESH&Q and Financial Liability Assessment. 

Each facility, both vendor-owned and subcontractor-owned, was assessed in order to verify the 
compliance status, capacity, and capabilities described in the bid proposals. Failure of any facility to pass 
the assessments would result in disqualification of the vendor, and the next lowest vendor who passed the 
technical evaluation would then be assessed. This process is used until such time as two vendors are 
completely acceptable. The details of the content and conduct of the ESH&Q and Financial Liability 
Assessments are discussed in Section 4 of this report. Once the assessments were complete, the 
recommendations to award, or not award, the subcontracts were made. 

3.5.2 Advantages 

The use of go/no-go criteria for a technical response versus using a selection board evaluation 
removed die tendency of members of a selection board to favor one vendor over anotiier. The members 
of the evaluation team were required to review the technical merit of the proposal only; no consideration 
was afforded to previous use of vendors and special arrangements that may have developed among the 
vendors and the M&O contractors. 

The vendors were apprised during the bidding process of which criteria were crucial to a successful 
bid proposal. 

The go/no-go criteria were clearly defined for each M&O contractor's operation. 

Go/no-go criteria ensured that one vendor would not undercut another on price thereby winning the 
subcontract widiout providing a clear definition of services provided for the price. This subcontract 
emphasized service and proper treatment/disposal versus lowest price-per-unit volume. 

3.5.3 Disadvantages 

The potential for a site to lose a long-term hazardous waste treatment/disposal vendor because of 
technical inadequacy for this subcontract was possible. 

3.5.4 Issues 

Original plans called for all M&O contractors to perform a technical review of the proposals at tiieir 
own sites in a 10-day period, followed by a meeting in Las Vegas, NV to determine the two finalists. 
The history of mis project indicated that the M&O contractors were not good at meeting review response 
deadlines of this type. 
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Attempts to get the vendors who passed the initial evaluation to pass subsequent steps of the 
evaluation, such as the ESH&Q Liability Assessments, was difficult. 

3.5.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

Because of schedule constraints and past M&O contractor response times, the INEL required that 
each M&O contractor send one representative, who was familiar with the technical specifications in their 
own SOWs in the RFP, to Idaho Falls for mree to five days. The representatives were required to spend 
this time at the INEL reviewing the technical proposals. This allowed the people to concentrate on the 
evaluation without the interruptions of day-to-day operations. 

The requirements for a successful response to each of the go/no-go criteria should be defined in 
such a way that confusion is eliminated. In addition, the scope and acceptance criteria required in the 
ESH&Q liability assessments should be defined better at the pre-bid conference. 

3.5.6 Vendor Perspective 

3.5.6.1 Chemical Waste Management, Inc. Using a consistent format to evaluate each facility 
was very helpful. Once CWM understood the process, the program advanced much more quickly. 

3.5.6.2 Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. No comments were submitted regarding the bid 
evaluation. 

3.6 Subcontract Award 

3.6.1 Process Description 

After two subcontractors have met the mandatory requirements (including the ESH&Q Liability 
Assessments), are deemed responsive, and have submitted the low priced proposal, MTS award is 
accomplished by issuing a revised copy of the MTS Sample Subcontract referenced in the RFP 
documents, which provided a framework for the actual MTS document. Several areas of the MTS 
Sample Subcontract that were left blank (supplier name, actual period of performance, and etc.) during 
the procurement process are completed based on the competitive award of the MTS. The actual MTS 
document is provided to the successful subcontractors with a required signature blank. The subcontractor 
acknowledges the signature blank and returns the MTS, signed by the supplier, to the single M&O 
contractor responsible for administering the MTS for the remainder of the M&O contractors. The single 
M&O contractor then distributes the signed agreement to the remainder of the M&O contractors. 

3.6.2 Advantages 

The advantage of providing all of the subcontract documents in the RFP is that the vendors are 
notified at the outset of the proposal what the requestor's administrative and operational requirements are. 
This reduces the likelihood of protests or protracted negotiations upon award of the subcontract. 
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3.6.3 Disadvantages 

No disadvantages regarding the subcontract process were identified. 

3.6.4 Issues 

No issues regarding the subcontract process were identified. 

3.6.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

No resolutions and recommendations regarding the subcontract award process are presented. 

3.6.6 Vendor Perspective 

3.6.6.1 Chemical Waste Management, Inc. No comments were submitted regarding the 
subcontract award process. 

3.6.6.2 Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. No comments were submitted regarding the 
subcontract award process. 
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4. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONSOLIDATED ESH&Q LIABILITY 
ASSESSMENT PROCESS 

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) and CERCLA assign joint and several 
liability to all responsible parties for releases of hazardous substances into the environment. Responsible 
parties can include TSDF owners and operators, past owners and operators, transporters, and persons 
contracting or arranging for disposal. Therefore, the DOE and its M&O contractors that generate and 
contract for the disposal of hazardous waste could be liable for all or part of the cost of remedial cleanup 
if the offsite TSDF lacks the capacity to pay for cleanup. In addition, the DOE M&O contractors are 
considered sophisticated in their knowledge of environmental, health, and safety requirements. 
Contracting with a vendor who is obviously deficient in these areas could give rise to a negligence claim 
for failing to adequately investigate the vendor's abilities. In order to reduce the potential liability 
inherent in dealing with an offsite contractor who is not under the direct control of a DOE M&O 
contractor an ESH&Q liability assessment program with the purpose of evaluating potential and current 
offsite contractors with respect to environmental compliance was established. This program has been 
adopted by EG&G DOE Support Services corporate division, for all of its other DOE M&O contracts. 
It is believed'that this evaluation process provides a clearer picture of the risks associated with a 
contractor who aids the EG&G M&O contractors in making the best decisions with regard to selection 
of offsite subcontractors. 

The concept of environmental auditing developed as a means of providing assurance to management 
that its ES&H responsibilities were being adequately discharged and that no significant noncompliances 
existed. According to Ann C. Smith writing in Environmental TQM "the concept and application were 
taken virtually wholesale from the financial audit field, where 

audits evolved as a means of verifying compliance with bookkeeping practices. They were 
created basically to uncover cheating—which, of course, is still a prime audit application. The 
intent of compliance auditing is to identify operations where standards aren't being adhered 
to and to then force changes in practices—or people—to make sure that standards are met. 
A standard might be a specification, law, policy, procedure, contractual agreement, or the 
auditee's own documents" (Smith, 1994:214 and quoting Aquino, 1990). 

The prime M&O contractor at the INEL does not perform compliance audits of the commercial 
facilities. The INEL program, developed by EG&G Idaho and adopted by Lockheed Idaho, is designed 
to perform ESH&Q and financial liability assessments of the potential and subcontracted vendors. The 
reason assessments are conducted rather than audits is that the M&O contractors do not have the legal 
and/or regulatory authority to conduct compliance audits. In addition, audits are designed to identify 
specific violations of requirements. This assessment process examines specific problems but extrapolates 
from those items the potential long-term liability issues that may arise and estimates the probability that 
they will arise. These functions are reserved for regulatory agencies such as the EPA. Therefore, 
Lockheed Idaho performs assessments designed to identify and manage potential liability issues arising 
from operations at the commercial TSDFs who are subcontracted to treat and/or dispose of INEL-
generated regulated wastes. 

The ESH&Q and liability assessment program is driven by the following federal regulations, DOE 
Orders, and policies: 
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DOE regulations - 10 CFR § 830 requires that procured items and services meet established 
requirements and perform as specified. Prospective suppliers must be evaluated and selected on the 
basis of specified criteria. 

DEARS - 48 CFR § 970 - requires compliance with regulations promulgated by EPA, DOE, United 
States Department of Transportation (DOT), executive orders, etc. 

DOE-HQ Order 5480. IB and DOE-ID Order 5480. IB-ID - require that contractors ensure that 
proposed subcontractors operate in compliance with ES&H regulations and requirements. 

DOE Order 5480. IB Change 4, "Environment, Safety, and Health Program for Department of 
Energy Operations," requires the liability assessments. Section 8, 20d, Responsibilities and 
Authorities, states: "Heads of Field Organizations are responsible for assuring that all operations 
under their jurisdiction are carried out consistent with sound ES&H practices and in accordance with 
ES&H Orders. In carrying out this responsibility the Heads of Filed Organizations shall: In the 
selection of contractors, ensure the ability of offerors to meet ES&H requirements. Assure the 
applicable environment, safety, health, and quality assurance requirements are included in 
contracts." In addition, the order states that Heads of Field Organizations shall: "Execute 
programs and assure that contractors and their subcontractors execute programs and policies in a 
manner that complies with mandatory requirements relating to ES&H," and, "Appraise the 
programs, projects, and facilities of subordinate filed activities in accordance with DOE 5482. IB 
and other DOE 5480 series Orders." These subcontractors' site liability assessments are the only 
reliable method to reduce the probability of future cleanup actions and associated costs. 

DOE-HQ Order 5482. IB - requires that M&O contractors ensure that all subcontractors operating 
under the M&O Subcontract do so in compliance with ES&H regulations and requirements. This 
would include subcontractors to the prime M&O contractor. 

DOE-HQ EM-332 Policy - requires ES&H audits of hazardous waste subcontractors 

The protocol generally employed to meet the requirements is the use of the EPA multimedia 
inspection, which addresses: Atomic Energy Act (AEA), CAA, CWA, CERCLA, Hazardous Materials 
Transportation Act (HMTA), Hazardous and Solid Waste Act (HSWA), Mine Safety and Health Act 
(MSHA), Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), RCRA, SDWA, SARA, TSCA, NRC 
requirements, and applicable regulations promulgated by the states and local legislation. 

4.1 Team Composition and Qualifications 

4.1.1 Process Description 

In order to meet these requirements, it is essential that the assessment teams be trained to the same 
level and rigor as that described in DOE Order 5480. IB. Therefore, the project schedule included 
defining a training plan and implementing training for personnel from all of the sites. The assessment 
team areas of expertise are environmental regulations, transportation, quality assurance and quality 
control, and OSHA compliance. 
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Personnel attending the training were required to have the following minimum qualification and . 
prerequisite skills: 

• Certified ESH&Q auditor, lead preferable. 

• Must have conducted at least two ESH&Q audits or assessments within the last year (on-site 
surveillances were acceptable). 

• Must have expertise in at least six of the "areas of expertise" shown in Table 4. 

• Must have attended 40-hour OSHA (also known as hazardous waste operations and emergency 
response (HAZWOPER)) class and a current 8-hour OSHA refresher. 

• Must be respirator qualified-[half-face, full-face, and self-contained breathing apparatus 
(SCBA)]. 

• Must have attended hazard communication training. 

• Must know the difference between commercial ESH&Q requirements and those specific to 
DOE and nuclear facilities. 

• Must own basic safety equipment—steel-toed boots or shoes and safety glasses. If wearing 
prescription glasses, they must have safety frames/lenses with side shields. If wearing contact 
lenses, safety glasses must also be worn 

• Must be proficient in the use of WordPerfect* software. 

Personnel from REECo and EG&G Rocky Flats participated on the INEL Assessment Team 
conducting the pre-award liability assessments for the INEL subcontract. The participants received first 
hand experience regarding the rigorous detail and demanding schedule associated with these assessments. 

Each of the EG&G M&O contractors was required to provide at least two qualified individuals to 
participate in the assessment process. A training class was held in Idaho Falls, Idaho in January 1993 
the purpose of which was to provide training specific to the procedures that would be used to assess the 
proposed facilities. The training was particularly important, because although traditional audit practices 
were used to conduct the assessment, the final product of the assessment is radically different from the 
product of an audit. Audits identify specific cases of noncompliance, and target them for correction. 
The assessment process identifies noncompliances only to the extent that they may indicate larger liability 
issues, such as the vendor's overall ability to stay in compliance. The training program was formalized 
in order to ensure that the participants would be certified to conduct the ESH&Q liability assessments 
upon completing the course. The following topics were addressed during the training: scope of the 
assessment (i.e., pre-award assessment as opposed to an annual review or surveillance); required 
documentation,- forms, and checklists; an overview of die content and requirements for the final reports; 
preparation for an on-site assessment; conduct of the on-site assessment; post-assessment procedures; and 
an introduction to the use of the Audit Master™ software package. A copy of the training program is 
provided in Appendix C of this report. 
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Table 4. ESH&Q areas of expertise and checklists, based on Audit Master™ module titles. 

ESH&Q Area Legislation Regulations 

Air Quality CAA 

Solid and Hazardous Waste especially RCRA, HSWA, CERCLA 
the following requirements: generator, 
interim status, and permitted TSDF, 
recycling, permit applications, land 
disposal restrictions (LDR), boiler and 
industrial furnace (BEF) 

Spill Prevention and Control 

Storage Tanks (above and 
underground) 

Toxic Substances Control 

Water Quality 

CWA, RCRA, CERCLA, SARA, 
TSCA 
RCRA, HSWA 

TSCA 
CWA, SDWA, RCRA 

Community Right-to-Know/ Chemical SARA H, SARA m 
Risk 

Remedial Actions RCRA, CERCLA, CWA 

Hazardous Materials Transportation Transportation Safety Act (TSA), 
HMTA 

Hazard Communication and Hazardous OSHA, MSHA 
Worker 

Occupational Medicine 

Quality Assurance 

OSHA, MSHA 

CWA, CAA, RCRA, CERCLA, 
TSCA 

Nuclear Regulatory Compliance AEA 

40 CFR§§ 50-52, 60, 61, 124 

40 CFR §§ 24, 124, 148, 257-258, 
260-272, 280-281 

40 CFR §§ 110, 112, 117, 300, 302, 
761 

40 CFR §§ 280-281 

40 CFR § 717, 761-762, 796-798 

40 CFR §§ 110, 112, 116-117, 121-
125, 1.30-131, 136, 141-148, 260,264-
265, 311,400-699,43 CFR §11 

40 CFR §§ 302, 350, 355, 370, 372, 
373 

40 CFR §§ 24, 300, 302, 373 
43 CFR § 11 

10 CFR §§30, 50, 71, 110 
49 CFR §§ 101, 171-180, 300, 340, 
390 

29 CFR § 1910 

29 CFR § 1910 

40 CFR §§ 50, 53, 61, 122, 129, 130, 
136, 143, 240-241, 260-280, 300, 402, 
710, 717, 792 
EPA, QAMS-005/80, EPA, QAMS-
001/80, EPA-SW-846, EPQ-600/2-80-
018, EPA Contract Lab Program. 

10 CFR §§ 20, 21, 30, 40, 51, 61, 71, 
40 CFR § 61, NQA-1 

Table 5 lists the final assessment team composition. Several individuals who attended the training 
course were not able to participate in the actual assessments because they had individual site program 
obligations or personal obligations. The loss of those participants resulted in a unreasonable demands 
being placed upon the remaining members as a result of the schedule, scope, and budget considerations. 
The issues are discussed below. 
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Table 5. EG&G ESH&Q liability assessment program participants. 

Name of participant Company affiliation 

E. H. Baker . EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc. 

J. A. Ciucci EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 

N. J. Fix (Lead) EG&G Idaho, Inc. 

R. J. Kieffer (Contract) EG&G Mound Applied Technologies, Inc. 

R. J. Molter EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 

D. E. Trump Reynolds Electrical and Engineering 
Company, Lie. 

G. D. White EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc. 

4.1.2 Advantages 

A consolidated team composed of qualified ESH&Q professionals from each M&O contractor had 
the following advantages: 

• The consolidated team could be composed of specialists from each site, thereby relieving one 
site of losing all of its specialists for the duration of the assessment period. 

• Strong environmental assessments with a good mix of specialist team members eliminates 
"high-risk" locations. 

• Ensures that all major areas of expertise are adequately represented. (Not every 
site has experts in all areas.) 

• It was the opinion of the Legal Departments mat the use of a strong team could reduce the 
basis for negligence suits for the following reasons: 

The consolidated team would eliminate the regulator's argument that, if one DOE site 
rejected a facility as unacceptable, other DOE sites "should have known better" and not 
approved the facility. 

The use of a consolidated team ensures mat consistent and quality criteria are used to 
evaluate the TSDFs. 

4.1.3 Disadvantages 

The main disadvantage for the M&O contractors was the loss of prime staff members for the 
duration of the assessment process. 
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It became apparent during the process mat there was a shortage of well-trained and experienced • 
ESH&Q professionals who could conduct audits or assessments in the DOE system. This deficiency has 
also been documented in the private sector. 

4.1.4 Issues 

4.1.4.1 Coordination Among Sites. EG&G Idaho issued the .request for training course 
participation in December 1992. The M&O contractors were requested to provide at least two individuals 
with qualifications as described above. Several managers responded that personnel would not, or could 
not, be provided. Written direction from EG&G was required in order to ensure that the M&O 
contractors would honor the request to provide personnel. 

4.1.4.2 Schedule. The training course was presented in January 1993; however, the actual 
assessments did not begin until April 1993. This delay between the course and the conduct of the 
assessments allowed toomuch time so that some personnel were removed from the project by their 
respective M&O contractor managers and assigned to other projects. The delay also contributed to 
participants forgetting program-specific requirements and details. 

4.1.4.3 Scope. The scope of the training course initially appeared to be sufficient; however, in 
retrospect, based upon the actual qualifications of the personnel, several areas of instruction should have 
been expanded. 

4.1.4.4 Budget. No specific budget issues were identified regarding the team composition and 
qualification. 

4.1.4.5 Content. As with the scope of the training course, the content initially appeared to be 
sufficient; however, in retrospect, several areas were not sufficiently addressed and stressed. 

One participant stated that, upon completing the training session, he misunderstood the emphasis 
that were to assume. An accurate picture of the task sequence or scope of the process was not well 
defined. 

4.1.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

4.1.5.1 Coordination Among Sites. Based upon experience, written commitments from each 
of the direct and indirect managers should be obtained in order to ensure that necessary personnel are 
provided. The commitments should be obtained at the outset of the project, and not as a last resort 
during the period of activity. If an M&O contractor is absolutely unable to supply personnel, then that 
M&O contractor has the obligation to negotiate and fund a participant who has qualifications acceptable 
to the lead laboratory program manager and the M&O contractor. A written agreement, in the form of 
a memorandum of agreement, should be obtained documenting this assignment. 

Once personnel are committed for the assessment program and the training class, they cannot be 
removed. If an M&O contractor believes that it cannot support the program with two individuals and 
still maintain its own operations, that contractor must notify the program manager of the lead laboratory 
and negotiate either the addition of one or two more qualified individuals or directly fund the addition 
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of qualified personnel chosen by die lead laboratory to represent the M&O contractor for die duration 
of die project. 

4.1.5.2 Schedule. The training class should be held widiin a month of die scheduled assessments 
in order to ensure mat personnel are ready to conduct the assessments without requiring a refresher 
course. If die schedule for the assessments is slipped as a result of procurement or scheduling issues, 
a one-day refresher course should be conducted before me actual conduct of the first assessment. 

4.1.5.3 Scope. The scope of me actual training program should not require changes, as long as 
me personnel meet me minimum mandatory qualifications. However, a written response from die M&O 
contractors to me program manager of me lead laboratory as to me actual qualifications of their proposed 
participants should be obtained at least one monm before me training class is conducted in order to ensure 
mat the scope of the training is adequate and appropriate. 

4.1.5.4 Budget. No budget recommendations required. 

4.1.5.5 Content. The content of the training program resolution should reflect the scope 
resolution. In addition, those areas of weakness identified in the original program should be modified 
before mis training course is used again for a pre-award assessment program. 

Training should address scope, sequence of the process, and the schedule. The pre-assessment 
coordination should be emphasized, along with assessment criteria, report format, and personnel 
responsibilities. Each participant should be particularly instructed as to preparation work required before 
arrival at me site for the inspection, and what to do upon arrival at me site. 

4.2 Assessment Criteria 

The criteria used for all vendor assessments consist of checklists generated by me commercial 
software package Federal Audit Master™, with additional checklists developed inhouse or from published 
sources. The Audit Master™ addresses all of me areas described in Table 4, including NRC 
requirements. Additional checklists were developed for quality assurance and corrective actions. 

The Audit Master™ was chosen because it was a complete management tool containing complete 
regulatory citations, questions addressing compliance with the regulations, and cross references to other 
modules with the same or similar requirements. The Audit Master™ provided consistent results and 
complete coverage for die assessments. Results of assessments and the qualifications of the facilities 
could be compared directly. 

4.2.1 Process Description 

Environmental audit checklists were used for part of the facility appraisal. These checklists tested 
compliance wim regulations promulgated by the EPA. The checklists used were generated by the Audit 
Master™ environmental audit checklist, which is a commercially available computer software program 
that generates facility specific audit checklists. (See Section 10.5 for references.) The Audit Master™ 
checklists concerning solid and hazardous waste (RCRA, HSWA, CERCLA), water quality (CWA, 
SDWA), air quality (CAA), and EPCRA [Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act] 
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(SARA n, m), Industrial Hygiene, Hazardous Materials Transportation (HMTA), Occupational Medicine, 
Personnel Safety (OSHA), PCB management (TSCA), storage tank programs (RCRA, HSWA), and spill 
prevention (CWA, RCRA, SARA, CERCLA) were generated on site during the interviews with facility 
representatives. These checklists are kept as part of the assessment record. Additional checklists were 
used to address quality assurance and remedial actions. 

4.2.2 Advantages 

The Audit Master™ software is updated at least twice a year. The updates include regulatory 
updates and associated audit questions, as well as software enhancements; these updates ensure that the 
checklists are current. 

The software ensures that evaluations of each facility are consistent. 

The software runs on portable computers. This allows the team to carry less paper and to work on 
the assessments while traveling. 

4.2.3 Disadvantages 

The Audit Master™ contained federal regulations only. Additional review of state promulgated 
regulations was required for accuracy. 

4.2.4 Issues 

At the time of the 1993 assessments, the Audit Master™ did not adequately address boiler and 
industrial furnace (BBF) requirements (40 CFR § 266, Subpart H) and requirements for recyclers. 

The quality assurance checklists used for the assessments were not generally available. Therefore, 
consistency of quality assurance criteria was not maintained if personnel changed. 

4.2.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

Discussions have been held wfth regulatory and systems analysts employed by Utilicom, the 
developer and marketer of the Audit Master™ regarding the BIF and recycling deficiencies noted in the 
Audit Master™ modules. The Utilicom representatives have stated that these deficiencies will be 
addressed in a subsequent release of the software. The company is considered exceptionally receptive 
to users' comments regarding the content and use of the software package. 

The quality assurance checklists should be formalized and copies made available to all team 
members before the next annual review or pre-award assessment program. 

4 . 3 Pre-Award Assessment Process 

4.3.1 Process Description 

The ESH&Q and financial liability assessment consisted of pre-assessment, on-site inspection, 
post-assessment, financial evaluations, a risk assessment of die facilities, and a final report. The liability 
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assessment process uses observations of the facility at a single point in time. Based on these 
observations, the probability of future environmental problems is projected. In addition, the risk of DOE 
or EG&G M&O contractor liability, should a problem occur, is included in the risk assessment. The 
liability assessment is not intended to evaluate whether a facility is, or is not, in actual compliance with 
environmental, safety, and/or health laws or regulations. These assessments become a benchmark of the 
facility and/or company operations in question. 

The ESH&Q liability assessment examines compliance with regulations promulgated under the CAA, 
CWA, CERCLA, HMTA, HSWA, MSHA, OSHA, RCRA, SDWA, SARA, TSCA, and applicable 
regulations promulgated by the NRC and the state in which the facility is located, and with local 
legislation. 

The ESH&Q and financial liability assessment includes the following: 

• On-site review of the RCRA and PCB TSD facilities operations 

• Examination of facility plans and construction 

• Examination of all applicable permits and facility records, including manifests and certificates 
of disposal/destruction 

• Review of where the waste materials went (cradle to grave) 

• EPA, state, and local regulatory observations of the facilities and opinions of the communities 
near which the facilities are located 

• Opinions of other businesses that use the facilities 

• Review of other parties that take title of the waste or materials 

• Review of transporters 

• Review of the EG&G master task subcontract for adequacy 

• Financial condition of the facilities/parent and ability to pay for potential cleanup and lawsuits. 

Financial analyses consist of review of insurance policies, closure and post-closure cost estimates, 
financial assurances and capacity and capital of the company. 

Federal, state, and local regulatory agencies are contacted for observations of the facility. Local 
agencies, such as the Chamber of Commerce, are contacted for public relations comments. 

The liability assessment process uses observations of the facility at a single point in time. Based 
on these observations, the probability of future environmental problems is projected. In addition, the risk 
of DOE or M&O contractor liability, should a problem occur, is included in the risk assessment. The 
liability assessment is not intended to evaluate whether a facility is, or is not, in actual compliance with 
environmental, safety, and/or health laws or regulations. 
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Facilities proposed for new contract awards also undergo pathway analyses of potential groundwater, 
surface water, and air contamination, and a receptor analysis of potential populations and environments 
that could be at risk from activities conducted at the facility. The purpose of a pathway analysis is to 
determine potential paths that pollutants could take that would significantly degrade the quality of a 
natural resource. The receptor analysis uses information from the pathway analysis and determines the 
potential risk to neighboring populations from a release of pollutants at the facility in question. 

The final assessment task is to compile all of die information gathered and conduct a liability risk 
assessment of the facility. This risk assessment determines whether the facility is acceptable, is 
acceptable with conditions, or is not acceptable for use by the M&O contractors. Nothing in the report 
should be construed to be a statement on the facility's actual compliance or lack of compliance with any 
law, regulation, or requirement. 

4.3.1.1 Coordination among Sites. Once a facility is selected to undergo a pre-award 
assessment, each participating M&O contractor is contacted in order to obtain the services of a specified 
qualified member of the assessment team with specific expertise as defined in Table 4. The team 
members are provided with copies of relevant information regarding the TSDF and given assignments 
that must be completed before me site inspection. The coordination requests are documented by letters 
and agreements among the M&O contractors. 

The size of the assessment team used for the pre-award assessment is based on the size and 
complexity of the TSDF to be evaluated. For example, a facility such as the Rollins Deer Park, TX 
facility which has two RCRA/TSCA incinerator trains, RCRA and TSCA container storage, tank storage, 
wastewater treatment plant, RCRA stabilization unit and landfill cell, on-site verification laboratory, and 
captive transportation unit, requires a team of at least six individuals in order to adequately address all 
of the ESH&Q requirements in a timely fashion (i.e., two days onsite or less). On the other hand, a 
smaller facility such as the CWM OSCO facility, which is a bulking facility whh a verification 
laboratory, RCRA/TSCA container storage, tank storage, and a transportation unit, can be evaluated 
affectively in one day on site by four qualified team members. 

4.3.1.2 Schedule. A pre-award assessment is generally scheduled to take about six weeks of 
effort by each member of me assessment team. This effort includes time scheduled for preparation for 
the assessment, time at the facility, and report preparation. Preparation for the assessment includes tasks 
such as review of information requested from the TSDF, applicable federal, state and local regulations, 
and regulatory contacts. 

4.3.1.3 Scope. The scope of the pre-award assessment is designed to ensure that a full 
characterization of the TSDF or recycler is obtained. The report resulting from the assessment is 
considered a benchmark of the facility, which becomes the basis for further evaluations such as the annual 
review and surveillances. The pre-award assessment contains historical information regarding the facility, 
as well as current permit and operational information. 

4.3.1.4 Budget. Memoranda of understanding between EG&G Idaho and each of the M&O 
contractors were established as a mechanism to share the costs of the assessments. Upon completion of 
the tasks, the charges accrued to the project are calculated and invoices are issued to each participant for 
payment of their portions. 
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4.3.1.5 Content. This section describes the pre-award assessment process as it is designed to 
be conducted. Members of the EG&G Assessment Team which evaluated the potential subcontractors 
and facilities as part of the 1993 consolidated effort did not have the luxury of the time necessary to 
complete the assessments properly in accordance with this process. 

4.3.1.5.1 Pre-Assessment Process—-The pre-assessment process consists of information 
gathering and is conducted using the telephone, mail, or electronic data base systems. The purpose of 
the pre-assessment review is to determine 

• If, in the case of a TSDF, the TSDF waste management processes are compatible with wastes 
generated 

• If, in the case of a recycler, the hazardous materials are being recycled in accordance with the 
regulations, and the facility properly disposes of any waste it generates 

• The facility has had serious environmental, regulatory, financial, or legal problems that can 
be identified using the sources described as follows. 

If a complete assessment had been conducted recently and a report was available, the report was 
requested and evaluated before proceeding with the pre-assessment. If the report information was 
inadequate or unavailable, the pre-assessment continued. The Assessment Team makes mis decision with 
the concurrence of the program manager. 

A LEXIS/NEXIS database search is conducted to identify any situations such as adverse publicity, 
criminal proceedings, and/or major environmental problems that could have a detrimental impact on any 
arrangements that the INEL or other M&O contractors might make with the facility. 

A Dun and Bradstreet search is conducted to collect the following information about a company: 
the financial condition, company rating and trends, net assets, and balance sheet information. The 
financial condition of the facility of interest may be collected and evaluated by the EG&G Financial 
Services or Procurement Groups. 

Regulatory contacts include, but are not limited to: the EPA; state regulators (e.g., the state water 
commission); and local regulators (e.g., city or county sanitation districts). Each regulatory agency 
should be contacted in order to obtain or verify the following information: 

Permit status Inspection results 
CERCLA involvement Financial compliance 
Existing contamination Recommendations 
Compliance problems 

In addition to the regulatory agencies, the assessor contacts city and/or county officials, the local 
chamber of commerce, and the Better Business Bureau in order to obtain opinions they might have 
concerning the conduct of operations and community opinions of the facility of interest. 
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The TSDF or recycler was contacted through the vendor who bid the prime subcontract in order 
to collect the following information: 

Site history and CERCLA involvement 
Existing contamination 
Ownership 
Services and operations 
Waste streams, or recyclable materials, 

accepted and not accepted 
Permit status, including RCRA, air, and 

water 
Financial information 

Insurance information 
References 
Other businesses that use and/or have 

assessed-the TSDF 
Regulatory compliance status 
Assessment coordination procedures, only 

if a decision has been made to 
conduct an assessment. 

Businesses that have conducted a risk assessment or compliance evaluation of the facility are 
contacted. Their opinions of the facility are discussed, and they are asked to send a copy the results of 
any risk assessments or evaluations they have conducted of the TSDF or recycler. 

The INEL subcontract, RFP, or RFQ with the TSDF or recycler are reviewed for adequacy. The 
following points are noted: 

Non-assignability clause 

Return of completed manifest before payment 

Certificates of destruction/disposal returned before payment 

Hold harmless, indemnification, contribution clauses 

Review by company attorney. 

After a review of all of the above information, a determination is made as to whether an on-site 
assessment is necessary or if sufficient information has been obtained in order to complete an assessment 
report. If a determination is made by the Assessment Team leader, with the concurrence of the program 
manager (or designee), that sufficient information has been acquired, a risk evaluation and assessment 
report is completed using the instructions and format specified in the procedure. 

4.3.1.5.2 On-Site Assessment—The Assessment Team conducts a site inspection of each 
of die facilities listed on the proposals. The purpose of the inspection is to observe and compare the 
operations of the facilities with their documentation and permit conditions. The site inspection consists 
of documentation reviews, process flows, and operational observations. Photographs are taken of various 
operations, and copies of relevant photographs are included in the assessment report. All of the 
photographs are kept as part of the assessment record. 

4.3.1.5.2.1 Preparation for an On-site Assessment—The assessment date and 
assessment schedule are established with the TSDF contact and confirmed in writing. 
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Arrangements are made with TSDF contact to have the following information mailed ahead for 

review before the site visit. This information should also be available for onsite review: 

Information on site history, pre-RCRA/TSCA waste disposal 

Consent agreements and responses to Notices of Violations 

All permits and corrective action plans 

Surface water, air, and groundwater monitoring data for the last three years 

Closure/post-closure plans, cost estimates and basis, and financial mechanism documentation 

Current Certificate of Insurance for Sudden and Nonsudden Incident, and a copy of policy 

Independently audited financial statements for the past three years 

Involvement in any Superfimd sites or related active or pending environmental litigation 

Information on assignees to which waste is transferred 

Certificates of destruction or disposal 

Facility construction plans 

Emergency/contingency plans 

Manifests, bills of lading, records, reports, and notices 

Hazardous waste minimization plan 

Personnel training records 

Land use permits or documentation 

A determination is made as to what wastes have been shipped from the M&O contractors to the 
particular facility. Copies are made of shipping manifests. If a large number of manifests are involved, 
a random selection is made to be used during the on-site evaluation. 

A determination of whether the state in which the facility of interest is located has primacy in any 
areas of environmental protection. If the state has primacy in any area, the implementing regulations are 
reviewed and a checklist is prepared to address compliance with these regulations. 

4.3.1.5.2.2 Conduct of the On-site Assessment— Checklists are used during the on-site 
assessment. These checklists include all applicable federal regulations and, where the state has primacy, 
applicable state regulations. The checklists can be prepared ahead of time, or if a computer program such 
as Audit Master™ is used, during the on-site inspection. If the Audit Master™ is not used, commercially 
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available, or specially developed checklists may be used. However, these checklists must be reviewed 
and approved by the Assessment Team leader before the on-site inspection. 

The on-site portion of the assessment begins with an introductory meeting with all applicable facility 
representatives and management. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the conduct of the site 
inspection, document reviews, and facility representative interviews. The assessment team generally 
requests that the vendor's corporate proposal technical contact, or a proposed subcontract technical 
contact, accompany the team on the site inspection. The vendor's corporate representatives are a resource 
for both the assessment team and the company in that they can clarify issues and provide immediate 
feedback to the corporation regarding the status of the assessed facility. 

The facility and operations are inspected in the sequence specified below using checklists for the 
specific type of facility: 

• Waste arrival 

• Waste storage 

• Waste analysis and verification procedures 

• Manifest verification 

• Inspection of each unit 

• Residues management 

• Transportation into and out of facility. 

Facility representatives are interviewed to assess management's understanding of the facility, 
regulations, and company's risk assessment procedures. The laboratory manager, facility manager, and 
environmental coordinator are included among those managers to be interviewed. 

The documents and information listed in Table 6 were reviewed before and/or during the site 
inspection of the subject facility. The table is used in the report to summarize the status of the 
information requirements. 

At the end of each day at the facility, a closeout meeting is held with all the TSDF management to 
discuss issues that may have arisen during the inspection. This is also the point at which potential 
regulatory noncompliances are identified. The facility management response to the closeout meetings is 
a critical measure as to the responsiveness of management and their commitment to maintaining 
regulatory compliance at the facility. Potential regulatory noncompliances are generally not specifically 
described in the facility assessment report because of the concern regarding the availability of the 
assessment reports under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). It is also not the intention of the 
assessment team to trigger a regulatory inspection of the facility by the EPA or the state. In addition, 
any identified potential noncompliances are important to the assessment only as they indicate the quality 
of the vendor's compliance program or the possibility of future liability problems for the M&O 
contractors or DOE. 
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Table 6. Documents and information reviewed concerning the subject facilities. 

DOCUMENT/INFORMATION REVIEWED (R), DISCUSSED (D) OR NOT APPLICABLE (N/A) 

Air Monitoring Data 

AirPermit8 

Annual Hazardous Waste/Biennial Report 

Bills of Lading 

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Right-of-Way Grant 

CERCLA Off-Site Policy Approval 

Certificates of Insurance for Sudden and Non-Sudden Incidents 

Chain-of-Custody Procedures 

Closure/Post Closure Plan 

Conditional Use Permit 

Emergency Response/Contingency Plan, including Spill Response and Cleanup Procedures 

Facility Construction Plans 

Final Environmental Impact Statement 

Groundwater Monitoring Data 

Groundwater Monitoring Plan 

Hazardous Waste Manifests 

Information concerning OSHA compliance 

Information on assignees to which waste is transferred and final disposition of the waste 

Inspection Records 

Medical Surveillance Program 

Notices of 'Violation and Consent Orders 

Notification of Hazardous Waste Activities 

Operations Record 

Part A Permit Application 

Part B Permit Application 

Part B Permit 

PCB Annual Documents Log 

PCB Annual Report 

PCB Exception Reports 

Pending Environmental Litigation 

Personnel Training Records 

Provisions for transport of recyclable materials/hazardous waste to and from this facility 
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Table 6. Continued. 

DOCUMENT/INFORMATION REVIEWED (R), DISCUSSED (D) OR NOT APPLICABLE (N/A) 

Quality Assurance Plan 

Safety Program Plan 

Sample Analysis Plans 

SARA Reports 

Sewage Permit 

Solid Waste Disposal Permit 

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan 

Standard Operating/Divisional Practices 

TSCA Storage/Disposal Approval/Permit 

Visitor's Log 

Waste Analysis Plan 

Water Discharge Data 

Wastewater Permit 

By this point in the process, the experienced members of the assessment team generally have a good 
idea as to whether the specific TSDF and company are acceptable for inclusion in the proposed 
subcontract. A preliminary verbal decision can be returned to the subcontract administrator for status 
purposes. However, no firm decision is made until the assessment process is complete. If major risks 
are identified at this point, a decision may be made to cancel the procurement or issue further addenda 
allowing the proposers to correct deficiencies or substitute facilities. These decisions are made in concert 
with the subcontract administrator, assessment program manager, and assessment team members. 

4.3.1.5.2.3 Post-Assessment Process—A TSDF Risk Evaluation following the 
instructions found in the EG&G Idaho procedure is followed. An assessment report using format 
described in this procedure is also prepared. The facility file is completed. 

4.3.1.5.3 Reports and Supporting Documentation—The following documentation is 
generated and/or maintained for each external assessment or risk analysis performed: 

4.3.1.5.3.1 Formal Assessment or Risk Analysis Report—A formal assessment or risk 
analysis report is written for each facility evaluated. This document is prepared in accordance with 
EG&G Idaho document preparation procedures, using the format described in the procedure and is 
controlled through the EG&G Idaho Document Management System. An example of the boiler plate used 
for the pre-award assessment report can be found in Appendix D. 

Because the material contained in the report is sensitive, dissemination of this document is strictly 
limited to a distribution list that the program manager has approved. Any deviation from the distribution 
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list or additional requests for copies of the document must be submitted to the Assessment Team leader 
in writing and must be approved by the Team leader and program manager. 

4.3.1.5.3.2 Telephone Conversations—PHI telephone conversations regarding the facility 
under evaluation must be documented using the EG&G Idaho memo of conversation form or memo to 
file form. The forms must be typed or written in black indelible ink. These memos must be kept as a 
record in the facility file. 

4.3.1.5.3.3 Facility Files—A formal file is created and maintained for each facility being 
evaluated. The files are retained in the Environmental Protection Department of the lead laboratory. 
These files contain all correspondence, notes, completed assessment checklists, field notes, copies of 
permits and contracts, completed external assessment chronology log, regulatory contact checklist, risk 
assessment, external assessment report, and any other information mat was collected and used during the 
facility evaluation. The contents of the files must be able to withstand a regulatory and/or quality 
assessment. 

4.3.2 Advantages 

The pre-assessment report contains a complete description of the facility in question. The report 
is designed to provide enough information that non-participants in the process can be assured that the 
correct decisions were made. 

The pre-assessment report, when used as a benchmark, provides a means for comparing the 
operations in future years. Operational trends can be projected, thus providing a means for risk 
calculations. 

WordPerfect"1 word processing software was readily available for each participant. The participants 
were required to use Wordperfecf* version 5.1 for DOS [disk operating system] in order to complete their 
assignments. Therefore, all team members were using compatible software. 

Use of WordPerfect" ensured that each team member could complete assigned portions of the 
assessment report, using the assigned boiler plate, and transfer the information to the team leader for 
incorporation while on travel. 

4.3.3 Disadvantages 

The pre-assessment reports are lengthy, requiring large expenditures of time for completion. 

4.3.4 Issues 

4.3.4.1 Coordination among Sites. Personnel assigned to conduct the regulatory contacts did 
not complete the work before the on-site portion of the assessment began. In addition, personnel assigned 
to the assessment team were not allowed to complete assignments because of being assigned additional 
requirements by their own management. The participating M&O contractors did not want to release their 
few qualified personnel for the time required to properly complete the task. Constant pressure by 
corporate management was required to keep personnel from being reassigned and on the project. 
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Adequate administrative support, such as technical editors, was not supplied. 

M&O contractor-specific quality requirements were not specifically defined or excluded. These 
must be defined and approved in the project management plan (PMP). 

4.3.4.2 Schedule. As the project progressed, milestones and deadlines for KFP and SOW 
development and review were repeatedly slipped. However, because of the importance EG&G placed 
upon the successful award of the subcontracts, the portions of the schedule allotted to the conduct of the 
assessment process became compressed. The deadlines and milestones associated with this critical facet 
of the program were not renegotiated because EG&G wanted the program to be successful and complete 
within one year. 

The schedule was compressed as a result of slippage during the preparation and approval of the 
KFP. The assessment schedule was not allowed to slip accordingly. The original schedule required six 
months to complete the entire process proposed for 20 possible facilities. The schedule was compressed 
to three months for the entire process. It was not possible to complete the process in this time period. 

There was constant complaining by M&O contractor management about the time required to 
perform the site liability assessments. M&O contractor managers indicated that they had great difficulty 
"freeing up" personnel for the time indicated on the schedule. The schedule was agreed to when the 
project was originally presented. 

4.3.4.3 Scope. The scope of the pre-award assessment was not well understood by team 
members before site inspections began. 

4.3.4.4 Budget. MOUs among all of the participating M&O contractors were not in place before 
the assessments began. 

4.3.4.5 Content. 

4.3.4.5.1 Pre-Assessment Process—The time allotted for the pre-assessment process was 
compressed to the point that the information could not be received and adequately reviewed before the 
on-site portion of the assessments began. 

Documentation requested from the vendors was not complete or received from some of the proposed 
subtier subcontractors. 

Regulatory contact assignments were not completed before the on-site portion of the assessments 
began. 

4.3.4.1.2 On-site Assessment—The on-site assessments were conducted sequentially 
covering two facilities each week. No work time was allotted among facility inspections for report 
generation. One team covered all of the 16 proposed facilities. 

The assessment team did not have time to review permits and state regulations before arriving at 
the facilities. 
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Management from several of the vendor-proposed TSDFs apparently did not understand the 
importance of the pre-award site inspections. In these cases, the EG&G Assessment Team did not receive 
full cooperation from the TSDF personnel without having a representative from the proposing vendor 
present. In several instances, cooperation was achieved only after the vendor company corporate vice-
president level or regional representatives accompanied the EG&G Assessment Team and introduced the 
team to the TSDF managers. 

4.3.4. J.3 Post-Assessment Process—Completion of the reports was difficult for 
personnel from the other M&O contractors, because all of the documentation from the facilities was sent 
to the lead laboratory. Personnel had to return to the INEL to review the documentation and complete 
the reports. 

4.3.4.1.4 Reports and Supporting Documentation—Regulatory contact assignments were 
not completed before the on-site portion of the assessments commenced. 

The schedule required drafts of reports to be completed at night in the field during the on-site 
portion of the assessment. However, personnel waited until the on-site portions of all of the assessments 
were completed to begin writing any portions of the reports. 

Personnel did not complete their portions of the assessment reports. Supporting documentation, 
particularly field notes, were not supplied to the lead laboratory. 

The WordPerfect software package contained a "block-copy" feature, the use of which introduced 
errors into the completion of the reports. The "block-copy" feature was used by some members of the 
assessment team to copy large sections of one report and insert these sections into another report. The 
problem with this technique was that these authors frequentiy neglected to proofread the inserted sections 
to ensure that they actually addressed operations at the site. For example, Rollins facility process 
descriptions were found repeated verbatim within CWM facility process descriptions. These two 
companies do not use the same processes or operate the same way. 

4.3.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

4.3.5.1 Coordination among Sites. Personnel assigned to the project should be assigned to the 
lead laboratory on an "out plant" assignment for the duration of the scheduled assessment period. 

Memoranda of understanding should be used as inter-site contractual agreements to ensure that 
personnel are committed to the project. Work packages containing SOWs and budget estimates can be 
used to define the scope and expectations of the project. The use of task baseline agreements (TBAs), 
which are contractual agreements between the performing individuals and project managers, should clarify 
any issues surrounding expectations and deliverables for each task. These documents also provide a 
quantifiable performance indicator. 

Before each assessment or series of assessment site inspections, all participants should meet, 
physically or via telecom, to address the following issues: 

• Discuss and negotiate how many participants are required and who will perform the 
assessment tasks, including the regulatory background checks; obtain, collect, reproduce, and 
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distribute TSDF-supplied audit documents and permits before the site inspection; and write 
• the post-inspection report. These tasks should also be specified in the TBA. 

• Negotiate the schedule of the assessment tasks: 

Perform regulatory background checks and distribute the results to the other team 
members 

Collect and distribute documents and permits 

Determine dates of the site inspection and schedule of tasks during the inspection 

Determine report writing schedule and location. 

• Responsibilities of each team member before, during, and after the actual site inspection must 
be set. This includes assigning activities and due dates for activities that are prerequisite to 
the next step in the process, and determining, before arriving at the site, who is responsible 
for each task of the assessment. 

Immediately preceding the actual site inspection, participating team members should have a pre-
assessment strategy session to discuss die pending inspection: the major points of the regulatory 
background check, document and permit reviews, management and operating issues on which to 
concentrate, assigned areas of responsibilities for each team member, sequence of activities, etc. 

After completion of the site inspection, the observations of the TSDF and its operations should be 
evaluated against specific, measurable go/no-go criteria. This activity should occur out of contact with 
TSDF or vendor personnel. The decision to approve/disapprove a facility should be made by the 
committee based on the pre-determined criteria which should be specific, defensible, and measurable. 

It has also been suggested that in order to ensure that each team member understands the 
responsibilities inherent in the process, a lead be assigned to each facility. This individual would have 
the following responsibilities for the conduct of the particular assessment: 

• Arrive at the facility a day early to ensure that documents are ready 

• Perform regulatory contacts 

• Take responsibility for the content of the report 

• Schedule visit after all preparations are complete 

• Coordinate the followup meeting of the team, within one week of completion of the site 
inspection, to finalize the report. 

This facility lead would report directly to the program manager who would oversee all aspects of the 
assessment and have the final word with respect to conflicts that might arise. The facility lead would 
receive the responsibility and lead training through this process. 
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M&Q contractor specific quality requirements must be defined and approved by all participating 
M&O contractors in the project management plan (PMP). 

4.3.5.2 Schedule. All of the portions of the subcontracting process must be held to a tight 
schedule. However, if problems occur at the front end of the process, it must be realized that time 
cannot be recovered by compressing the assessment schedule. Therefore, it is recommended that controls 
be placed upon the front-end of the life-cycle (i.e., procurement development and waste management 
review) to ensure that the integrity of the schedule is maintained. If the schedule must be slipped, then 
the schedule required for the assessments and subcontract awards must also be slipped. This could place 
a tremendous burden upon any particular M&O contractor whose previous hazardous waste subcontract 
expires during the interim. However, quality cannot be compromised for expediency. 

4.3.5.3 Scope. The scope of the pre-award assessment should be emphasized in the assessment 
team training class. The scope of the pre-award assessment should be evaluated in terms of potential risk 
from assigning priorities to specific items in cases where a modified pre-award assessment may be 
warranted. Modification clauses should be specified in the program management plan. 

4.3.5.4 Budget. MOUs must be completed and in place before the assessment program begins. 
If it appears that the assessment schedule will overrun the fiscal year, then an MOU for the subsequent 
year must be negotiated before the end of the current fiscal year. 

4.3.5.5 Content. The majority of the issues identified with the content of the assessment process 
can be resolved through 

• Scheduling properly and controlling the schedule 

• Assigning out-plant assessment team members to the lead laboratory for the duration of their 
specific assignments 

• Assigning facility leads to absorb the responsibilities for each site assessment process, rather 
than leaving all of the tasks to the program manager. 

The issue regarding the assessed facility manager's perceptions of the process can be resolved by 
defining the assessment criteria in the KFP and making compliance with the process one of the go/no-go 
criteria. The issue may also be resolved within a prime subcontractor by having the company direct the 
facilities to comply with the requests of the assessment team. 

The "block-copy" feature of WordPerfect™ should be disabled, unless specifically permitted by the 
lead laboratory program manager for limited precise use. The limits on the use of the feature will be 
addressed in all future training courses. 

4.3.6 Vendor Perspective 

4.3.6.1 Chemical Waste Management, Inc. CWM received many incidental benefits as a 
result of this procurements. Having trained, experienced personnel inspect/review our facilities provided 
excellent insight into areas for improvement. The level of detail and thoroughness heightened CWM's 
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awareness to the customer's perspective. Based upon this process, CWM has expanded its customer audit 
support system and routinely reports observations from auditors to management and all facility personnel. 

4.3.6.2 Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. No comments were submitted regarding the pre-
award ESH&Q liability assessment process. 

4.4 Annual Review Assessment Process 

As of the date of this report, the annual review assessment process for the consolidated hazardous 
waste subcontracts had not been conducted. A management decision was made in FY 1994 to postpone 
the annual review until FY 1995 for the following reasons: 

• The 1993 ESH&Q liability assessments for each of the facilities proposed for the MTS were 
not completed until October 1993 as a result of various issues identified during the initial 
assessment period, which ended in June 1993. Therefore, it was decided that the time lapse 
between approval of the facilities and the annual review was not significant in terms of 
incurring risks if the annual reviews were postponed. 

• The compliance and operational statuses of the facilities assessed suggested that significant 
changes to either would probably not occur within one year of the EG&G assessments. 

• The ESH&Q liability assessment reports for a number of the facilities were not complete at 
the end of FY 1993, and it was decided that the completion was a prerequisite for the annual 
review. 

• The MTSs were not awarded until October and November 1993 (beginning of FY 1994) and 
most of the M&O contractors were placing their task orders in 1994 because their prior 
subcontracts expired. Therefore, the subcontracted facilities would not have been extensively 
used by the participating M&O contractors in FY 1994. 

• The costs associated with the annual reviews were not budgeted by the majority of the M&O 
contractors for FY 1994. It was determined that, because DOE funding was decreasing, it 
would not be cost effective to request additional funding at that date; planning for FY 1995 
annual reviews would be more effective. 

This section will discuss the ESH&Q and financial liability annual review process, as proposed for 
FY 1995. It will be assumed that the recommendations and resolutions proposed for correcting 
deficiencies in the pre-award assessment process will be incorporated into the annual review process. 
If these recommendations are not incorporated, it is assumed that many of issues identified in the pre-
award process will recur, which will result in a far less effective program. 

4.4.1 Process Description 

The annual review process is the same as that used for the pre-award assessment, except that the 
annual review focuses on changes to a facility's permit status, operations, and/or compliance that have 
occurred since the last assessment, either pre-award or annual review. Emphasis is placed upon 
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regulatory opinions and daily operations. The report resulting from the annual review builds upon the 
information contained in the pre-award assessment benchmark reports. The benchmark pre-award 
assessment report is referenced throughout the annual review document. 

4.4.1.1 Coordination among Sites. Once the annual review schedule is established by the 
program manager at the lead laboratory, each participating M&O contractor is contacted in order to 
obtain the services of specified qualified members of the assessment team with specific expertise as 
defined in Table 4. A work package describing the schedule, scope, and budget requirements is sent to 
each participating M&O contractor. A TBA will be negotiated between the team members, their 
respective management, and the program manager. The TBA defines the schedule, scope, and budget 
requirements for the project and defines the deliverables expected from the participating team member. 
The TBA is signed by the team member, M&O contractor manager, and lead laboratory program 
manager. The team members are provided with copies of relevant information regarding the TSDF and 
given assignments that must be completed before the site inspection. The coordination requests are 
documented by letters and agreements among the M&O contractors. 

As with the pre-award assessment, the size of the annual review assessment team is based on the 
size and complexity of the TSDF to be evaluated. Team sizes are expected to range from two to six 
people. 

4.4.1.2 Schedule. An annual review assessment is generally scheduled to take about three weeks 
of effort by each member of the assessment team. This effort includes time scheduled for preparing for 
the assessment, time at the facility, and time for preparing the report. Preparation for the assessment 
includes tasks such as reviewing the pre-award assessment benchmark report, requesting information from 
the TSDF, and making applicable federal, state, and local regulatory contacts. 

4.4.1.3 Scope. As previously described, the scope of the annual review is the same as that used 
for the pre-award assessment, except that the annual review focuses on the changes to a facility's permit 
status, operations, and/or compliance that have occurred since the last assessment, either pre-award or 
annual review. Emphasis is placed upon regulatory opinions of the facility and daily operations. The 
report resulting from the annual review builds upon the information contained in the pre-award assessment 
benchmark reports. The report focuses on impressions and observations of the operations, as well as on 
reviewing regulatory inspections and observations. The annual review report is not designed to be a 
"stand alone" document. 

4.4.1.4 Budget. MOUs between Lockheed Idaho and each of the M&O contractors are 
established as a mechanism to share the costs of the assessments. All MOUs will be in place before the 
start of the activity. As tasks are completed, the charges accrued to the project are calculated and 
invoices are issued to each participant for payment of their portions. Participating M&O contractors who 
decline to provide staff for the effort are charged an even split of the costs to fund a participant from the 
lead laboratory or another M&O contractor to participate in their place. All participants receive copies 
of the reports. 
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4.4.1.5 Content. 

4.4.1.5.1 Pre-Assessment Process—The pre-assessment process consists of gathering 
information and is conducted using the telephone, mail, or electromc data base systems. The purpose 
of the pre-assessment review is to determine: 

• In the case of a TSDF or recycler, what changes have occurred-to the facility since the last 
assessment 

• Whether the facility has, since the last assessment, had serious environmental, regulatory, 
financial, or legal problems that can be identified using the sources described as follows. 

A LEXIS/NEXIS database search is conducted to identify any situations such as adverse publicity, 
criminal proceedings, and/or major environmental problems that could have a detrimental impact on any 
arrangements that the INEL or other M&O contractors might make with the facility. 

The Dun and Bradstreet search is conducted to collect the following information about a company: 
the financial condition, company rating and trends, net assets, and balance sheet information. The 
financial condition of the facility of interest may be evaluated by the EG&G Financial Services or 
Procurement Groups. 

Regulatory contacts include, but are not limited to: the EPA; state regulators (e.g., the state water 
commission); and local regulators (e.g., city or county sanitation districts). Each regulatory agency 
should be contacted in order to obtain or verify the following information: 

Permit status 
CERCLA involvement 
Existing contamination 
Compliance problems 

Inspection results 
Financial compliance 

In addition to the regulatory agencies, the assessor contacts city and county officials, the local 
chamber of commerce and the Better Business Bureau in order to obtain opinions they might have 
concerning the conduct of operations and community opinions of the facility of interest. 

The TSDF or recycler was contacted through the vendor who bid the prime subcontract, in order 
to collect any changes to the following information: 

Site history and CERCLA involvement 
Existing contamination 
Ownership 
Services and operations 
Waste streams, or recyclable materials, 

accepted and not accepted 
Permit status, including RCRA, air, and 

water 

Financial information 
Insurance information 
References of other businesses that use 

and/or have assessed the TSDF 
Regulatory compliance status 
Assessment coordination procedures, only 

if a decision has been made to 
conduct an assessment. 
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After a review of all of the above information, a determination is made as to whether an on-site 
assessment is necessary or if sufficient information has been obtained in order to complete an assessment 
report. If a determination is made by the facility team leader, with the concurrence of the program 
manager (or designee) that sufficient information has been acquired, a risk evaluation and assessment 
report is completed using the instructions and format specified in the procedure. 

4.4.1.5.2 On-site Assessment—The assessment team conducts a site inspection of each 
of the facilities listed on the subcontracts. The purpose of the inspection is to observe and compare the 
operations of the facilities with their documentation and permit conditions. The site inspection focuses 
on changes in die operations since the last inspection, documentation reviews, process flows, and 
operational observations. Photographs are taken of various operations. Copies of relevant photographs 
are included in this report. All of the photographs are kept as part of the assessment record. 

4.4.1.5.2.1 Preparation for an On-site Assessment—The assessment date and 
assessment schedule are established with the TSDF contact and confirmed in writing. 

Arrangements are made with TSDF contact to have the information listed in Section 4.3.1.5.2.1, 
which have undergone changes since the last assessment, mailed ahead for review before the site 
inspection. This information should also be available for on-site review. 

A determination is made as to what wastes have been shipped from the M&O contractors to the 
particular facility. Copies are made of shipping manifests. If a large number of manifests are involved, 
a random selection is made to be used during the on-site evaluation. 

A determination of whether the state in which the facility of interest is located has primacy in any 
areas of environmental protection. If the state has primacy in any area, the implementing regulations are 
reviewed and a checklist is prepared to address compliance with these regulations. 

4.4.1.5.2.2 Conduct of the On-site Assessment—The same checklists used for the pre-
award assessment are used during the annual review on-site assessment. The checklists can be prepared 
ahead of time, or if a computer program such as Audit Master™ is used, during the on-site inspection. 
If the Audit Master™ is not used, commercially available, or specially developed checklists may be used. 
However, these checklists must be reviewed and approved by the Program Manager before the on-site 
inspection. 

The on-site portion of the assessment begins with an introductory meeting with all applicable facility 
representatives and management. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the conduct of the site 
inspection, document reviews, and facility representative interviews. The assessment team generally 
requests that the vendor's corporate proposal technical contact, or a proposed subcontract technical 
contact, accompany the team on the site inspection. The vendor's corporate representatives are a resource 
for both the assessment team and the company in that they can clarify issues and provide immediate 
feedback to the corporation regarding the status of the assessed facility. 

The facility and operations are inspected in the sequence specified below using checklists for the 
specific type of facility: 
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Waste arrival 

• Waste storage 

• Waste analysis and verification procedures 

• Manifest verification 

• Inspection of each unit 

• Residues management 

• Transportation into and out of facility. 

Facility representatives are interviewed to assess management's understanding of the facility, 
regulations, and company's risk assessment procedures. The laboratory manager, facility manager, and 
environmental coordinator are among those managers to be interviewed. 

The documents and information listed in Table 5, which have undergone changes since the last 
assessment, are reviewed before and/or during the site inspection of the subject facility. The table is used 
in the report to summarize the status of the information requirements. 

At the end of each day at the facility, a closeout meeting is held with all the TSDF management to 
discuss issues that may have arisen during the inspection. This is also the point at which potential 
regulatory noncompliances are identified. The facility management response to die closeout meetings is 
a critical measure as to the responsiveness of management and their commitment to maintaining 
regulatory compliance at the facility. Potential regulatory noncompliances are generally not specifically 
described in the facility assessment report because of the concern regarding the availability of the 
assessment reports under the FOIA. It is also not the intention of the annual review assessment team to 
trigger a regulatory inspection of the facility by the EPA or the state. 

By this point in the process, the experienced members of the assessment team generally have a good 
idea as to whether the specific TSDF and company are acceptable for continued use under the 
subcontract. A preliminary verbal decision can be returned to the subcontract administrator for status 
purposes. At this point, if the site inspection team leader is not the assessment team leader, this 
individual should report the TSDF conditions to the assessment team leader and program manager. This 
report would allow the program manager to resolve any potential concerns or issues identified by the team 
members. However, no firm decision is made until the assessment process is complete. If major risks 
are identified at this point, a decision may be made to allow the vendors to correct deficiencies or 
substitute facilities; this decision must be approved by the ESH&Q Assessment Team. The vendor is 
liable for the assessment costs of replacing a facility. These decisions are made in concert with the 
subcontract administrator, assessment program manager, and assessment team members. 

4.4.1.5.3 Post-Assessment Process—The post-assessment process is the same for the 
annual review as for the pre-award assessment process. 
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4.4.1.5.4 Reports and Supporting Documentation—The following documentation is 
generated and/or maintained for each annual review assessment performed: 

4.4.1.5.4.1 Formal Assessment Report—A formal assessment report is written for each 
facility that is evaluated. As previously stated, this document focuses on changes to a facility's permit 
status, operations, and/or compliance, which may have occurred since the last assessment, either pre-
award or annual review. Emphasis is placed upon regulatory opinions of the facility and daily operations. 
The report resulting from the annual review builds upon the information contained in the pre-award 
assessment benchmark reports. The report focuses on impressions and observations of the operations, 
as well as on reviewing regulatory inspections and observations. The annual review report is not 
designed to be a "stand-alone" document. This document is prepared in accordance with INEL document 
preparation procedures, using the format described in the procedure, and is controlled through the INEL 
Document Management System. 

Because the material contained in the report is sensitive, dissemination of mis document is strictly 
limited to a distribution list that has been approved by the program manager. Any deviation from the 
distribution list or additional requests for copies of the document must be submitted to the Assessment 
Team leader in writing and must be approved by the team leader and program manager. 

4.4.1.5.4.2 Telephone Conversations—Ail telephone conversations regarding the facility 
under evaluation must be documented using the EG&G Idaho memo of conversation form or memo to 
file form. The forms must be typed or written in black indelible ink. These memos must be kept as a 
record in the annual review facility file. 

4.4.1.5.4.3 Facility Fifes—An annual review formal file is created and maintained for each 
facility being evaluated. The files are retained in the Environmental Protection Department of the lead 
laboratory. These files contain all correspondence, notes, completed assessment checklists, field notes, 
copies of permits and contracts, completed external assessment chronology log, regulatory contact 
checklist, risk assessment, external assessment report, and any other information that was collected and 
used during the facility evaluation. The contents of the files must be able to withstand a regulatory 
and/or quality assessment. 

4.4.2 Advantages 

Several advantages resulting from this process have been identified, although they have not yet 
qualified or quantified: 

• The fact that the annual review builds upon the work completed in the pre-award assessment 
provides a method for assessing the continued compliance of a facility based upon a 
benchmark 

• The use of assessment team members who were participants in the pre-award assessment 
process provides a continuum of expertise 

• The use of the same team skill mixes ensures that consistent and quality criteria are used for 
evaluation of disposal facilities. 
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4.4.3 Disadvantages 

No disadvantages regarding the process have been identified to date, because the consolidated annual 
review process has not yet been implemented in the field. 

4.4.4 Issues 

No issues relating to the annual reviews have been recorded to date, as the consolidated process has 
not yet been used. 

4.4.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

The only recommendation recorded is that all of the issue resolutions and recommendations recorded 
in the pre-award assessment process be incorporated into the annual review process. 
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5. OPERATIONS UNDER THE CONSOLIDATED SUBCONTRACTS 

This section addresses the actual implementation of the consolidated hazardous waste subcontract. 
The important points of this section concern waste management operations under this new approach to 
waste treatment/disposal. The process of how the task orders were activated by each of the M&Os upon 
expiration of the previous hazardous waste subcontracts is addressed. Modification of the waste stream 
exhibits and additional scope of work are discussed. 

5.1 Activation of Task Orders 

5.1.1 Process Description 

After the MTS is established, all M&O contractors issue task orders for their individual sites that 
establish or incorporate the following: 

• The task orders are issued in accordance with the terms and conditions of the master task 
agreement 

• The task orders reference and incorporate the original scope of work, pricing sheets, and 
pickup locations specific to their locations 

• The task orders specify the period of performance, generally one year 

• The task orders' ceiling prices and reference to payment for actual services in accordance with 
the firm-fixed-unit-prices are established under the MTS award 

• Actual work is ordered and authorized by issuance of written subcontract releases 

• Contractor and subcontractor administration is established. 

An example of a task order is provided in Figure 1. The task order is designed to become effective 
upon expiration of the current term of any pre-existing applicable subcontracts. Task order modifications 
issued to add waste streams, and additional funding to increase the price ceiling, etc., are issued by the 
M&O contractor who issued the original task order. 

5.1.2 Advantages 

One of the most important advantages of the task order is that it allows an M&O contractor to 
incorporate any site-specific requirements that were not inherent in the MTS into its operating agreement 
with the subcontractor. These site-specific requirements must not, however, conflict with the terms and 
conditions of the MTS. 

The MTS" reduces the amount of paperwork required to activate the subcontract. Only the task 
order, in letter format, is required for implementation. 
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The task order "turns on" the MTS for a particular M&O contractor site, based on the expiration . 
of pre-existing subcontracts. Therefore, subcontract negotiations are not required. 

5.1.3 Disadvantages 

No disadvantages to the activation of task orders were identified. 

5.1.4 Issues 

It became apparent that, as a result of personnel changes during the implementation of the 
consolidated MTS, some of the procurement personnel assigned by various M&O contractors were not 
aware of how a task order was to be implemented or how it worked. 

5.1.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

Upon award of the MTS, a team composed of technical, waste management, and procurement 
personnel from the lead laboratory should meet with the comparable personnel from each of the M&O 
contractors to explain how the MTS, task orders, and invoicing procedures are implemented at the M&O 
contractor level. 

It may also be an advantage to have the associated vendor representatives present at this working 
meeting in order to ensure that personnel from each vendor area support office are also aware of the 
terms and conditions of the MTS, task orders, and invoicing procedures. This would provide an 
opportunity for the M&O contractor staff to meet and work with the vendors' assigned staffs under the 
watchful eye of the lead laboratory. 

5.1.6 Vendor Perspective 

5.1.6.1 Chemical Waste Management, Inc. CWM would recommend a kick-off meeting with 
each location using the subcontract. The meeting could assist in clarifying both subcontract 
interpretations and operational expectations. Developing and maintaining clear open communication is 
critical to overall performance. 

5.1.6.2 Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. No comments were submitted regarding 
activation of the task orders. 

5.2 Subcontract Modifications 

5.2.1 Process Description 

Modifications affecting the MTS are issued by the single M&O contractor, lead laboratory, 
responsible for administering the MTS. All modifications are issued at the direction and concurrence of 
the lead laboratory technical representative who is responsible for providing technical support to the 
subcontract administrator. Requests from other M&O contractors technical personnel to add shipment 
sites or change SOWs are submitted to the subcontract administrator at the M&O contractor who is 
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INEL 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

October 25, 1994 

Mr. Bob Orr 
Rollins Chempak, Inc (RCI) 
7835 S. W. Hunsiker St. 
Tigard, OR 97223 
TASK ORDER NO. 2 UNDER MASTER TASK REQUIREMENTS SUBCONTRACT NO. C93-170250 
TDC-214-94 
Dear Mr. Orr: 
1. This Task Order No. 2, effective November 1, 1994, is issued in 

accordance with the terms and conditions of Fixed-Price-Per-Unit 
Master Task Requirements Subcontract No. C93-170250. 

2. As a result of this Task Order No. 2, RCI will provide Hazardous Waste 
Transport/Treatment/Disposal Services in accordance with the Master 
Task Requirements Subcontract No. C93-170250 and Scope of Work 
No.'s 0, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25, including Lockheed Idaho Technologies 
Co. (LITCO) pickup location and transportation price sheets. 

3. The period of performance for this Task Order No. 2 is from its 
effective date, November 1, 1994, through September 30, 1995. 

4. The total price ceiling for performance of this Task Order No. 2 is 
$400,000.00 and shall not be exceeded without written approval from 
LITCO. 
Payment will be made for actual services performed and in accordance 
with the firm-fixed-unit-prices established under the Master Task 
Requirements Subcontract No. C93-170250. 
Actual work will be ordered and authorized by the issuance of written 
subcontract releases by LITCO. All releases will be subject to the 
Terms and Conditions of Subcontract No. C93-170250. 

5. LITCO Administration: 
A. Subcontractual responsibilities under this Task Order No. 2 

shall be administered by Mr. Scott Drewes. 
B. All work to be performed, and occurrence reporting, under this 

Task Order No. 2 shall be under the technical jurisdiction and 
direction of Mr. Leroy Ewing. 

-*qfrLockheed 
Idaho Technologies Company P. O. Box 1625 Idaho Falls, ID 83415 

Figure 1. Example of a Task Order. 
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Mr. Bob Orr 
October 25, 1994 
TDC-214-94 
Page 2 

6. Subcontractor Administration: 
A. RCI, subcontractual responsibilities under this Task Order No. 

2, shall be administered by Mr. Bob Orr. 
B. All work to be performed under Task Order No. 2 shall be under 

the technical jurisdiction and direction of Mr. Bob Orr. 
Two copies of this Task Order No. 2, executed by LITCO, are forwarded. 
Please execute one copy and return it to LITCO. One copy may be retained 
for your records. 
ROLLINS CHEMPAK INC. LITCO 

By By 
Ted D. Christensen 

Title Title Subcontract Administrator 
Date Date 

Figure 1. Continued. 
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responsible for administering the MTS. Such requests are reviewed by the subcontract administrator and 
the lead laboratory technical representative. The subcontract administrator, at the direction of the 
technical lead, incorporates the requested change or addition into a modification, which is issued to the 
subcontractor. The subcontractor acknowledges acceptance of the modification by signing it and returning 
it to the subcontract administrator, who then distributes the modification to all M&O contractors. 

Another modification that must be made at the MTS level is the replacement of a facility approved 
under the MTS. This modification request must come from the subcontractor and must have a significant 
amount of justification, not including convenience for the subcontractor. An example of this would be 
the failure of a facility approved under the MTS to perform under the terms and conditions of the MTS. 

5.2.2 Advantages 

The control of modification requests of the MTS by the lead laboratory ensures that the integrity 
of the MTS is maintained. 

Modifications regarding the MTS are available for all of the M&O contractors. 

M&O contractors and subcontractors are unable to change the facilities approved under the MTS 
without the concurrence of the lead laboratory. Justifications for facility changes must be significant (i.e., 
failure of a facility to perform under the MTS) before the lead laboratory will consider a modification. 

5.2.3 Disadvantages 

M&O contractors and subcontractors are unable to change the facilities approved under the MTS 
without the concurrence of the lead laboratory. Although this is an advantage, it may also be considered 
a disadvantage by some M&O contractor participants. 

The length of time between an M&O contractor's request for an MTS modification appears to be 
too long. This might be attributable to M&O contractor lack of understanding regarding the MTS 
modification process. 

5.2.4 Issues 

M&O contractor procurement personnel appeared to be confused as to what constituted an MTS 
modification. 

5.2.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

The resolution to the issue identified is the same as that identified in Section 5.1.5 regarding task 
orders. That is, upon award of the MTS, a team composed of technical, waste management, and 
procurement personnel from the lead laboratory should meet with the comparable personnel from each 
of the M&O contractors to explain how the MTS, task orders, and invoicing procedures are implemented 
at the M&O contractor level. 

It may also be an advantage to have the associated vendor representatives present at this meeting 
in order to ensure that personnel from each vendor area support office are also aware of the terms and 
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conditions of the MTS, task orders, and invoicing procedures. This would provide an opportunity for 
the M&O contractor staff to meet and work with the vendors' assigned staffs under the watchful eye of 
the lead laboratory. 

5.2.6 Vendor Perspective 

5.2.6.1 Chemical Waste Management, Inc. No comments were submitted regarding 
subcontract modifications. 

5.2.6.2 Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. The hazardous waste business in the mid 1990s 
is changing rapidly. As a result of waste minimization and the general expansion of technology-based 
treatment options (e.g., chemical industry recycling) in North America, the "waste pie" has decreased. 
At the same time competition in the hazardous waste treatment/disposal industry has increased. The 
players that have dominated the industry to date are responding to this economic environment either by 
selling assets or acquiring new assets (e.g., other company's waste facilities). The big are getting bigger 
and the small are going out of business. Tighter profit margins resulting from expansions and the higher 
competitive environment are requiring those companies to move waste to the most effective facilities 
within their own systems to remain economically viable. The high degree of environmental compliance 
required is also adding to the operating expense under these changing conditions. As waste treatment 
professionals we need flexibility to add and subtract facilities from this subcontract without unduly 
restrictive procedures. The need for liability protection of DOE interests would not be compromised by 
re-evaluating current procedures. 

It is recommended that the M&O contractors review new requests for modifications and additions 
of new vendor facilities. If the reason for the proposed change makes logistical sense and/or there is a 
demonstratable savings in cost for the DOE, let the private sector manage its business and accept the 
economic benefits as they are presented to the DOE. 

The private waste management companies developed the systems and the processes that enable the 
DOE to dispose of the toxic byproducts made while carrying out their mission. It only makes sense to 
encourage these companies to refine their systems and processes to the extent that the interests of the 
DOE can be maintained. 

5.3 M&O Contractor Waste Management Operations 

This section provides two examples of how a waste management group uses the MTS and associated 
task orders to facilitate the proper treatment and disposal of site-generated hazardous wastes. The first 
example is from the INEL waste management operation because this style of subcontract was first tried 
at the INEL and it has the most experience widi it. The second example is from Rocky Flats, for whom 
this was a new way of conducting business. EG&G Rocky Flats did not use the same waste stream 
exhibits as the rest of the participants. They compiled their own, based on waste streams they had 
generated in the past. Therefore, their waste stream exhibit was not nearly as comprehensive as that used 
by the other M&O contractors. 
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5.3.1 INEL Waste Management Operations Process Description 

In order to properly manage and dispose of wastes generated at a facility, several organizations must 
complete a number of steps; these include the generator of the waste, the waste management operations, 
Traffic, and Procurement. The Waste Reduction Operations Complex (WROC) and Traffic personnel 
at the INEL are the primary contacts with the hazardous waste subcontractors. At the INEL the waste 
generator is responsible for hazardous and mixed waste until its final disposition. The process is 
documented in several INEL internal procedures, including EG&G Idaho Company Procedures, EG&G 
Idaho Hazardous Materials Transportation Manual, and WROC Standard Operating; the process is 
described in the following sections. 

5.3.1.1 Hazardous Waste Determination and Profiling. The process required to properly 
dispose of a waste begins with the generator of the waste, who is required to characterize and profile the 
waste in the following manner: 

• Complete a hazardous waste determination per 40 CFR§ 262.11. All supporting information 
and process knowledge statements must be documented as part of the written characterization, 
per 40 CFR § 268.7 and DOE Order 5700.6C (DOE-ID Supplemental Order 5700.6C). 

• If the waste is determined to be hazardous, the generator must comply with 40 CFR § 268. 
If the hazardous wastes are to be sent to an onsite TSDF, the Waste Acceptance Criteria 
(WAC) for that TSDF must also be met. 

• Sampling, if required, must be done in accordance with SW-846 or other equivalent methods 
designed to supplement process knowledge. Determinations must be documented. 

• Review analytical data and/or process knowledge statements, and identify the appropriate 
RCRA and LDR codes and constituents. Once the proper classification and profile are 
completed, this information is submitted on a Form EG&G 669 (Identification of the 
Hazardous Component) and 669A (Shipment Request and Certification), in addition to the 
appropriate LDR notification/certification form, to the WROC Document Control (See Figures 
2, 3, and 4). The forms 669, 669A, and LDR must be completed by the generator and then 
reviewed by WROC Technical Programs (WROC-TP) before transportation of hazardous or 
mixed waste. 

At this point, when the forms are submitted to WROC, the generator also generally provides 
WROC with a charge number to cover the cost of WROC-TP's document review and 
profiling, and the waste transportation and disposal cost. 

• WROC reviews the forms 669, 669A, and LDR for container/labeling/shipping information 
to be used for that waste. The information provided on the EG&G 669 forms is evaluated 
against the WAC for the specific TSDF, and any deficiencies are noted. In addition, WROC 
verifies the list of required shipping papers to accompany the shipment submitted by the 
generator. After reviewing the 669, the WROC-TP Waste Generator Interface (WGI) notifies 
the generator of inconsistencies or data gaps that must be resolved before acceptance approval. 
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5.3.1.2 Acceptability Review of Waste for Storage or Offsite Treatment. WROC-TP 
reviews new waste streams and existing waste streams before accepting waste at the Hazardous Waste 
Storage Facility (HWSF) or offsite shipment as follows: 

• New waste streams destined for HWSF storage: The WGI completes and initials the Waste 
Profile Checklist for each new waste stream destined for storage in the HWSF and attaches 
the checklist to the applicable form EG&G-669. 

Existing waste streams: The WGI evaluates the updated waste stream file data for any 
changes that may have impacted acceptability of the waste for shipment, storage, or treatment. 

At a minimum., generators must either recharacterize their existing waste streams or certify 
by letter that the most recent profile has remained current. Annual characterization is 
generally considered adequate when the generating process is highly controlled and waste 
composition remains consistent for the duration of the year. More frequent waste 
characterization is required under the following circumstances: 

A new waste stream is generated 

The process generating the waste changes 

The waste characteristics are highly variable from shipment to shipment 

WROC personnel have reason to suspect a change in the waste based on inconsistencies 
in the manifest, packaging, or labeling of the wastes 

The off-site receiving facility rejects the waste because its fingerprint samples are 
inconsistent witii the waste profile provided by the INEL. 

As previously stated, the WGI notifies the generator of any observed data inconsistencies or 
data gaps that must be resolved before approval, as well as any situations that preclude 
acceptance of the generator's waste (e.g., HWSF or off-site TSDF WAC restrictions). Such 
notifications, and resultant actions, are documented by the WGI and included in the waste 
stream file. 

•. When the data package is complete, and the waste is determined to be acceptable for storage 
at the HWSF or direct shipment to an offsite TSDF, the WGI reviews the submitted form 

. EG&G-669A. This form identifies DOT shipping information such as packaging, marking, 
and labeling requirements; DOT proper shipping name; DOT hazard class; and DOT 
identification number. The WGI assists the generator with necessary corrections to this form. 

5.3.1.3 Process for Off-site Treatment/Disposal. Once the INEL-specific paperwork is 
complete, the following process is followed to complete the treatment/disposal of the waste. 

• WROC-TP compares the waste descriptions to the waste description exhibits in the MTS and 
profiles the waste with the technical representative from the appropriate subcontractor to an 
off-site TSDF as identified in the MTS. 

• 
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Material and Waste Characterization 

JJecelvtog Organization Use-Only: 
Approved byr\ Skjnaturo_ _ Printed Name:_ 
Q RWMC CWHOC-GTAW QPoButfon Prevention 
CnaractorfzaaonIdentificationN» * *•' '*- ; '•>'' ** 

A. Generator's Certification 

1 certify that the Information In this (orm ID F-669 and attachments Es true and accurato. I have put forth a good faith effort to acquire 
and verify the Information used to complete this characterization. WtflJul and deliberate omissions have not been made. AD known 
and suspected hazards have to (he best of my knowledge been disclosed. 

O*n«ttor c*nBM Hgnitura 

Phona: 

Generating Facility^. 

, Facsimile No;_. 

,, Building:,, , . organiratkm No:_ 

i1 Q, General Information:, «#3fc{V 
1. O Yes D No Will material and waste characterization be fuffy capable of complying with applicable RRWAC Subsection? 

If 'No', receiving organization approval and completion of tho following is required: 
a. 1NEI-RRWAC reaulroment(s) not met (list each): 
b. Receiving organization approval letter number for nonstandard maloiial or waste: 

Contact 

3. Technical 

Name £, Mail 10 Phono Pagor Mailstop Charge Number 

4. Material orwasto type and action: _ _ ^ 
3 . Hrtmmnn n a m * at material: 

6. Rate of generation: 0 Ono time only: 
O On-going: 

7. Generating process description: 

If lhrf mJA/il 

..(Continuation sheet Included? 0 Yea O No| 
8. Physical stato at 70*F (sottd. liquid, sludge, got. etc.): _ ^ 
9. a Yes a No Ooes tho material contain free liquids? 
10. OYos D No Currant waste minimization plan? 
11. Indicate all that apply: OCERCLA aScrapmotal aoSHAcardnogen OPCBa50ppm OEttotogte agent 

a NonfrtaWe asbestos OFIFRA a Unused material QUsedol a Aerosol cam 0 Compressed gas cyflnoora 
Q Friable asbestos QSol • Debris OSfl cleanup •Wastewater OCtossHIod material 
a Accountable nudaar material 

12. OYea a No Is this OOTrogJated hazardous material? H yw n « ^ n n t prfmnry tyrant 
and DOT subskSary hazards: ,,, , — • 

13. DYas Q No Does thbrnatorialcontain any RCRA"P."K", V,or^Ustedwastoci^rlnpura(orm,a3a mixture, or 
ae a treatment residue (to* ash. leachate. 6p» cleanup), or V Characteristic waste? II yes, p>0 applicable EPA 
Source Code: . . , . EPA Form C o d o _ _ _ , 
and EPA Hazardous Waste Numbers: (40 CFR2SI) -

14. OYe* ONo Is additional physical characteriratJon required? Ifyes, complete Section CI per Gl Instruction. 
15. O Yes O No Is additional chemical characterisation required? If yes, complete Section C2 per Gl Instruction. 
18. ClYes ONo Is radiological characterization required? If yes, complelo Section C3 per Gl InstrucUon. 
17. O Yes 0 No Is this a lab pack? If yes, complete Item D, Ub Pack Inventory List. 
18. OYes O No Does the Gl require any additional Information? If yes, s e o Instructions. 
19. OYes O N o Is supporting documentation submitted? Byes. Hie 

romiQMw 
(tw«. %w N * i m io Characterization Identification No: 

C. Characteristics of Material 

1. Physical Characteristics of Material: 
a. Gerwralcharatferbtlc«|rw!<e«ftremtopwtiwm.Forn^ 

Physical state Rango of percentage ' Color 
Layer No. at70*F of total (as required by Gl) 

1. in 
2. to 
3. to 
4. to 
5. la 

b. 0 Yes D No Is denary required? If yes, givo density rango of representative sample. 
liquid: , , to rj/ml Solid: lo , a>et 

c. 0 Yes 0 No Is this aqueous waste lo be processed In tho PWTU? If yes, give total solids range for representative 
sample: __^_ to mg/i-

d. 0 Yes a No ft this WERF incinerabte Bquld? If yes. give viscosity range: , , to _ _ _ SSU. 

2. Chemical Characteristics of Material: 
a. Does the material contain any of the following? For each Item (1)*(1S) checked yes, must Include corresponding quantitative 

Information in C2b, with thecorrosponclngnumbar (1)*(15) from this list 

Yes No Yes No 

a a (t) Organic free liquid For liquid waste only: 

a a (2) Aqueous freo liquid Q D Nickel and/or Its compounds (as Nt) £ 134 mg/L 

a a If yes, give pH range to 0 0 Tnafflum and/or its compounds (as T1)t 103mg/L 

a o (3) Absorbents O O Halogenated organic compounds %. 1000 mg/L 

a a (4) Cholating agents as listed In 40 CFR 266, Appendix III 

a a (5) Aqueous liquid with reactive cyanide %. 250 ppm For solid waste only: 

a a (8) Aqueous liquid with reactive sulfide 5.500 ppm O O Haiogenaled organic compounds t, 1000 mg/kg 

a a (7) Air reocllvcs as listed In 40 CFR 268, Appendix III 

a a (6) Water ronctfves For used oil only: 

a a (9) Other reaclrvos O O Arsenic a, S ppm 

a a (10) Fuming adds or acid gases 0 O Cadmium 1 2 ppm 

o a (11) Shock sensitive constituents O O Chromium & 10 ppm 

a a (12) Explosives O O Lead & 100 ppm 

a • (13) Pyrophorics O 0 PCSs 1 2 ppm 

a • (14) Petroleum products O O Total halogens 14,000 ppm 

a a (16) Oxidizers O 0 Total halogens 4, 1,000 ppm 

a a Benzene For WERF Inclnerable wastes only: 

o a PCBs %, 25 ppm O O Chlorine In any form 

a a PCBs t 5 ppm O O Bromine In any form 

a a PCB liquids a 0 todino In any form 

o a PCS capacitors/ballasts O O Fluorine in any form 

o a PCS transformers/regulators O O Sulfur In any form ( 

If yes, check the following as applicable: O O PCBs %, 2 ppm 
D Full O Drained only O Drained and flushed For fluid to be processed In tho PWTU only: 

a a Is the material PCB Pqukl contaminated debris O O Oil and grease > 10 mg/L 
or derived from a spill of PCS liquid? If yes. 
give range of original PCB concentration: 

Figure 2 . INEL Form EG&G 669 (Identification of the Hazardous Component) at 50% size reduction. 
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Characterization Identification No: . 

a Characteristics of Malarial (continued) 

3. Radiological Characteristics ol Material; 

a. For MU.W and MTRU ghn (check one) O Known o r O Estimated dote ot initial generation: _ 

b. O Yes Q No Is waste treatment plan lor MU.W on file with INEl MLLW coordinator? 

c. a Yes Q No Are transuranfc Isotopes present? II yes, complete data below and Item 3 B . 

Isotope 
Acttoty Range 

(nCVg) 
In 

Fissionable Malarial Range 
(grams/n1) 

In 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
to 
In 
In 
In 

10 10 
10 
to 
In 
In 
In 

10 
10 
10 
to 
In 
In 
In 

10 

10 
10 
to 
In 
In 
In 

In 

10 
10 
to 
In 
In 
In 

10 
10 
to 
In 
In 
In In 
to 
In 
In 

to 
In 
In 

to 
Summation: 

to 
In 
In 10 

Representative Sample Analysis 
Activity Fissionable Material 
(nCtfg) (grams/ft1) 

d. O Yos Q No Is U-233 or U-235 present? tf yes, complete data below and Item 3o. 

Representative Sample Analysis 
Activity Range 

Isotope (CL'g) 
U-233 in 

Fissionable Material Range 
(grams/It3) 

Activity 
(CVg) 

Fissionable Material 
(grams/ft3) 

U-23S to in 

•v Ftanlnnnhl* mntnrf*! Kinrjft siimmatlnn: to fQr»m</fi3) 

f. O Yes O No Are other isotopes present? II yes, complete data below. 

Activity 
Representative 

Activity Range Sampto Analysis Activity Range 
Isotope (C lW) (ClrttS) Isotope (Clrtt*) 

in to 

Activity 
Representative 
Sample Anatysls 

(Cl/tf) 

tr. (0 
In to 

to 
to in 
tn to 

to 
tn 

tn 
tn 
to 

O Mirtrtir 1h*rmnl pnwnr tnnqm-

h. Expected radiation doso rate at surface 

tn wntti/fta 

to mf*m/h nntt 1 malnr to I mrem/h. 

O Yes D No Is the waste greater than class C as defined in 10 CFR 61.557 

Figure 2. Continued. 

D. Lab Pack Inventory Ust 

Characterization Identification No:. 

Outer Container Bar Coda .̂ 

1. Chemical Name Illiquid or Solid 3. EPA Hazardous 
Waste Number 

4. Inner Container 
Size and Type 

S. Volume Present 
in Inner Container 

6. Inner Container 
Condition 

i 
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SHIPMENT REQUEST AND CERTIFICATION 

W O . Receiv ing Organizat ion and Traffic Management Use Only: 
ORWMC O W R O C a T A N Q Pollution Prevention 

I . Verification required? O Y e s 0 No II yes, see instructions and enter [ha following: 

Proposed verilication date: L _ _ Actual verification d a t « 

Verification approval: 
Signttm (Voincstion appovti) 

2. Form ID F - 6 6 9 A rovlew:_ 
Slgnum (RK+Mngw^^aOonOJ) 

3, Form 10 F -669A revtow,_ 
SignttutvpnUflcrMRtotflwQ , 

4. Shipment dato opproval;_ 
Slgrttiura (TN EL ncMvIng UcUf op«il«) 

A. Shipment Certification 

Certification statomont (to bo completed upon shipment): I certify that tho Information on this Form 10 F-669A, the applicable 
Forms ID F -669 , and all attachments is true and accurate lor the reference shfpmont. 

CMtfeuion signature ( M « tourucooM) 

" S * '^^ .Genera l l r t formaUor i 1 ' 

1. Shipment N o : 

3. Receiving (aclUty:_ 

2. Proposed shipment dato:_ 

4. Regulatory deadline dato:_ 

5. EPA Form 6 7 0 0 - 2 2 "Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest* No: (il appBcablo)_ 

6. 10 F-5480.3A t o g No: (If applicable) 

MaiIslop:_ 

7. Location to bo shipped from: 

8. Generator contact:, , „ PI 

Facslmllo: E. Mail 10: 

9. Shfpmont Is O B u l k O Containerized. II bulk shipment, give common name of malerfat_ 

waito typo characterization Identification number_ 

II containerized, give number ol containers In shipment.. 

(Continuation shoot Included? Q Y e s D No] 

Chorgo N o : _ 

_ and complete tho following; 

Common Name of Material Waste Type 
(Vipptatfe} 

Characterization 
Identification No. 

10.PaI!etIzod? • Yes O No II yes, give number ol pallets: and aha: 

1 LOOT segregation r o q u l r e m e n t s : _ _ _ _ 

12.1s special handling required? 0 Yes 0 No II yes, subm4 design ol handling means. 

•AM »«)F^ . iMr Shlomenl No: 
C Shipment Information | 

t . Container Barcodo No. 

2. TIOSealN&Oatipftu&k) ' 
3 . Physical Form 

4. Chemical Form or CAS No. 

5. Container Type 

8. Containar Size 

7. Contents Volume 

8, Contents Weight 

9. Package Weight ns) 

10. Lsbpack? a Yes a NO OYos ONo OYes O No OYes ONo 
11. Container Ventod? a Yes a No OYes ONo a Yes a NO •Yes a No 
12. PCB Capacitors? • Yos a No OYes ONo OYes a No • Yes a No 

a. No. ol Items In Package 

b. Size ol Capacitorls) a Largo Q Small 0 Large O Small a Largo Q Small • Large a Small 
c Leaking? QYos ONo OYes a No OYos ONo • Yes O No 

13. PC8 Transformors or Regulators? • Yes 0 Mo 0 Yes a No OYes ONo • Yes GNo 
a. Dimensions 

b. Name Plato Gallons 

c Weight (Ibl/itom 

14. Other 

IS. Other 

16. Olher 

17. Marks and U b o l s 

a. Qaneralor Noma a Yes a NO OYes a No OYes ONo OYos ONo 
b. Genoralor Phono No. OYes D No 0 Yes ONo OYes ONo • Yes ONo 
C. Oato(M«lnitiuc4ofti) 

d. Package Weight In lb OYes ONo a Yes ONo OYes O No • Yes a No 
a. Orientation Markings OYes a No 0 Yes ONo • Yes ONo • Yes ONo 
1. Waste Characterization ID ayes ONo OYos DNo OYes a No • Yes a No 
g. EPA Marking a Yes ONo OYos DNo OYes 0 No • Yes ONo 

(1) EPA Hazardous Wasto No. 

h. Major Radionuclides 

1. DOT Primary Hazard 

J. DOT Shipping Description: (SMttMntei 

k. Olher 

1. Olher 

Barcode No. 18. DOT Shipping Description Marking Table 
i 

. . - • . .' *. ><\ *•" 'K' 

i 

-.'.','•'"~Y:AA •'.',,. 

•' * ' V i ' ' V / ' - ' ^ • 

• 

Figure 3. INEL Form EG&G 669A (Shipment Request and Certification) at 50% size reduction. 



0, Othor Manifest Information 

Sarcodo No. t . Full US D O T OoScr(ptf0n(IKiudAgpr(»«f tn«prfigntm«.MurocUutffl10Ho) 

Barcode No. 2. A d d i t i o n a l Descriptions lor Malarial* Listed Above 

: . \ . *<•*<:* 

^ - • i t ^ r : ; 
swcrv. 
.*w*»-:?: 
% * « * * * « . • / . 

6.w*«v<v 
S a ^ t f . ^ 

SarcodoNo. 3. SpoctaJ Handl ing Instructions and Additional InfonnaUon 

i-aft JTCs-;-
. ; • ? • • > ' • \ ; ^ \ * 

•iWNAwr: 
• ^ V ' . - V 

Figure 3. Continued. 

Shipmont No:_ 

E. Radio logical Oata 

1. Rrst Container No: (DjfoM*i 1. Second Container No: alma 

2. Radiation doso rate at conta 

At 1 mnMf 

3. Neutron doso rato at contact 

At 1 mftlflr 

2. Radiat ion doso rata at centner; 

1. Second Container No: alma 

2. Radiation doso rate at conta 

At 1 mnMf 

3. Neutron doso rato at contact 

At 1 mftlflr 

l: 

At 1 mntfit m f f l m / h 

1. Second Container No: alma 

2. Radiation doso rate at conta 

At 1 mnMf 

3. Neutron doso rato at contact 

At 1 mftlflr At 1 motor m r i u n / h . 

1. Second Container No: alma 

2. Radiation doso rate at conta 

At 1 mnMf 

3. Neutron doso rato at contact 

At 1 mftlflr mrom/h. 

4. Can ton ! Codo: 4. Content Co 

5. Reportable 

a. NortFis. 

do: 

5. Reportablo activity by Isotopa: 

a. Nort Fissionable Transuranics 

4. Content Co 

5. Reportable 

a. NortFis. 

activity by Isotope: 

ionablo TVansuramcs 

Isolopo Grams Cur i os nCVg Isotopo Grams Curies nCI/g 

b. Flsslonabto Transuranfcs b. Flsslonablo Transuranlcs 

C. U -233o rU -23S c. U-233 or U-235 

NA NA 

NA NA 

d. Other d . Other 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

N A NA 

NA ' NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 

NA NA 



Shipment No:. 
F. Shipmtnt Evaluation for Partially Rejected or Rejected Shipments 

For Receiving Organization only; 
Container Barcode No. Reason lor Rejection Disposition 

• 

Figure 3. Continued. 

[Continuation sheet Included QYoa QNo| 
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DEC 1 2 " 9 4 141 

LDR NOTIFICATION •JLWrOfVWOMUUTjU.SfiRVtaS 

CUSTOMER INSTRUCTIONS 

O O 

1 1 . Tm> Und DIapoial Reatrlction (LOR) Notification form applies to EPA flCRA Hazardous Wastes as elthar a wastewater 
or norvwutewatcr (Indudlno tabpacks notra nutated under 40CFB 1268.421c]) or a hazardous debris not mteting relevant 
LOR treatment atandardi. Should you have labpacka regulated undar J 208.421c) or • wasta already meednp, the LDR 
treatment standard, please contact us for the additional or alternate certification form. 

2. Compbfr Soethns A»b\C *JO* 0. CompJtf S*cthn £ only whan Instnictid by either Section 8 below or Section D: 
EPA Hazardous Waste Code Tablas. 

3. Tliu form shall be completed In ink or typawrittan. Orlolnala can be obtained from all RES offices. 

SECTION A. GENERATOR INFORMATION 
1. Ganerator ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
3. Manifest No. 4. RES Waste Stream No. -

SECTION B. GENERATOR LDR NOTIFICATION (40 CFfl I 268.7) 
1. Notifylno (Check Ona): Q RES (NJ) Q RES (LA) Q RES (TX|' Q OPC Q RES of LA Q TET 
2. Undar the above RES Waste Stream No.. I am shipping, to you a hazardous wasta as Idandfled below undar Wasta Category 

& California List Notifications: 

WASTE CATEGORY A CALIFORNIA LIST NOTIFICATIONS 
CAecJr #/fA»v * , b, or e. Wsatt C*t*goty 
Q i . A wistewatar Identified by the EPA Waits Code/aubcataaory that f have checked in Section 0; Oft 

Q b. A non«wastewater Identified by the EPA Waste Codertubcateaory that I have checked In Section D; Oft 

H e . A hazardous debris Identified by the EPA Waste Codertubcateoory that I have checked in Section D. (See EPA 
Definition! & Subcategory Legend below). 

tf sppffcabt: eA#c*rf, e, tndf. .CsBfomt* Ust Notfficith/is 

(~1 d. AD003-D011 waste containing hiloginated organic compounda(HOCs) alOOOppm (40CFR I 268, Appendix 
III). Additionally, OOt 8-D043 apply it a waitewater. 

Q •• A liquid hazardous wasta containing polychlorlnated blphonyls (PCBil aSO ppm. 

Q f. A0003-D011 liquid waste contiinlng a134 mg/l Nickel and/or fcl30 mg/IThatlium. Additionally, DOI8-D043 
apply If a wastewater. 

Not*: If any of the above California Un Notifications were checked, Identify ALL UNDERLYING HAZARDOUS 
CONSTITUENTS In Section E. which csn reasonably be expected to be present In the waste at a concentration 
above the constituent - specific treatment ttandird listed In 40 CFR I 268.48. 

SECTION C. GENERATOR CERTIFICATION (Authorized Representative) 
I hereby certify and warrant that all the Information supplied on this form and all astoclated documents represents a compute 
and accurate Identification of this waste material. 

1. Print or Type Name: _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. Data: / / 
3. Signature: . 4. Title: 

Jkt DEnwnoxt * iiiBCArzdoKif U0JW 
AC - AtMMIaUsH) 
AK - Afca)*afft12.SpHI 
AH " - Aithytfraua 
CO * C«rroalv«(>S.33(nnWT> 
CS M Cadmium Bariiry 
C I m Calaktrn Sulfite 
HM - H | H M « m r v l k l t O » « A t l 

HV - IMfi iad 
IS > 1**4 Add tanan/ 
LM - U w Ma»w/y « 2 W maAel 
LO - Uqufd 
NC - NanCaWumStdlaia 
OX - OxWrar 

MS • ftaa«nv« Sulhda 
KX • Othar natcdvaa 
TOO - Tata* Of jar ta C u t t o 
W l - Watar Raaadva 
WW - Waatawatar K I M TOC and < 1 % 

Total Suapandad SaMi) 

Huardawa(Wa - Aa*l .dW«nala«™adlAoaWmmpa/JcU*tf*b.a. . -aV.^t^laUt.n< 
dakrfai aatfmlumAaad aaM bitUHit , praata* t**Uu«t* W*h •• *m*H«f ala« and naiduH ham U 
•if • f t i tUr i u t U u i i ! and Intact MMajnati »| MtanfMi wttta that art net ivptwad and thH rata 
I see.zta)i. 

•dlaldltpaaal. T h * raila«M»9fnalarlat««faAa| 
M ttiitmant *>t w a i t a, waatawattr, • M I D , *V 
In a t l a a ^ S * of thalr original vofcma (40CM 

MS40-U)RMtVH 

Figure 4. Rollins LDR notification/certification form used by the 

•""< OETPf*. 

SECTION DJ EPA HAZARDOUS WASTE CODE TABLES 
UBS Wmt Slmm No. 

o**« AI A.«c«»kia w..u cw.« "D" CHARACTERISTIC CODES o - « AI A . ^ O I . w , r a CM.. 

U 0001 GAS • ( J 0002 AK Uoooe • Uoou a LJ0022 * l_l OO30 
• OOOI I Q • Q D002 CO Q D 0 0 7 . a ooi$ > O0023 . • O DOSI 

at io%TOc O D002 ftX a OOOI t Q ooi e • O 0024 * O oosa • O 00*0 
O O O O I I Q • tXWIRC OOOOSLM • O0017 * O D02S * Q o o s s 

<10%TOC Oooosfts a 0010 « Qoots * O D02S • Q O 0 3 4 * O 0042 
D oooi ox Qoooawn Qoon * Q o o i s « O0027 « D 0 0 1 5 » O D043 
Qoooi AX Q 0004 • Q o o t i • O 0020 • O 0 0 2 l • • DOSS 

• 0 0002 AC Oooos • a oois • O 0021 * 0 0029 • D O 0 3 7 
a CJiaOt 111 SECTION E. Al t . UNDERLYING HAZARDOUS CONSTITUENTS v.Neh can taaaanaoty bt ixpactad to b * ptaaant In thU wait* at a 

ewvaantiitlan abova th* conitmiaAt-apactfle btatmant ttandaid lutad in 40 CFR UBS.48. 
n*ara; Fofawfag * 0 * Codtl iccaptabla otiy ler OILSIta. Trinattr t, Dltpotal: (UnacctataMa ra# indnwatlaA) O D 0 0 6 C S QOOOSLB GDOOBHM 

Cfc*UAlA»BctttaWaitaCMt« *F" LISTED CODBS . Oiack AS Ai»fc,u« Warn CM. . 

- . U F O O I •*LlF004 U F 0 0 7 LJraio U F O I » U F 0 3 1 UF037 
« O F 0 0 2 * » D F O O S DFOOS O r a i t O F 0 2 4 Q TO34 
- Q F O 0 3 D F O O S Qfooe O n i 2 • F02S Q P O S S • O F03S 

• Chart In SECTION E. ALL UNOERLYlNO HAZARDOUS CONSTITUENTS «hj«h oan raatonably b« avpact*4 to b« prtaant In thia watta at a 
aanaantradan abava tha cemtituant*«picina i/fitmant itanifard Etltd in 40CFftl2ae.4S. 

>* Chacli In SECTION (, A U FOOt • FOOS HAZAR00U3 C0N3TTTUENTS wMehetn raaMAably ba f ipactad to ba prtttnt In th'a «.aata at a 
ceneantfttton abav* tha «onau'tuanitsiciIie tiaatmant atindanl Satad In 40CFni28e.4S, ( * • a fOOLFOoS eenatttuanu (n Sastlen E.) 

QtMk AI AaaK.VIa W.«a Ca<«* "K" LISTED CODES Otacit AI A»al«*Ma W«... CM* 

LJKOOl U K 0 1 7 U X 0 3 1 0 X 0 4 1 UK08& U K 1 0 4 
Q K 0 0 2 a wis Q X 0 3 4 • KOSO D K 0 8 7 Q K I O S Oxue 
DKOOS Q KOI9 Q K 0 3 I O K O S I O x o i e • K 1 0 S L M D K 1 2 8 
O K 0 0 4 a X020 • xose O K O S 2 O KOSO O Kt07 
O K W 5 D K O I I • K037 • KOIO O K 0 9 1 D K108 0 X 1 3 2 
Q KOOS AN Q K 0 2 2 OKOSS O X O S I O K 0 S 3 Q K109 O X U S 
Q KOOS HY Q K 0 2 1 OK039 O K 0 S 2 O K094 Q K H O O Kt4l 
Q K 0 0 7 Q K 0 2 4 OK040 • K064 O K O S S Q K i l l O K 1 4 2 
Q Kooa D K02S 0X041 Q K O S S Oxose Q K i t s Q K 1 4 3 
D K O O I O tcoie OK042 0 x 0 9 8 0 X 0 9 7 O K 1 1 3 O K 1 4 4 
Q K O I O D K 0 2 7 O X043 W«*» 0 xoes cs 0 X 0 9 9 Q K 1 1 4 OK14S 
axon Q K 0 2 0 0X044 • X071 O KOSS « • * • D K M a 
Qxois D K 0 2 S OX04S 0X073 O K I O O n K i t s 0X148 
Dxou Q K O J O OX04« OXOBS Q K I O I D K 1 1 7 DK14S 
OKOIS Dxoat OX047 0X084 Q K 1 0 2 O K11S 0X130 
• koie Q K 0 3 2 OK04S Oxoes O K 1 0 3 D K 1 2 3 O K I S I 

Vaw Fana^lna *K* Cedaa Aettpiabta oriy for Ott-3fta Trtntrtr and OttpoMl (UnKCaptab)* rorlodMfitJonJj Q KOOSNC Q KIOflHM 

ChMk AI Aipttial. W.tta C«l*t "P" LISTED CODBS Chack At Af,*,** Witta CM** 

DPOOI" U P O I J UPO20 OP039 ( J POM ( J P06BLM U P 0 7 7 
D f o o i D P O I O • P027 OP040 O P O S I D roee O P O S I 
Qpooa apou Q P O H 0 » 4 1 O P O S A D PO07 O P O S 2 
Qroo4 Q r o n a M i l Q P 0 4 2 O pose Q roes • OP084 
Q P009 Q r o i 7 Dro io O f 0 4 3 Oro57 CD poos O P O « 
Qpoos Q P O I S • M i l O P044 • fosa Q p O 7 0 
• f007 a f02o Oro33 O P 0 4 S O r o s t O «J71 O Poet 
Qrooa • poai O » 0 1 4 Oc04e O m e o D P 0 7 3 O P092LM 
Proot Q K : I Opose O P 0 4 7 O roes O P 0 7 3 O roea 
D P O I O Drou Of037 O P 0 4 I Opoes D f*0?4 Qpose 
D.MIt Q fo i * D M H O P049 O f 0 « 4 D TO75 OP0S5 1 

at 50% size reduction. 



S E C T I O N D . (Continued) RES Waste Sttts, 
m Na~ .,. _ S E C T I O N D . (Continued) RES Waste Sttts, 

LJpOSt U P I O I U P10C U P l i o U P 1 1 4 U P ™ it" U P t 2 3 

• ro»7 Q r i 0 2 • PIOB a p i n • PUS • PI 20 

Q r a i t • P103 Q P I O S a - H I Q p n t • Pt21 

• W99 D P104 Q Ptot O n u • P118 D P I I I 

/VarVfailawir.0, 'p'* Cad a a Aoaaptabla «Hy for Olf-Si« Tranifpr and Oitpaialt.U P01S OP0SSHM P078 (JP07S 0 P0t7 G P092 HW 
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ADDENDUM 
' (REV. 12/15/94) 

LAND DISPOSAL RESTRICTION NOTIFICATION 

Check the column preceding the appropriate waste code and c i r c l e the treatment 
for either w a s t e w a t e r (WW) or nonwastewaters (NWW) 

VO 

Waste Code 

0001 

0001 

D002 

Waste Descript ion and 
Treatment/Regulatory 
Subcategory 

I g n i t a b l e Character is t ic 
Wastes, except for the 
2 6 1 . 2 1 ( a ) ( 1 ) High T0C 
Subcategory, tha t are 
managed In non-CWA/non-
CWA-equlvalent/non-Class 
ISOWA systems. 

I g n t t a b l e Character is t ic 
Wastes, except for the 
2 6 1 . 2 1 ( a ) ( 1 ) High TOC 
Subcategory, that are 
managed In CWA/CWA-
equivalent /Class ISOWA 
systems. 

High TOC Ignt table 
Charac ter is t ic Liquids 
Subcategory based on 40 
CFR 261 .21 (a ) (1 ) - greater 
than or equal to 10% to ta l 
organic carbon. (Note: 
This subcategory consists 
o f nonwastewaters on ly . ) 

Corrosive Character ist ic 
Wastes that are managed in 
non-CWA/non-CWA 
equivalent/non-Class I 
SOWA systems. 

Corrosive Character ist ic 
Wastes that are managed in 
CWA, CWA equivalent , or 
Class I SDWA systems. 

DEACT and 
meet 268.48 
standards; 
or RORGS; 
or CH8ST 

DEACT 

0EACT and 
meet 268.48 
standards 

tEACT 

Nonwastewaters 

0EACT and meet 
268.48 
standards; or 
RORGS; or 
CH8ST 

OEACT 

RORGS; or 
CHBST 

OEACT and meet 
268.48 
standards 

OEACT 

I f the treatment standard in the above table requires meeting the 40 CFR 
268.48 standards, i d e n t i f y the appropriate underlying hazardous constituents 
in the LDR not i f icat ion 268.48 table. 

Figure 4. Continued. 
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The subcontractor technical representative provides WROC-TP with the approval number for 
the waste materials. 

WROC-TP or the WROC Waste Operations facility operator notifies the INEL Traffic group 
of the material to be shipped on the next monthly scheduled shipment. The notification is 
required, in writing, at least 14 days in advance. The notification descriptions consists of a 
complete description and quantity of waste to be shipped and any additional documentation 
required to accompany the shipment. 

Traffic personnel verify that the material is: 

- Packaged in accordance with 49 CFR §§ 173,178, and 179 

Marked in accordance with 49 CFR §§ 172.300-338 

Labeled in accordance with 49 CFR §§ 172.400-448 

and that the vehicle used for transporting the shipment is properly placarded in accordance 
with 49 CFR § 172, Subpart F. 

Traffic notifies the subcontractor which of the approved drums are tentatively planned for 
shipment. 

Traffic and WROC-TP schedule a time with the generator to review the waste's packaging, 
marking, and labeling, and applicable LDR notifications before the scheduled shipment. 

WROC packaging and transportation representatives accompany the subcontractor when the 
wastes are being picked up at the INEL sites. The packaging and transportation 
representatives ensure that the approvals and manifests accurately reflect the drums being 
loaded. Traffic signs the manifest for the INEL. 

After the shipment of approved drums occurs, WROC-TP sends a list of shipped drums and 
respective charge numbers applicable for the transportation and disposal costs to the 
Procurement subcontract administrator. 

The subcontractor submits an invoice work sheet to the INEL subcontract adniinistrator for 
the shipment of waste containers. The subcontract administrator sends a copy of the invoice 
to WROC-TP for concurrence on the number of containers identified and to determine that 
the related charges are correct. 

WROC-TP reviews the invoice worksheet and signs it stating that the charges are acceptable, 
or identifies any discrepancies requiring negotiations between the INEL and the subcontractor. 

The subcontract administrator uses the invoice worksheet and the shipment list provided by 
WROC-TP to transform the generator's charge numbers into funds to pay for the offsite 
transportation and disposal charges. 
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5.3.2 Rocky Flats Plant Waste Management Operations Process Description 

Before the implementation of the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS) task order 
under the MTS, the EG&G Rocky Flats Regulated Waste Operations (RWO) had numerous waste stream 
profiles in use with their disposal vendors, who provided for the disposal of the majority of their routinely 
generated wastes. Upon task order implementation, the RWO staff matched their existing profiles to 
specific line items in the MTS price schedule exhibit. Waste profiling,, shipment preparations and 
executions, etc., did not change as a result of the new subcontract. 

Currently RFETS generators need only to characterize, document, and package their wastes to meet 
RCRA LDR, TSCA, and/or nonradioactive certification criteria (i.e., meet the permitted storage WAC), 
and RWO initiates commercial treatment/disposal of the waste from permitted storage. RWO addresses 
any additional criteria needed to meet the commercial TSDF's WAC. The EG&G Rocky Flats RWO is 
currently developing a waste form-specific WAC for use by waste generators plantwide. This WAC will 
permit the generators to "target" their waste generation for ultimate treatment/disposal, not just permitted 
storage. This enhancement should expedite actual disposal from the RFETS storage area by reducing the 
additional characterization, preparation, etc., required in order to profile, prepare, and ship waste to the 
subcontracted TSDFs. 

Under the MTS, every item that is shipped for treatment/disposal has a specific line item, specific 
treatment/disposal technology, and a destination TSDF. Before the implementation of the MTS, the 
RFETS profiles allowed for variable treatment technology options and facilities, and therefore billing 
variations. Under the MTS, the EG&G Rocky Flats RWO and Procurement staff negotiated amendments 
to profiles to ensure that, for each item (drum) of waste they shipped, the EG&G Rocky Flats staff and 
the destination TSDF would know precisely which subcontract line item the drum would be treated and 
billed under. 

This way of doing business also facilitated accurate disposal service accrual management. For 
example: RFETS had in use a profile for waste "machine coolants," which consist of oil, water, 
"trimsol," and ethylene glycol in varying ratios depending upon the contents of each drum. Before the 
MTS, EG&G Rocky Flats would send a load of this waste to the vendor's TSDF, and, based upon their 
acceptance sampling, the TSDF staff would determine which drums met their minimum BTU (British 
Thermal Unit) and maximum water content limits for fuel blending, at one facility and one price, versus 
which drums had to be sent to another facility for destructive incineration at a different price. 

Although both treatments and facilities were included in the MTS price schedule and list of approved 
facilities, this created a potential accrual, billing, and subcontract technical compliance problem. 
Therefore, EG&G Rocky Flats negotiated restrictions on some of their profiles to remove the variable 
treatment options. EG&G Rocky Flats restricted the profile parameters to a tracking system, the 
appropriate destination TSDF and treatment technology, and subcontract line item number for each active 
profile. The CWM representative administering the RFETS account set up a tracking system within the 
CWM billing system, which assigned each active profile to the correct treatment, TSDF, and line item 
information. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show how the profile assignments are used for confirmation of 
shipments, invoicing, and accrual records. Anyone at any CWM facility can query a RFETS profile, 
associated subcontract line item number, and determine where and how the waste must be 
treated/disposed. This vendor billing modification forces both parties to ensure that an item is on the 
subcontract before they request or render service. 
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J^EBsG ROCKY FLATS 
EG&G ROCKY FLATS, INC. 
ROCKY FLATS PLANT. P.O. BOX 464, GOLDEN, COLORADO 80402-0464 • (303) 96S-7000 

September 21,1994 

C. L. Elliott 
Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
Rocky Mountain Desert Region 
9131 E. 96th Avenue 
Henderson, Colorado 80640 

SCHEDULED SHIPMENT - MANIFEST NUMBER 26217 - JSVM-12-94 

This letter is to confirm the shipment of 51 hazardous waste containers scheduled for 
Thursday, September 22,1994. The attached "draft" manifest details the items to be 
shipped. Please review and make comments to the proposed proper shipping 
names. 

The following table identifies the CWM Profile and the treatment/disposal method line 
item specified for the wastes included in the referenced shipment. This table can 
also be used to identify the associated pricing and appropriate treatment, storage, 
and disposal facility. 

Items CWM'Profile Number- Description Line- Item Number-
25 AL8137-Soft Waste 1 

BB6408 - Oils/Grease 30 
BF2208 - Mercury Equipment >260 ppm 

BF2211 - Ni-Cd Batteries (Wet) 11 
BJ2218 - Debris for Incineration 

H06402 - Machine Coolants/Antifreeze 
H19620 - Garage Solvents 27 
H19623 - Paints/Thinners 

Upon your review of the included information, please fax your comments and/or 
approval of all pages to me at 966-3029. EG&G Rocky Flats , Inc. regrets any 
Inconvenience that this rescheduling may have caused. If you have any questions, I 
can be reached at 966-5810. Thank you for your cooperation. 

W ^ ^ ^ ~ ' • • - ' 

ated Waste/Operations 

JSVM 

Attachments: As Stated 

bcc: 
D. R. Lobdeil &tf 
D. A. Parker -
R. J. Molter 9 / y < <r 

Figure 5. EG&G Rocky Flats confirmation of a shipment. 
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EG&G, 
POEJC§ 
BLDG1 

CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. 
4227 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE 
FREMONT CA 94538 
800/843-36ffo 

SERVld^PROVIDED BY: 
OSCQ - DENVER 

few FLATS INC 
464 

31 

fa 2: 

r "imro'itE"'" 
: -U'S :% AN I'iVOiCF POk CURRENT CHi- . 

'DUE UPON RECT OR 
PER CONTRACT 

••>. ".:> •••:. 

^ : > ^ 
"S5T-.vt< i«Kv" 

697 699 6994578 
INVOICE NUMBER WJIK it'i ' -«..n 
69918641 108/30/94 1 

GOLDEN CO 80402-0464 

REFERENCE NO. PROFILE OESC / UNIT QUANTITY 

000002S803-09 DEN-AL8137 SOFT WASTE, WIPES, CLOTHES, PL 
SLD FUEL-RAGS/DEBFUS 55 GAL DRM ' 9.00 
UNE ITEM # 1 
GENERATOR SITE NAME: ROCKY FLATS 
MASTER CONTRACT: #C93-170251 
SUBCONTRACT: (HMTS353050AD3 

0000025803-A7 DEN-AL8139 ALCOHOU IGNITABLE SOLVENT 
UQ FUELS PUMPABLE 55 GAL DRM 2.00 
UNE ITEM 8 26 
GENERATOR SITE NAME: ROCKY FLATS 
MASTER CONTRACT: #C33-170251 
SUB CONTRACT: #MTS353050AD3 

0000025803-A6 DEN-BF2208 MERCURY EQUIPMENT 
ELEMENTAL MERCURY 55 GAL DRM 1-00 
UNE ITEM # 6 
GENERATOR SITE NAME: ROCKY FLATS 
MASTER CONTRACT: #C93-1702S1 
SUBCONTRACT: #MTS353050AD3 

0000025803-A3 DEN-BF2210 NI-CD BATTERIES (DRY) 
Nl CD BATTERIES SS GAL DRM 2.00 
UNE ITEM t 11 
GENERATOR SITE NAME: ROCKY FLATS 
MASTER CONTRACT: SC93-1702S1 
SUB CONTRACT: #MTS353050AD3 

0000025803-A2 DEN-BF2211 NI-CD BATTERIES (WED 
Nl CD BATTERIES 55 GAL DRM 8.00 
UNE ITEM t 11 
GENERATOR SITE NAME: ROCKY FLATS 
MASTER CONTRACT: #093-170251 

•SUBCONTRACT: KMTS353050AD3 

940831 .._.. 

RATE 

SVC DATE: 
400.00 

SUBTOTAL 

SVC DATE: 
60.00 

SUBTOTAL 

SVC DATE: 
2,150.00 

SUBTOTAL 

SVC DATE: 
325.00 

SUBTOTAL 

SVC DATE: 
325.00 

SUBTOTAL 

AMOUNT 

07/14/9 
3,600.00 

3,600.00 

07/14/9 
120.00 

120.00 

07/14/9 
2,150.00 

2,150.00 

07/14/9 
650.00 

650.00 

07/14/9 
2,600.00 

2,600.00 

REMIT TO 
ADDRESS • PLEASE PAY 

THIS AMOUNT 
> 

CONTINUED 

--WM0067 8/82 ORIGINAL INVOICE 

Figure 6. EG&G Rocky Flats invoice with associated assigned profiles. 
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RWS FY95 WASTE DISPOSAL EXPENSE ACCRUAL 

SERVICE, DATE 
PROFILE 
# 

MTS line 
item# 

DISP 
COST 
5/UNIT 

UNITS 
SHIPPED 

EXPENSE 
ACCRUED 

TOTAL FOR 
SHIPMENT 

INVOICE INFO 

SHIP 11/7/94 AL8137 1 3400 8 $3,200 lnv# 69919489 
Manifests # AK6659 18 5600 1 $600 
26581,30396, BB6408 30 360 6 $180 
26 Loadiists BF2208 6 52,150 1 52.150 

BJ2218 1 S400 2 5800 
BJ3098 A4 $600 1 5600 
HO6402 3 ' $285 16 $4,560 
H19620 27 $60 3 $180 
H19623 9 5145 3 $435 
B04745 210 $44 2 $88 (<not billed yet) 
Truck $1,085 40 $1,085 $13,878 

SHIP 11/21/94 B04729, 210 44{5G) 10 $440 Inv #38116967 
Manifest #31156, AK6654 12 65(5G) 1 $65 0 ^ 0 2/17/95 
3 Loadiists BF2208 6 500(5G) 1 $500 

B04744.5 210 67(10g) 6 5402 
Truck $1,085 18 51,085 $2,492 

SHIP 12/1/94 H75544 A1 $250 46 511,500 
Manifest #31222, AL8139 26 $60 1 560 
29 Loadiists AJ2239 28 $285 1 $285 

BJ2923 A2 150 (10G) 1 5150-
BJ2923 A2 $296 2 _ | $592 
BJ3145 A6 $360 9 $3,240 
BJ2920 28 $285 1 $285 
BJ3098 A4 $600 2 51,200 
BJ3088 A7 $260 1 $260 
BJ3081 A3 $285 5 $1,425 
HO6402 3 $285 3 $855 
BB6408 30 $60 4 $240 
H19620 27 560 4 5240 
AL6137 1 $400 6 $2,400 

Overpack 5100 1 $100 
Truck 52.420 86 $2,420 525,252 

SHIP 12/14/94 BJ2921 3 285 9 52.565 
Manifests BJ3986 28 285 $285 
#31470. 31471 AL8140 17 600 $600 
24 Loadiists BJ3081 A3 140 $140 

AJ2240 218 493 13 56.409 
BJ3098 A4 600 5600 

• H19619 28 285 3 5855 
H19623 9 145 2 5290 
H19620 27 1 60 6 $360 
/ ̂ 1 3 7 1 400 1 $400 
H06402 3 285 2 $570 

Figure 7. EG&G Rocky Flats waste disposal expense accrual using assigned profiles. 
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5.3.3 Advantages 

The INEL waste management organizations have identified the following advantages from the MTS: 

• The facility combination has allowed the INEL to schedule and direct ship waste at a cost that 
is not prohibitive, enabling the INEL to keep the inventory at the HWSF low. 

• The generators are charged for actual transportation and treatment/disposal costs, rather than 
a "per gallon" charge. This tends to encourage waste minimization and reduce the amount 
of waste for which treatment/disposal is difficult and/or expensive. 

• When a problem waste is identified or a storage time is about to elapse, the subcontractors 
have been very helpful in approving the waste stream quickly and arranging transportation for 
shipment of the waste. 

• The INEL has been able to obtain several small emergency PCB cleanup activities from the 
subcontractors by preparing SOWs and negotiating pricing using the MTS lab pack services 
SOW and actual PCB waste stream pricing sheets as the basis for pricing. Response and 
service provided by the subcontractor have been excellent for these requests. 

The EG&G Mound facility reported that the line item pricing on the MTS was equivalent or less 
than what they had paid on their previous hazardous waste disposal subcontract. In addition, the majority 
of the line item pricing on the MTS had incineration specified as the treatment option, whereas, on then-
previous subcontract, the waste streams were generally land disposed. The reduction in longterm liability 
as a result of incineration as the treatment as opposed to direct landfill or stabilization/landfill was of 
considerable importance to EG&G Mound management and their DOE operations office. 

REECo identified the following advantages for their waste management operations at the MTS under 
the new MTS: 

• 

• 

A strong one-point localized control of the site-specific portions of the MTS package. This 
control limits the potential for confusion or misdirection of the vendors for a requested 
service. 

There is a wide range of waste stream descriptions in the pricing sheets; these are designed 
to cover most "normal" contingencies. 

5.3.4 Disadvantages 

The INEL did not record any disadvantages to the systems as it presently operates. 

EG&G Rocky Flats identified the following disadvantages to the system they had implemented under 
the MTS: 

• Profiles were not as flexible or customer friendly as they could be, or once were. 
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• Occasionally a drum did not match the proposed profile parameters. Negotiating a new or 
revised profile to accommodate treatment of the waste required a concurrent negotiation and 
possible task order modification to match the new or revised profile. 

REECo identified the following advantages for their waste management operations at the MTS under 
the new MTS: 

• It was the opinion of some waste management personnel that no wide range "generic" waste 
streams existed on the MTS. These would need to be established under localized subcontract 
administration and approved for use by the MTS administrators at INEL. 

• Waste management personnel noted that it was extremely difficult to add new disposal 
facilities to the MTS. There was a perceived difficulty for handling newly identified waste 
streams. That is, it requires an approval, grouped M&O contractor review, and consolidated 
ESH&Q liability assessment before any vendor facility can be added to the existing list. (Note 
from the lead laboratory: The MTS was designed to handle all waste streams generated by 
the participating M&O contractors for which treatment technologies located within the 
Continental United States existed.) 

5.3.5 Issues 

The INEL WROC and Traffic personnel identified several issues relating to customer service with 
respect to the first year of operations under the MTS. For example, 

• The customer service representative assigned by Rollins to the INEL has been required to 
spend large amounts of time on other customers and projects. If he is not in the office, no 
one else knows the status of the INEL shipments pending approval. 

• The INEL has established scheduled shipment dates and made it known that they would like 
the approvals returned two weeks in advance of the shipping date. Before the October 1994 
shipment, this was a problem. However, the vendor appears to have solved the problem. 

• Returning completed manifests and CDs within required times has been a problem for Rollins. 
The INEL Traffic group has had to initiate a letter listing specific manifest numbers 
approaching the 45-day limit on a monthly basis. Some delinquent CDs are now more than 
two years late. 

Representatives from REECo stated that bullets one and three applied to their interactions with Rollins 
as well. 

An issue identified in waste management operations at one of the other M&O contractor sites 
concerned the qualifications of the waste management staff assigned to manage wastes for offsite 
treatment/disposal. The MTS was designed to be administered by personnel with technical backgrounds, 
primarily in the chemical sciences. A thorough understanding of the chemistry, as well as regulatory 
requirements, for hazardous waste determinations is necessary in order to understand how the waste 
stream exhibits are designed. 
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The MTS is also designed based on the understanding that the M&O contractor's generators will 
retain their legal responsibility under RCRA for hazardous waste characterization, management, and 
transportation. That is, the M&O contractor is not relieved of environmental liability if the subcontractor 
performs an activity that is the legal responsibility of the M&O contractor's generator (such as hazardous 
waste characterization, preparation of manifests, and/or waste packaging). 

5.3.6 Resolutions and Recommendations 

A periodic feedback mechanism should be implemented by the M&O contractors. This would 
provide a forum for discussing perceived customer/subcontractor problems before the problems become 
critical. 

The Rollins representative stated that, as a subcontractor, the company totally concurs with the 
implementation and periodic meeting concept; however, as a private contractor, they believe is the 
responsibility of the M&O contractor to organize and conduct these meetings. The attempts made by 
Rollins representatives to implement these meetings has not been as productive as each party desired. 

Meetings were held with the vendor representatives to try to correct the system deficiencies that 
resulted in the identified issues. The vendor representatives proposed solutions. 

INEL will have to modify its tracking to ensure that 100% payment is not made until the vendor 
returns the completed manifests and CDs. 

The ultimate resolution and recommendation proposed with regard to service issues is to switch 
subcontractors. This is a major advantage of having two subcontractors, if the service is unacceptable 
from one subcontractor, then the other vendor should be used. 

With respect to M&O contractor staff qualifications, it is imperative that M&O contractors ensure 
that they have qualified staff. The waste management staff is the last safeguard that a site has to ensure 
that environmental compliance is maintained and potential liability reduced. 

5.3.7 Vendor Perspective 

5.3.7.1 Chemical Waste Management Inc. No comments regarding the M&O contractor's 
waste management process were received. 

5.3.7.2 Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. Knowledge of the M&O contractor's waste 
management process is in some ways blind to the subcontractor. The private waste disposal contractor, 
in general, does not have the staff resources to concern themselves with the details of the interworking 
of the M&O contractors beyond a superficial level. The private waste disposal contractors' concerns are 
driven by their goal to remain in compliance, protect the health and safety of their employees, and protect 
their facility permits. As long as the waste stream data provided meet the permit requirements of the 
receiving plant,- the private waste disposal contractor is in compliance and satisfied. Therefore, as long 
as the M&O contractor provides all of the waste stream information required by the receiving plant's 
permit, and the waste is offered to the subcontractor in a safe and DOT legal package, Rollins has no 
issues with the DOE M&O contractor. If these conditions are not met, the waste management 
subcontractor will not accept the shipment. 
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6. COSTS OF THE INITIATIVE 

The actual and potential costs associated wim developing and implementing the consolidated 
hazardous waste transportation/treatment/disposal subcontract and ESH&Q liability assessment initiative 
are perhaps the most difficult to calculate. Several reasons for the difficulty can be cited, including 
failure to identify all costs associated with the process, lack of tracking mechanisms for support 
organizations, and initiation of the project after site budgets were approved and in place. 

6.1 General Considerations 

One of the most constructive methods for determining the effectiveness of the initiative is to examine 
the process in terms of environmental total quality management. This is particularly true for the ESH&Q 
liability assessment program, which can be viewed in terms of the EPA Environmental Auditing Policy 
(See 51FR 25004). EPA states in its auditing policy that it encourages the regulated entities (e.g., DOE 
and its contractors) to use environmental auditing to help achieve and maintain compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations, as well as to help identify and correct unregulated environmental 
hazards. One can view an auditing or assessment program as a method of maintaining environmental 
quality. 

Another consideration is that, because management is generally driven largely by financial concerns, 
determining the cost of environmental quality (in this case the costs of the consolidated initiatives) is a 
critical step in developing an environmental total quality management (TQM) program for which 
management, both DOE and the M&O contractors, will actively demonstrate commitment and support. 
Richard S. Greenberg and Cynthia A. Unger group costs of environmental quality into three categories: 
failure, prevention, and appraisal. They also stated that the total cost of environmental quality can be 
used as a benchmark to monitor the level of environmental quality and to justify the redirection of 
resources (Greenberg and Unger, 1994:177). 

As previously stated, a company's total cost of environmental quality consists of all costs associated 
with maintaining the existing level of environmental quality, including not just those of the environmental 
department, but also, at a minimum, those of legal, procurement, and operations. Greenberg and Unger 
state that "in general, determining the total cost of environmental quality means identifying all direct 
environmental expenditures, accounting for all personnel time devoted to environmental activities, and 
estimating implied costs (for example, lost sales). After these costs are identified, they can be tracked 
to provide management with valuable data to evaluate the change in quality and identify areas for 
improvement, consequential cost reduction, and ultimate savings. 

"The cost of environmental quality can serve as a benchmark against which improvements can be 
measured. Because a company's level of environmental quality is correlated to its environmental 
compliance record, management will find that as a company's level of environmental quality and 
regulatory compliance increase, the cost of environmental compliance will decrease over the long term" 
(Greenberg and Unger, 1994:179). 

Richard P. Wells, et al., writing in Environmertal TQM state that "Perhaps the single largest 
obstacle to effective corporate environmental management is the absence of cost accounting systems that 
accurately reflect the true costs of quality. If environmental costs of quality are not recognized by 
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corporate accounting systems and allocated to the processes that give rise to the costs, process managers 
will have neither an incentive to minimize environmental impacts nor a reward for successful 
environmental management" (Wells, et al., 1994:153). 

Wells, et al. warn that "Financial results must always be kept in mind as you measure the results 
of your environmental programs. Typically, corporate accounting systems recognize only direct cost 
savings as returns on environmental expenditures. Avoided costs are sometimes considered, but often 
very narrowly. For example, accounting systems may see avoided compliance costs as benefits of 
environmental expenditures, ignoring materials savings and dramatically increasing environmental costs. 
Or systems may subsidize some wasteful practices by not charging the operating unit the full cost that 
their wastes impose on the company" (Wells, et al., 1994:157-158). 

These considerations can be applied to projecting and justifying the costs associated with the 
processes required to implement the consolidated hazardous waste transportation, treatment, and disposal 
subcontract and associated ESH&Q liability assessment program. 

In general, three basic types of financial sources, commonly referred to as colored money, are used 
to fund activities at M&O contractor sites within the DOE system: burden or overhead, common support, 
programmatic, and service centers. Each of these sources is tagged for funding specific activities and 
cannot be used to fund others, nor can money from the various sources be mixed to fund an activity. 
For example, at the INEL, overhead accounts are used to fund management and direct report 
administrative support (e.g., unit managers and associated secretaries, training, sick leave). 

The common support pool includes costs that are incurred for the benefit of the INEL site. 
Examples include legal offices, bus operations, and procurement activities. Common support costs are 
distributed to end-cost objectives. 

Programmatic dollars fund program-specific activities such as environmental restoration. Each of 
the funding sources has different G&A (general and administrative) adders and burdens associated. For 
example, for each programmatic dollar required to perform an activity, adders and burdens are added to 
compensate for the costs that relate to the overall management and operation of the company, such as 
finance, security, and human resources. Common support dollars and overhead dollars have the adders 
built in. 

Costs in the service centers are included primarily in accounts referred to as direct recovery 
accounts. These accounts are designed to recover costs by distributing them to the requesters and those 
who benefit from their services. Costs include labor-related costs and material and other miscellaneous 
costs required to provide business computer operations, technical publications, and material handling. 
Costs for these services are distributed using various unit costs. 

The INEL data cited in the following sections are predominantly common support dollars, unless 
otherwise specified. 
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6.2 Direct Cost Savings 

6.2.1 Consolidated Master Task Subcontract 

EG&G Idaho projected the potential costs associated with the tasks required to prepare, issue, and 
award the MTS. The total estimated costs for the process were allocated to each participating M&O 
contractor on an equal basis. These tasks consisted of: preparing the RFP,- issuing the KFP, evaluating 
proposals, conducting liability assessments, and issuing the MTS. Each of the M&O contractors was 
required to issue a purchase order to EG&G Idaho for their portion of the shared cost before the tasks 
began for real-time reimbursement of the EG&G Idaho cost. Each M&O contractor received a detailed 
breakdown of the estimated costs, as shown in Table 7. 

Based on the labor estimate, EG&G Idaho calculated the procurement and liability costs for 
implementing the initiative as follows: 

M&O shared costs 7597 hours ($85.00/hour) $ 645,745 
Cost for materials and supplies $ 2,000 
Travel for site liability assessments $ 80,000 
Travel for pre-bid conference $ 6,000 
Travel for preliminary procurement assessment $ 7.000 

$ 740,745 

Shared cost to each M&O: $740K / 5 M&Os $ 148,149 

Additional costs in preparing the MTS and performing the liability assessments were not shared. 
These costs were calculated as follows: 

Example: INEL: $148K shared cost + $38K (442 hrs) $ 186K 

Each M&O: $148K shared cost + ? = ? 

EG&G Idaho estimated that there could be new or additional operations costs once the subcontract 
was in place. For example: 

• Profiling waste streams ($300 - $3,000/waste stream) 

• New transportation rates. 

After the award of the MTS EG&G Idaho re-evaluated the costs incurred in the process and 
predicted potential cost savings for future consolidated competitions. Each of the participating M&O 
contractors was asked to provide estimates of their actual expenses. The responses from the participating 
M&O contractors was generally poor, because they apparently had not established methods (such as work 
packages) to track the expenses. Therefore, the analysis of administrative costs presented in Table 8 is 
a best estimate based on available data. As can be seen in that table, significant cost savings (about 
$200,000) could be realized in a worst-case scenario re-competition if the only significant expense is the 
necessity to evaluate a different set of vendors. If the same vendors passed the initial bid evaluation, a 
potential of more than $300,000 could be realized. Again, these numbers are very conservative best 
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estimates based primarily on available INEL data. The weak links in the cost data are total actual costs 
associated with labor charges from the legal, waste management, and procurement departments, M&O 
contractor managers' reviews, and costs expended by EG&G corporate personnel. 

Table 7. EG&G M&O contractor hazardous waste disposal initiative—consolidated subcontract estimated 
cost. 

Task Description 

Additional Additional 
M&O Shared Costs to the Individual 

Costs (his) INEL(hrs) M&O Cost 

4 0 no 

120 20 yes 

0 20 yes 

60 0 no 

160 0 no 

80 0 no 

0 120 yes 

40 0 no 

8 0 no 

12 80 yes 

200 0 yes 

80 0 no 

0 12 yes 

320 0 yes 

30 150 yes 

3840 0 no 

1800 0 no 

80 0 no 

0 40 yes 

613 0 no 

150 0 no 

0 yes yes 

1. Commerce Business Daily Advertisement 

2. Prepare Statement of Work 

3. Prepare Waste Stream Pricing Exhibits - Individual M&Os 

4. Verify M&O Waste Streams are new and not duplicates 

5. Prepare RFP Waste Stream Exhibits - Draft M&O RFP 

6. Prepare Draft M&O RFP 

7. M&Os Review and Make Final Comments on Draft RFP 

8. Incorporate Final Comments to RFP 

9. Finalize RFP and distribute to interested vendors 

10. Pre-Bid Conference 

11. Develop Assessment Criteria 

12. Prepare Assessment Training Plan 

13. Identify Assessment Team Members 

14. Train Assessment Team Members 

15. Conduct Preliminary Procurement Assessment 

16. Conduct Pre-Bid Award Site Liability Assessments 

17. Prepare Site Liability Assessment Final Report 

18. Prepare Award Package for MTS 

19. Prepare M&O Specific Task Orders and Obtain DOE Operations 
Office Approval 

20. Project Management 

21. Yearly Adrninistration of MTS 

22. Yearly Administration of M&O Specific Task Orders 

Estimated Totals (hrs.) 7597 442 
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Table 8. EG&G M&O contractor hazardous waste disposal initiative-analysis of administrative costs. 

Task(s) Implementation Next Competition Next Competition 

Assessment Criteria $ 37,000 $ 5,000 $ 5,000 

Request for Proposal $ 56,000 $ 5,000 $ 5,000 

Statement of Work $ 79,000 $ 10,000" $ 10,000 

Proposal Evaluation $ 23,000 $ 23,000 $ 23,000 

Assessment of Low Bidder Facilities $ 375,000 $ 375,000* $ 210,000 

Contract Award S 37.000 $ 37.000 $ 37.000 

Subtotal $607,000 $ 433,000 S 268,000 

Contingency (10%) $ 61.000 $ 43.000 $ 27.000 

Total $668,000 $ 476,000** $ 295,000** 

* Worst case if receive an undercut bid 
** Comparison with status quo of $1 million per year 

6.2.2 Consolidated ESH&Q Liability Assessments 

As previously stated in this report, the ESH&Q and financial liability assessment process is managed 
as a formal program at the INEL. The formalization of the program provided a mechanism for detailed 
planning and tracking of the costs associated with the scope of work because work packages were 
required for planning and budgeting purposes. At the INEL, both programmatic and common support 
funded programs require work packages for budget justifications. Work packages are the lowest level 
of planning, called level 40, and the minimum requirement for work authorization. 

"A work package (WP) is a definite task within a control account, which is used to define, schedule, 
budget, and measure work accomplishment. Every control account will have at least one WP. A WP 
has the following characteristics: 

• It represents work at the level it is performed 

• It has a resource value that is time-phased 

• It is integrated with other detail WP schedules within the control account 

• It has a scheduled start and completion date and, as applicable, interim milestones that 
represent accomplishment of actual work 

It has a duration limited to a relatively short time span, or is subdivided by interim milestones 
to enable periodic measurement of work accomplishment 

It is clearly distinguishable from other WP budgets" (Adams, et al, 1994:2-29). 
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Work management and technical schedule, and cost performance measurement occur in the control 
account. The control accounts are levels within the contract work breakdown structure (WBS). The 
control account is a management control point representing the work, the plan, and the resources assigned 
to a single responsible organization in a single WBS element. The WBS is a hierarchical structure at the 
Lockheed Idaho level that organizes, displays, and defines the contractual (i.e., M&O contract, products, 
or services) and the interrelationship of the elements of work which are ultimately authorized by DOE. 
Work packages may be developed for levels of effort below level 40 (such as level 50); in this case, the 
work packages provide a mechanism for tracking specific projects within a larger funded project. 

6.2.2.1 Pre-award Assessment. Since the initial year of the consolidated initiative tasks has 
been completed, a WP has been developed in order to identify and estimate costs associated with a pre-
award ESH&Q liability assessment. An example of an activity sheet for one of the tasks is shown in 
Figure 8. As can be seen in the figure, details regarding the budget estimate justifications can be 
delineated. All tasks associated with a subcontract pre-award assessment are described in this manner. 
This activity sheet also indicates which costs are to be divided among the participating M&O contractors 
(line item called "Allocation to other DOE sites"). 

6.2.2.2 Annua/ Review Assessment. A work package was prepared in FY 1994 to address 
the need for the annual review of the facilities listed and used under the MTS. Figure 9 shows an 
example of an annual review work package activity sheet. This example uses the INEL programmatic 
charge rate for technical manpower in order to allow a direct comparison to be made with the pre-award 
activity sheet. The actual work package prepared by Lockheed Idaho for the annual reviews, used a 
common support charge rate ($45.16) because the entire package was being funded from the common 
support pool at the INEL rather than as a programmatic activity. It is apparent from a comparison of 
the activity sheets that the annual review costs about one-half what a pre-award assessment costs. 

The budgeted total cost to the INEL for the annual reviews under the MTS is estimated at $103K 
for FY 1995. This number also includes specific associated assessment team training. 

6.2.3 Post-Award Operations 

Costs associated with the post-award operations have, to date, been difficult to estimate for the 
following reasons: 

• Work packages designed specifically to address the management of the MTS, task orders, and 
daily support operations were not established. It was not expected that managing the MTS and 
task orders would warrant the expenditure. 

• The actual operations that use the MTS have different methods of charging costs (e.g., some 
facilities have a flat price-per-gallon charge for treatment/disposal of any waste streams, while 
other sites use an actual price based on waste composition and treatment/disposal cost). 
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Rev. No.: 0 WBS No.: C29140000 Title: External ESH&Q and Financial Liability Assessments 

Act iv i ty T i t l e 
or Description 

Org. 
No. 

Cost 
Element 

Amount (Indicate 
both Hours and 

Dollars) 
Estimate 

Just1f1cat1on/Bas1s 

Performing Org. 
Acknowledgement 

and Date 
Trip 1: RES(LA) Baton Rouge, LA 
and RES(TX) Deer Park, TX 

1330 Pre-Award Assessment 

Manpower - conduct o f the 
assessment and preparation of 
report. This includes preparation 
for assessment, time at the 
f a c i l i t y , and report preparation. 

1330 G 2880 hours = 
$216,000.00 

Programmatic Charge Rato 0 people for 6 weeks 
effort of each facility 12 facilities) « 12 X 120 x 
2 x «7B.OO 

Manpower - technical edi t ing of the 
f ina l report 

6630 G 40 hours = 
$1,806.00 

final report clean up. Common eupport chargo 
out rate of 446.10. 

Travel expenses 1330 J12 $12,492.00 Per diem (Baton Rouge, LA) 4S3.O0/day x 2 
daya x 0 people = 4880.00 
Per diem (Houston, TX) 4112.00/day x 3 days 
x 8 people = 42.01S.OO 
2 rente! cart at each arte (1 car end 1 ven) to 
tremport 6 people plus computers and luggaao 
438.00/day x 2 care x 6 deya » 4380.00 
Airfare estimatod at 41,B00.OO/trlp xO peopto 
° 48.000.00 
Miscellaneous travel «• fuel for rentel car. 
parking, tolls = 4100.00 

r 

Travel expenses for assessment 
preparation and report completion 

X50 $15,400.00 Per diem lldaho Falls, 10) 442.00/day x 10 days 
X 4 people «• 41,880.00 
Rental car = 438.00/day x 4 X 10 «• 
41,520.00 
Airfare estimated at 41,600.00/trlp x 4 x 2 tripe 
a 412.000.00 
Miscellaneous travel = fuel from rental car, 
parking, tolls » 4100.00 x 2 trips - 4200.OO 

Figure 8. Work package activity sheet for a pre-award assessment. 



Rev. No.: 0 WBS No.: C29140000 Title: External ESH&Q and Financial Liability Assessments 

Act iv i t y T i t l e 
1 or Description 

Org. 
No. 

Cost 
Element 

AfflOUnt (Indicate 
both Hours and 

Dollars) 
Estimate 

Justi f ication/Basis 

Performing Org. 1 
Acknowledgement I 

and Date fl 
Supplies - f i lm 1330 MS $100.00 •26.00 X 2 rod. X 2 facgMes = • 100.00 

Ondudee procMting feee - "out-eouroed") 

Final report copies 6630 RA $530.00 Color platee: 1 1 . 8 5 x 1 0 x 1 0 x 2 - S330.00 
{10 copiee of 10 color platee for Mch report) 
Report duplication: 410.00 x 10 x 2 » 
• 200.00 (200 number page report with 
Informal Report cover* and etepled on the aide) 

Total for e f f o r t : 
1330 $246,328.00 

Allocation to other DOE sites X50 ($197,062.00) 

Net Lockheed (INEL) 1330 $49,266.00 $24,633.00 per s i te 

Figure 8. Continued. 



Rev. Mo.: Q WBS No.: C29140000 T i t l e : External ESH&Q and Financial L iab i l i t y Assessments 

Ac t i v i t y T i t l e 
or Description 

Org. 
No. 

Cost 
Element 

Amount (Indicate 
both Hours and 

Dollars) 
Estimate 

Justif ication/Basis 

Performing Org. 
Acknowledgement 

and Date 
Trip 1: RES(LA) Baton Rouge, LA 
and RES(TX) Deer Park, TX 

1330 Annual Review 

Manpower - conduct of the 
assessment and preparation of 
report. This includes preparation 
for assessment, time at the 
f a c i l i t y , and report preparation. 

1330 G 1440 hours » 
$108,000.00 

Programmatic Charga Rata 8 psapls for 3 waaks 
affort of each facility 12 fadt iaa) - 6 x 120 x 
2 X 475.00 

Manpower - technical edit ing of the 
f inal report 

6630 G 40 hours = 
$1,806.00 

final raport daan up. Common support charga 
out rata of ( 4 5 . 1 6 . 

Travel expenses 1330 J12 $12,492.00 Par diem (Baton Rouga, LAI ( 83 .0O«ay x 2 
daya x 6 paocfa « $960.00 
Par (Sam (Houston, TXJ (112.O0/d«y x 3 daya 
xSpaopla - »2.018.00 
2 rantal car* at aaoh ska (1 car and 1 van} to 
transport 0 psopla plus computsre and ktggaga 
•38.00/day x 2 cars x 8 days « ( 3 8 0 . 0 0 
AHara satimatad at •1.5OO.00/trlp x 6 peopl. 
= S9.000.00 
MiacaKanaoua traval * fual for rsntal car, 
parking, tots = ( 1 0 0 . 0 0 

Travel expenses for assessment 
preparation and report completion 

X50 $15,400.00 Psr dlsm (klsho Ftlti, ID) (42.00/day x 10 days 
x4paop!a = (1 .880 .00 
Rantal car « (38.00/day x 4 x 10 = 
(1 .620 .00 
Airfare astimstsd at (1.600.00/tr ip x 4 x 2 trips 
= (12 .000 .00 
MiseaAanaous traval = fual from rantal oar, 
parking, tolls = ( 1 0 0 . 0 0 x 2 trips - ( 2 0 0 . 0 0 

Figure 9. Work package activity sheet for an annual review assessment. 



Rev. No.: 0 WBS No.: C29140000 T i t l e : External ESH&Q and Financial L i a b i l i t y Assessments 

Ac t i v i t y T i t l e 
or Description 

Org. 
No. 

Cost 
Element 

Amount (Indicate 
both Hours and 

Dollars) 
Estimate 

Just i f icat ion/Basis 

Performing Org. 
Acknowledgement 

and Date 
Supplies - f i lm 1330 MS $100.00 (25.00 x 2 rolls x 2 fadlMoe - $100.00 

(Includes processing fees • "out*sourcodflr 

Final report copies 6630 RA $530.00 Color plates: (1.06 x 10 x 10 x 2 = (330.00 
(10 coplos of 10 color plates for each report) 
Report duplication: (10.00 1 ( 1 0 x 2 ° 
(200.00 (200 number page report whh 
Informal Report covers and stapled on the side) 

Total for e f f o r t : 
1330 $138,328.00 

Allocation to other DOE sites X50 ($110,662.00) 

Net Lockheed (INEL) 1330 $27,666.00 $13,833.00 per s i te 

Figure 9. Continued. 



6.3 Cost Avoidance 

Cost avoidance is a more difficult metric to calculate than direct cost savings because unless the 
system fails, the costs are avoided. That is, if facilities with potential regulatory problems are eliminated 
during the pre-award assessment, and mese facilities are targeted by the regulatory agencies, the program 
would have protected the contractors and DOE from being named a participant in the cleanup of the failed 
facility, thus avoiding cleanup costs. 

Cost avoidance is directly related to liability risks from hazardous waste disposal. The RCRA 
regulations make the "generator" responsible until final disposal. CERCLA assigns joint and several 
liability for cleanup costs. Joint liability means that anyone connected with the site is responsible. 
Several liability means that any single responsible person can be made to pay 100% of the costs. Person 
is defined as an individual, company, agency, etc. The persons that will be likely to be targeted for 
enforcement will generally include those with "deep pockets." 

Liability costs are generally calculated as follows: 

Under RCRA = $ 25,000/violation/day (maximum fine) 
For example: 100 drums x 10 days = $25 million 

Under CERCLA the average remediation actions are over $30 million, based on EPA data as of 
1992. Using these numbers, EG&G Idaho Legal calculated that the five M&O contractors together could 
be liable for as much as $150,000,000 in potential cleanup costs over five years, if each M&O contractor 
subcontracted with different facilities. 

A United States Department of Justice study determined that the average cost per potentially 
responsible party per Superfund site was $10.5 million in 1993. 

Another factor to be considered in cleanup risk and potential cost calculations is the legal fees versus 
total remedial costs. For private industrial companies, this ratio was 21% of which $6.3 million were 
considered unallowable costs. Insurance companies reported a ratio of 88%, of which $26.4 million were 
unallowable costs. 

An example of how an ESH&Q liability assessment probably would have prevented or mitigated 
cleanup costs is the following, which is based on an actual situation: 

Company A ("A") had a customer, Company B ("B"), who needed a specialty part manufactured 
for a process line. A knew that Company C ("C") could manufacture this part. A issued a contract to 
C that included a requirement that C undergo an ESH&Q audit. C refused to allow the audit to be 
conducted. A discussed the situation with B, who believed that, because C was generally considered 
reputable and was also one of the very few companies that could manufacture the part that the risk 
associated with not conducting the audit was acceptable. B told A to issue the contract to C, which A 
did. At the end of the manufacturing process, several years after the initial discussions, A sent a 
representative to C to retrieve its specifications. The company representative discovered that C had 
accumulated all of the wastes generated during the several years the special manufacturing process was 
active and was storing this material on the property, in an unpermitted location, and with A's name on 
the containers. The representative reported the findings to A, who then sent qualified audit and legal 
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teams to C to determine what had actually transpired. They determined that the contents of the containers 
were uncharacterized hazardous waste. After legal negotiations, A and B agreed to pay for the proper 
characterization and disposal of the wastes that C had generated in their names. The cost associated with 
the cleanup exceeded $4 million. These costs might have been avoided if A and B had conducted the 
audit at an estimated cost of $21,000. 

6.4 Issues 

6.5.1 Accurate Calculations and Justifications 

The use of different funding sources for individual activities and/or departments makes it difficult 
to track expenditures, because many are built in as general site support functions or the costs of doing 
business. 

Each M&O contractor has a different charge rate; for example, the fully burdened programmatic 
charge rate at the INEL is about $75.00/hr, while the programmatic rate at Rocky Flats is $98.00/hr. 

The daily management requirements of the MTS, particularly for the lead laboratory, were 
underestimated. Management of the MTS by the technical lead can be defined as answering questions 
regarding the content of the MTS, resolving issues identified by the M&O contractors with the vendors, 
and resolving issues identified by the vendors. These tasks have become nearly a one-half full-time-
equivalent (FTE) task. 

M&O contractors have not maintained in their annual budgets line items regarding funding required 
for the ESH&Q annual reviews. 

M&O contractors have not projected funding for the re-bid planning processes scheduled to begin 
in calendar year 1996. 

6.4.2 Cost Avoidance 

The importance of cost avoidance is underestimated by M&O contractor management and the DOE. 

6.5 Resolutions and Recommendations 

6.5.1 Accurate Calculations and Justifications 

Funding sources should be identified for a consolidated effort before work actually begins on the 
effort. Charge-out rates should be adjusted to reflect the actual costs of the initiative. 

Work packages address funded activities directly tied to a project. However, they do not generally 
provide line items for common support funded activities, such as legal and procurement. Therefore, in 
order to obtain "a more detailed breakdown of charges, either these common support functions should be 
identified and funded, or line items within the legal or procurement common support packages should 
address support of specific projects. 
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6.5.2 Cost Avoidance 

Cost avoidance should be explained to all levels of management, both at the M&O contractor and 
DOE levels. The value of cost avoidance must be emphasized. 
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7. LESSONS LEARNED 

As stated in the introduction to this study, the purpose of the analysis of the consolidated hazardous 
waste transportation, treatment, and disposal subcontract and ESH&Q liability assessment processes was 
to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the process and propose changes to correct deficiencies. 
The identified strengths and weaknesses and the suggested changes are the lessons the participants 
learned. The participants agreed that, taken in total, the project was an outstanding success and is worth 
repeating for the next subcontract competition. However, this section lists the lessons learned, the 
incorporation of which the participants consider imperative for ensuring that the next iteration is also an 
outstanding success. 

7.1 General Process 

All agreements and policy statements among the participants in the process (i.e., the M&O 
contractors, DOE-HQ, and DOE operations offices) must be written and maintained in the official 
program record. Each participant must keep a copy of the program record. 

A formal approved program management plan, which controls the entire life cycle activities and 
budgets, must be developed. The contents of the plan must be agreed upon by all participating companies 
and agencies. 

Work packages and task baseline agreements must be developed by the lead laboratory and approved 
by all M&O contractors in order to control the flow of work and the acceptance criteria for deliverables. 

The players assigned to all aspects of the process must be dedicated both personally and by 
management to ensure that consistency can be maintained. Dedicated performers include procurement, 
ES&H, legal, waste management, and personnel from each successful vendor. Each of these performers 
must, through the process, learn not only how to prepare the RFP and conduct liability assessments, but 
also how to operate under the subcontract. 

The process must remain task and schedule driven. If any milestone is permitted to slip, then the 
whole schedule must also slip. The end point (i.e., award of the subcontract) must rely on completion 
of all critical path tasks and not on a critical subcontract expiration date. 

7.2 Consolidated Master Task Subcontract 

M&O contractor acceptance/buyoff of the DOE directives should be documented before preparing 
the RFP or awarding the MTS. 

Five addenda caused a major delay in the schedule. Time should be factored into the bidding 
portion of the schedule in order to compensate for addenda. The RFP should be carefully constructed 
in order to ensure that only one or two addenda might be needed as a result of clarifications requested 
by the vendors at the pre-proposal conference. 
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The use of the lab packing portion of the subcontract should be reassessed. The use of lab packing 
services should be specifically defined in order to ensure that M&O contractors understand that this 
service is a special requirement and not a standard operating feature. 

Subcontractor performance indicators should be defined more precisely. Periodic meetings should 
be held with the M&O contractor and the vendors to address performance. 

The following lessons learned were related directly to the content of the SOWs contained within the 
RFP: 

• Waste stream treatment requirements should be documented before the RFP is issued. For 
example, if it is a policy decision of both the DOE and the M&O contractors that incineration 
is to be the preferred treatment standard, then this should be written and approved. 

• The SOW should be more refined, especially with respect to recyclable materials. For 
example, mercury-contaminated wastes should be more clearly defined (e.g., fluorescent 
tubes, elemental mercury, mercury compounds, and mercury-contaminated debris/dirt). 

• Waste streams on the pricing sheets should be standardized as to treatment standards (e.g., if 
the treatment specified for a particular waste stream on one pricing sheet is incineration, the 
same should be noted for this same waste stream on all of the other pricing sheets. 

• Waste stream pricing should be consistent (i.e., the treatment/disposal prices should not vary 
from exhibit to exhibit as long as the facility specified for the particular waste stream on each 
pricing sheet is the same). For example, if the specified treatment/disposal site for a 
particular waste stream is Rollins Deer Park on each exhibit, the prices for this site should be 
the same, as long as transportation is specified in a separate SOW. 

7.3 Consolidated ESH&Q Liability Assessments 

Potential vendors should be educated as to the M&O contractors' expectations and requirements for 
performance of the proposed subcontract. These requirements should be passed on to the management 
of the proposed facilities before the ESH&Q liability assessments. 

M&O contractor personnel participating in the ESH&Q liability assessments should be provided to 
the lead laboratory on an "outplant" assignments in order to ensure that they are able to complete their 
assignments in a timely and efficient manner. 

A larger pool of qualified liability assessment personnel should be developed in order to provide 
adequate coverage of the program. 

Task baseline agreements negotiated among the liability assessment participants, M&O contractor 
direct managers-, and the lead laboratory program manager should be used to clearly define the individual 
tasks and deliverables. 
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The liability assessment schedule should be given a concrete time period which is not compressed 
by problems occurring earlier in the process. If the front-end of the schedule slips, then the assessment 
completion date and subsequent subcontract awards should slip accordingly. 

Re-assessments, or annual reviews, of facilities under subcontract should be risk-based. 

7.4 Post-Award Operations 

A final implementation meeting between the M&O contractors and vendors should be held in order 
to ensure that all parties understand the operations and requirements of the subcontracts. 

The M&O contractors should implement a periodic feedback mechanism. This mechanism would 
provide a forum for discussing perceived customer/subcontractor problems before the problems become 
critical. 

7.4 Costs 

Consistent funding sources for the initiative and follow-on work should be established and 
maintained from year to year. 

In order to accurately calculate costs of the initiative, work packages should be developed. These 
work packages should address level-of-effort support groups, such as procurement and legal services. 

Work packages and funding should be developed to address administrative costs associated with the 
MTS. The work packages should identify tasks associated with the lead laboratory technical lead and 
procurement subcontract administrator. Funding should also be provided for periodic meetings to review 
the conduct of the MTS, task orders, and vendor performance. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The consolidated subcontract process has generated much interest from DOE-HQ and other 
DOE sites. EG&G Idaho and Lockheed Idaho have received numerous requests for information regarding 
the process and copies of the bid package and assessment documents. Although the effort was successful 
and the subcontracts are now in place, a number of weaknesses in the process have been identified and 
documented, and participants have proposed recommendations to correct or prevent the recurrence of the 
deficiencies. 

This section of the report proposes improvements that would expedite and enhance the process for 
other DOE installations that use the process and the re-bid of the consolidated subcontract, scheduled for 
FY 1997. The major assumptions in this section are that DOE-HQ will consider this initiative to be the 
way it wants its operations offices and M&O contractors to conduct business and that DOE-HQ will take 
the lead in proposing that the re-bid effort be expanded to include additional DOE sites. 

8.1 Expanded Program 

The program, as defined, can be used for both regional subcontracts or a consolidated national effort 
that would include all of the DOE sites. The determination must be made as to whether one national 
effort or regional subcontracts, based upon M&O contractor cooperative efforts, should be made at the 
DOE-HQ and operations office levels. Financial benefits, particularly subcontract award and liability 
assessment cost reductions, can be derived from each. As can be seen in Table 9 and Figure 10, the two 
MTSs awarded in the EG&G effort provided adequate service and treatment and disposal options for 
facilities located nationwide. An expanded program should not require any more facilities in order to be 
effective. 

8.1.1 Programmatic Recommendations 

The most significant recommendation regarding the expansion of the program is that DOE-HQ must 
be intimately involved in the preliminary planning stages. It is crucial that DOE-HQ provide guidance, 
either through policy statements or directives, to the operations offices and the M&O contractors 
regarding the conduct of the program. If the INEL retains its position as the lead laboratory in the effort, 
then DOE-HQ must ensure that the INEL receives management, programmatic, and funding support. 

An issue that will undoubtedly arise regarding the expansion will relate to the authority the prime 
M&O contractor will have over other M&O contractors. The issues of corporate parent concerns 
regarding ES&H liability, corporate veils, and directions from one M&O contractor to another must be 
addressed and resolved before the program begins. Each M&O contractor should document its 
understanding that, while not a signatory to the MTS, it assumes all responsibilities for its performance 
under the MTS. These records should be retained in the file. 

8.1.2 Schedule Recommendations 

Whether DOE-HQ proposes this process as an example of an efficient, cost-effective means for 
hazardous waste treatment and.disposal and liability reduction, or requires this technique for future 
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Table 9. CWM and Rollins subcontracted TSDFs, locations, and associated treatment capabilities. 

TSDF Location Capabilities 
CWM 

Subcontract 
Rollins 

Subcontract 

Appropriate Technologies, Inc. Chula Vista, CA RCRAC 

Bethlehem Apparatus Company Hellertown, PA R - H g 

Chemical Waste Management of the Arlington, OR RCRA/TSCA C, L, 
Northwest P , S , T 

CWM-Emelle Emelle, AL RCRA/TSCA C, 
P , S , T 

L, 

CWM-Ketaeman Hills Kettleman City, CA RCRA/TSCA C, 
P , S , T 

L, 

CWM - Trade Waste Incineration Sauget, IL RCRA C, I, T 

CWM - OSCO Henderson, CO C,T 

GNB, Inc. Vemon, CA R-Pb 

INMETCO Ellwood City, PA R-Ni-cad 

Rollins Environmental Services(LA), Inc. Baton Rouge, LA RCRA C, I 

Rollins Environmental Services(NJ), Inc. Bridgeport, NJ RCRA C, I, T 

Rollins Environmental Services(TX), Inc. Deer Park, TX RCRA/TSCA C, 
L, P, S, T 

I, 

Rollins OPC Los Angeles, CA RCRA C, T 

Tektronix, Inc. Beaverton, OR RCRAT 

Treatment/Disposal Technology 

C - Chemical, including: lab pack bulking, wastewater treatment, and fuel blending 
I - Incineration 
L-Landfill 
P - PCB drain and flush 
R - Recycling: Hg - mercury, Ni-cad - nickel-cadmium batteries, Pb - lead 
S - Stabilization 
T - Transfer station 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

hazardous waste treatment and disposal procurements, the following recommendation is crucial. It is 
critical that adequate scheduling be maintained in order for the process to be successful. That is, if this 
method is used by either a consortium of DOE regional sites or to propose a national MTS, scheduling 
of planning activities and site agreements must occur well before SOWs and the RFP are prepared. 

The INEL-led MTS will expire in October 1998. If the same DOE sites choose to join in the re-
bid, the effort must begin in late calendar year 1996 in order to ensure that the RFP is issued in calendar 
year 1997 and the subcontract award made before October 1998. If other DOE sites, under other M&O 
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Legend 

• - DOE sites managed by EG&G M&O contractors 
A - CWM subcontract TSDFs 
• - Rollins subcontract TSDFs 
• - TSDFs subcontracted by both CWM and Rollins 

Figure 10. Locations of the participating DOE sites and TSDFs under the MTS. 
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contractors, wish to join the INEL and its partners, planning must begin in early 1996 in order to 
complete M&O contractors' MOUs, the project management plan (PMP), and schedules before 
preparation of the SOWs and RFP. 

8.1.3 Funding Sources and Costs 

Funding sources and costs must be identified at the beginning of the planning cycles for the next 
competition. It is recommended that, if DOE-HQ sponsors or endorses this process, DOE-HQ should 
provide direct funding to the lead laboratory to cover the startup costs. Anticipated startup costs are those 
associated with establishing the MOUs, PMP, and schedules. 

Funding sources for preparing the SOWs, preparing and issuing the RFP, and conducting the 
ESH&Q Liability Assessments must be established before work begins. The actual cost distribution 
methods described in Section 6 of this report can be used for this work. 

Funding sources for the follow-on administration of the MTS and ESH&Q annual reviews must also 
be identified before work begins. These funding sources must be identified in the out-year plans. 

8.2 Content 

8.2.1 Consolidated Master Task Subcontract 

The consolidated MTS should be based on the content of the RFP and SOWs described in this 
report. The process improvements, issue resolutions and recommendations, and vendor perspectives 
should be incorporated into the new process. 

8.2.2 Consolidated ESH&Q Liability Assessments 

The consolidated liability assessments should be based on the content of the ESH&Q liability 
assessment program as described in this report. The process improvements, issue resolutions and 
recommendations, personnel staffing, funding requests, and vendor perspectives should be incorporated 
into the new process. 

8.3 Post-Award Operations 

The recommendations concerning training of the participating M&O contractor personnel and 
subcontractor representatives must be conducted by the lead laboratory upon award of the MTS. 

It is expected that the lead laboratory will actively administer the MTS after the awards are made. 
Funding must be identified to support these functions. 

In order to maintain continuity and prevent operational problems with the MTS, task orders, and 
operations, the" participating M&O contractors and subcontractors should plan to meet periodically to 
discuss the daily operations and expectations. It is suggested that these meetings be held at least 
quarterly. 
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The Rollins representative stated that, as a subcontractor, the company totally concurs with the 
implementation and periodic meeting concept; however, as a private contractor, they believe that it is the 
responsibility of the M&O contractor to organize and conduct these meetings. The attempts made by 
Rollins representatives to implement these meetings have not been as productive as each party could have 
desired. 
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The INEL, under its previous M&O prime contractor, EG&G Idaho, first consolidated hazardous 
waste transportation, treatment, recycling, and disposal contracts in 1992. At that time, 
RCRA/TSCA/CERCLA-regulated hazardous wastes and recyclable materials from all five INEL M&O 
contractors were consolidated on five subcontracts, one of which was a contingency subcontract. This 
effort reduced the environmental liability exposure, transportation/disposal costs, and contractual 
paperwork for the site from about 27 different facilities, including brokers, to eight qualified TSDFs, with 
brokers specifically prohibited. 

EG&G, Inc., the corporate parent of EG&G Idaho, reviewed this new approach to subcontracting 
and liability reduction, and proposed (wim DOE-HQ and operations office concurrence) that a 
consolidated hazardous waste transportation/treatment/disposal subcontract be formed for the five major 
EG&G-operated DOE sites: INEL, Mound, Rocky Flats, and the Nevada Test Site, and 10 satellite 
facilities. This effort began in March 1992 and was completed with the awarding of two MTSs in 
October and November 1993. The effort consisted of the preparation of a master RFP, with separate 
SOWs describing RCRA/TSCA/CERCLA regulated waste streams and services to be performed (e.g., 
lab packing, sample evaluation for each site). The Standard Terms and Conditions for the proposed 
subcontract were reviewed and edited by the various Procurement Departments and Legal Offices. The 
RFP contained go/no-go technical criteria by which the potential offerors would be evaluated, as opposed 
to a selection board. In addition, the effort included a consolidated effort for ESH&Q and financial 
liability assessments. The assessment team that evaluated the potential vendors and facilities was 
composed of qualified inspectors from each of the EG&G operated DOE sites and operated under the 
leadership of the INEL. The evaluation criteria were defined and personnel were trained to ensure that 
the assessments were consistent. 

AUhough the effort was successful and the subcontracts are now in place, a number of weaknesses 
in the process were identified which M&O contractor participants in the various tasks and subcontractors 
wanted to document and correct in order to prevent their reoccurrence. This report documented the 
evaluation of the process used to prepare, bid, and award the EG&G Idaho consolidated hazardous waste 
transportation, treatment, recycling, and/or disposal and associated ESH&Q and financial liability 
assessments; the strengths and weaknesses of the process; and proposed improvements which would 
expedite and enhance the process for other DOE installations which used the process and the re-bid of 
the consolidated subcontract, scheduled for fiscal year 1997. 
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Appendix A 

AEA 
ANL-W 
ANSI 
ASTM 

B&W 
BIF 
BLM 

CAA 
CBD 
CD 
CEG 
CERCLA 
CFR 
CO 
CPAF 
CRTK 
CWA 
CWM 

D&B 
DEAR 
DOE 
DOE-HQ 
DOE-ID 
DOS 
DOT 
DRMO 

EA 
EG&G 
EG&G - EMI 
EG&G Idaho 
EG&G Mound 
EG&G Rocky Flats 
EIS 
EM 
ENSCO 
EPA 
EPCRA 
EPD 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 
Atomic Energy Act 
Argonne National Laboratory - West 
American National Standards Institute 
American Society for Testing and Materials 

Babcock and Wilcox 
Boiler or Industrial Furnace 
United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management 

Clean Air Act 
Commerce Business Daily 
Certificate of Destruction/Disposal 
Conditionally Exempt Small-Quantity Generator 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
Code of Federal Regulations 
Colorado 
Cost Plus Award Fee 
Community Right-to-Know 
Clean Water Act 
Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 

Dun and Bradstreet 
Department of Energy Acquisition Requirement 
United States Department of Energy 
United States Department of Energy - Headquarters 
United States Department of Energy, Idaho Operations Office 
Disk Operating System 
United States Department of Transportation 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office 

environmental assessment 
EG&G, Inc. 
EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc. 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
EG&G Mound Applied Technologies, Inc. 
EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 
environmental impact statement 
Environmental Management 
Environmental Services Company 
(United States) Environmental Protection Agency 
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-know Act 
Environmental Protection Department 
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ES&H 
ESH&Q 
ETS 

F 
FAR 
FOIA 
FR 
FTE 
FY 

G&A 
GOCO 

environment, safety, and health 
environment, safety, health, and quality 
Environmental Technical Support 

Fahrenheit 
Federal Acquisition Requirement 
Freedom of Information Act 
Federal Register 
full-time equivalent 
fiscal year 

general and administrative 
government-owned contractor-operated 

HazCom Hazard Communication 
HAZWOPER hazardous waste operator 
HCS Hazard Communication Standard 
HDPE high density polyethylene 
HMTA Hazardous Materials Transportation Act 
HSWA Hazardous and Solid Waste Act 
HWHO Hazardous Waste Handling Operations 
HWM hazardous waste management 
HWSF Hazardous Waste Storage Facility 

ICPP 
ID 
INEL 
mc 

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant 
Idaho 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 
INEL Research Center 

K thousand 

LDR 
LEPC 
Lockheed Idaho 
LTU 
LUST 

M-K 
M&O 
MOU 
MSDS 
MSHA 
MTS 

Land Disposal Restriction 
Local Emergency Planning Committee 
Lockheed Idaho Technologies Company 
Land Treatment Unit 
leaking underground storage tank 

Morrison Knudsen Company 
management and operating 
memorandum of understanding 
Material Safety Data Sheet 
Mine Safety and Health Act 
master task subcontract 

NEPA 
NESHAPs 
NOD 

National Environmental Policy Act 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
Notice of Deficiency 
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NON 
NOV 
NOV/CO 
NPDES 
NQA 
NRC 
NRC 
NRF 
NTS 
NV 

Notice of Noncompliance 
Notice of Violation 
Notice of Violation and Order for Compliance 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
Nuclear Quality Assurance 
National Response Center 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Naval Reactors Facility 
Nevada Test Site 
Nevada 

OH 
ORNL 
OSHA 

PCB 
PMP 
PPE 
ppm 

QA 
QAMS 
QC 

Ohio 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Occupational Safely and Health Act 

polychlorinated biphenyl 
project management plan 
personal protective equipment 
parts per million 

quality assurance 
quality assurance managers 
quality control 

RCRA 
REECo 
RFA 
RFETS 
RFI 
RFP 
RFQ 
ROD 
Rollins 
RWO 

SAA 
SARA 
SCBA 
SDWA 
SEC 
SERC 
SMC 
SOW 
SWMU 

T&Cs 
TBA 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Company, Inc. 
RCRA Facility Assessment 
Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site 
RCRA Facility Investigation 
request for proposal 
request for quotation 
Record of Decision 
Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. 
Regulated Waste Operations 

satellite accumulation area 
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
self-contained breathing apparatus 
Safe Drinking Water Act 
United States Security and Exchange Commission 
State Emergency Response Commission 
Special Manufacturing Complex 
statement of work 
Solid Waste Management Unit 

terms and conditions 
task baseline agreement 
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TCLP Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure 
TQM Total Quality Management 
TSA Transportation Safety Act 
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act 
TSD treatment, storage, and disposal 
TSDF treatment, storage, and disposal facility 

use United States Code 
USDOE United States Department of Energy 
EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency 
USPCI United States Pollution Control, Inc. 
UST underground storage tank 

VOC volatile organic compound 

WBS work breakdown structure 
WCB Willow Creek Building 
WGI waste generator interface 
WINCO Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company 
WP work package 
WROC Waste Reduction Operations Complex 
WROC-TP Waste Reduction Operations Complex-Technical Programs 
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Appendix B 

Consolidated Request for Proposal 

This appendix contains an abbreviated version of the consolidated request for proposal (RFP) issued 
by the EG&G M&O contractors in 1993 for hazardous waste transportation/treatment/disposal. The RFP 
contained a description of the purpose of the request, instructions for proposal submission, conditions for 
award of the subcontract, and applicable conditions. The following RFP forms and supporting documents 
are reproduced: 

Request for Proposal 

Pricing requirements applicable to all EG&G M&O price proposal attachments (Attachment 0). 

M&O services and hazardous waste treatment/disposal SOWs and pricing submittal forms for 
EG&G Idaho and EG&G Rocky Flats (Attachments 2 - 5 and 22 - 25) only. The M&O services 
and hazardous waste treatment/disposal SOWs and pricing submittal forms for REECo and the 
EG&G EMI sites were identical in format to the EG&G Idaho forms. 

Representation and certifications (Enclosure 1) 

A sample small business and small disadvantage business subcontracting plan (Enclosure 2) 

EG&G Idaho Standard Terms and Conditions for Purchase Orders and Subcontracts (Enclosure 3) 

A copy of the Service Contract Act of 1965, as amended (Enclosure 4) 

Wage determination No. 86-0889 (Revision 12) dated August 7, 1992 (Enclosure 5) 

Sample fixed price per unit master task requirement subcontract (Enclosure 6) 

Proposal submittal form (Enclosure 7) also called the mandatory go/no-go form 
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INEL 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

EG&G IDAHO, INC. 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) 

SUBJECT: HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORT/ 
TREATMENT/DISPOSAL SERVICES 

EG&G IDAHO NO: C93-170250/C93-17Q251 
PROCUREMENT AGENT: J. R. BRAUN cjftft* 
TELEPHONE NO. (208) 526-1631 
TELECOPY NO. (208) 526-7744 
DATE: DECEMBER 17, 1992 

n EtSzCS Idaho, mc. P. O. Box 1625 Idaho Falls, ID 83415 



REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
EG&G Idaho, Inc., a Management and Operating (M&O) Contractor for the U. S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 
(INEL), is seeking firms which can provide Hazardous Waste Transportation, 
Treatment, and Disposal services for multiple EG&G M&O Contractors located in 
different geographical areas in the United States. The successful 
Subcontractors and lower-tier Subcontractors must possess-permits to accept 
wastes regulated by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the 
Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA), and wastes generated from response 
activities under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act (CERCLA). The successful Subcontractors shall provide the 
services described in Attachments 0 through 25. 
EG&G Idaho, Inc., anticipates award of two firm-fixed-price-per-unit Master Task Requirement Subcontracts for an initial three year period starting on date of award. EG&G Idaho shall have the unilateral option to extend the 
Subcontracts for a maximum of two, one year periods at the firm-fixed-price-
per-unit prices quoted by the Subcontractor. The Subcontracts will be 
utilized by five (5) EG&G M&O Contractors. The five EG&G M&O's and their 
locations are identified below: 

1. EG&G Idaho, Inc. (EG&G Idaho), Idaho Falls, Idaho facilities and 
the INEL facilities located approximately 50 miles West of Idaho 
Falls, Idaho 

2. EG&G Energy Measurement Inc. (EG&G/EM) 
A. North Las Vegas Operations, Las Vegas, Nevada 
B. Woburn Cathode Ray Tube Operations, Woburn, Massachusetts 
C. Santa Barbara Operations, Santa Barbara, California 
D. Special Technologies Laboratory, Goleta, California 
E. Amador Valley Operations, Pleasanton, California 
F. Kirtland Operations, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

3. EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. (EG&G RF) 
A. Rocky Flats Plant, Colorado 
B. Broomfie'ld, Colorado 
C. Denver, Colorado 
D. Oxnard, California 

4. EG&G Mound Applied Technologies (EG&G Mound), Miamisburg, Ohio 
5. Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co, Inc. (REECo), 

Las Vegas, Nevada 
EG&G Idaho, anticipates selecting Subcontractors that use their own facilities 
to provide all services required under the Subcontracts. However, EG&G Idaho 
may consider joint-venture proposals under the conditions specified in Item 3 
of Enclosure 7. Proposals that involve firms acting as brokers for any 
portion of this work will not be considered. 
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PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE/RECEIPT NOTIFICATION: 
A pre-proposal conference will be held, and attendance by a minimum of one 
person but no more than 3 persons, representing the firm submitting a proposal 
is requested. EG&G Idaho, will not be responsible for information missed by 
not attending the pre-proposal conference. There will be an EG&G Idaho 
presentation followed by a question-and-answer session. The conference will 
begin at 8:00 AM local time, on Friday, January 15, 1993, at the Palace 
Station, 2411 West Sahara Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89102, telephone 
800-544-2411. 
All potential offerors are requested to provide written notification to 
Mr. John R. Braun, Subcontract Administrator, no later than 4:30 p.m., Friday, 
January 8, 1993, if they plan to attend the pre-proposal conference. The 
telefax number is (208) 526-7743. 
Questions can be submitted in writing to Mr. Braun prior to the pre-proposal 
conference by January 12, 1993. Questions arising during the pre-proposal 
conference which cannot be answered at that time will be answered in writing 
and distributed to all firms represented at the pre-proposal conference. 
Upon the conclusion of the pre-proposal conference, all potential offerors are 
requested to notify EG&G Idaho, whether or not they intend to provide a 
proposal. Such notification shall be provided by telegram, telecopy, or 
letter to Mr. Braun, by 4:30 p.m. Friday, January 22, 1993. 
If said notification is not received, EG&G Idaho, will assume a proposal is 
not forthcoming and will not direct any further correspondence, including 
addenda, to the nonresponding proposer. Proposers may request copies of 
correspondence and addenda any time prior to the proposal due date of Friday, 
February 5, 1993. However, extension of the proposal due date shall be at the 
sole discretion of EG&G Idaho. 
A. THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS ARE HEREBY INCORPORATED AS PART OF THIS REQUEST 

FOR PROPOSAL AND ENCLOSED: 
1. Pricing Requirements Applicable To All EG&G M&O Price Proposal 

Attachments (Attachment 0) 
2. M&O Hazardous Waste Treatment/Disposal Scopes of Work (SOW) 

(Attachments 1, 6, 11, 16, and 21) 
3. M&O Scopes of Work and Price Proposals (Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 

8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25) 
4. Representations and Certifications (Enclosure 1) 
5. Sample Small Business and Small Disadvantaged Business 

Subcontracting Plan (Enclosure 2) 
6. EG&G Idaho Form 183 (Revision 3-91) Standard Terms and Conditions 

for Purchase Orders and Subcontracts. (Enclosure 3) 
7. Service Contract Act of 1965, as amended. (Enclosure 4) 
8. Wage Determination No. 86-0889 (Rev. 12) dated 8/7/92. 

(Enclosure 5) 
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9. Sample Fixed Price Per Unit Master Task Requirement Subcontract. 
(Enclosure 6) 

10 Proposal Submittal Form (Enclosure 7) Mandatory Go/No-Go 
Requirements 

11. Draft - Rocky Flats Plant Health & Safety Plan (Enclosure 8) 
12. EG&G Mound Service Contract Safety Provisions (Enclosure 9) 
13. EG&G Idaho Environmental, Safety and Health Requirements for 

Subcontractors (Enclosure 10) 
14. EG&G Rocky Flats - Oxnard Facility General Safety & Security Rules 

for Contractors & Subcontractors (Enclosure 11) 
PROPOSAL SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS: 
PROPOSALS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS 
HEREIN, SCOPES OF WORK, AND APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS OF THIS REQUEST FOR 
PROPOSAL, and must include: 
1. Six complete sets of your technical and price proposals. 
2. A technical proposal consisting of a completed "Proposal Submittal 

Form" (Enclosure 7) Mandatory Go/No-Go Requirements. 
3. A price proposal containing annual firm-fixed-price-per-unit 

prices quoted for each year for the initial three-year period, and 
the two one-year optional periods (see Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25, 
"Scopes of Work and Price Proposals"), for all five EG&G M&O's. 
Each individual item must be priced including those items showing 
no quantities. 

4. A completed "REPRESENTATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS" form 
(Enclosure 1). 

5. A completed Subcontracting Plan in accordance with the "Sample 
Small Business and Small Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting 
Plan" (Enclosure 2), is required to be submitted with the proposal 
if the total price quoted for five years exceeds $500,000.00, and 
the offeror is a large business. 

6. All offerors are required to provide EG&G Idaho, with their 
proposal, an accurate listing of all labor categories required to 
perform the Subcontract for submittal to the Department of Labor 
for current wage determinations in accordance with the Service 
Contract Act. Counties and States where the work will be 
performed shall also be included. 
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7. The offeror and any lower-tier Subcontractors shall possess 
adequate financial capability to fulfill the capital requirements 
of the subject procurement. The offeror and its lower-tier 
Subcontractors shall submit 10K reports or income statements and 
balance sheets, if 10K reports are not applicable to the firm, for 
the previous three years. This information shall be submitted 
with offeror's proposal. 

8. PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK SET FORTH IN THE ATTACHED WORKSCOPE (AND 
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS THERETO^ WILL BE RECEIVED UNTIL CLOSE OF 
BUSINESS 4:30 p.m. MST. Friday. February 5. 1993, at the office of 
EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho. Prospective offerors are 
advised that proposal opening will not be public. 
The outer sealed envelope containing the technical proposal and 
sealed price proposal should be marked, "Hazardous Waste 
Transport/ Treatment/Disposal Proposal No. M&0-1" and be addressed 
as follows: 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
1955 Fremont Avenue 
P. 0. Box 1625 
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-2082 
Attention: John R. Braun 

Subcontract Administrator 
FAX - (208) 526-7743 

AWARD: 
This procurement will be awarded to the responsive, responsible 
offeror(s) meeting the mandatory Go/No-Go Criteria requirements, 
submitting the lowest total price, and passing the site verification 
assessment, as follows: 
1. Mandatory Go/No-Go Criteria 

The offeror's proposal must meet all of the mandatory Go/No-Go 
Criteria, see Enclosure 7. The proposal must address each of the 
mandatory requirements on a point-by-point basis and be very clear 
and precise. A proposal that does not meet all the mandatory 
Go/No-Go Criteria requirements will be considered non-responsive. 

2. Price 
Prices proposed for all five EG&G M&O Contractors for the 
anticipated five year period, Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25 are required. 
The Five-year grand total price of each offeror will be used for 
the price evaluation. Failure to submit a completed price 
proposal will result in disqualification. 
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3. Site Verification Assessment 
Site verification assessments will be conducted on the two 
technically responsive, lowest priced offerors, and any lower-tier 
Subcontractors. The site verification assessment includes a 
thorough review of the offeror, including verification of all the 
requirements of the Request for Proposal. Failure to pass the 
assessments will result in disqualification and the next lowest 
offeror(s) will then be assessed. This process will be used until 

" such time as two offeror(s) are completely acceptable. 
TASK ORDERS/RELEASES: 
The Subcontracts will be Fixed-Price-Per-Unit Master Task Requirement 
Subcontracts which will define the Subcontract terms and conditions 
applicable to the Subcontractors and EG&G M&O Contractor's. Each EG&G 
M&O shall issue individual Task Orders, specific to their sites, against 
the Master Task Requirement Subcontracts and reserve the absolute right 
to determine which Subcontract to use at any time. Subcontract releases 
will then be issued against each Task Order by the EG&G M&O for the 
transport/treatment/disposal services required. Task Orders are the 
vehicle through which an estimated price ceiling amount is established 
for a specific period of time. Releases generated against the Task 
Order authorize funding for the specific work to be performed for each 
M&O Contractor. Task Orders will also add mutually agreed upon terms 
and conditions that are unique to that EG&G M&O, in addition to the 
terms and conditions of the Master Task Requirement Subcontract. More 
than one Task Order may be issued during the initial term and optional 
terms of the Master Task Requirement Subcontract. 
Pricing will be in accordance with the firm-fixed-price-per-unit prices 
quoted for the five year period in this Request for Proposal (RFP). 
Invoices shall be directed to the specific EG&G M&O for which the 
services were performed. All invoices shall include Task Order number 
•.and Task Order Release number. 
SERVICE CONTRACT: 
This solicitation involves work covered under the Service Contract Act 
of 1965, as amended (Enclosure 4). Subcontractor service employees and 
lower tier Subcontractor service employees performing work under the 
resulting Subcontracts shall be paid not less than the minimum monetary 
wages for their job classification as provided by a U.S. Department of 
Labor wage determination for their specific work location. It is 
anticipated that Subcontractor service employees for this work may 
include: Laborer, Forklift Operator, Truck Driver (light), Truck Driver 
(medium), Truck Driver (heavy), Truck Driver (tractor-trailer), Shipping 
Packer, Shipper and Receiver, Computer Operator I, Key Entry Operator I. 
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$ 7.97 + $0.83 
9.03 + .83 
8.04 + .83 
9.55 + .83 

10.03 + .83 

10.41 + .83 
9.45 + .83 
9.03 + .83 
7.27 + .83 
5.80 + .83 

The U.S. Department of Labor Wage Determination Minimum Wage Rates 
(Enclosure 5), effective August 7, 1992, for the above listed job 
classes, are provided below. Note that the rates shown are based on 
Idaho counties statewide and can be used as a general guide, but actual 
rates may vary depending on the geographical location. 

Minimum 
Employee Hourly Rate Health and Welfare 
Laborer 
Fork!ift Operator 
Truck Driver (Light) 
Truck Driver (Medium) 
Truck Driver (Heavy) 
Truck Driver (Tractor-Trailer) 
Shipping Packer 
Shipper and Receiver 
Computer Operation I 
Key Entry Operator I 
NOTE: Additional benefits required by the Labor Wage Determination 

must be included in the hourly rate. 
Upon award of a Subcontract and the determination of the geographical 
work locations, revised/updated wage determinations will be sought by 
EG&G Idaho, through the Department of Labor and provided to the 
successful Subcontractors. It is anticipated that any new wage 
determinations can be provided approximately 90 days from date of award. 
The most current rates shall prevail and .apply retroactive to the date 
of award. EG&G Idaho, will not provide compensation for any retroactive 
payments as a result of a current wage determination(s) for 
Subcontractor employees. 
APPLICABLE CONDITIONS: 
1. EG&G Idaho, Inc.'s Standard Terms and Conditions (referenced in 

Section A. above) shall apply to the Subcontract. In addition, 
the EG&G M&0 specific Environmental, Safety, and Health 
Requirements (ES&H) for Subcontractors (Enclosures 8, 9, 10, and 
11) shall apply to all Task Orders issued under the Subcontract 
for all work conducted at any EG&G M&O facility by the 
Subcontractor. 

2. ' Upon award, the successful Subcontractors shall submit an 
Environmental, Safety and Health Plan for EG&G Energy 
Measurements, Inc. (EG&G/EM) and Reynolds Electrical & Engineering 
Co. Inc. (REECo), for approval. 

3. All requirements and conditions of the Subcontract, and task 
orders issued against the Subcontract, shall flow down and apply 
to lower-tier Subcontractors. 
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4. The right is reserved by EG&G Idaho, to reject any and all 
proposals and to disregard minor irregularities in proposals 
received. Offerors are advised that, although negotiations or 
discussions may follow receipt of proposals, award may be made 
without negotiations or discussions on proposals received and 
proposals should be submitted initially on the most favorable 
terms of price, technical exceptions, completeness, and the 
foregoing criteria. EG&G Idaho, also reserves the right to 
request clarifications or to conduct discussions with all offerors 

" within a competitive range as determined by EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
5. The right is reserved by EG&G Idaho, to revise or amend this 

Request for Proposal prior to the date set for receiving 
proposals. Such revisions and amendments, if any, will be 
announced by addenda to this Request for Proposal. Copies of such 
addenda will be furnished to all known prospective offerors, 
subject to limitations in the pre-proposal conference/receipt of 
notification section. If the revisions or amendments are of a 
nature which require material changes in proposals, the date set 
for receiving proposals may be modified by a length of time which, 
in the opinion of EG&G Idaho, will enable prospective offerors to 
revise their proposals. In such cases, the addenda will include 
an announcement of the new date for receiving proposals. 

Offerors submitting proposals must indicate in their proposal 
receipt of addenda (by number) issued subsequent to the original 
Request for Proposal. 

6. Initial proposals must be received by EG&G Idaho, on the date and 
time cited herein. However, EG&G Idaho, reserves the right to 
consider a later initial proposal if deemed to be in the best 
interest of EG&G Idaho. 

7. Proposals may be withdrawn or modified upon written or telegraphic 
request received from offerors prior to the time fixed for opening 
of proposals. 

8. Proposals must be in accordance with all conditions specified 
herein. Any proposals accompanied by terms and conditions 
essentially different from this solicitation, the applicable 
Subcontract form or referenced documents, may be considered 

. nonresponsive and rejected. 
9. Should offerors find discrepancies or omissions in any of the 

documents or information furnished, or have doubts concerning 
their meaning or interpretation, they should immediately notify 
the EG&G Idaho's Subcontract Administrator identified herein and 
obtain the proper clarification (prior to submission of proposal) 
to avoid rejection of their proposal. 
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10. Each offeror is required to identify any proprietary data provided 
with the proposal or contemplated to be used during performance of 
a Subcontract. 

11. All proposal information received is held in the strictest of 
confidence and never divulged or discussed freely or disseminated 
beyond the members of the EG&G M&O Contractors (as defined on page 
1) and evaluation team, or other than required by their respective 
prime contracts with the DOE. However, inasmuch as EG&G M&O's are 
prime Management and Operating Contractors for the U. S. 
Department of Energy, they are subject to the mandates of the 
Freedom of Information Act. Therefore, all items of your proposal 
considered to be confidential or proprietary must be marked 
"proprietary." 

12. EG&G Idaho, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of EG&G, Inc., but was 
organized for the sole purpose of functioning as a M&O Contractor 
for the DOE Field Office Idaho (DOE-ID). EG&G Idaho, Inc. is not 
allowed to submit proposals in response to non-DOE-ID requests for 
competitive proposals or quotes. EG&G Idaho, and EG&G M&O's are 
not permitted to divulge to other EG&G affiliates proprietary 
information received from those offerors submitting proposals in 
response to EG&G Idaho, Inc.'s request for proposals or quotes 
without the consent of the Subcontractor. 

13. Offerors are advised that, prior to award of a Subcontract, this 
solicitation may be amended to incorporate appropriate Subcontract 
provisions implementing the M&O Contractor Accountability Rules as 
published by the DOE in 56 Federal Register 28099. These rules 
are applicable to large businesses as defined in the Federal Small 
Business Act and provide for an exemption for small business. 

14. EG&G Idaho, will not return the proposals in response to this RFP 
to the unsuccessful offerors unless it is stated in the proposal 
that your company would like its proposal returned. If so stated, 
EG&G Idaho, will ship the proposal to your company collect. 
Otherwise, EG&G Idaho, will retain or destroy the proposals at its 
discretion. 

15. This RFP does not commit EG&G Idaho, to pay any costs incurred in 
connection with any proposal or to procure-or Subcontract for any 
item or services. 

16. Offerors should carefully examine this RFP and fully inform 
themselves as to all conditions and matters which can in any way 
affect the work or the price. 
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EG&G Rocky Flats Inc. 
Attachment I, Page 2 of 4 
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Disposal of any materials residual to the waste treatment/disposal process shall be in accordance with all applicable environmental, safety, and health statutes and 
regulations. The Subcontractor shall conduct operations in an environmentally safe and sound manner and in compliance with the applicable environmental, safety, 
and health statutes, regulations, permits, and standards. Specifically, these include, but are not limited to, amended regulatory requirements promulgated under 
the: 

a. Clean Water Act (CWA) 

b. Clean Air Act (CAA) 

c. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 

d. Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) 

e. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 

f. Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA), 

g. Occupational, Safety and Health Act (OSHA), particularly 29 CFR §1910.120 (Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response) and 1910.1000 
(Hazard Communications) and/or Mine Safety and Health Act (MSHA) 

h. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) 

i. State and local environmental, safety and health regulations and statutes enacted in the state of residence of each Subcontractor facility doing business. 

The Subcontractor shall provide EG&G RF, within 20 days of violation notice, any and all DOT, environmental, OSHA, and governmental agency Notices of 
Violation received by all the facilities involved in providing services under this subcontract. In addition, this requirement shall apply through final disposition to 
all facilities to which waste is subcontracted. 



EG&G Rocky Flats Inc. 
Attachment I, Page 1 of 4 

ATTACHMENT 1 
HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT/DISPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. (EG&G RF), a prime M&O contractor for the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE), is seeking a firm to provide hazardous waste 
transportation, treatment and disposal services to EG&G RF. This scope includes waste transportation, treatment, and disposal services for locations at Rocky 
Flats Plant and other EG&G RF facilities in Broomfield and Denver, Colorado, and the Oxnard Facility located in Oxnard, California. The Subcontractor shall 
provide the services described in Attachments 1 through 5. 

Attachment 2 lists RCRA solid and hazardous and TSCA regulated waste streams currently generated by EG&G RF operations. EG&G RF reserves its right 
to determine the quantity, if any, of each waste stream listed in Attachment 2 that shall be included in this subcontract. Additional waste streams may be added 
subject only to Subcontractor's permits and licenses and negotiation of unit pricing for each added waste stream. Pricing of added waste streams shall be 
comparable to the pricing for similar waste streams listed in Attachment 2. 

The Subcontractor shall treat and/or dispose of at least 50% of the annual waste shipments at their own facilities or a subsidiary thereof unless granted prior written 
approval on a case-by-case basis from EG&G RF to subcontract more than 50% of the total waste volume. The total number of facilities utilized under this 
subcontract shall not exceed ten unless approved by EG&G RF prior to disposal. If more than one company is involved in the work performance, only one firm 
shall act as the Subcontractor. The Subcontractor shall obtain separate written approvals from EG&G RF for each firm to which it desires to subcontract or 
dispose any portion of this subcontract, prior to involving each firm in work performance. 

The Subcontractor shall be responsible for administering all of the transactions of the subcontract, including invoicing, and to interact solely with EG&G RF. 
EG&G RF will pay invoices from only the Subcontractor. 

All materials submitted to the Subcontractor shall be completely treated, stored and disposed of within the continental United States. 

The Subcontractor shall be responsible for the cost of all testing and documentation required beyond EG&G RF's responsibilities which shall be: 1) EG&G RF 
shall provide profile data for each waste stream according to the regulatory requirements specified by 40 CFR 262.11, 40 CFR 264.13, and/or 40 CFR 265.13, as 
applicable, and 2) EG&G RF shall make payment to the Subcontractor for sample analysis according to Attachment 3. The testing and documentation referenced 
in this requirement shall include present and future regulatory and Subcontractor requirements for testing and documentation. 
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c. A tracking method describing how the waste streams will be accounted for, from the point of acceptance to the point of final disposition, that can cross 
reference by the container number of the contracting facility. Waste streams may be shipped by the Subcontractor, or may be shipped by a common carrier 
approved by EG&G RF. 

d. The packaging and transportation of material qualifying as hazardous material under 49 CFR must be in accordance with 49 CFR Parts 100 through 177 
and 383 through 399. EG&G RF retains the right to audit functions and files pertaining to packaging and transportation. 

e. The analytical results from final treatment of the Land Disposal Restriction (LDR) waste, referenced by container number of the contracting facility, 
documenting that the waste after treatment are at or below approved treatment levels. 

The Subcontractor shall supply certificates of destruction/disposal for each waste stream manifested to their Temporary Storage Disposal Facility (TSDF) by their 
company to another company within 30 days of destruction/disposal. The certificates of destruction/disposal shall include: the manifest number; facility waste 
acceptance approval number relating to the waste stream that was disposed of (for subcontracted items, these numbers shall be provided for each facility until 
final disposition); the EPA waste codes for the waste stream; the weight/volume, and container numbers(s) of the waste stream destroyed/disposed of; the name, 
owner and address of the disposal facility; and the signature of a responsible company official. 

The Subcontractor shall maintain the appropriate insurance policies and coverages as specified by federal, state, and local regulations and provide evidence thereof. 

Transfer of hazardous waste title and responsibility to the Subcontractor follows subcontract award and inventory transfer. This includes, but is not limited to, 
the responsibilities associated with environmental regulations. This transfer of title and responsibility will be handled in a manner acceptable to standard industry 
and government practices and policies. 

EG&G RF and/or its designee shall have the right to inspect the facilities, records, and operations of the Subcontractor and lower-tier Subcontractors. These 
inspections shall be conducted at such time and in such manner as deemed appropriate by all involved parties. 

The subcontractor shall notify EG&G RF in writing and by phone if any discrepancies are found between profile data arid acceptance sampling of the waste when 
it is received at the disposal or treatment facility. If this occurs then the profile may be amended by faxed letter or the waste will be immediately returned to 
EG&G RF or a new profile can be established with mutual consent of both parties. 
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The Subcontractor shall provide, upon request, all required environmental permits and authorizations including, but not limited to, the following: 

a. Air quality permits 

b. Water discharge permits, e.g., National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 

c. RCRA Part A and/or Part B permits (or applications, if the permits have not yet been approved) 

d. Authority to accept CERCLA remediation wastes 

e. Authority to accept TSCA wastes, and 

f. Other permits required by state or local agencies. 

Except as otherwise directed by EG&G RF, the successful Subcontractor shall provide evidence of all necessary permits, authorizations, or licenses. The successful 
Subcontractor shall provide copies of permit amendments within 20 days of amendment receipt. The Subcontractor shall abide by all applicable laws, regulations, 
and ordinances of the United States and the state and political subdivision where the work shall be performed. 

The Subcontractor shall provide documentation by which the required hazardous waste transportation, treatment and disposal services shall be performed. The 
documentation shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

a. Regulation compliance procedures 

b. Method of accountability reporting for waste streams including applicable certificates; e.g., certificates of destruction and disposal, EPA biennial reports 
and state annual reports. 



E G & G Rocky Rats , Inc. 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHMENT 2 

Attachment 2, Page 2 of 12 

Due to the limited space available on the forms, we request that you use a code to identify the "Treatment / Disposal Method" and the "TSD Facility 
Name and Location". The "Treatment / Disposal Method" code will use the letters A through J. The "TSD Facility name and Location" code will 
use the numbers 1 through 15. Please enter the Treatment / disposal methods and the TSD Facility Name and Location in the spaces provided below. 

CODE 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

Treatment / Disposal Method CODE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

TSD Facility Name and Location 
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ATTACHMENT 2 - WASTE DISPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICE PROPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The Subcontractor shall provide treatment and disposal services for the RCRA solid hazardous wastes, TSCA wastes, and CERCLA remediation and non-regulated wastes generated by EG&G RF. 
Following is a list of waste streams currently generated by EG&G RF. The Subcontractor shall accept wastes "as is" with no pre-treatment necessary by EG&G RF e.g., solidification. The Subcontractor 
shall be required to accept waste packed or overpacked in 2 through 90-gallon drums, as well as bulk shipments. EG&G RF will drain all free flowing PCB liquids from each transformer prior to shipment. 
The Subcontractor shall provide waste treatment and disposal services on both a scheduled and emergency basis. The Subcontractor may be required for emergencies to provide disposal services within 
7 calendar days. It is anticipated that one shipment of waste will be made to the Subcontractor every 20 to 90 days, although this is not guaranteed or implied. EG&G RF is assigned four EPA 
identification numbers: CO7890010526, COT000644195, COD983792185, and CA9890090401. 

The Subcontractor shall meet or exceed the Land Disposal Restriction (LDR) treatment standards found in 40 CFR 268, and shall minimize the waste volume. Upon final treatment of waste streams, 
the Subcontractor will supply EG&G RF with analytical results for wastes after treatment and before disposal. The Subcontractor or its subcontractors may be required to accept, for treatment and/or 
disposal, CERCLA wastes generated from sites undergoing remediation. The permitted facility shall accept the CERCLA remediation wastes arriving without an EPA waste code number and shall comply 
with the most current CERCLA Off-Site Policy. 

If a waste stream is approved for multiple waste codes, the Subcontractor shall be required to accept documentation from EG&G RF which specifies only the waste codes that apply to each shipment 
of the waste stream. The Subcontractor shall allow EG&G RF, with prior Subcontractor approval, to add new chemicals to each approved waste stream if the contents and treatment are compatible. 

If and when this service is requested, the attached unit prices shall apply. The quantities and waste streams shown are estimated annual requirements and are in no way guaranteed or implied. Additional 
waste streams may be added subject only to facility permits and licenses and negotiation of unit pricing for each added waste stream. Pricing of added waste streams, including wastes having a "K" EPA 
waste code, shall be comparable to the pricing for similar waste streams included in the following list. 

TRANSPORTATION: 

1. The Subcontractor shall provide the contractor with notice of any traffic violations received within 20 days of receipt. 

2. The Subcontractor will provide the EG&G RF Traffic Department the records and training qualifications of any driver and/or handler upon receipt. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHED PRICE PROPOSAL: 

Quote unit prices in all three columns of drum sizes for every waste stream, even if zero quantity is listed for any waste stream. 

Comply with Attachment O, Pricing Requirements, of this Request for Proposal. 
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ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UHIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDEO TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY NAHE 
AND LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY NAHE 
AND LOCATION 

1 0001,0006, 
0007,0008, 
0039,F001, 
F002.F003, 
F005* 

COMBUSTIBLES 
(UIPES) 
CONTAMINATED WITH 
SOLVENTS, OIL, 
PAINT, ETC. 

105 

2 Fs, F001, 
F002, F003, 
F005, F006, 
F007, F009* 

INORGANIC LAB, 
SAMPLING WASTE, 
SOLID 

3 

3 F001,F002, 
D007.D008* 

MACHINE COOLANTS 20 

4 D008 INORGANIC SOLID 
LEAD RESIDUES 

8 

5 0009 CRUSHED 
FLUORESCENT BLUBS 

42 

6 D009 MERCURY 
CONTAMINATED 
INORGANIC DEBRIS -
SOLID 

11 

7 0009 MERCURY 
CONTAHINATED 
ORGANIC DEBRIS -
SOLID 

1 

8 0009 MERCURY 
CONTAMINATED 
LIQUIDS 

2 

"Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or alt of the specified waste codes. 

•Hay or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

1 0001 FLAMMABLE GAS 1 
2 D002 CORROSIVE LIQUID 4 

3 D007 TOXIC LIOUID 
U/CHROMIUM 

2 6 

4 D007 TOXIC SOLID 
U/CHROMIUH 

5 

5 D007 & D008 TOXIC SOLID 
W/CHROM1UM & LEAD 

8 

6 0007 & 0008 TOXIC LIOUID 
U/CHROMIUM & LEAD 

2 

7 D008 TOXIC LIQUID 
U/LEAD 

4 

8 PETROLEUM OIL 1 2 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 

•Hey or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

1 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY NAME 
AND LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

1 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1 1 - 1 5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6 -10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11 -15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY NAME 
AND LOCATION 

21 0002 CAUSTIC SOLUTIONS 1 

22 F003 INORGANIC SAMPLING 
& LAB WASTE, 
L I O U I D 

1 

23 D003 SMOKE GRENADES 4 

24 OD03 TEAR GAS GRENADES 15 

25 F002 FOAH COMPONENTS 15 

26 D001 , F001, 
F002 

IGNITABLE SOLVENTS 9 

27 0 0 0 1 , 0018 , 
F002* 

GARAGE SOLVENTS 6 

28 F001 , F002, 
F003, F005* 

CLEANING SOLVENTS 3 

29 0001 TONER, PETROLEUM 
D I S T I L L A T E S 

2 

30 0 0 0 1 , F001, 
F002* 

CRANKCASE OIL 80 

31 D001 GASOLINE, WATER 7 

32 D003 HAGNESIUH CHIPS 3 

33 0001 T I T A N I U H CHIPS 1 • 
34 F001 SOLVENT 

CONTAMINATED METAL 
1 

*Items denoted with an aster isk are wastes that may contain any or alt of the specified waste codes. 

•Hay or may not contain D003. 
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I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

HETKOO 

TSD FACILITY NAME 
AND LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11 -15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1 1 - 1 5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

HETKOO 

TSD FACILITY NAME 
AND LOCATION 

9 0001, (F002 , 
F003*) 

PAINT, THINNER, 
SLUDGE 

37 

10 D003 BATTERIES, CELL 
CELL, LEAD ACID 

18 

11 0006 BATTERIES, NICAD, 
ALCAD 

3 

12 D001.D007 CHRONIC ACID, 
SOLID 

5 

13 D003, F009 CYANIDE SOLUTION 3 

14 F001, F002* OIL FILTERS, CRUSH 
GRINDER 

5 

15 D007 OIL FILTERS, 
CRANKCASE 

* 

16 0007 PAINT FILTERS 5 

17 D006, D007, 
DM8, 0018* 

PETROLEUM SPILL 
RESIDUES, SOLID 

51 ' 

18 D001, 
(D007, 
0008, D006, 
0018*) 

GASOLINE SPILL 
RESIDUES, SOLID 

1* 

19 0001 , D007 ELECTROCHEHICAL 
HILLING SLUDGE 

2 

20 0002 ACID SOLUTIONS 3 

' I t e m s denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the spec i f ied waste codes. 

•Hoy or may not contain D003. 
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I TEH 
NO. 

DESCRIPTION i QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE EXTENDED OVERALL PRICE TREATMENT/DISPOSAL METHOD TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND LOCATION 

45 BULK SOLIDS - LDR - NOTE 1 
46 BULK ORGANIC DEBRIS 

CONTAMINATED WITH VARIOUS D 
CODES EXCLUDING D004.D009 

- NOTE 1 

47 HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF DRUHS 
USED AS OVERPACK DRUHS AND NOT 
CONTAINING LEAKAGE (5-90 GAL. 
SIZES) 

48 HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF DRUHS 
USED AS OVERPACK DRUHS AND 
CONTAINING LEAKAGE (5-90 GAL. 
SIZES) 

NOTE 1 - Pricing for bulk shipments in excess of 1 ton shat I be negotiated on a case-by-case basis. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY NAME 
AND LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY NAME 
AND LOCATION 

35 D006, D011* INORGANIC SOLID 
RESIDUES 

9 

36 D001, D002, 
F002, F003, 
F005 

SCINTILLATION 
COCKTAIL 

5 

37 ASBESTOS 6 
38 PCB DIELECTRIC 

FLUID 
10 

39 PCB CONTAMINATED 
WATER, FLUID 

1 

40 PCB INORGAINIC 
SOLID DEBRIS 

7 

41 PCB CAPACITORS, 
BALLASTS 

3 

42 NON-REGULATED 
LIQUIDS 

457 

43 NON-REGULATED 
SOLIDS, HISC 

15 

44 TEAR GAS 
EXTINGUISHERS 

1 

"Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or alt of the specified woste codes. 
•Hoy or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF DRUHS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

EXTENDED PRICE BY DR 
LAB PACKS 

JH SIZE TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 
DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

JH SIZE TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 
DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
ORUH 

1 1 -
20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
ORUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
ORUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
ORUH 

201 0001 HISC LAB PACKS. 
EX CHEHS. LIQUID 

15 

202 D002 HISC LAB PACKS. 
EX CHEHS, LIQUID 

4 

203 Ps a Us* HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CHEHS. LIQUID 

2 

204 D004-D011* HISC LAB PACKS. 
EX CHEHS, LIQUID 

1 

205 0001, (FOOl. 
F002, F003. 
F005*) 

HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CHEHS. LIQUID 

2 

208 0001 , 0002 HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CHEHS, LIQUID 

1 * 

207 D001, (D004-
0011, Fs, Ps , & 
Us") 

HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CHEHS, LIQUID 

2 

208 FOOl, F002, 
F003. F005* 

HISC LAB PACKS, • 
EX CHEHS, LIQUID 

1 

209 D002, (0004-
D011*) 

HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CHEHS, LIQUID 

1 

210 D001 HISC LAB PACKS. 
EX CHEHS. SOLID 

2 

211 0003 HISC LAB PACKS,' 
EX CHEHS. SOLID 

1 

'Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

+Hay or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES DESCRIPTION TOTAL WEIGHT Op MATERIAL IN KILOGRAMS DISPOSAL PRICE PER KILOGRAM 

IN SHIPMENT WEIGHT 
EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 

DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES DESCRIPTION 

149 
KQ. 

100-180 
KO. 

ZOO-
ZOO 
KQ. 

300. 
400 
KG. 

600-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KO. 

1-09 
KO. 

100-
109 
KG. 

ZOO-
ZOO 
KG. 

300-
409 
KG. 

500-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KQ. 

1-09 
KG. 

100-
109 
KG. 

200-
299 
KG. 

300-
409 
KG. 

500-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KG. 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

48 PCS POLYCHLOPJNATED BIPHENYL 
BALLASTS/CAPACITORS <4 KQ. 

100 kg. 

SO pea POLYCHLOPJNATED BIPHENYL 
BALLASTS/CAPACITORS >4 KQ. AQEO 
<27S DAYS 

100 kg. 

51 PCS POLYCHLOPJNATED BIPHENYL 
BALLASTS/CAPACTTCflS >4 KG. AGED 
275-335 DAYS 

52 PCS POLYCHLOPJNATEO BIPHENYL 
BAILASTS/CAPACITORS >4 KQ. AQED 
330-305 DAYS 

53 PCO POLYCHLORINATEO BIPHENYL 
BALLASTS/CAPACITORS >4 KQ. AQED 
>W5DAYS 

M PC8 DRAINED PCB XFMER <50O ppm AGED 
<275 DAYS 

300 kg. 

SS PCB DRAINED PCB XFMER <600 ppm AQED 
278-335 DAYS 

SO PCO DRAINED PCB XFMER <500 ppm AQED 
330-305 OAYS 

i 

57 pea ORQANIC DEBRIS (NONRCRA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH PCB» AQEO 
>3S5 DAYS (SOURCE-XFMER WITH 
<500ppm) 

•Items denoted ulth an asterisk ore uastes thot may contain any or oil of the specified uaste codes. 
•Hay or nay not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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DISPOSAL OF LECTURE CYLINDERS 

ITEM 
NO. 

DESCRIPTION QUANTITY OF CYLINDERS UNIT PRICE OF TOTAL PRICE OVERALL 
TOTAL PRICE 
FOR 3 SIZES 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSOFAOUTY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

DESCRIPTION 

SMAU. SIZE MEO. SIZE LARGE SIZE SMALL SIZE MED. SIZE LARGE SIZE SMALL SIZE MED. SIZE LARGE SIZE 

OVERALL 
TOTAL PRICE 
FOR 3 SIZES 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSOFAOUTY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

301 FIAMMABIES/NONFLAMMABLES • CYLINDER 

302 POISONS-CYLINDER 

303 CORROSIVES • CYLINDER 

304 FREONS-CYLINDER 

305 SILANES/PYROPHORICS . CYLINDER 

300 TOXICS - CYLINDER 

307 OXIDIZERS .CYLINDER 

303 ACETYLENE -CYLINDER 

NOTE: Pricing for Lecture cylinders ossuacs that cylinder and valve ore in good and working condition. 

TOTAL PRICE YEAR 1 - (PACES 3 - 15) 

TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 2 INCLUDING X ESCALATION* 

TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 3 INCLUDING X ESCALATION* 

TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 4 INCLUDING X ESCALATION* 

TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 5 INCLUDING X ESCALATION* 

*For year 2 through 5, the quoted escalation percentage, i f any, 6holl determine the 
total price as uel l as the p r i c e of individual items numbers 1 through 308 l i s t e d . 
The escalation percentage, i f any, for each year shall be applied to the pr ior 
year's price to calculate t h e price for each year. 

COMPANY 

SIGNATURE 

A. ON A SEPARATE PAQE.PLEASE PROVIDE SIZE SPECIFICATIONS FOR SMALL, MEDIUM, AND LARGE LECTURE CYLINDERS AND OTHER SPECIFICS. 

a ON A SEPARATE PAGE, DESCRIBE EXCEPTIONS OB NOTES APPLICABLE TO TTEMS I THROUGH 309. PROVIDE TME TTEM NUMBER TO WHICH EACH NOTE REFERS. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF DRUMS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

EXTENDED PRICE BY DRUM SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 
DRUH SIZES 

TREATMENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 
DRUH SIZES 

TREATMENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1 1 -
20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 1 -
55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

212 0004-0011* HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CHEHS. SOLID 

1 

213 D001, ( 0 0 0 4 -
0011. Ps & U s * ) 

HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CHEHS, SOLID 

1 

214 0004-D011, F s * HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CKEHS, SOLID 

1 

215 Ps & Us* HISC LAB PACKS, 
EX CHEHS, SOLID 

1 

216 D001 AEROSOL CANS, 
FLAHHABLE 

2 

217 F001, F002. 
F005* 

AEROSOL CANS, 
SOLVENTS 

2 

218 D001 ALUMINUM NITRATE 4 

219 UOSO HETHYLENE 
CHLORIDE 

1 

220 0002 GLOBRITE 405 1 . 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 
+May or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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Attachment 3, Page 2 of 2 

1. Profile 

2. Full Characterization EA 

YEAR 1 

PRICE PROPOSAL 

YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 

Units 

Estimated 
Yearly 

Ouantltv 
Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit Extended 
Price Price 

EA i $ 1 i i J $ i J i 

EA $ $ $ i i i $ i $ i 

Page Total 

Provide a descript ion here of what this sample evaluation service Includes: 

Signature 

Company 



EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 

Attachment 3, Page 1 of 2 

ATTACHMENT 3 - SAMPLE EVALUATION 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICE PROPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The Subcontractor may be required to provide sample evaluation for the purpose of preshipment verification of hazardous waste. The evaluation process shall include 
all tasks necessary to provide approval or denial for waste streams up to and including some characterizations. 

The Subcontractor may be required to provide trained personnel to perform sampling operations work at the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP). The Subcontractor shall travel 
to EG&G RF and properly sample and package for transport to an EPA approved lab for analysis. 

The Subcontractor, on a normal basis, shall evaluate waste streams for approval or denial within 45 calendar days of receipt from EG&G RF of the profile data and 
representative sample. 

In the case of an emergency or compliance issue the subcontractor shall evaluate waste streams for approval or denial within 7 calendar days of receipt of the waste stream 
data sheet (and waste stream sample) from EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 

If and when this service is requested, the attached unit prices shall apply. The quantities and waste streams shown are estimated annual requirements and are in no way 
guaranteed or implied. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHED PRICE PROPOSAL: 

Comply with Attachment O, Pricing Requirements, of this Request for Proposal. 
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EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 
Attachment 4, Page 2 of 4 

4. Subcontractor shall follow all EG&G RF Integrated Work Control Packages rules and instructions while at the facilities. 

5. The Subcontractor shall provide EG&G with any special requirements of individual waste disposal sites and/or lab pack wastes. The Subcontractor shall ensure 
that drums are labeled as required by RCRA and DOT regulations. Subcontractor shall be responsible for citations and fines levied due to its negligence in 
packaging, labeling, and marking, etc. 

6. The packing operations shall be conducted in a manner which minimizes the possibility of container breakage or spills. In case of container breakage or spills 
by the Subcontractor, the Subcontractor is responsible for the costs incurred by EG&G RF for clean up and disposal of waste generated. In addition, if any leaks, 
spills, fires, explosions, or other undesirable effects of a chemical release results from the activities of the Subcontractor, the Subcontractor is responsible for 
remediation costs incurred by EG&G RF. 

7. If PCB wastes are involved, the Subcontractor shall handle, pack, and/or label the wastes as required by TSCA, RCRA, and applicable state and local regulations. 
The Subcontractor shall ensure that the EG&G RF receives a Certificate of Destruction for the PCB wastes within specified time limits in TSCA regulations. 

8. The Subcontractor shall assist EG&G RF, if requested, with the handling and loading of drums of waste. 

Self Lab Pack Operations: 

1. The Subcontractor shall be required to accept for disposal drums which are lab packed by EG&G RF with off-site direction provided by the Subcontractor. The 
Subcontractor shall determine and provide prior acceptance approval for each lab pack item based on generator waste characterizations and MSDSs, if appropriate, 
provided by EG&G RF. 

2. The Subcontractor shall provide packing lists and a list of shipping names to EG&G R F within 21 calendar days of receipt of the generator waste characterizations 
and MSDSs, if appropriate. The Subcontractor shall not include on the packing lists lab pack items that it does not approve. EG&G RF shall pack and manifest 
each lab pack drum by following the provided packing lists and shipping names. 

3. All of the other requirements listed in this Attachment 4 shall also apply to the Subcontractor for self lab pack operations. 



EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 
Attachment 4, Page 1 of 4 

ATTACHMENT 4 - LAB PACK 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICE PROPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The Subcontractor may be required to provide trained personnel to perform lab pack work at EG&G RF. The Subcontractor shall travel to EG&G RF to properly classify 
and package, for transport to a disposal facility, excess laboratory chemicals, lecture cylinders, and process waste as identified in Attachment 2. The Subcontractor shall 
set up classification and packaging stations at various locations throughout EG&G RF. Subcontractor may be required to perform Lab Packing services at EG&G RF 
facilities at Oxnard, CA and Rocky Flats Plant, Denver, and Broomfield, CO. Lab packs are priced in Attachment 2. 

The Subcontractor shall provide lab packing services on both a scheduled and emergency basis. The Subcontractor may be required to provide lab pack personnel within 
20 calendar days of EG&G RF's request and, for emergencies, within 7 calendar days of request. 

Subcontractor personnel shall provide all technical expertise for the lab packing, categorization of waste streams, packing material and preparation of documents necessary 
for shipping. 

The Subcontractor shall collect costs separately for work at each lab pack location, and provide separate line items on invoices. 

Lab Pack Operations: 

1. Approval, packing and transportation shall be completed by the Subcontractor within 65 days of EG&G RF initial request for service. 

2. The Subcontractor shall give prior acceptance approval for each waste stream based on generator waste characterizations and MSDSs, if appropriate, provided 
by EG&G RF. Subcontractor shall not have the option of rejecting any contents of any drums that are packed in accordance with the packing list approved by 
the Subcontractor. The Subcontractor shall reimburse EG&G RF for any costs incurred as a result of Subcontractor rejection of waste that it has approved for 
shipment. 

3. Subcontractor shall base the packing lists on the compatibility of the wastes and not on drum size. However, drum size may be as large as 85-gaIlons. 
Subcontractor shall not have the option to limit drum sizes. 



EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 
Attachment 4, Page 3 of 4 

Additional Requirements: 

The Subcontractor will be reimbursed for meals and lodging while in travel status in accordance with FAR 31.205-46 or Contractor waivers thereof approved prior to 
travel. (Copies of FAR 31-205-46 and Waivers are available on request.) For the purposes of this agreement, daily meal and lodging reimbursements will be made as 
follows: 

Meals Lodging 
Denver, CO $ 34.00 $ 74.00 
Golden, CO $34.00 $74.00 . 
Oxnard, CA $ 34.00 $100.00 
Broomfield, CO $34.00 $61.00 

Miscellaneous materials used in providing lab pack services will be reimbursed at actual expenses. 

Labor costs will be computed by multiplying the appropriate hourly rate quoted in Attachment 4 by the number of direct labor hours actually expended at the work site 
in performance of the work scope. Billable labor hours shall begin when Subcontractor personnel arrive at EG&G RF facilities and end upon departure, excluding 1/2 
hour for lunch. Invoices must not include travel time, including travel to and from the EG&G RF facilities. 

All labor will be performed based on five eight-hour days, unless otherwise requested by EG&G RF. , 

Subcontractor personnel shall comply with Environmental, Safety and Health Requirements for Subcontractors (Enclosure 8, Draft - Rocky Flats Plant Health & Safety 
Plan and Enclosure 11, EG&G Rocky Flats-Oxnard Facility General Safety & Security Rules for Contractors & Subcontractors) while located at EG&G RF facilities. 
Personnel shall not eat, drink, smoke, or chew gum or tobacco in the work areas. 

All Subcontractor personnel that work at EG&G RF locations shall be required to be U.S. citizens. 

If and when this service is requested, the attached unit prices shall apply. The attached list shows estimated annual quantities of services the Subcontractor may be 
required to provide. The quantities are in no way guaranteed or implied. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHED PRICE PROPOSAL: 

Comply with Attachment O, Pricing Requirements, of this Request for Proposal. 



EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 
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Estimated 
Yearly 

Units Quantity 
Unit 
Price 

YEAR 1 

Extended 
Price 

YEAR g 

Unit . Extended 
Pr ice Price 

Unit 
Price 

YEAR 3 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

YEAR 4 

Extended 
Pr ice 

Unit 
Price 

YEAR 5 

Mobilization and Demobilization 
(Includes a l l costs prior to 
arriving at EG&G RF and after 
departing from EG&G RF). 

Lot 

Personnel Price 
Project Manager Hrs. J i i $ i $ i i i i 

Chemist Hrs. t i i i i J t t i i 

Technician Hrs. i i i t i $ t i i i 

Personnel t ravel expen se while Day i i t t i $ t i i i 
at EBK RF. (Per diem for each 

person while In t r a v e l status). 

Personnel protect ive safety gear 
for each person. 

Day 

Support vehicle dur ing 
performance of the work. 

Day 

Provide o f f - s i t e d i rect ion and 
packing l is ts /sh ipping names 

for self-lab packing (drum size 
w i l l vary from 5 t o 55 gallons). 

Drum 

Page Total 

Signature 

Company 
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PRICE PROPOSAL 

Estimated 
Yearly 

Item Quant itv Unit 

YEAR 1 

Description 
Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

YEAR 2 

Un i t 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

YEAR 3 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

YEAR 4 YEAR 5 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

EA Initial delivery of 20-cubic 
yard gondola box and/or 
storage transfer tank to EG&G RF. 

EA Pickup and transportation of 
loaded gondola box and/or 
storage transfer tank and 
drop of another box and/or 
storage transfer tank for use. 

3. Day Rental of gondola box and/or 
storage transfer tank during 
f i l l operations at EG&G RF. 

Page Total 

Signature 

Company 
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EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. 
Attachment 5, Page 1 of 2 

ATTACHMENT 5 - GONDOLA BOXES/AND OR STORAGE TRANSFER TANKS 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICE PROPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The Subcontractor may be required to provide gondola boxes, tote tanks, or other containers to facilitate the acumulation and disposal of bulk wastes from EG&G RF 
facilities. After the intitial delivery of the box(s), tank(s), or other bulk accumulation container(s) to the facility, the Subcontractor, upon request, shall pick up the 
container full of hazardous waste to be shipped and replace it with an equivalent empty container, or shall pump or otherwise pickup the contents of the full container. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHED PRICE PROPOSAL: 

Comply with Attachment O, Pricing Requirements, of this Request for Proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT O 

PRICING REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO ALL EG&G M&O PRICE PROPOSAL ATTACHMENTS 

The pricing quoted by the offeror in Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,10,12,13,14, 15, 17,18,19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25, shall be valid until subcontract awards (anticipated by August 
2,1993. Upon awards, the successful Subcontractors prices quoted shall remain fixed for the term of the subcontract 

Quantities and waste sueams shown in Atuchments 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,10,12,13,14,15,17,18,19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25 are estimated annual requirements. EG&G M&O's assume 
no liability if the actual requirements under the Subcontract do not equal or are grossly disproportionate to the estimates set forth herein. The Subcontractor will not be entitled to 
any equitable adjustment or additional compensation if the actual quantities do not meet the estimates. EG&G M&O's are only obligated to order their actual requirements within 
the scope of the Subcontract. 

There is no guarantee that the quantity of waste or the number of Task Orders issued will be substantially equal between Subcontractors. Furthermore, EG&G M&O's assume no 
liability for any degree of variation in quantity. The estimates shown herein are based on data provided by each EG&G M&O. The Subcontractor assumes all risk in relying on the 
quantity estimates to set proposal prices. 

Payment to the Subcontractor shall be made for actual quantities based on the firm-fixed unit prices provided by the Subcontractor in Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,13,14, 
15,17,18,19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25. 

The firm-fixed unit prices provided by the offerors in Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,10, 12,13,14, 15, 17,18,19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25 shall include offerors responsibility for all 
testing and documentation required beyond EG&G M&O's responsibilities. EG&G M&O's responsibilities include: 1) EG&G M&O's shall provide profile data for each waste 
stream according to regulatory requirements specified by 40 CFR 262.11, 40 CFR 264.13, and/or 40 CFR 265.13, as applicable, and 2) EG&G M&O's shall make payment to the 
Subcontractor for sample analysis according to Attachments 3, 8,13,18, and 23. 

The prices quoted by the successful Subcontractor in Attachments 2, 7, 12, 17, and 22 shall apply to the specified disposal methods for each waste stream, unless a regulatory change 
requires a change in the disposal method specified in Attachments 2, 7,12,17, and 22. In that event, pricing will be negotiated by the EG&G M&O. 

The prices quoted by the offerors in Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,13,14, 15,17, 18,19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25 shall be inclusive of all applicable taxes and all 
transportation/freight costs. 
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EG&G Idaho, Inc. 

c Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 

d. Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) 
e. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 

f. Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA), 

g. Occupational, Safety and Health Act (OSHA), particularly 29 CFR §1910.120 (Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response) and 1910.1000 (Hazard Communications) 
and/or Mine Safety and Health Act (MSHA) 

h. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) 

i. State and local environmental, safety and health regulations and statutes enacted in the state of residence of each Subcontractor facility doing business. 

The Subcontractor shall provide EG&G Idaho, within 20 days of violation notice, any and all DOT, environmental, OSHA, and governmental agency Notices of Violation received by all the 
facilities involved in providing services under this subcontract. In addition, this requirement shall apply through final disposition to all facilities to which waste is subcontracted. 

The Subcontractor shall provide, upon request, all required environmental permits and authorizations including, but not limited to, the following: 

a. Air quality permits 

b. Water discharge permits, e.g., National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 

c. RCRA Part A and/or Part B permits (or applications, if the permits have not yet been approved) 

d. Authority to accept CERCLA remediation wastes 

e. Authority to accept TSCA wastes, and 

f. Other permits required by state or local agencies. 

Except as otherwise directed by EG&G Idaho, the successful Subcontractor shall provide evidence of all necessary permits, authorizations, or licenses. The successful Subcontractor shall 
provide copies of permit amendments within 20 days of amendment receipt. The Subcontractor shall abide by all applicable laws, regulations, and ordinances of the United States and the 
state and political subdivision where the work shall be performed. 
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ATTACHMENT 21 
HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT/DISPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. (EG&G Idaho), a prime M&O contractor for the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE-ID), is seeking a firm to provide hazardous waste transportation, treatment and 
disposal services to the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The Subcontractor shall provide the services described in Attachments 21 through 25. 

Attachment 22 lists RCRA solid and hazardous and TSCA regulated waste streams currently generated by INEL operations. EG&G Idaho reserves its right to determine the quantity, if 
any, of each waste stream listed in Attachment 22 that shall be included in this subcontract. Additional waste streams may be added subject only to Subcontractor's permits and licenses and 
negotiation of unit pricing for each added waste stream. Pricing of added waste streams shall be comparable to the pricing for similar waste streams listed in Attachment 22. 

The Subcontractor shall treat and/or dispose of at least 50% of the annual waste shipments at their own facilities unless granted prior written approval on a case-by-case basis from EG&G 
Idaho to subcontract more than 50% of the total waste volume. The total number of facilities utilized under this subcontract shall not exceed ten unless approved by EG&G Idaho prior to 
disposal. If more than one company is involved in the work performance, only one firm shall act as the Subcontractor. The Subcontractor shall obtain separate written approvals from 
EG&G Idaho for each firm to which it desires to subcontract or dispose any portion of this subcontract, prior to involving each firm in work performance. 

The Subcontractor shall be responsible for administering all of the transactions of the subcontract, including invoicing, and to interact solely with EG&G Idaho. EG&G Idaho will pay 
invoices from only the Subcontractor. 

All materials submitted to the Subcontractor shall be completely treated, stored and disposed of within the continental United States. 

The Subcontractor shall be responsible for the cost of all testing and documentation required beyond EG&G Idaho's responsibilities which shall be: 1) EG&G Idaho shall provide profile 
data for each waste stream according to the regulatory requirements specified by 40 CFR 262.11, 40 CFR 264.13, and/or 40 CFR 265.13, as applicable, and 2) EG&G Idaho shall make 
payment to the Subcontractor for sample analysis according to Attachment 23. The testing and documentation referenced in this requirement shall include present and future regulatory and 
Subcontractor requirements for testing and documentation. 

Disposal of any materials residual to the waste treatment/disposal process shall be in accordance with all applicable environmental, safety, and health statutes and regulations. The 
Subcontractor shall conduct operations in an environmentally safe and sound manner and in compliance with the applicable environmental, safety, and health statutes, regulations, and 
standards. Specifically, these include, but are not limited to, amended regulatory requirements promulgated under the: 

a. Clean Water Act (CWA) 

b. Clean Air Act (CAA) 
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9. The Subcontractor shall provide documentation by which the required hazardous waste transportation, treatment and disposal services shall be performed. The documentation shall include, 
but not be limited to, the following: 

a. Regulation compliance procedures 

b. Method of accountability reporting for waste streams including applicable certificates; e.g., certificates of destruction and disposal, EPA biennial reports and state annual reports. 

c. A tracking method describing how the waste streams will be accounted for from the point of acceptance to the point of final disposition. Waste streams may be shipped by the 
Subcontractor, or may be shipped by a common carrier approved by EG&G Idaho. 

d. The packaging and transportation of material qualifying as hazardous material under 49 CFR must be in accordance with 49 CFR Parts 100 through 177 and 383 through 399. 
EG&G Idaho retains the right to audit functions and files pertaining to packaging and transportation. 

10. The Subcontractor shall supply certificates of destruction/disposal for each waste stream manifested to their TSDF by their company to another company within 30 days of 
destruction/disposal. The certiflcates of destruction/disposal shall include: the manifest number, facility waste acceptance approval number relating to the waste stream that was disposed of 
(for subcontracted items, these numbers shall be provided for each facility until final disposition); the EPA waste codes for the waste stream; the weight/volume of the waste stream 
destroyed/disposed of; the name, owner and address of the disposal facility; and the signature of a responsible company official. 

11. The Subcontractor shall maintain the appropriate insurance policies and coverages as specified by federal, state, and local regulations and provide evidence thereof. 

12. Transfer of hazardous waste title and responsibility to the Subcontractor follows subcontract award and inventory transfer. This includes, but is not limited to, the responsibilities associated 
with environmental regulations. This transfer of title and responsibility will be handled in a manner acceptable to standard industry and government practices and policies. 

13. EG&G Idaho and/or its designee shall have the right to inspect the facilities, records, and operations of the Subcontractor and lower-tier Subcontractors. These inspections shall be 
conducted at such time and in such manner as deemed appropriate by all involved parties. 
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The Subcontractor shall provide transportation service within seven calendar days of request by EG&G Idaho. 

Shipments shall be F.O.B. origin. Transfer of title for each shipment shall occur when the loaded transporter vehicle leaves the INEL facilities. The Subcontractor shall be responsible for 
compliance with environmental, safety and health regulations for each shipment starting at the time of vehicle loading. 

The Subcontractor will coordinate with EG&G Idaho Traffic Management. The Subcontractor shall acquire the necessary permits. 

If and when this service is requested, the attached unit prices shall apply. The quantities and waste streams shown are estimated annual requirements and are in no way guaranteed or implied. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHED PRICE PROPOSAL: 

Quote unit prices in all three columns of drum sizes for every waste stream, even if zero quantity is listed for any waste stream. 

Comply with Attachment O., Pricing Requirements, of this Request for Proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT 22 - WASTE DISPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICE PROPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The Subcontractor shall provide treatment and disposal services for the RCRA solid and hazardous wastes, TSCA wastes, and CERCLA remediation wastes generated by the INEL. Following is a 
list of waste streams currently generated by the INEL. The Subcontractor shall accept wastes "as is" with no pre-treatment necessary by EG&G Idaho, e.g., solidification. The Subcontractor shall be 
required to accept waste packed or overpacked in 2 through 90-gallon drums, as well as bulk shipments. EG&G Idaho will drain all free flowing PCB liquids from each transformer prior to 
shipment. It is anticipated that one shipment of waste will be made to the Subcontractor every 20 to 90 days, although this is not guaranteed or implied. EG&G Idaho is presently assigned the 
following EPA identification numbers: INEL-ID 4890008952, U.S. DOE - INEL Research Center-ID6890190089, and U.S. DOE INEL Willow Creek BIdg.-ID9890000103. 

The Subcontractor shall meet or exceed the Land Disposal Restriction (LDR) treatment standards found in 40 CFR 268, and shall minimize the waste volume. The Subcontractor or its 
subcontractors may be required to accept, for treatment and/or disposal, CERCLA wastes generated from sites undergoing remediation. The permitted facility shall accept the CERCLA 
remediation wastes arriving without an EPA waste code number and shall comply with the most current CERCLA Off-Site Policy. 

If a waste stream is approved for multiple waste codes, the Subcontractor shall be required to accept documentation from EG&G which specifies only the waste codes that apply to each shipment of 
the waste stream. The Subcontractor shall allow EG&G, with prior Subcontractor approval, to add new chemicals to each approved waste stream if the contents and treatment are compatible. 

If and when this service is requested, the attached unit prices shall apply. The quantities and waste streams shown are estimated annual requirements and are in no way guaranteed or implied. 
Additional waste streams may be added subject only to facility permits and licenses and negotiation of unit pricing for each added waste stream. Pricing of added waste streams, including wastes 
having a "K" EPA waste code, shall be comparable to the pricing for similar waste streams included in the following list. 

TRANSPORTATION 

The Subcontractor shall be responsible for transportation from the INEL and locations in Idaho Falls, Idaho to their disposal site or other disposal areas as necessary to provide for proper handling 
of all hazardous wastes. The INEL is located 50 miles west of Idaho Falls, Idaho. The Subcontractor shall provide trucks which must be capable of hauling in one load a minimum of 85 drums that 
are 55-gallon size. 
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I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUHS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1 1 - 1 5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

1 D0O5-O00B*. 
0 1 0 - 0 0 1 1 * 

NEUTRAL SOLIDS 
WITH 0 HETALS 

7 

2 CORROSIVE SOLIDS 9 

3 D002, (D004-
0 0 1 1 ) * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

19 

4 0 0 0 2 , ( 0 0 0 5 , 
D007,D008, 
O O I O . D O I D * 

ACID LIQUIDS KITH 
D HETALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

3 

5 0 0 0 2 , 
(D005-DOO8, 
D 0 1 0 , D 0 1 D * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

24 

6 D002, 
( 0 0 0 4 - 0 0 0 8 , 
0 0 1 0 , 0 0 1 1 ) * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

8 

7 0002 , 
( D 0 0 5 - D 0 1 D * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D KETALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

9 

8 (D004-D011) * NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUOGES) 

1 

. 

"Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified uaste codes. 

•Hay or may not contain D003. 



E G & G Idaho, Inc. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHMENT 22 - 25 

Attachment 22, Page 3 of 39 

Due to the limited apace available on the forms, we request that you use a code to identify the "Treatment / Disposal Method" and the "TSD 
Facility Name and Location". The "Treatment / Disposal Method" code will use the letters A through J. The "TSD Facility name and Location" 
code will use the numbers 1 through 15-. Please enter the Treatment / disposal methods and the TSD Facility Name and Location in the spaces 
provided below. 

CODE 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

Treatment / Disposal Method CODE 
1 
2 
3 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

TSD Facility Name and Location 



EG&G IDAHO, I N C . 
Attachment 22, P*o« 6 OOO 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

HETHOO 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRIM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

2 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11 -15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

HETHOO 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

15 0002,(0005-
D008,D010, 
0011)* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
WITH D METALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

16 0002,(0004-
0008,0010, 
0011)* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

17 0002(D005-
0011)* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

18 0002,(0004-
0011)*, 
(F001-F005)* 

ACID LIQUIDS UITH 
D HETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

19 

III 

ACID LIQUIDS UITH 
D KETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

20 0002,(0005-
0008, DO10, 
D011)*(F001-
F005)* 

ACID LIQUIDS UITH 
D KETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (UEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

. 

*Items denoted with an asterisk are uastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 
•Hoy or may not contain D003. 



•r % 

EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
i 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1 1 - 1 5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

ZO 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11 -15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

9 (D005.D007, 
D008.D01O, 
D011)« 

NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D METALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

7 

10 ( 0 0 0 5 - 0 0 0 8 , 
D010, D 0 1 D * 

NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D METALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

87 

11 (D004-D008, 
D01O, D 0 1 1 ) * 

NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D METALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

3 

12 (D005 -D011 ) * NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
UITH 0 METALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

12 

13 0 0 0 2 , ( 0 0 0 4 -
0 0 1 1 ) * 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
UITH 0 METALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

1 

14 0 0 0 2 , ( D 0 0 5 , 
D007, D008, 
0 0 1 0 , 0 0 1 1 ) * 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
UITH D METALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

3 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

+Hoy or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachmwit Q , P»o> S Of M 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUHS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1 1 - 1 5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

27 NON REGULATED 
LIQUIDS 

8 

28 D002 INORGANIC ACIDS 
< 1 , 0 0 0 ppm 
ORGANICS (NEW OR 
SPENT SOLUTIONS, 
HN03,HCL,H2S04) 

6 

29 D002 CAUSTIC LIQUIDS ' 
(NEU OR SPENT 
CAUSTICS OR 
SOLUTIONS, HaOH 
KOH Na3PD4) 

10 

30 D001 IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) <10X 
SLUDGE 

17 

31 D001 IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) >10X 
SLUDGE 

32 D001.D002 IGNITABLE 
CORROSIVE LIQUIDS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) <10% 
SLUDGE 

3 

• 

•Items denoted with on asterisk are uastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 

•Hay or may not contain D003. 



EG&G IDAHO, I N C . 
Attachnjent 22, P«g« 7 Of 30 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SI2E EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1 1 - 1 5 
G A L . 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

21 D002,(DOO4-
0008, D 0 1 0 , 
D 0 1 1 ) * ( F 0 0 1 -
F00S)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
0 KETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

22 0 0 0 2 , ( 0 0 0 5 -
0 0 1 1 ) * ( F 0 0 1 -
F005)* 

ACID LIOUIDS WITH 
D METALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

23 0 0 0 2 , ( D 0 0 5 , 
D007,D008, 
0 0 1 0 , D 0 1 1 ) * , 
F 0 0 1 - F 0 0 5 ) * , 
(D018 -D043 ) * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D METALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

24 

utt 

ACID LIOUIDS WITH 
D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

25 0 0 0 2 , ( 0 0 0 4 -
0008, 0 0 1 0 , 
D 0 1 1 ) * ( F 0 0 1 -
FO05)* , (DO18-
0043 ) * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

26 0002 , (D005 -
0011 ) * ( F 0 0 1 -
F 0 0 5 > * , ( 0 0 1 8 -
0 0 4 3 ) * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

*!terns denoted with on asterisk arc wastes that may contain any or all of the speci f ied waste codes. 

+Hoy or may not contain D003. 



EG&.G IDAHO, INC. 
Attidinwnt 22. P«o« 10 Of 30 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1 1 - 1 5 
G A L . 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1 1 - 1 5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1 - 5 
G A L . 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

41 D001, (D004-
0 0 0 8 , D010, 
0 0 1 1 ) * 

IGHITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH 0 KETALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

42 0 0 0 1 , ( 0 0 0 5 -
0 0 1 1 ) * 

IGHITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D KETALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

43 D001, (D005-
D011>* 

IGK1TABLE L IQUIDS 
WITH D KETALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

44 D 0 0 1 , ( F 0 0 1 -
F005>* 

IGHITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
<10X SLUDGE 

44 

45 0001 .CF001 -
F005 ) * 

IGHITABLE L IQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
>10X SLUDGE 

19 

46 D 0 0 1 , ( F 0 0 1 -
F 0 0 5 ) * , ( 0 0 1 8 -
0043) 

I GUI TABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
AND TC ORGAN ICS 
<10X SLUDGE 

4 

47 D 0 0 1 , ( F 0 0 1 -
F 0 0 5 ) * , 
( 0 0 1 8 - 0 0 4 3 ) * 

IGHITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
AND TC ORGANI CS 
>10X SLUDGE 

2 

• 

Mtems denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l t of the specified waste codes. 

•Hay or may not contain 0003. 

PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, I N C . 
Attachment 22, P«Q« 0 Of OO 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
ORUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

33 D001.D002 IGNITABLE 
CORROSIVE LIQUIDS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) >10X 
SLUDGE 

34 0001,(0004-
0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D METALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

6 

35 D001,(D004-
0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D METALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

36 0001,(0005, 
0007,D008, 
D010.0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D METALS 
<10% SLUDGE 

37 0001,(0005, 
0007,0008, 
0010,0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D METALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

1 
1 

38 D001,(D005-
D008, 0010, 
0011)* 

IGHITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

1 

39 0001,(0005-
0008, D010, 
D01D* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

40 0001,(0004-
0008, D010, 
D01D* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

1 

*ltems denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or ell of the specified waste codes. 
•Hoy or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Atuchlmnt 22, P«o« 12 W 30 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-S 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

54 0001,(0005-
001D* (F001-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D METALS AND 
F SOLVENTS <10X 
SLUDGE 

55 D001,(D005-
0011)* (F001-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH 0 HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS >10X 
SLUDGE 

56 D001,(0005, 
D007,D008, 
0010,0011)*, 
(F001-F005)*, 
(0018-0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS <10X 
SLUDGE 

17 

57 illli 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS >10X 
SLUDGE 

5 

58 0001,(0005-
0008, 0010, 
D011)*(F001-
F005)*(D018-
0043)* 

IGHITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS <10X 
SLUDGE 

59 lllll 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS >10X 
SLUDGE 

*Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain ony or alt of the specified waste codes. 
•Hay or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, I N C . 
Attachment 22, P»o« 11 Of 39 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUHS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY ORUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
ORUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

48 0001,(0005, 
0007,0008, 
DOIO.DOU)*, 
(F001-F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
AND TC ORGANICS 
<10X SLUDGE 

7 

49 

fil
l IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 

UITH F SOLVENTS 
AND TC ORGANICS 
>10X SLUDGE 

8 

50 0001,(0005-
0008,0010, 
D01DVF001-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS <10X 
SLUDGE 

51 0001,(0005-
D008, D010, 
D011)*(F001-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS >10X 
SLUDGE 

52 D001,(D004-
D008, D010, 
D011)*(F0D1-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS <10% 
SLUDGE 

' 

53 D001,(D004-
0008, D010, 
D011)*(F001-
F005>* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D KETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS >10X 
SLUDGE 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes thot may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

+Hoy or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 



EG&.G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, P<g> 14 Of 30 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

66 VARIOUS F,U,P 
CODES* (D004-
0043)* 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 

67 VARIOUS F,U,P 
COOES*,(DOOS, 
0007,0008)*, 
(D010-D043)* 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 

68 VARIOUS F,U,P 
CO0ES*CD005-
D008)*, D010-
D043>* 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 

69 VARIOUS F,U,P 
CO0ES*<D0M-
0008)*, (D010-
D043)* 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 

70 VARIOUS F,U,P 
CO0ES*(DO05-
D0 « ) * 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 

71 (D004-D011)* INORGANIC DEBRIS 
UITH D HETALS 

72 (P005.D007, 
D00S,DO1O, 
D'OID* 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 
UITH D HETALS 

3 
• 

73 (0005-D008, 
D010, D011)* 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D HETALS 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

+Hay or may not contain D003. 
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EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, P«a» 13 0138 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

60 0001,(0004-
0008, D010, 
D011)*(F001-
F005)*(D018-
D043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS <10X 
SLUDGE 

1 

61 D001,(D004-
D008, 0010, 
D011)*(F001-
F005)*(D018-
0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS >10X 
SLUDGE 

5 

62 0001,(0005-
D 0 1 D * (F001-
F005)*(D018-
0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS <10X 
SLUDGE 

1 

63 D001,(D005-
0011)* (F001-
F005)*(D018-
D043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS >10X 
SLUDGE 

1 

64 VARIOUS P,U,F 
COOES* (D012-
0043)* 

NON-IGNITABLE 
ORGANICS LIQUIDS 

9 

65 VARIOUS F,U,P 
COOES* (D012-
D043)* 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that nay contain any or alt of the specified waste codes. 
+Hoy or may not contain D003. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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EG8.G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, P«g« 10 Of 30 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUHS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHEHT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOO 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
ORUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHEHT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOO 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

81 (0005-0011)* 
(F001-F005)*, 
(0018-0043)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS, AND/OR 
TC ORGANICS 

82 0004-D011* ORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D HETALS 

83 (D005.D007, 
0008,0010, 
0011)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
UITH D HETALS 

38 

84 (D005-D008, 
0010, 0011)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
UITH D HETALS 

41 

85 (0004-0008, 
D010, D01D* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
UITH D HETALS 

26 

86 (D005-0011)* ORGANIC DEBRIS 
UITH D HETALS 

11 

87 VARIOUS U,P 
COOES* (0001-
0043)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 8 

88 li ORGANIC DEBRIS 1 
• 

*Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

•Hay or may not contain 0003. 

PAGE TOTAL , 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, Page 15 0 ( 3 8 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

KETHOO 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
ORUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6 - 1 0 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

KETHOO 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

74 (D0OA-DO08, 
D010. D011>* 

INORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D METALS 

75 (D005-D01D* INORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D METALS 

76 VARIOUS F,P,U, 
AND/OR 
D001.D012-
D043* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 34 

77 <D0M-D011>* 
(F001-F005)*, 
(D018-D043)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS, AND/OR 
TC ORGAN ICS 

1 

78 (0005,D007, 
D008.D010, 
0011>*,(F001-
F005)*,(D018-
0043)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS, AND/OR 
TC ORGAN I CS 

5 

79 (D005-O008, 
D010, D01D* 
(F001-F005)*, 
CD018-D043)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS, AND/OR 
TC ORGAN I CS 

SO (D004-D008, 
D010, D011>* 
(F001-F005)*, 
CD018--D043)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
UITH D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS, AND/OR 
TC ORGAN ICS 

5 

'Items denoted ulth an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or atl of the specified waste codes. 

•May or may not contoln D003. 
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EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, P«0» 18 CM 30 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

2 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11 -15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

97 0 0 0 1 , 0 0 0 3 + , 
(0004-0011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
UITH D KETALS 

98 0001,0003+, 
(0005,0007, 
0008,0010, 
D011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
UITH D METALS 

99 0001,0003+ 
(D005-D008, 
D010.D011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
UITH D METALS 

100 D001.D003+ 
(0004-0008, 
D010.D011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
UITH D METALS 

101 0001,0003+ 
(D005-D011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
UITH D METALS 

1 

102 0001,0003+ SOLID OXIDIZER 

103 ASBESTOS 1 

104 (0005,0007, 
D00B.DO1O, 
0011)* 

ASBESTOS U I T H D 
METALS • 

105 (DOOS-D008, 
0010, D011)* 

ASBESTOS U I T H D . 
METALS 

4 

106 (D004-D0O8, 
0010, 0011)* 

ASBESTOS U I T H DE 
METALS 

' Items denoted ul th an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

•Hoy or may not contain D003. 
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EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, Pag* 17 Of 30 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE 

lis TSO FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1 1 - 1 5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11 -15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1 1 - 1 5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

3 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

lis TSO FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

89 VARIOUS U,P 
COOES* ( D 0 0 1 -
D043 U/O DOM 
& 0 0 0 9 ) * 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 

90 VARIOUS U,P 
CODES* ( 0 0 0 1 -
0043 W/O 
D 0 0 9 ) * 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 

91 VARIOUS U,P 
COOES* ( D 0 0 1 -
D043 W/O 
0 0 0 4 ) * 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 

92 D009 MERCURY 
CONTAHIHATED 
ORGANIC DEBRIS 

1 

93 D009 MERCURY 
CONTAHIHATED 
INORGANIC DEBRIS 

2 
r 

94 0001 ,0002 ,0005 POTASSIUM 
SUPEROXIDE 
CANISTERS (SPENT 
K03 CANISTERS) 

15 

95 D003 REACTIVE CYANIDE 

96 0003 REACTIVE SULFIDE 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 
•Hoy or may not contain D003. 
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EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
«tachm«nt 22, P«g« 20 0130 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

116 F032 PCP CONTAMINATED 
DEBRIS (UOOO AND 
CONCRETE) -
CONTAIN NO 
ISOMERS OF 
DI0X1NS; CONCRETE 
AND VERMICULITE 
SHALL CONSIST OF 
NO LARGER THAN 6" 
DIAMETER PIECES. 
UOOO SHALL BE 
DRUH-SIZE PIECES. 

1 

117 F032 PCP CONTAMINATED 
SOIL - CONTAIN NO 
ISOMERS OF 
DIOXINS 

1 

118 NON-RCRA 
REGULATED SOLIDS 

4 

119 NON-RCRA 
REGULATED LIQUIDS 

26 

120 D002, D018-
0043*, 
F001-F005* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
UITH TC ORGANICS 
AND/OR F SOLVENTS 

2 

121 D001.D004-
D011*. 
F001-F005* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
UITH D METALS AND 
F SOLVENTS <10X 
SLUOGE 

7 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 

•May or may not contain D003. 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, Page 18 CK 33 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUM 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL . 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

2 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

107 {DOO5-O01D* ASBESTOS WITH 0 
METALS 

3 

108 0 0 0 1 , 0 0 0 3 LITHIUM BATTERY 

109 ALKALINE 
BATTERIES 

12 

110 0006 HI CAD BATTERIES 8 

111 DOO1.D003 AEROSOL CANS 3 

112 DOO1.D003 AEROSOL CANS -
VARIOUS FLAKMABLE 
GAS 

3 

113 DOO1.D003, 
VARIOUS U 
COOES* 

AEROSOL CANS 3 

114 DOO2.D007 CrH2M 
1 

115 F032 PCP CONTAMINATED 
LIQUIDS - CONTAIN 
NO ISOMERS OF 
DIOXINS 

1 

'Items denoted with en asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified Haste codes. 

+Hay or may not contain D003. 
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EG&G IDAHO, I N C . 
Atachm.nl 22, Paga 22 COS 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUHBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 

METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

130 PCB. DRAINED PCB XFHER 
O I L 5 0 - 5 0 0 ppm 
AGED >365 DAYS 

131 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
O I L > 5 0 0 ppm AGED 
< 2 7 5 DAYS 

132 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
O I L > 5 0 0 ppm AGED 
2 7 5 - 3 3 5 DAYS 

133 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
O I L > 5 0 0 ppm AGED 
3 3 6 - 3 6 5 DAYS 

134 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
O I L > 5 0 0 ppm AGED 
> 3 6 5 DAYS 

135 PCB PCB CONTAHINATED 
WATER AGED <275 
DAYS (SOURCE-
XFHER <500 ppm) 

136 PCB PCB CONTAHIHATED 
WATER AGED <275 
DAYS (SOURCE-
XFHER >500 ppm). 

' 

•Items denoted with en asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 
•Hay or may not contain D003. 

http://Atachm.nl


EG&.G IDAHO, INC. 
Attschnwrtt 22, P*g« 21 0( 38 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF DRUMS DISPOSAL UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES 

DESCRIPTION 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH " 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-15 
GAL. 
DRUH 

20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

TREATHENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

122 D001.D004-
D011*, 
FOO1-F005* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS >10X 
SLUDGE 

2 

123 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
OIL <50 ppm AGED 
<275 DAYS 

1 

124 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
OIL <50 ppm AGED 
275-335 DAYS 

125 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
OIL <50 ppm AGED 
-336-365 DAYS 

126 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
OIL <50 ppm AGED 
>365 DAYS 

127 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
OIL 50-500 ppm 
AGED <275 DAYS 

1 

12B PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
OIL 50-500 ppm 
AGED 275-335 DAYS 

129 PCB DRAINED PCB XFHER 
OIL 50-500 ppm 
AGED 336-365 DAYS 

•Items denoted ulth an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a U of the specified waste codes. 
•Hay or may not contain D003. 



EG&.G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, P&Q* 24 0 ( 3 0 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES DESCRIPTION TOTAL WEIGHT O F MATERIAL IN KILOGRAMS DISPOSAL PRICE PER KILOGRAM 

IN SHIPMENT WEIGHT 
EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 

DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES DESCRIPTION 

1-90 
KO. 

100-198 
KO. 

200-
208 
KQ. 

300-
400 
KO. 

300-
1000 
KO, 

OVER 
1000 
xa 

1-00 
KO. 

100-
109 
KQ. 

200-
200 
KO. 

300-
409 
KQ. 

300-
1000 
KO. 

OVER 
1000 
KQ. 

140 
KQ. 

100-
100 
KQ. 

200-
200 
KG. 

300-
400 
KQ. 

500-
1000 
KQ. 

OVER 
1000 
KO. 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

141 PCS POLYCHLORtNATEO BIPHENYL 
BAUASTS/CAPAOT0R9 <4 KO. 

100 kg. 

142 PCS POLYCHLORINATEO BIPHENYL 
BALLASTS/CAPAC1TOR9 >4 KQ. AGED 
<27SOAY8 

100 kg. 

143 PCS POLYCHLORMATED BIPHENYL 
BAUASTB/CAPACIT0R3 X KO. AGED 
275-333 DAYS 

144 PCS POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYL 
BAUASTS/CAPAOTOns >4 KO. AOED 
OJSOeSOAYS 

149 PCS POLYCHLORINATEO BIPHENYL 
BAULASTS/CAPACITORS >4 KO. AOED 
>303DAY8 

14S PCS DRAINED PCS XFMER <B00 ppm AQED 
<27BDAY8 

300 kg. 

147 PCS DRAINED PCS XFMER <500 ppm AQED 
273-333 DAYS 

14t PCS DRAINED PCS XFMER <M0 ppm AGED 
330-303 DAYS 

141) PCS DRAINED PCS XFMER < 500 ppm AQED 
> 305 DAYS 

ISO PCS DRAINED PCS XFMER > 600 ppm AOED 
<278 0AY8 

131 PCS DRAINED PCS XFMER > MO ppm AOED 
27*333 DAYS 

•Items denoted ulth en asterisk are wastes that may contain any or alt of the specified waste codes. 
+Hay or may not contain D003. 
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EG&.G IDAHO, I N C . 
Attachmonl 22, Pane » Of 39 

I TEH 
NO. 

DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE EXTENDED OVERALL PRICE TREATMENT/DISPOSAL METHOD TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND LOCATION 

137 BULK SOLIDS - NON LDR 
138 BULK ORGANIC DEBRIS 

CONTAHINATED WITH VARIOUS D 
CODES EXCLUDING DOM,0009 

139 HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF DRUHS 
USED AS OVERPACK DRUHS AND NOT 
CONTAINING LEAKAGE (5-90 GAL. 
SIZES) 

HO HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF DRUMS 
USED AS OVERPACK DRUHS AND 
CONTAINING LEAKAGE (5-90 GAL. 
SIZES) 

NOTE 1 • Pr ic ing fo r bulk shipments in excess of 1 ton sha l l be negotiated on a case-by-case basis . 

•Items denoted u i t h an aster isk are wastes that may contain any o r o i l of the spec i f i ed wnste codes. 

•Hay or may not contain D003. 
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EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, Page 26 Of 30 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES DESCPJPTON TOTAL WEIGHT OF MATERIAL IN KILOGRAMS DISPOSAL PRICE PER KILOGRAM 

IN SHIPMENT WHISHT 
EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 

DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSOFACtUTY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES DESCPJPTON 

1-00 
KG. 

10O-1D9 
KG. 

200-
2 » 
KG. 

300-
400 
KG. 

500-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KG. 

1-09 
KG. 

100-
100 
KG.-

200-
290 
KG. 

300-
400 
KG. 

600-
1000 
KG 

OVER 
1000 
KG. 

1-00 
KG. 

100-
100 
KG. 

200-
209 
KG. 

300-
400 
KG. 

600-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KQ. 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSOFACtUTY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

1S3 PCS ORGANIC DEBRIS (NONRCflA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH PCB* AGED 275-
305 DAYS (SOURCE-XFMEP1 WITH >500 
ppm) 

tS4 PCS OBQANIC DEBRIS (NON-RCflA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH PCE* AGED 330-
365 DAYS (SOURCE-XFMER WITH >500 
PPm) 

105 PCB ORGANIC DEBRIS (NON-RCflA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH PCB> AGED 
>J05 DAYS (SOUBCE-XFMER WITH 
>&00ppm) 

tag PCS 80IL CONTAMINATED WITH PCS. 
(NON-nCRA) ABED <275 DAYS 
(SOURCE-XFMERWTTH >S00 ppm) 

100 kg. 

107 PCB ORGANIC DEBRIS (NON-RCRA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH PCS. AGED 
<Z7S DAYS (SOURCE-XFMEFI WITH 
<800ppm) 

100 PCB ORGANIC DEBRIS (NON-BCRA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH PCB* AGED 275-
335 DAYS (SOUBCEXFMEPJ WITH <600 
ppm) 

109 pea ORGANIC DEBRIS (NON-RCflA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH PCS* AGED 338-
3«5 DAYS (SOURCE-XFMER WITH <500 
ppm) 

' 

* Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

•May or may not contain 0003. 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Atuchnwnt 22, Pag« 25 Of 38 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES DESCRIPTION TOTAL WEIGHT OF MATERIAL IN KILOGRAMS DISPOSAL PRICE PER KILOGRAM 

IN SHIPMENT WEIGHT 
EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 

DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSOFAdUTY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
CODES DESCRIPTION 

1-80 
KG. 

100-109 
KG. 

200-
200 
KG. 

300-
489 
KG. 

500-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
Ka. 

1-90 
KG. 

100-
109 
KG. 

200-
209 
KG. 

300-
409 
KG. 

500-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1009 
KG. 

149 
KG. 

100-
109 
KG. 

200-
299 
KG. 

300-
499 
KG. 

600-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KG. 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSOFAdUTY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

162 PCS ORAINED PCB XFMER >500 ppm AGED 
3M-3SJDAY3 

153 PCS DRAINED PCS XFMER >500 ppm AGED 
>3SSDAYS 

154 PCS DRAINED INCINERATABLE PCS XFMER 
<500 ppm AGED <275 DAYS 

153 PCB DRAINED INCINERATABLE PCS XFMER 
<B00 ppm AOED Zre-333 DAYS 

156 PCS DRAINED INCINERATABIE PCB XFMER 
<500 ppm AGED 339-303 DAYS 

157 PCB DRAINED INCINERATABLE PCB XFMER 
<50O ppm AOED >383 DAYS 

158 PCB DRAINED INCINERATABLE PCS XFMER 
>500 ppm AOED <Z75 DAYS 

IBS PCB DRAINE0 INCINERATABIE PCB XFMER 
>600 ppm A3ED 275335 DAYS I 

180 PCB DRAINED INCINERATABIE PCS XFMER 
>soo ppm AGEO 339-333 DAYS 

10t PCB DRAINED INCINERATABIE PCB XFMER 
>BO0 ppm AOEO >30S DAYS 

102 PCB ORGANIC DEBRIS (NON-RCRA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH PCB. AOED 
<275 DAYS (SOURCE-XFMERWITH 
>600ppm) 

too ka. 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are uostes that moy contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

•Hoy or may not contain 0003. 

PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, P«o« 20 Ot M 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF DRUHS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SI2 
LAB PACKS 

E EXTENDED PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSO FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

E TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSO FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA CODES 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
ORUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

201 0002,(0004-
D011)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D METALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

5 5 

202 0002,(0005, 
D007.D008, 
D010.D01D* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D METALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

2 

203 0002,(0005-
D008.D010, 
D011)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D METALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

10 

204 0002,(0004-
0008,0010, 
0011)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

205 DD02,(D005-
DD11)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
0 HETALS (WEAK 
ACIO SOLUTIONS) 

206 (D004-D011)* NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

1 

207 (0005,0007, 
0008,0010, 
D011)* 

NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

1 1 
• 

20S (D005-0008, 
0010.D011)* 

NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

209 (D004-D008, 
0010,0011)* 

NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

1 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

+Hay or may not contain 0003. PACE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, INC . 
| Attachment 22, PaQ« 27 Ot 39 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES DESCRIPTION TOTAL WEIGHT OP MATERIAL IN KILOGRAMS DISPOSAL PRICE PER KILOGRAM 

IN 8HIPMENT WEIGHT 
EXTENDED TOTAL PRICE TREATMENT/ 

DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA 
COOES DESCRIPTION 

1-99 
KQ. 

100-199 
KG. 

200-
299 
KG. 

DOO
MS 
KG. 

soo-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KG. 

1-00 
KG. 

100-
109 
KG. 

200-
299 
KG. 

300-
499 
KG. 

600-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KG. 

1-99 
KG. 

100-
199 
KG. 

200-
209 
Ka 

300-
499 
KG. 

600-
1000 
KG. 

OVER 
1000 
KQ. 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

170 PCS ORGANIC DEBRIS (NON-RCRA) 
CONTAMINATED WITH P C B a A G E D 
>305 DAYS (SOURCE-XFMER WITH 
<SO0ppm) 

I 

I 
i 

i 

i 

'Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or alt of the specified waste codes. 
+Hoy or may not contain D003. 

PACE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, P»g« 30 Of 3S 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF DRUHS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SI2 
LAB PACKS 

E EXTENDED PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

E TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
ORUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

217 0002,(0005, 
0007,0008, 
0010,0011)*, 
(F001-F005)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

218 0002,(0005-
D008.D010, 
0011)* 
(F001-F005)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

219 D002,(0004-
0008,0010, 
D O U ) * 
(F001-F005)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

220 0002,(0005-
DOllj* 
(FOD1-F005)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

221 0002,(0005, 
0007,0008, 
0010,0011)*, 
F001-F005)*, 
(D018-D043)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
0 HETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

222 0002,(0005-
0008,0010, 
D0U)*(F001-
F005)*,(D018-
D 0 « ) * 

ACIO LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

' 

223 0002,(0004-
D008.D010, 
D0U)*(F001-
F005)*,(0018-
D D « ) * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

*Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

+May or may not contain 0003. PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, Ptg* 39 Of 30 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF DRUHS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

EXTENDED PRICE BV DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
ORUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

3 1 -
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11 -20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
ORUH 

1 1 - 2 0 
GAL. 
ORUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

210 (D005-DOU)* NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) 

1 1 

211 D002,(D004-
D011)* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

5 10 

212 0002,(0005, 
0007,0008, 
D010.D011)* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

1 1 1 

213 D002,(D005-
D008.D01O. 
D011)* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIOS 
WITH D HETALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

214 0002,(0004-
0008,0010, 
D011)* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

1 

215 0002 
(D005-DO11)* 

CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
(WEAK CAUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS) 

216 0002,(0004-
D 0 1 1 ) \ ( F O O l -
F005)* 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS AND F 
SOLVENTS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

' I tems denoted w i t h a n asterisk are wastes tha t may contain any or a l l of the s p e c i f i e d waste codes. 

+Moy or may not c o n t a i n 00D3. 



EG&G IDAHO, I N C . 
Attachment 22, PBQ* 32 0( 38 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA COOES DISPOSAL OF 
NUHBER OF DRUHS 

LAB PACKS 
UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 

LAB PACKS 
EXTENDED PRICE BY ORUH SIZE 

LAB PACKS 
TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

ORUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL METHOD 

TSO FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA COOES 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

ORUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL METHOD 

TSO FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

EPA COOES 
LAB PACKS 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

231 0001,DODZ IGNITABLE 
CORROSIVE LIQUIDS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) >10X 
SLUDGE 

232 0001, 
(D004-D011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH 0 HETALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

233 0001, 
(D004-0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH 0 HETALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

234 0001,(0005, 
0007,D008, 
DD10.0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

1 

235 0001,(0005, 
D007.000S, 
OOlO.DOllj* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH 0 HETALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

236 0001,(0005-
0008,0010, 
D01D* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH 0 HETALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

237 DD01.(D0D5-
0008,0010, 
0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH 0 HETALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

• 

238 0001,(0004-
0008,0010, 
D011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

239 D001,(D004-
0008,0010, 
0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
>10X SLUDGE 

•I tems denoted with an a s t e r i s k are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the s p e c i f i e d waste codes . 

+Hay or may not contain 0 0 0 3 . PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, I N C . 
Attachment 22, P*o« 31 Of 30 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF ORUHS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

EXT ENDED PRICE BY DR 
LAB PACKS 

JH SIZE TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 
TREATHENT / 

DISPOSAL HETHOD 
TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

EXT JH SIZE TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 
TREATHENT / 

DISPOSAL HETHOD 
TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

224 0002,(0005-
D0U)*(F001-
F005)\(D018-
D0 « ) * 

ACID LIQUIDS WITH 
D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS (WEAK 
ACID SOLUTIONS) 

225 D001.D003 L1THIUH BATTERY 1 

226 D002 INORGANIC ACIDS 
<1,000 ppm 
ORGANICS (NEW OR 
SPENT SOLUTIONS, 
HN03.HCL.H2S04) 

227 D002 CAUSTIC LIQUIDS 
(NEW OR SPENT 
CAUSTICS OR 
SOLUTIONS, NaOH 
KOH Na3P04) 

226 0001 IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) <10X 
SLUDGE 

7 10 

229 0001 IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) >10X 
SLUDGE 

230 0001,0002 IGNITABLE 
CORROSIVE LIQUIDS 
(LIQUIDS AND 
SLUDGES) <10X 
SLUDGE 

1 1 

"Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 
+Hay or may not contain D003. PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Machmtnt 2% Page 34 Of 39 

1TEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUHBER OF DRUHS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZ 
LAB PACKS 

E EXTENDED PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

ORUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

1TEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

E TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

ORUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

1TEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

248 D001.CDD05-
D008.0010, 
D011)*(F001-
F0D5)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS <10X 
SLUDGE 

1 3 

249 0001,(0005-
0008,0010, 
D0U)*(F001-
F0051* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS >10X 
SLUDGE 

250 0001,(0004-
0008,0010, 
0D11)*(F001-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS <10X 
SLUDGE 

251 D001,(D004-DOO8, 
0010, 
D011)*(F001-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS >10X 
SLUDGE 

252 0001,(0005-
0011)* (F001-
F005J* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS <10X 
SLUDGE 

253 0001,(0005-
0011)* (F0O1-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS AND 
F SOLVENTS >10X 
SLUDGE 

' 

254 0001,(0005, 
0007,0008, 
0010,0011)*, 
(F001-F005)*. 
(0018-0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS <10X 
SLUDGE 

1 

• • 

•Items denoted with an aster isk are wastes that may contain any or a l l of the specified waste codes. 

+Hay or may not contain D003. PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, Pago 03 Of 33 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF DRUMS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

EXTENDED PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

ORUH SIZES 

TREATMENT / 
DISPOSAL METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

I TEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1 1 - 2 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 1 -
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11 -20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 1 - 5 5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

240 0001,(0005-
DOl l j * 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
<10X SLUDGE 

241 0001.(0005-
0011)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS 
>10% SLUDGE 

242 0001,(F001-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
<10% SLUDGE 

1 

243 0001, (F001-
F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
>10X SLUDGE 

244 D001,(F001-
F 0 0 5 ) \ ( D 0 1 8 -
0043) 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
AND TC ORGANICS 
<10X SLUDGE 

1 

245 0001. (F001-
F005)*,(DO18-
0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
AND TC ORGANICS 
>10X SLUDGE 

246 0001,(DD05, 
0007,D00B, 
0010,0011)* , 
(F001-FOD5)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
AND TC ORGANICS 
<10X SLUDGE 

247 D001,(D005, 
0007,D00B, 
0010.D011)*. 
(F001-F005)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH F SOLVENTS 
AND TC ORGANICS 
>10X SLUDGE 

*ltems denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 

+Hay or may not contain 0003. PACE TOTAL 
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EG&G IDAHO, I N C . 
AttachmentS2,P«o« SOCK30 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUHBER OF DRUHS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY ORUH SIZ 
LAB PACKS 

E EXTENDED PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 
TREATHENT / 

DISPOSAL METHOD 
TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

E TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUH SIZES 
TREATHENT / 

DISPOSAL METHOD 
TSD FACILITY 
NAHE AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

1-S 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

31-
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

261 0001,(0005-
D011)*(F001-
F005)*(D018-
DD43>* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS >10X 
SLUDGE 

262 VARIOUS P.U.F 
CODES* 
(D012-D043)* 

NON-IGNITABLE 
ORGANICS LIQUIDS 

9 11 1 

263 D003 REACTIVE CYANIOE 1 1 1 

264 0003 REACTIVE SULFIDE 1 

265 0001,0003+. 
(0004-0011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
WITH D HETALS 

1 

266 D001.D003+, 
(D005.D007, 
D008.D010.0011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
WITH D HETALS 

8 2 

267 0001,0003+ 
(O005-DOO8, 
DOIO.DOU)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
WITH D HETALS 

1 1 1 

268 D0D1.D003+ 
(O004-D0O8, 
0010,0011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
WITH D HETALS . 

' 

269 0001,0003+ 
(D005-D011)* 

SOLID OXIDIZER 
WITH D HETALS 

2 2 1 

270 D001.D003+ SOLID OXIDIZER 8 2 
271 CORROSIVE SOLIDS 5 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or al l of the specified waste codes. 

+Hay or may not contain 0003. PAGE TOTAL 



EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Attachment 22, Page 33 Of 09 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUHBER OF DRUHS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUH SI2 
LAB PACKS 

E EXTENDED PRICE BY DR 
LAB PACKS 

JH SIZE TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 
DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHDD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

E JH SIZE TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 
DRUH SIZES 

TREATHENT / 
DISPOSAL HETHDD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
ORUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-
55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
ORUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUH 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
ORUH 

255 0001,(0005, 
0007,0008, 
D010.D011)*, 
(F001-F005)*, 
(0018-0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D METALS. F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS >10% 
SLUDGE 

256 D001,(D005-D00S, 
DOlO, D011)* 
(F001-F005)* 
(0018-0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS <10X 
SLUDGE 

1 2 

257 liiil 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS >10X 
SLUDGE 

258 0001,(0004-
0008,0010, 
D011)*(F001-
F005)*(D018-
0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH 0 HETALS. F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS <10% 
SLUDGE 

1 

259 0001,(0004-
0008,0010, 
D011)*(F001-
F005)*(0018-
D043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS >10X 
SLUDGE 

260 0001,(0005- ' 
D011)*(F001-
F005)*(D01B-
0043)* 

IGNITABLE LIQUIDS 
WITH D HETALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND TC 
ORGANICS <10X 
SLUDGE 

•Items denoted with an asterisk are wastes that may contain any or all of the specified waste codes. 
+Hoy or may not contain D003. PAGE TOTAL 
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ITEH 
KO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF DRUMS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

EXTENDED PRICE BY DR 
LAB PACKS 

UH SIZE TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUM SIZES 

TREATMENT / 
DISPOSAL METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
KO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

UH SIZE TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUM SIZES 

TREATMENT / 
DISPOSAL METHOD 

TSD FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
KO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1 1 - 2 0 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 1 -
55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
ORUH 

1 1 - 2 0 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
ORUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1 1 - 2 0 
GAL. 
DRUH 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

286 D009 HERCURY 
CONTAMINATED 
INORGANIC DEBRIS 

1 2 

287 NON-RCRA 
REGULATED SOLIDS 

1 36 

288 NON-RCRA 
REGULATED LIQUIDS 

4 23 2 

289 0001,0003 AEROSOL CANS 1 

290 D001.D003 AEROSOL CANS -
VARIOUS FLAMMABLE 
GAS 

1 

291 D001,0003,VARIOU 
S U CODES* 

AEROSOL CANS 1 

• I t ems denoted w i t h an a s t e r i s k are wastes t h a t may contain a n y o r a l l o f the s p e c i f i e d waste codes. 

+May or may not con ta in 0003 . PAGE TOTAL 
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ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES DISPOSAL OF 
LAB PACKS 

NUMBER OF DRUMS 
LAB PACKS 

UNIT PRICE BY DRUM SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

EXTENDED PRICE BY DRUH SIZE 
LAB PACKS 

TOTAL PRICE 
FOR ALL 

DRUM SIZES 

TREATMENT / 
DISPOSAL METHOD 

TSO FACILITY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEH 
NO. 

EPA CODES 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUH 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

3 1 -
55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1 1 - 2 0 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUM 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUM 

1-5 
GAL. 
DRUM 

6-10 
GAL. 
DRUM 

11-20 
GAL. 
DRUM 

21-30 
GAL. 
DRUH 

31-55 
GAL. 
DRUH 

272 (D005-0008, 
0010.0011)* 

CORROSIVE SOLIDS 2 

273 (P's & U ' s ) * NEUTRAL LIQUIDS 1 

274 D001 FLAMMABLE SOLIDS 4 5 

275 0001-0002,(0005-
DD08.D010-D0U)* 

FLAMMABLE SOLIDS 2 

276 0001.(U CODES)* FLAMMABLE SOLIDS 1 

277 D018-D043* FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 2 

278 F. (P 's & U ' s ) * FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 3 7 

279 NON-IfiNITABLE 
ORGANICS 

2 2 

280 (0005-0008, 
0010-0043)* 

NON-IGNITABLE 
ORGANICS 

2 1 
1 

281 0001 OXIDIZER LIQUIDS 3 

282 (D005-D008, 
0010-0011)* 

NEUTRAL SOLIDS 
(NON-DEBRIS) 

10 15 

283 (P's & U ' s ) * NEUTRAL SOLIDS 
(NON-DEBRIS) 

5 

284 (0004-0011)* NEUTRAL SOLIDS 
(NON-DEBRIS) 

5 

285 (0004-0011)* 
(F001-F005)* 
(D018-0043)* 

ORGANIC DEBRIS 
WITH D METALS, F 
SOLVENTS AND/OR 
TC ORGANICS 

1 

' I tems denoted wi th an aster isk are wastes t h a t may contain any or a l l of the s p e c i f i e d waste codes. 

+Hay or may not conta in D003. PAGE TOTAL , 
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DISPOSAL OF LECTURE CYLINDERS 

ITEM 
NO. 

DEscnpnoN QUANTITY OF CYUNDEFS UNIT PRICE OF TOTAL PRICE OVERALL 
TOTAL PRICE 
FOR 3 SIZES 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSOFACIUTY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

ITEM 
NO. 

DEscnpnoN 

SMALL SIZE MED. SIZE LARGE SIZE SMALL SIZE MED. SIZE LARGE BIZE SMALL SIZE MED. SIZE LAFGEBIZE 

OVERALL 
TOTAL PRICE 
FOR 3 SIZES 

TREATMENT/ 
DISPOSAL 
METHOD 

TSOFACIUTY 
NAME AND 
LOCATION 

301 FLAMMABLES/NON-FLAMMABLES • CYUNDER 

302 POISONS -CYUNDER 

303 CORROSIVES-CYUNDER 

304 FREONS-CYUNOER 

303 SllANES/PYn0PH0RIC3 - CYUNDER 

304 TOXICS • CYUNDER 

307 OXIDIZERS-CYUNDER 

300 ACETYLENE- CYUNDER 

NOTE: Pricing for Lecture cylinders assumes that cylinder and valve are In good and working condition. 
TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 1 - (PAGES 3 - 38) 

TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 2 
TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 3 
TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 4 
TOTAL PRICE - YEAR 5 

INCLUDING 
INCLUDING 
INCLUDING 
INCLUDING 

X ESCALATION* 
X ESCALATION* 
X ESCALATION* 
X ESCALATION* 

•For year Z through 5, the quoted escalation percentage, if any, shall determine the 
total price as well as the price of individual items numbers 1 through 308 listed. 
The escalation percentage, if any, for each year shall be applied to the prior 
year's price to calculate the price for each year. 

COMPANY 

SIGNATURE 
A. ON A SEPARATE PAOE.PIEASE PROVIDE SIZE SPECIFICATIONS FOR SMALL MEDIUM, AND LAR3E LECTURE CYUNDERS AND OTHER SPECIFICS. 

B. ON A 8EPARATE PAGE, DESCRIBE EXCEPTIONS OR NOTES APPUCABLE TO OEMS 1 THROUGH 305. PROVIDE THE ITEM NUMBER TO WHICH EACH NOTE REFERS. 

PAGE TOTAL 
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1. Profile 

2. Full Characterization 

Estimated 
Yearly 

Quantity 

$ 

YEAR 1 

PRICE PROPOSAL 

YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 

Inlts 
Estimated 
Yearly 

Quantity 

$ 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

i 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

i 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

EA 

Estimated 
Yearly 

Quantity 

$ 

Unit 
Price 

$ i J i $ $ $_ i $ 

EA 

Page Total 

i 

$ 

$ 

i 

i 

J 

$ 

i 

i 

Provide a description here of what this sample evaluation service includes: 

Company 
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ATTACHMENT 23 - SAMPLE EVALUATION 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICE PROPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The Subcontractor may be required to provide sample evaluation for the purpose of preshipment verification of hazardous waste. The evaluation process shall 
include all tasks necessary to provide approval or denial for waste streams. It is estimated that 80% of the waste streams will be one-time occurrences, rather than 
recurring waste streams. 

The Subcontractor shall evaluate waste streams for approval or denial within 45 calendar days of receipt from EG&G Idaho of the profile data and representative 
sample. 

If and when this service is requested, the attached unit prices shall apply. The quantities and waste streams shown are estimated annual requirements and are in no 
way guaranteed or implied. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHED PRICE PROPOSAL: 

Comply with Attachment 0, Pricing Requirements, of this Request for Proposal. 
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4. The Subcontractor shall provide EG&G with any special requirements of individual waste disposal sites and/or lab pack wastes. The Subcontractor shall 
ensure that drums are labeled as required by RCRA and DOT regulations. Subcontractor shall be responsible for citations and fines levied due to its 
negligence in packaging, labeling, and marking, etc. 

5. The packing operations shall be conducted in a manner which minimizes the possibility of container breakage or spills. In case of container breakage or spills 
by the Subcontractor, the Subcontractor is responsible for the costs incurred by the INEL for cleanup and disposal of waste generated. In addition, if any 
leaks, spills, fires, explosions, or other undesirable effects of a chemical release results from the activities of the Subcontractor, the Subcontractor is 
responsible for remediation costs incurred by the INEL. 

6. If PCB wastes are involved, the Subcontractor shall handle, pack, and/or label the wastes as required by TSCA, RCRA, and applicable state and local 
regulations. Arrange for the shipment and disposal of PCB wastes. Ensure that the INEL receives a Certificate of Destruction for the PCB wastes. 

7. The Subcontractor shall assist EG&G, if requested, with the handling and loading of drums of waste. 

Self Lab Pack Operations: 

1. The Subcontractor shall be required to accept for disposal drums which are lab packed by EG&G Idaho with off-site direction provided by the Subcontractor. 
The Subcontractor shall determine and provide prior acceptance approval for each lab pack item based on generator waste characterizations and MSDSs, if 
appropriate, provided by EG&G Idaho. 

2. The Subcontractor shall provide packing lists and a list of shipping names to EG&G Idaho within 21 calendar days of receipt of the generator waste 
characterizations and MSDSs, if appropriate. The Subcontractor shall not include on the packing lists lab pack items that it does not approve. EG&G Idaho 
shall pack and manifest each lab pack drum by following the provided packing lists and shipping names. 

3. All of the other requirements listed in this Attachment 24 shall also apply to the Subcontractor for self lab pack operations. 
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ATTACHMENT 24 - LAB PACK 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICE PROPOSAL 

SCOPE O F WORK 

The Subcontractor may be required to provide trained personnel to perform lab pack work at the INEL. The Subcontractor shall travel to the INEL to properly 
classify and package, for transport to a disposal facility, excess laboratory chemicals, lecture cylinders, and process waste as identified in Attachment 22. The 
Subcontractor shall set up classification and packaging stations at various locations throughout the INEL. Present plans call for approximately four different 
locations that may require lab pack services, with one in Idaho Falls, Idaho and the others at the INEL as dictated by the actual waste generated. Lab packs are 
priced in Attachment 22. 

The Subcontractor shall provide lab packing services on both a scheduled and emergency basis. The Subcontractor may be required to provide lab pack personnel 
within 20 calendar days of EG&G Idaho's request and, for emergencies, within 7 calendar days of request. 

Subcontractor personnel shall provide all technical expertise for the lab packing, categorization of waste streams, and preparation of documents necessary for 
shipping. EG&G Idaho will supply the drums and packing material, which may be distributed to the Subcontractor by the Central Facilities Warehouse (CFA). 

The Subcontractor shall collect costs separately for work at each lab pack location, and provide separate line items on invoices. 

Lab Pack Operations: 

1. Approval, packing and transportation shall be completed by the Subcontractor within 65 days of EG&G Idaho's initial request for service. 

2. The Subcontractor shall give prior acceptance approval for each waste stream based on generator waste characterizations and MSDSs, if appropriate, 
provided by EG&G Idaho. Subcontractor shall not have the option of rejecting any contents of any drums that are packed in accordance with the packing list 
approved by the Subcontractor. The Subcontractor shall reimburse the INEL for any costs incurred as a result of Subcontractor rejection of waste that it has 
approved for shipment. 

3. Subcontractor shall base the packing lists on the compatibility of the wastes and not on drum size. However, drum size may be as large as 85-galIons. 
Subcontractor shall not have the option to limit drum sizes. 
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YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 

Estimated 
Yearly 

Units Quantity 
Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Mobilization and Demobilization 
(Includes al l costs p r i o r to 
arriving at the IHEL and after 
departing from the IHEL). 

Lot 

Personnel Price 
Project Hanager Hrs. i J i i t t t i i J 

Chemist Hrs. t * i t J i i i s i 

Technician Hrs. t J i i s t t i t i 

Personnel travel expense while Day i i t i J i i t i i 
at the INEL. (Per diem for each 
person while In t r a v e l status) . 

Personnel protective safety gear 
for each person. 

Day 

Support vehicle during 
performance of the work. 

Day 

Provide off-site d i r e c t i o n and 
packing lists/shipping names 
for self-lab packing (drum size 
w i l l vary from 5 t o 55 gallons). 

Drum 

Page Total 

Signature 

Company 
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Additional Requirements: 

The Subcontractor will be reimbursed for meals and lodging while in travel status in accordance with FAR 31.205-46 or Contractor waivers thereof approved prior to 
travel. (Copies of FAR 31-205-46 and ENEL Waivers are available on request.) For the purposes of this agreement, daily meal and lodging reimbursements will be 
made as follows: 

Meals Lodging 

Idaho Falls, Idaho $ 26.00 $ 40.00 

Miscellaneous materials used in providing lab pack services will be reimbursed at actual expenses. 

Labor costs will be computed by multiplying the appropriate hourly rate quoted in Attachment 24 by the number of direct labor hours actually expended at the work 
site in performance of the work scope. Billable labor hours shall begin when Subcontractor personnel arrive at the INEL facilities and end upon departure, 
excluding 1/2 hour for lunch. Invoices must not include travel time, including travel to and from the INEL facilities. 

All labor will be performed based on five eight-hour days, unless otherwise requested by EG&G Idaho. 

Subcontractor personnel shall comply with Environmental, Safety and Health Requirements for Subcontractors (Enclosure 4) while located at INEL facilities. 
Personnel shall not eat, drink, smoke, or chew gum or tobacco in the work areas. 

All Subcontractor personnel that work at INEL locations shall be required to be U.S. citizens. 

If and when this service is requested, the attached unit prices shall apply. The attached list shows estimated annual quantities of services the Subcontractor may be 
required to provide. The quantities are in no way guaranteed or implied. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHED PRICE PROPOSAL: 

Comply with Attachment O, Pricing Requirements, of this Request for Proposal. 
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PRICE PROPOSAL 

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 

Estimated 
Yearly 

Item Quantity Unit Description 
Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

Unit 
Price 

Extended 
Price 

EA Initial delivery of 20-cublc 
yard gondola box to the INEL. 

EA Pickup and transportation of 
loaded gondola box and drop 
of another gondola box for use. 

Oay Rental of gondola box during 
fill operations at the INEL. 

Page Total 

Signature 

Company 
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ATTACHMENT 25 - GONDOLA BOXES 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICE PROPOSAL 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The Subcontractor may be required to provide gondola boxes for removal of bulk shipments from the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). After the 
initial delivery of the box to the INEL, the Subcontractor, upon request, shall deliver an empty box and pickup the previous delivered box containing the hazardous 
waste being shipped. The filled box shall be delivered to the proposed site and properly disposed of. 

If and when this service is requested, the attached unit prices, excluding disposal of the hazardous waste, shall apply. The attached lists the estimated yearly 
quantities of this service the Subcontractor may be required to provide. The quantities are in no way guaranteed or implied. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ATTACHED PRICE PROPOSAL: 

Comply with Attachment O, Pricing Requirements, of this Request for Proposal. 
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REPRESENTATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS 
The offering organization makes the following representations and certifications as part of its offer: (Check or complete all 
appropriate blanks and sign and date last page.) 

1. The offering organization represents that it is a regular dealer in, manufacturer of. the supplies bid upon. 
2. The offering organization represents that it operates as an individual, in partnership, as a corporation 

incorporated in the State of 
3. Women-Owned Business. The offering organization represents that the firm submitting this offer is, is not, a 

women-owned business. A Women-owned business is a business that is at least 51 percent owned by a woman or women who also 
control and operate the business. Control in this context means exercising the power to make policy decisions. Operate in 
this context means being actively involved in the day-to-day management. For the purposes of this definition, businesses 
which are publicly owned, joint stock associations, and business trusts are exempted. Exempted businesses may voluntarily 
represent that they are or are not women-owned if this information is available. (Approved by the Office of Management and 
Budget under OHB control number 3090-0075.) 

4. Small and Small Disadvantaged Business Certification. 

(a) The offering organization certifies that it is, is not, a small business concern as defined in accordance 
with Section 3 of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 632 and SBA's rules and regulations set forth at 13 CFR 
121.3-8). If an affirmative certification is made, the offering organization shall complete the certifications at 
paragraph (b) of this section. 

(b) The offering organization certifies that it is a small business as set forth in (a) above and is, is not, 
owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals. Such a firm is defined as one: (l) 
which is at least 51 percent owned by one or more such individuals or, in the case of a publicly owned business, at 
least 51 percent of the stock is owned by such individuals; (2) whose management and daily business operations are 
controlled by one or more such individuals; and (3) which certifies said ownership and control is by the following: 
(i) United States citizens who are Black Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans, Asian Pacific Americans, 
or other specified minorities; or (ii) any other individual found to be disadvantaged pursuant to Section 8(a) of 
the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 632). 

5. Recovered Materials. (Applicable when specifications require the use of recovered materials by a specified percentage or 
maximum extent possible.) The offering organization certifies that recovered materials will, will not, be used as 
required by specifications referenced in the solicitation. (Recovered materials means material which has been collected or 
recovered from solid waste. It includes reclaimed materials.) 
The kind and percentage of materials to be used are: 

6. Contingent Fee. The offering organization represents that: 
(a) • It has, has not, employed or retained any company or person (other than a full-time, bona fide employee 

working solely for the offering organization) to solicit or secure this subcontract; and that 
(b) It has, has not, paid or agreed to pay any company or person (other than a full-time, bona fide employee 

working solely for the offering organization) any fee, commission, percentage, or brokerage fee contingent upon or 
resulting from the award of this subcontract; and 

(c) Agrees to furnish information relating to (a) and (b) as requested by the Contractor. 

(For interpretation of the representation, including the term "bona fide employee," see Code of Federal Regulations, Title 
44, Subpart 1-1.5.) 

7. Equal Opportunity. The offering organization represents that it has, has not, participated in a previous contract 
or subcontract subject to the Equal Opportunity clause herein, or the clause originally contained in Section 301 of 
Executive Order No. 10925, or the clause contained in Section 201 of Executive Order No. 11114; that it has, has 
not, filed all required compliance reports; and that representations indicating submission of required compliance reports, 
signed by proposed lower tier subcontractors, will be obtained prior to such lower tier subcontract award. 

8. Buy American Certificate. The offering organization certifies that each end product, except the end products listed below, 
is a domestic source end product (as defined in the clause entitled "Buy American Act"), and that components of unknown 
origin have been considered to have been mined, produced, or manufactured outside the United States. 

Excluded End Products Country of Origin 
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9. Country of Manufacturer. The product which the offering organization proposes to furnish is, is not, manufactured, 
mined, or grown in the United States. If the product is not manufactured, mined, or grown in the United States, the 
country of manufacturer is . (Approved by the Office of Management and Budget under 0MB 
control number 3090-0061.) 

10. Parent Company and Employer Identification Number. Each offering organization shall furnish the following information by 
filling in the appropriate blanks: 
(a) Is the offering organization owned or controlled by a parent company as described below? Yes No 

[For the purpose of this offer, a parent company is defined as one that either owns or controls the activities and 
basic business policies of the offering organization. To own another company means the parent company must own at 
least a majority (more than 50 percent) of the voting rights in that company. To control another company, such 
ownership is not required; if another company is able to formulate, determine, or veto basic business policy 
decisions of the offering organization, such other company is considered the parent company of the offering 
organization. This control may be exercised through the use of dominant minority voting rights, use of proxy 
voting, contractual arrangements, or otherwise.] 

(b) If the answer to (a) above is "Yes," offering organization shall insert in the space below the name and main office 
address of the parent company. 

(Name) (Address) 
(c) The offering organization shall insert in the applicable space below, if it has no parent company, its own 

employer's identification number (E.I. No.) (Federal social security number used on employer's quarterly Federal 
tax return, U. S. Treasury Department Form 941) or, if it has a parent company, the E.I. No. of its parent company. 

Bidder's E.I. 'No. Parent company's E.I. Ho. 

11. Clean Air and Water Certification. (Applicable if the offer exceeds $100,000, or the Contractor has determined that orders 
under an indefinite quantity contract in any one year will exceed $100,000, or a facility to be used has been the subject 
of a conviction under the Clean Air Act [43 U.S.C. 1857c-8(c)(l)] or the Federal Water Pollution Control Act [33 U.S.C. 
1319(c)] and is listed by the Environmental Protection Agency, or is not otherwise exempt.) The offering organization 
certifies as follows: 

(a) Any facility to be utilized in the performance of this proposed subcontract has, has not, been listed on 
the Environmental Protection Agency list of Violating Facilities. 

(b) It will promptly notify Contractor, prior to award, of the receipt of any communication from the Director, Office 
of Federal Activities, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), indicating that any facility it proposes to use for 
the performance of the subcontract is under consideration to be listed on the EPA list of Violating Facilities. 

(c) It will include substantially this certification, including this paragraph (c), in every nonexempt lower tier 
subcontract. 

12. Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities. (Applicable to contracts and subcontracts exceeding $10,000, which are not 
exempt from the provisions of the equal opportunity clause.) By the submission of this offer, the offering organization or 
subcontractor certifies that it does not maintain or provide for its employees any segregated facilities at any of its 
establishments, arid that it does not permit its employees to perform their services at any location, under its control, 
where segregated facilities are maintained. It certifies further that it will not maintain or provide for its employees 
any segregated facilities at any of its establishments, and that it will not permit its employees to perform their services 
at any location, under its control, where segregated facilities are maintained. The offering organization or subcontractor 
agrees that a breach of this certification is a violation of the Equal Opportunity clause in this subcontract. As used in 
this certification, the term "segregated facilities" means any waiting rooms, work areas, restrooms and washrooms, 
restaurants and other eating areas, timeclocks, locker rooms and other storage or dressing areas, parking lots, drinking 
fountains, recreation or entertainment areas, transportation, and housing facilities provided for employees that are 
segregated by explicit directive or are in fact segregated on the basis of race, color, religion, or national origin, or 
because of habit, local custom, or otherwise. It further agrees that (except when it has obtained identical certifications 
from proposed lower tier subcontractors for specific time periods) it will obtain identical certifications from proposed 
subcontractors prior to the award of lower tier subcontracts exceeding $10,000, which are not exempt from the provisions of 
the Equal Opportunity clause; that it will retain such certifications in its files; and that it will forward the following 
notice to such proposed subcontractors (except when the proposed subcontractors have submitted identical certifications for 
specific time periods): 
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NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE SUBCONTRACTORS OF REQUIREMENTS 
FOR CERTIFICATION OF NONSEGREGATED FACILITIES 

A Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities must be submitted prior to the award of a subcontract exceeding $10,000, which 
is not exempt from the provisions of the Equal Opportunity clause. The certification may be submitted either for each 
subcontract or for all subcontracts during a period (i.e., quarterly, semiannually, or annually). 

NOTE: The penalty for making false statements is prescribed in 18 U.S.C. 1001. 
13. Certificate of Independent Price Determination. 

(a) By submission of this proposal, each offering organization certifies, and in the case of a joint proposal, each 
party thereto certifies as to its own organization, that in connection with this procurement: (1) the prices in 
this proposal have been arrived at independently, without consultation, communication, or agreement for the purpose 
of restricting competition as to any matter relating to such prices with any other offering organization or with 
any competitor; (2) unless otherwise required by law, the prices quoted in this proposal have not been knowingly 
disclosed by the offering organization and will not knowingly be disclosed by the offering organization prior to 
award, directly or indirectly to any other offering organization or to any competitor; (3) no attempt has been made 
or will be made by the offering organization to induce any other person or firm to submit or not to submit a bid or 
proposal for the purpose of restricting competition. 

(b) Each person signing this proposal certifies that: (1) he is the person in the offeror's organization responsible 
within that organization for the decision as to the prices being offered herein, and that he has not participated, 
and will not participate, in any action contrary to (a)(1) through (a)(3) above; or (2)(i) he is not the person in 
the offering organization responsible within that organization for the decision as to the prices being offered 
herein, but that he has been authorized in writing to act as agent for the persons responsible for such decision in 
certifying that such persons have not participated, and will not participate, in any action contrary to (a)(1) 
through (a)(3) above, and-as their agent Joes her-eby so certify; and -(ii) he has not participated, and will not 
participate, in any action contrary to (a)(1) through (a)(3) above. 

(c) This certification is not applicable to a foreign bidder or offering organization submitting a proposal for a 
subcontract that requires performance or delivery outside the United States, its possessions, and Puerto Rico. 

(d) A proposal will not be considered for award when (a)(1), (a)(3),' or (b) above has been deleted or modified. When 
(a)(2) above has been deleted or modified, the proposal will not be considered for award unless the offering 
organization furnished with the proposal a signed statement that sets forth in detail the circumstances of the 
disclosure and Contractor determines that such disclosure was not made for the purpose of restricting competition. 

14. Affirmative Action. (Applicable only to offers of $50,000 or more and offering organization has 50 or more employees.) 
The offering organization represents that it has developed and has on file , has not developed and does not have on file 

, at each establishment affirmative action programs as required by the rules and regulations of the Secretary of Labor 
(41 CFR 60-1, 60-2), or it has not previously had contracts subject to the written affirmative action program 
requirements of the rules and regulations of the Secretary of Labor. 

15. Certification of Subcontractor's Quality Program. The offering organization certifies that it has read the Standard 
Quality'Requirements for Supplies (Form EG&G-1097) and understands that such requirements are included in the subcontract; 
and that it does , does not , maintain a quality system under which it can prepare and submit the special procedures, 
certifications, and reports required by that document. 

NOTE: SMALL BUSINESS CONCERNS ARE WHOLLY EXEMPT FROM COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS AND ARE NOT REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 
ITEMS 16 THROUGH 19 BELOW. 

16. Disclosure Statement - Cost Accounting Practices and Certification. Any subcontract in excess of $100,000 resulting from 
this solicitation, except 

(a) When the price negotiated is based on (1) established catalog or market prices of commercial items sold in 
substantial quantities to the general public, or (2) prices set by law or regulations; 

(b) Subcontracts awarded to small business concerns (as defined in 1-701.1 of the Defense Acquisition Regulations or 
FPR 1-1.701-1); or 
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(c) Subcontracts that are otherwise exempt [see 4 CFR 331.20(b)] 

shall be subject to the requirements of the Cost Accounting Standards Board. Any offering organization submitting a 
proposal, which, if accepted, will result in a subcontract subject to the requirements of the Cost Accounting Standards 
Board must, as a condition of contracting, submit a disclosure statement as required by regulations of the Board. The 
disclosure statement must be submitted as a part of the offering organization's proposal under this solicitation (see I. 
below), unless (1) the-offeringorganization, together with all divisions, subsidiaries, and affiliates under common 
control, did not receive net awards exceeding the monetary exemption for disclosure as established by the Cost Accounting 
Standards Board (see II. below); (2) the offering organization exceeded the monetary exemption in its cost accounting 
period immediately preceding the cost accounting period in which this proposal- was submitted, but, in accordance with the 
regulations of the Cost Accounting Standards Board, is not yet required to submit a disclosure statement (see III. below); 
or (3) the offering organization has already submitted a disclosure statement disclosing the practices used in connection 
with the pricing of this proposal (see IV. below). 

CAUTION: A practice disclosed in a disclosure statement shall not, by virtue of such disclosure, be deemed to be a 
proper, approved, or agreed-to practice for pricing proposals or accumulating and reporting subcontract 
performance cost data. 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BLANK BELOW 
I. CERTIFICATE OF CONCURRENT SUBMISSION OF DISCLOSURE STATEHENT(S) 

The offering organization certifies that it has submitted, as part of its proposal under this solicitation, copies of the 
disclosure statement(s) as follows: (1) original and one copy to the cognizant Contracting Officer [Administrative 
Contracting Office, (ACO)]. see DOD Directory of Contract Administration Components (DOD 4105.59H); and (2) one copy to the 
cognizant contract auditor. 
Date of Disclosure Statement(s) 
Name(s) and Address(es) of 
Cognizant ACO(s) Where Filed: 

II. CERTIFICATE OF MONETARY EXEMPTION 
The offering organization hereby certifies that it, together with all divisions, subsidiaries, and affiliates under common 
control, did not receive net awards of negotiated national defense prime contracts and subcontracts subject to cost 
accounting standards totaling more than $10 million in its cost accounting period immediately preceding the period in which 
this proposal was submitted. The offering organization further certifies that if its status changes prior to an award 
resulting from this proposal, it will advise the Contractor immediately. 
CAUTION: Offering organizations who submitted a disclosure statement under the filing requirements previously 
established by the Cost Accounting Standards Board may claim this exemption only if the dollar volume of CAS covered 
national defense prime contract and subcontract awards in their preceding cost accounting period did not exceed the $10 
million threshold and the amount of this award will be less than $10 million. Such offering organizations will continue to 
be responsible for maintaining the disclosure statement and following the disclosed practices on CAS covered prime 
contracts and subcontracts awarded during the period in which a disclosure statement was required. 

III. CERTIFICATE OF INTERIM EXEMPTION 
The offering organization certifies that (1) it first exceeded the monetary exemption for disclosure, as defined in II. 
above, in its cost accounting period immediately preceding the cost accounting period in which this proposal was submitted, 
and (2) in. accordance with the regulations of the Cost Accounting Standards Board [4 CFR 351.40(b)], it is not yet requirec 
to submit a disclosure statement. The offering organization further certifies that if an award resulting from this 
proposal has not been made within 90 days after the end of that period, it will immediately submit a revised certificate tc 
the Contractor, in the form specified under I. above or IV. below, as appropriate, to verify its submission of a completed 
disclosure statement. 
CAUTION: Offering organizations may not claim this exemption if they are currently required to disclose because 

they were awarded a CAS covered national defense prime contract or subcontract of $10 million or more in 
the current cost accounting period. Further, the exemption applies only in connection with proposals 
submitted prior to expiration of the 90-day period following the cost accounting period in which the 
monetary exemption was exceeded. 
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IV. CERTIFICATE OF PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED DISCLOSURE STATEHENT(S) 

The offering organization hereby certifies that the disclosure statement(s) were filed as follows: 

Date of Disclosure Statement(s) 
Name(s) and Address(es) of 
Cognizant AC0{s) Where Filed 

The offering organization further certifies that practices used in estimating costs in pricing this proposal are consistent 
with the cost accounting practices disclosed in the disclosure statement(s). 

Cost Accounting Standards - Exemptions for Subcontracts of $500,000 or Less. If this proposal is expected to result in the 
award of a subcontract of $500,000 or less, the offering organization shall indicate whether the exemption to the Cost 
Accounting Standards clause under the provisions of 4 CFR 331.30(b)(7) is claimed. Failure to check the blank space below 
shall mean that the resulting subcontract is subject to the Cost Accounting Standards clause or that the offering 
organization elects to comply with the applicable clause. 

The offering organization hereby claims an exemption from the Cost Accounting Standards clause under the provision of 
4 CFR 331.30(b)(7) and certifies that it has received notification of final acceptance of all work to be delivered under 
all CAS covered prime contracts or subcontracts. The offering organization further certifies it will immediately notify 
the Contractor in writing in the event it is awarded any other contract or subcontract containing a Cost Accounting 
Standards clause subsequent to the date of this certificate but prior to the date of any award resulting from this 
proposal. 
Cost Accounting Standards Eligibility for Modified Contract Coverage. If the offering organization is eligible to use the 
modified provisions of 4 CFR Part 332, and elects ±o Jo so, it .shall indicate by checking the space below. Checking the 
space below shall mean that the resulting subcontract is subject to the Disclosure and Consistency of Cost Accounting 
Practices clause in lieu of the Cost Accounting Standards clause. 

The offering organization hereby claims an exemption from the Cost Accounting Standards clause under the provisions 
of 4 CFR 331.30(b)(2), and certifies that it is eligible for use of the Disclosure and Consistency of Cost Accounting 
Practices clause because 
(a) During its cost accounting period immediately preceding the period in which this proposal was submitted, it 

received less than $10 million in awards of CAS covered national defense price contracts and subcontracts, and 
(b) The sum of such awards equaled less than 10 percent of its total sales during the cost accounting period. 
The offering organization further certifies that if its status changes prior to an award resulting from this proposal, it 
will advise the Contractor immediately. 

CAUTION: Offering organizations may not claim the above eligibility for modified contract coverage if this proposal 
is expected to result in the award of a subcontract of $10 million or more, of if, during their current 
cost accounting period, they have been awarded a single CAS covered national defense prime contract or 
subcontract of $10 million or more. 

Additional Cost Accounting Standards Applicable to Existing Contracts. The offering organization shall indicate below 
whether award of the contemplated subcontract would, in accordance with paragraph (a)(3) of the Cost Accounting Standards 
clause (Part III of the EG&G Idaho. Inc., Standard Terms and Conditions), require a change in its established cost 
accounting practices affecting existing contracts and subcontracts. Yes No 
NOTE: If the offering organization has checked "Yes" above, and is awarded the contemplated subcontract, it will be 

required to comply with the Administration of Cost Accounting Standards clause. 
Small Business Concerns and Small Disadvantaged Business Concerns Certification. (Applicable to subcontracts over 
$500,000, or, in the case of construction, over $1,000,000.) 
(a) The offering organization represents that the following conditions prevail which determine whether the firm shall 

be required to submit a subcontracting plan for small business concerns and small business concerns owned and 
controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals: (i) it is a small business as defined in 
accordance with 13 CFR, Part 121 of the SBA regulations; (ii) subcontracting possibilities are not offered with 
respect to this subcontract ; and (iii) the subcontract is not expected to exceed $1,000,000 (if solely for 
construction of a public facility) or $500,000 otherwise . 
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(b) The offering organization represents that it is not required to submit plans for subcontracting with small and 
small disadvantaged businesses because it has properly executed one or more of the above representations. 

Small Business and Small Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting Plan. (Applicable to subcontracts over $500,000, or, in the 
case of construction, over $1,000,000.) 
(a) This provision does not apply to small business concerns. 
(b) The term "subcontract" means any agreement (other than one involving an employer-employee relationship) entered 

into by a Federal Government prime contractor or subcontractor calling-for supplies or services required for the 
performance of the original contract or subcontract. 

(c) The offering organization acknowledges that it is aware of the subcontracting plan requirements in this provision 
and, if the subcontract offers subcontracting possibilities, agrees to negotiate a plan that includes: 
(1) Percentage goals (expressed in terms of percentage of total planned subcontracting dollars) for the 

utilization as lower tier subcontractors of small business concerns and small business concerns owned and 
controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals (for the purposes of the subcontracting 
plan, the Subcontractor may include all purchases that contribute to the performance of the subcontract, 
including a proportionate share of products, services, etc., whose costs are normally allocated as 
indirect or overhead costs). 
As part of its establishment of percentage goals, the apparent successful offering organization shall also 
include in its subcontracting plan: (i) a statement of (1) total dollars planned to be subcontracted, (2) 
total dollars planned to be subcontracted to small business, and (3) total dollars planned to be 
subcontracted to small disadvantaged business; (ii) a description of the principal product and service 
areas to be subcontracted and an identification of those areas where it is planned to use (1) small 
business subcontractors, and (2) small disadvantaged-business subcontractors; {iii) a statement of the 
method used in developing proposed subcontracting goals for (1) small business and (2) small disadvantaged 
business concerns (e.g., did the offering organization use for lower tier subcontract solicitation 
purposes company source lists, the small business and disadvantaged small business source identification 
system provided by the Small Business Administration's Procurement Automated Source System, the National 
Minority Purchasing Council Vendor Information Service, the Office of Minority Business Data Center in the 
Department of Commerce, and the facilities of local small business and minority associations?); and (iv) 
if the offering organization includes indirect and overhead costs as an element in establishing the goals 
in the subcontracting plan, the method used in determining the proportionate share of indirect and 
overhead costs incurred with (1) small business and (2) small disadvantaged business subcontractors shall 
be explained. 

(2) The name of an individual within the employ of the offering organization who will administer the 
subcontracting program of the offering organization and a description of the duties of such individual. 

(3) A description of the efforts the offering organization will take to ensure that small business concerns 
and small business concerns owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals 
will have an equitable opportunity to compete for lower tier subcontracts. 

(4) Assurances that the offering organization will include the clause entitled "Utilization of Small Business 
Concerns and Small Business Concerns Owned and Controlled by Socially and Economically Disadvantaged 
Individuals" in all subcontracts that offer further subcontracting opportunities, and will require all 
lower tier subcontractors (except small business concerns) that receive subcontracts in excess of 
$500,000, or in the case of a subcontract for the construction of any public facility, $1,000,000, to 
adopt and comply with a plan similar to the plan agreed to by the offering organization. Such assurances 
shall describe the offering organization's procedures for the review, approval and monitoring of 
compliance with such plans. 

(5) Assurances that the offering organization will submit such periodic reports and cooperate in any studies 
or surveys as may be required by the Department of Energy and the Small Business Administration in order 
to determine the extent of compliance by the offering organization with the subcontracting plan. 

(6) A recitation of the types of records the offering organization will maintain to demonstrate procedures 
that have been adopted to comply with the requirements and goals set forth in the plan, including the 
establishment of source lists of small business concerns and small business concerns owned and controlled 
by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals; and efforts to identify and award lower tier 

- subcontracts to such small business concerns. The records shall include at least the following (these 
records may be maintained on a plant-wide or company-wide basis unless otherwise indicated): (i) small 
and disadvantaged business source lists, guides, and other data identifying small and small disadvantaged 
business vendors; (ii) organizations contacted for small and disadvantaged business sources; (iii) on a 
contract-by-contract basis, records on all lower tier subcontract solicitations over $100,000 indicating 
on each solicitation (1) whether small business was solicited and, if not, why not; (2) whether small 
disadvantaged business was solicited and, if not, why not; and (3) reasons for the failure of solicited 
small business or small disadvantaged business to receive the subcontract award; (iv) records to support 
other outreach efforts, such as (1) contacts with minority and small business trade associations (2) 
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contacts with small business development organizations, and (3) attendance at small and minority business 
procurement conferences and trade fairs; (v) records to support internal activities to guide and encourage 
buyers, such as (1) workshops, seminars, training programs, etc., and (2) monitoring activities to 
evaluate compliance; and (vi) on a contract-by-contract basis, records to support award data submitted to 
the Contractor to include name and address of lower tier subcontractors. 

(d) The offering organization understands that: 

(1) No subcontract will be awarded unless and until an acceptable plan is negotiated with the Contractor, and 
such plan will be incorporated into the subcontract as a material part thereof. 

(2) An acceptable plan must, in the determination of the Contractor, provide the maximum practicable 
opportunity for small business concerns and small business concerns owned and controlled by socially and 
economically disadvantaged persons to participate in the performance of the subcontract. 

(3) If a subcontracting plan acceptable to the Contractor is not negotiated within the time limits prescribed 
by the Contractor, and such failure arises out of causes within the control and with the fault or 
negligence of the offering organization, the offering organization shall be ineligible for an award. The 
Contractor shall notify the subcontractor in writing of the reasons for determining a subcontracting plan 
to be unacceptable. Such notice shall be given early enough in the negotiation process to allow the 
subcontractor to modify the plan within the time limits prescribed. 

(4) Prior compliance of the offering organization with other such subcontracting plans under previous 
contracts will be considered by the Contractor in determining the responsibility of the offering 
organization for award of the subcontract. 

(5) It is the offering organization's responsibility to develop a satisfactory subcontracting plan with 
respect to both-small .business concerns and small -business concerns owned and controlled by socially and 
economically disadvantaged individuals, and each such aspect of the offering organization's plan will be 
judged independent of the other. 

(6) The offering organization will submit, as required by the Contractor, subcontracting reports in accordance 
with the instructions thereon, and as further directed by the Contractor. Lower tier subcontractors will 
also submit these reports to the Contractor, or as otherwise directed, with a copy to the subcontractor's 
designated small and disadvantaged business liaison. 

(6) The offering organization will submit, as required by the Contractor, subcontracting reports in accordance 
with the instructions thereon, and as further directed by the Contractor. Lower tier subcontractors will 
also submit these reports to the Contractor, or as otherwise directed, with a copy to the subcontractor's 
designated small and disadvantaged business liaison. 

(e) The failure of the subcontractor or any lower tier subcontractor to comply in good faith with (i) the clause 
entitled "Utilization of Small Business Concerns and Small Business Concerns Owned and Controlled by Socially and 
Economically Disadvantaged Individuals," or (ii) an approved plan required by this Small Business and Small 
Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting Plan provision, will be a material breach of such subcontract. 

(f) Commercial Products. If a commercial product (defined below) is offered, the required subcontracting plan may 
relate to the company's production generally (both for commercial and noncommercial products), rather than solely 
to the item being procured under the subcontract. In such cases, the subcontractor shall be required to submit one 
company-wide, annual plan to be reviewed for approval by the first agency with which it enters into a prime 
contract (which requires a subcontracting plan) during the fiscal year, or by another agency, satisfactory to the 
Contractor. The approved plan will remain in effect for the company's entire fiscal year for all of the company's 
or division's commercial products. 
The term "commercial products" means products in regular production, sold in substantial quantities to the general 
public and/or industry at established market or catalog prices. A product that, in the opinion of the Contractor, 
differs only insignificantly from the subcontractor's commercial product may be regarded for the purpose of this 
clause as a commercial product. 

Equal Opportunity Compliance. (Applicable to proposals exceeding $1,000,000.) The offering organization represents that 
(a) A full compliance review of the offering organization's employment practices has , has not , been conducted 

by an agency of the Federal Government. 
(b) If a full compliance review has been conducted by an agency of the Federal Government, the most recent compliance 

review was conducted on 

by 
(Date) (Federal Agency) 
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. (c) The proposed lower tier subcontractors that will be awarded subcontracts of $1,000,000 or more are: 

Any offering organization and its known lower tier subcontractors that will be awarded subcontracts of $1,000,000 or more 
will be subject to full preaward equal opportunity reviews before the award of the subcontract for the purpose of 
determining whether the offering organization and its lower tier subcontractors are able to comply with the provisions of 
the Equal Opportunity clause. 

23. Insurance Information Required. 
(a) What is the vendor's fire insurance rate? c/$100 value/year. 
(b) What is the vendor's business interruption insurance rate? c/$100 gross earnings/year. 
(c) Who is the insurance company? 
(d) Name, address, and phone number of insurance agent or broker: 

24. In consideration for the like agreement of other offering organizations, the undersigned offering organization agrees to 
hold this proposal (offer) open for acceptance for a minimum of ninety (90) days, or until written notice of rejection or 
acceptance thereof. 

25. Lobbying Activities (Applicable if the Subcontract or the Subcontract as modified exceeds or could exceed $100,000.) 

(a) The definitions and prohibitions contained in the clause, at FAR 52.203-12, Limitation on Payments to Influence 
Certain Federal Transactions, included in this solicitation, are -hereby incorporated by reference in paragraph (b) 
of this certification. 

(b) The offering organization hereby certifies that as of December 23, 1989, thai; to the best of his or her knowledge 
and belief, that: 

(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or attempting 
to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of 
Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress on his or her behalf in connection with the awarding of 
any Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into 
of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment or modification of any 
Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement; 

(2) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds (including profit or fee received under a covered 
Federal transaction) have been paid, or will be paid, to any person for influencing or attempting to 
influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress 
on his or her behalf in connection with this solicitation, the offeror shall complete and submit, with its 
offer, 0MB Standard Form LLL, Disclosure Lobbying Activities, to the Contracting Officer; and 

(3) He or she will include the language of this certification in all subcontract awards at any tier and 
require that all recipients of subcontract awards in excess of $100,000 shall certify and disclose 
accordingly. 

(c) Submission of this certification and disclosure is a prerequisite for making or entering into this contract imposed 
by Section 1352, Title 31, United States Code. Any person who makes an expenditure prohibited under this provision 
or .who fails to file or amend the disclosure form to be filed or amended by this provision, shall be subject to a 
civil penalty of not less than $10,000, and not more than $100,000, for each such failure. 

NOTE: If the offering organization is a corporation, indicate the state of incorporation, under signature, and if a 
partnership, give full names of all partners. 

COMPANY 

By. 

Title 

Address. 
11/90 
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SAMPLE 
SMALL BUSINESS AND SMALL DISADVANTAGED 

BUSINESS SUBCONTRACTING PLAN 

Date: October 8,1992 

Contractor: _ YOUR COMPANY NAME 

Address: COMPANY ADDRESS 

Subcontract Number Subcontract Number 

Item/Service:- (DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES OR ITEMS TO BE PROVIDED) 

Subcontract Total: Dollar Value to be subcontracted 

The following, together with any attachments, is hereby submitted as a subcontracting plan to satisfy the applicable 
requirements of Public Law 95-507 as implemented by FAR 52.219-9 and DEAR 952.219-9: 

1. The total estimated dollars to be subcontracted is (Dollar Amount). The following dollar values and percentage 
goals expressed in terms of a percentage of total planned subcontracting dollars are applicable to the subcontract 
cited above: 

GOALS , AMOUNT PERCENTAGE 

$000,000 00.0% 

$000,000 00.0% 

$00,000 0.0% 

$00,000 0.0% 

Large Business 

Small Business 

Small Disadvantaged Business 

Women Owned Business 

Labor Surplus Area Business $00,000 0.0% 

2. The principal products and/or services to be subcontracted under the subcontract and the type of businesses 
utilized are shown on Attachment 1. 

3. The following method was used in developing the subcontract goals: 

a. The work scope for this subcontract was reviewed to establish potential materials and services which 
could be subcontracted. 

b. From the total estimate of potential subcontracted items, a list of those items which were candidates for 
small businesses was established. 

c From the total estimate of potential subcontracted items to small business, a list of those items which could be 
subcontracted to small disadvantaged businesses, women owned businesses and labor surplus area businesses was 
established. 
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Page -2- Sample Subcontract Plan 

4. The following individual will administer the subcontracting program: 

NAME 

TITLE 

ADDRESS 

Phone: ( 000 ) 000 - 0000 
This individual's specific duties, as they relate to the subcontracting plan, are as follows: 

a. Oversees compliance with the content of this plan. 
b. Ensures that all subcontracts placed contain the latest provisions regarding small business and small 

disadvantages business subcontracting and that the requirements of FAR 52.219-9 as implemented by 
this plan are being fulfilled by the subcontractors. 

c Performs periodic audits of subtier subcontracting plans to measure progress of goals and monitors 
attainment of goals under this subcontracting plan. 

d. Submits Standard Form SF-294, Subcontracting Report for 
Individual Contracts as requested. 

e. Participates in procuring, planning and selection of potential sources to ensure that small business and 
small disadvantaged business concerns are offered every opportunity to participate in the program. 

f. Coordinates and participates with the Small Business Administration, small business utilization 
specialist, and other groups to locate capable firms. 

g. Ensures inclusion of small business, small disadvantaged business or women owned business concerns 
in all solicitations. 

h. Removes statements, clauses, etc, from solicitations which may tend to prohibit small business, small 
disadvantaged business and women owned business concerns' participation, 

i. Maintains records of small business, small disadvantaged business and women owned business concerns' 
programs, 

j . Provide records and reports and fully cooperates in all studies and surveys as may be required by the 
customer or Government regulations, 

k. Attends or arranges for attendance at Busmess Opportunity Workshops, Minority Enterprise Seminars, 
Trade Fairs, etc. 

1. Conducts or arranges for conduct of motivational training for purchasing personnel pursuant to the 
intent of Public Law 95-507 

5. The following outreach efforts will be taken to ensure that small and small disadvantaged business concerns will 
have an equitable opportunity to compete for subcontracts. Efforts will be made as follows as a minimum: 

a. . Distribution of company policies and procedures which implement the requirements of FAR 52.219-9. 
b. Assignment by name of specific individuals to carry out the requirements of the policies and 

procedures. 
c. Periodic review of progress made with regard to goals established by individual subcontracting plans. 
d. Training and motivation of personnel to ensure their complete support of the plan. 
e. Provision of technical and management assistance to small business and small disadvantaged business 

concerns to ensure complete understanding of requirements. 
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Page -3- Sample Subcontract Plan 

f. Provision of clear-cut and realistic technical specifications and delivery schedules to encourage 
maximum participation. 

g. Consideration of all available small business and small disadvantaged business concerns during the 
make/buy process. 

h. Allowing special consideration to small and small disadvantaged business firms by preparing 
solicitations, allowing adequate time for preparation of bids, arranging specifications and delivery 
schedules of facilitate the participation of such firms. 

i. Where additional bidders as required, the following publications will be used to search for capable 
firms: 
1. Minority Business Enterprise, published by the Defense Logistics Agency. 
2. Try Us, National Business Campaign, 120112th Avenue N, Minneapolis, MN 55411. 
3. The Regional Minority Purchasing Council's listings. 
4. The Woman-owned Business directory. 
5. National Minority Council mailing list 

j . An outreach effort will be made to solicit the assistance of local, state, and federal offices, trade and 
manufacturing associations and labor organizations in identifying qualified firms. 

k. Every effort will be made by Mr. John P. Anybody, California, Regional Service Supervisor to attend 
small, small disadvantaged and women-owned business procurement conferences, workshops, and trade 
fairs that are available in their specific regions during the term of this subcontract Such as: 
a. Pittsburgh Minority Trade Fair - February, 1991 
b. Annual Alcoa Minority Business Conference - April, 1991 
c. "Minority Business Opportunity Day DC" - sponsored by the Portland Federal Executive 

Boards Minority Business Opportunity Committee and the Northwest Regional Minority 
Purchasing Council. - June, 1991. 

d. Seattle Area Procurement Conference: - sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce, Small 
Business Development Center, Western Washington Council of Governments and the 
University of Washington. - August, 1991. 

e. Tucson Area Procurement Conference sponsored by the Greater Tucson Chamber of 
Commerce, SCORE, South Arizona Planning and Development Association. - September, 
1990. 

f. Texas Trade Fair and Business Outlook Conference" - October, 1990. 
g. Houston Region Small and Small Disadvantaged Business Conference" - November, 1990. 

6. Subcontractor agrees that the Clause FAR 51219-8 entitled "Utilization of Small Business Concerns and Small 
Disadvantaged Business Concerns (Jun 1985)" will be included in all subcontracts which offer further 
subcontracting opportunities, and that all subcontractors except small business concerns who receive subcontracts 
in excess of S500.000 will include Clause DEAR 952219-9 entitled "Small Business and Small Disadvantaged 
Business Subcontracting Plan (Apr 1984)" and those subcontractors will be required to adopt and comply with 
subcontracting plans similar to this one. Such plans will be reviewed by comparing them with the provisions of 
Public Law 95-507, and assuring that all minimum requirements of an acceptable subcontracting plan have been 
satisfied. The acceptability of percentage goals shall be determined on a case-by-case basis depending on the 
supplies/services involved, the availability of potential small and small 
disadvantaged subcontracts, and prior experience. Once approved and implemented, plans will be monitored 
through the submission of periodic reports, and/or, as time and availability of funds permit, periodic visits to 
subcontractor's facilities to review applicable records and subcontracting program progress. 
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Page -4- Sample Subcontract Plan 

7. Subcontractor agrees to comply with "Labor Surplus Area, Subcontracting Program," FAR 20.302, and 
"Subcontracting Opportunities for Women-Owned Business," FAR 19.902. 

8. A Standard Form 294, "Subcontracting Report for Individual Contracts, "will be submitted on a semi-annual 
basis and upon contract completion in accordance with DOE procedures as stated in Clause DEAR 952.219-9 as 
follows: 

1st Report = October 1 - March 31 (Reports due by April 10th) 

2nd Report = April 1 - September 30 (Reports due by Sept, 20th) 

Final report due 25 days after expiration of contract or current budget period. 

The Standard Form 294 shall indicate in the remarks block the number and dollar amount of awards made to 
labor surplus area and woman-owned business concerns. The remarks block shall also include (a) the period of 
performance (b) the current one year period being reported. Boxes 13,14,15, 16 of the SF 294 will correspond 
to the current one-year period. 

9. Subcontractor will cooperate in any studies or surveys that may be required by the customer or Government 
regulations. 

10. The following types of records to document compliance with this Subcontracting Plan will be maintained: 
a. Source lists of qualified small and small disadvantaged and women-owned business firms. 
b. Correspondence and invitations to small, small disadvantaged, and women-owned business firms to submit 

bids. 
c. Documentation of reasons why particular firms contacted did or did not meet our bidding requirements. 
d. Standard Form 294 will be maintained and updated on a quarterly basis. 
e. Lists of corporate minority suppliers. 
f. Records on solicitations over $100,000 on a subcontract-by-subcontract basis whether or not small, small 

disadvantaged or women-owned businesses were solicited; if not, why not; and if they offered on the 
subcontract why they failed to get the award. 

g. Lists of organizations contacted for small, small disadvantaged, and women-owned businesses, 
h. Records to support other outreach efforts, e.g., contacts with agencies, trade associates, etc. 

JOHN P. ANYBODY Date 

Plan Accepted by: Date 

EG&G Idaho, IncSmall Business Officer 
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EG&G IDAHO, INC. STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
FOR PURCHASE ORDERS AND SUBCONTRACTS 

GENERAL 

This subcontract (which term shall be deemed to include related plans, drawings, 
specifications, standards, and other documents) contains the entire agreement of 
the parties, and no modification, alteration, waiver or other provisions which 
are inconsistent with or in addition to the provisions of this subcontract shall 
have any force or effect unless the same shall be accepted in writing by the 
Contractor. The standard terms and conditions for this subcontract shall prevail 
notwithstanding any variance with the terms and conditions that may be submitted 
or proposed by the Subcontractor, Subcontractor's commencement of work or 
shipment of goods shall be deemed to be an acceptance of the Contractor's 
standard terms and conditions, and no modifications thereto will be of any effect 
except by the written acknowledgment of the Contractor. Failure of the 
Contractor or the Government to enforce any of their rights hereunder shall not 
constitute a waiver of such rights or of any other rights under this subcontract. 
PRECEDENCE 
(a) In the event of an inconsistency between the several documents in this 

subcontract, the order of precedence shall be: (1) the subcontract, as 
amended, including these terms and conditions, (2) applicable 
specifications, (3) applicable drawings, and (4) applicable standards. 

(b) Anything mentioned in the specifications and not shown on the drawings, or 
shown on the drawings and not mentioned in the specifications, shall be of 
like effect as if shown or mentioned in both. 

(c) In the event of an inconsistency between provisions of this subcontract, 
the inconsistency shall be resolved by giving precedence as follows: (1) 
schedule, (2) statement of work, (3) the general provisions, (4) other 
provisions of the subcontract, whether incorporated by reference or 
otherwise, (5) Subcontractor's technical proposal, if incorporated in the 
subcontract by reference or otherwise. 

DEFINITIONS 
As used throughout this subcontract and except where otherwise indicated, the 
following terms shall have the meaning set forth below: 
(a) The term "Subcontractor" shall mean the supplier or vendor of the 

materials, supplies or services covered by this subcontract; 
(b) The term "Contractor" shall mean EG&G Idaho, Inc., or its duly authorized 

representative or representatives; 

(c) The term "lower tier subcontractor" means any party entering into an 
agreement with the Subcontractor or any lower tier subcontractor for the 
furnishing of supplies or services required for performance of this 
subcontract; 
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(d) The term "Government" shall mean the United States of America or any duly 
authorized representative thereof; 

(e) The term "DOE" means, the U. S. Department of Energy; and 
(f) The term "Contracting Officer" means Manager of the DOE Idaho Operations 

Office or his duly authorized representative. 

TITLE TO PROPERTY 
It is understood and agreed that this subcontract is entered into by the 
Contractor for and on behalf of the Government; that title to all supplies 
furnished hereunder by the Subcontractor shall pass directly from the 
Subcontractor to the Government as purchaser, at the point of delivery; that the 
Contractor is authorized to and will make payment hereunder from Government funds 
advanced and agreed to be advanced to it by DOE and not from its own assets and 
administer this subcontract in other respects for DOE unless otherwise 
specifically provided for herein; that administration of this subcontract may be 
transferred from the Contractor to DOE or its designee, and in case of such 
transfer and notice thereof to the Subcontractor, the Contractor shall have no 
further responsibilities hereunder; and that nothing herein shall preclude 
liability of the Government for any payment properly due hereunder if for any 
reasons such payment is not made by the Contractor from such Government funds. 
CHANGES 
The Contractor may at any time, by written order, and without notice to the 
sureties, make changes, within the general scope of this subcontract, in any one 
or more of the following: 
(a) Drawings, designs, or specifications, where the supplies to be furnished 

are to be specially manufactured for the Contractor in accordance 
therewith; 

(b) Method of shipment or packing; and 
(c) Place of delivery. 
If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the cost of, or the time 
required for, the performance of any part of the work under this subcontract, 
whether changed or not changed by any such order, an equitable adjustment shall 
be made in the subcontract price or delivery schedule or both, and the 
subcontract shall be modified in writing accordingly. Any claim by the 
Subcontractor for adjustment under this clause must be asserted within 30 days 
from the date of receipt by the Subcontractor of the notification of change -
provided, however, that the Contractor, if it decides that the facts justify such 
action, may receive and act upon any such claim asserted at any time prior to 
final payment under this subcontract. Where the cost of property made obsolete 
or excess as a result of a change is included in the Subcontractor's claim for 
adjustment, the Contractor shall have the right to prescribe the manner of 
disposition of such property. Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a 
dispute within the meaning of the clause of this subcontract entitled "Disputes." 
However, nothing in this clause shall excuse the Subcontractor from proceeding 
with the subcontract as changed. 
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EXTRAS 
Except as otherwise provided in this subcontract, no payment for extras shall be 
made unless such extras and the price therefor have been authorized in writing 
by the Contractor. 
VARIATION IN QUANTITY 
No variation in the quantity of any item called for by this subcontract will be 
accepted unless such variation has been caused by conditions of loading, 
shipping, or packing, or allowances in manufacturing processes, and then only to 
the extent, if any, specified elsewhere in this subcontract. 
SUBSTITUTIONS AND UNAUTHORIZED CHANGES 
(a) Subcontractor shall not substitute other materials or accessories for 

those specified in the subcontract without written consent of the 
Contractor. 

(b) No changes to this subcontract are authorized unless made by the 
authorized subcontract administrator, buyer, or his superior and 
substantiated by a formal, written change order. Changes made by the 
Subcontractor, unless authorized by change notice, shall be made at the 
sole risk of Subcontractor, there being no financial recourse against the 
Contractor. 

RECOVERED (RECYCLED) MATERIALS 
The Subcontractor shall use Recovered (Recycled) Materials in the performance of 
work under this subcontract to the maximum extent practicable without 
jeopardizing the intended use of the item(s) being delivered. 

MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP 
Unless otherwise specifically approved by the Contractor, all equipment, 
materials, and articles incorporated in the work covered by this subcontract are 
to be new and of the most suitable grade of their respective kinds for the 
purpose intended, and all workmanship shall be performed in a skillful and 
workmanlike manner consistent with the specifications, drawings, stated 
requirements, and other applicable criteria of this subcontract. 
APPROVALS 
The granting of approvals by the Contractor or design, work drawings, 
specifications, reports, and any other data submitted by Subcontractor under 
provisions of the subcontract or specifications shall not affect or relieve 
Subcontractor from such responsibility as Subcontractor otherwise has with 
respect to adequacy or correctness of the design, working drawings, 
specifications, reports, and all other data submitted or used by the 
Subcontractor in performance of work under this subcontract. 
LIENS 
Subcontractor agrees to deliver to the Contractor the articles covered by this 
subcontract free and clear of all liens and encumbrances. 
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WARRANTIES 
(a) Orders under $10,000 

The Subcontractor hereby agrees to cover all equipment and/or work and 
each item thereof by warranties (including warranties against faulty 
workmanship and materials) which are in no event less favorable as to 

-items covered, length and type of warranty, than those warranties 
generally established in the trade or industry for the type of equipment or work involved hereunder. 

(b) Orders over $10,000 
(1) In addition to his obligations under other provisions of this 

subcontract (including those concerning inspection and acceptance), 
Subcontractor warrants against defects in material and workmanship, 
and that the items furnished under this subcontract will be 
manufactured in accordance with the subcontract requirements and if 
Subcontractor is responsible for design, the design will meet all 
design requirements set forth in this subcontract. The term of this 
warranty is for a period of three years after delivery or for a 
period of one year after the date first placed in use, whichever 
first expires. Standard commercial components of items furnished 
under this warranty are for a one year period after delivery. 

(2) The Contractor shall give Subcontractor notice of any defect or lack 
of conformity with subcontract requirements within a reasonable time 
after discovery. Subcontractor shall promptly thereafter (without 
cost to the Contractor) either correct or replace such defective or 
nonconforming item or component thereof, and correct or replace all 
appropriate drawings, procedures and manuals, or if the Contractor does not require correction or replacement of the defective or 
nonconforming item or component thereof, Subcontractor, within a 
reasonable time after the notice shall repay such portion of the 
subcontract price of the item as is equitable under the 
circumstances. If Subcontractor fails to proceed with reasonable 
promptness to make any corrections or replacement in accordance with 
the provisions of this clause, the Contractor reserves the right to 
cause such correction or replacement to be made and Subcontractor 
agrees to reimburse the Contractor for the cost incurred thereby. 
Unless otherwise agreed, correction or replacement of defective or 
nonconforming items or components thereof shall be performed subject 
to and in accordance with the provisions of this subcontract. The 
Contractor has the right to require Subcontractor to correct in 
place any defective or nonconforming item or component thereof 
delivered under this subcontract or to return such item or component 
to Subcontractor for correction in which case Subcontractor shall be 
responsible for packing and packaging charges and shipping cost (to 
and from Subcontractor's plant) for item or component returned for 
correction. In exercising this right, the Contractor will notify 
Subcontractor which alternative it proposes to take. In this 
connection the Contractor will be reasonable in making its election 
in terms of its and the Government's time requirements, the relative 
economics of each course, and the particular circumstances at the 
time of election, giving due regard to any reasonable requests of 
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Subcontractor. In the event that Subcontractor is required to 
correct in place, Subcontractor shall not be responsible for removal 
or reinstallation of the items or structural parts not furnished by 
Subcontractor under this subcontract. Subcontractor shall not be 
required to incur costs for such correction in place in excess of an 
amount equal to the total price of this subcontract. In the event 
that any defective item is returned by the Contractor to 
Subcontractor's plant for correction, the Contractor shall be 
responsible for removing the defective item from the system and 
Subcontractor shall upon completion of correction, make delivery as 
directed by the Contractor, but shall not be obligated to incur 
costs in excess of the total price of this subcontract, plus 
shipping (to and from Subcontractor's plant) and packing and 
packaging charges, nor shall Subcontractor be responsible for any 
cost of reinstallation. However, Subcontractor shall not be 
responsible for shipping costs outside the continental limits of the 
United States. 

The warranty with respect to a corrected or replaced item, items or 
components thereof, shall be subject to the same terms as the 
warranty provided for in paragraph (a). The original warranty for 
other than the corrected or replaced item, items or components 
thereof, shall continue until the expiration of the period 
prescribed in paragraph (a) plus a period equal to the time elapsed 
between the discovery of the defect and correction or replacement of 
the defective item, items or components thereof. 
Defective or nonconforming items or components thereof which 
Subcontractor is required to correct or replace in accordance with 
the provisions of this clause may be contaminated with 
radioactivity. Should the level of radioactivity of items or 
components thereof be sufficient to create by itself a "radiation 
area" (as defined in 10 CFR Section 20.202 in effect on the date of 
this subcontract), Subcontractor shall nevertheless promptly correct 
or replace such items or components as directed by the Contractor. 
In the event Subcontractor's cost of correction or replacement is 
increased solely by reason of the level of radioactivity of any such 
item or components thereof which exceeds the level specified in the 
definition of "radiation areas," an equitable adjustment shall be 
made, and such adjustment shall be agreed to in writing. If the 
Contractor, with respect to any such items or components thereof 
having a level of radioactivity sufficient to create by itself a 
"radiation area," elects, as provided in paragraph (b) above, to 
require payment of an equitable portion of the subcontract price, 
the parties shall not consider the estimated additional costs of 
correcting such item or component incurred solely by reason of 
radioactivity specified in the definition of "radiation area." 
Failure to agree to an equitable adjustment in price or a reasonable 
price for a replacement item as provided for herein shall be a 
dispute within the meaning of the clause of this subcontract 
entitled "Disputes." 
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(5) Approval of designs, drawings, samples, test results, procedures, 
processes, or schedules by the Contractor and/or the Government 
shall not in any way limit or diminish Subcontractor's warranties 
hereunder. 

DELIVERY 
Delivery shall be made as specified and strictly in accordance with the delivery 
requirements of this subcontract. Subcontractor shall furnish sufficient labor 
and management forces, plant and equipment, and shall work such hours, including 
night shifts, overtime, weekend and holiday work, as may be necessary to assure 
compliance with the significant components of the approved manufacturing schedule 
and established subcontract delivery requirements and dates, or any duly 
authorized extensions thereof, at no increase in the price of this subcontract. 
If the Subcontractor's significant components or deliveries fail to comply with 
such requirements, the Contractor may direct in writing that the Subcontractor 
perform such night shifts, overtime, weekend and holiday work as the Contractor 
deems necessary to ensure the earliest possible recovery to the approved 
manufacturing schedule or contractual delivery schedule of the material or 
services; the Subcontractor agrees to comply with any such directive, when 
issued, including the payment of any difference between the method of shipping 
specified in this subcontract and premium transportation rates, at no additional 
compensation, unless the delay in delivery arises out of causes beyond the 
control and without the fault or negligence of the Subcontractor within the 
meaning of the clause thereof entitled "Termination for Default--Damages for 
Delay." 

INSPECTION 
(a) Subcontractor shall provide and maintain a quality assurance system 

capable of controlling supplies covered by this subcontract. 
(b) All work (throughout this clause, this term includes--without 

limitation—design review, raw materials, procedures and processes, 
components, intermediate assemblies, and end products) shall be subject to 
inspection, examination, and test by the Contractor and/or the Government 
or its designee(s) to the extent practicable at all times and places 
including the period of manufacture, and in any event prior to acceptance. 
Subcontractor is responsible for and shall, upon the Contractor's 
reasonable request and without interference with the work, furnish 
evidence of compliance with all requirements of the subcontract. 
Inspection and test by the Contractor and/or the Government or its 
designee(s) of any work, or approval of designs, drawings, samples, test 
results, procedures, processes or schedules by the Contractor and/or the 
Government or its designee(s) does not relieve Subcontractor from any 
responsibility to meet the subcontract requirements. 

(c) In case any material is defective in material or workmanship or otherwise 
not in conformity with the requirements of this subcontract, the 
Contractor and/or the Government or its designee(s) shall have the right 
to reject it (with or without instructions as to its disposition), or 
require correction. Material which has been rejected or required to be 
corrected shall be removed, or if permitted or required by the 
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Contractor, corrected in place by and at the expense of Subcontractor, 
promptly after notice and shall not thereafter be tendered for acceptance 
unless the former rejection or requirement of correction is disclosed. 
Costs of packaging and shipment of defective material (to and from 
Subcontractor's plant) for correction shall be at the expense of the 
Subcontractor. If Subcontractor fails promptly to remove such material 
which is required to be removed, or promptly to replace or correct such 
work as specified by the Contractor, the Contractor may either: (1) 
subcontract or otherwise replace or correct such material and charge to 
Subcontractor the cost occasioned thereby, or (2) terminate this 
subcontract for default as provided in the clause entitled "Termination 
for Default--Damages for Delay." Unless Subcontractor corrects or 
replaces such material within the delivery schedule, the Contractor may 
require the delivery of such material at a reduction in price which is 
equitable under the circumstances. Failure to agree to such reduction in 
price shall be a dispute within the meaning of the clause of this 
subcontract entitled "Disputes." 

(d) If any inspection or test is made by the Contractor and/or the Government 
or its designee(s) on the premises of Subcontractor or a lower tier 
subcontractor, Subcontractor without additional charge shall provide all 
reasonable facilities including inspection tools, gauges, and equipment 
and shall additionally provide assistance for the safety and convenience 
of the Contractor and/or the Government or its designee(s) inspector in 
the performance of their duties. If the Contractor and/or the Government 
or its designee(s) inspection or test is made at a point other than the 
premises of Subcontractor or a lower tier subcontractor, it shall be at 
the expense of the Contractor except as otherwise provided in this 
subcontract—provided that, in case of rejection, the Contractor shall not 
be liable for any reduction in value of samples used in connection with 
such inspection or test. 

(e) All inspections and tests by the Contractor and/or the Government or its 
designee(s) shall be performed in such a manner as not to unduly delay the 
work. The Contractor reserves the right to charge to the Subcontractor 
any additional cost of the Contractor and/or the Government or its 
designee(s) inspection and test when work is not ready at the time such 
inspection and test is requested by Subcontractor or when reinspection or 
retest is necessitated by prior rejection. 

(f) Acceptance or rejection of the work shall be made as promptly as 
practicable after delivery, except as otherwise provided in this 
subcontract; but failure to inspect and accept or reject work shall 
neither relieve Subcontractor from responsibility of such work as is not 
in accordance with the subcontract requirements nor impose liability upon 
the Contractor therefor. 

(g) The inspection and test by the Contractor and/or the Government or its 
designee(s) of any work hereof does not relieve the Subcontractor from any 
responsibility regarding defects or other failures to meet the subcontract 
requirements which may be discovered prior to acceptance. Except as 
otherwise provided in this subcontract, acceptance shall be conclusive 
except as regards latent defects, fraud or such gross mistakes as amount 
to fraud. 
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(h) Subcontractor shall provide and maintain (and require its lower tier 
subcontractors to provide and maintain) an inspection and quality control 
system acceptable to the Contractor covering the work hereunder. Records 
of all inspection and quality control work by Subcontractor (and his lower 
tier subcontractors) shall be kept complete and available to the 
Contractor and/or.the Government or its designees) during the performance 
of this subcontract and for such longer period as may be specified 

-elsewhere in this subcontract. 

(i) No inspector can change the drawings and/or specifications or bind the 
Contractor in any way contractually. All changes affecting the 
subcontract must be in writing from an authorized representative of the 
Contractor's Procurement Division. 

(j) The Contractor and the Government assume no contractual obligation to 
perform any inspection and test for the benefit of the Subcontractor 
unless specifically set forth elsewhere in the subcontract. 

(k) Final acceptance of materials, services, and equipment under this 
subcontract occurs at the time of authorization for final payment by the 
Contractor's representative designated to administer this subcontract. 

16. INVOICES 
Subcontractor shall submit invoices for monies due under this subcontract. 
Subcontractor's lower tier suppliers and subcontractor's invoices will not be 
honored. Subcontractor shall submit his invoices in duplicate. Each invoice 
MUST BE COMPLETE in the following particulars OR IT WILL BE RETURNED FOR 
CORRECTION without prejudice to the Contractor for the discount period. 
(a) Invoice shall be for one order ONLY and must show the Contractor 

subcontract number. 
-(b) Each invoices item must conform to the subcontract and shall be identified 

against the subcontract number. Where "as equal" substitutions are 
furnished and accepted by the Contractor, the invoiced item shall be 
identified as furnished and referenced against the subcontract item 
number. 

(c) Billing Units: (a) UNIT PRICE must conform to subcontract, (2) QUANTITIES 
. must conform to packing slip(s) compatible to unit price, (3) DESCRIPTION 
must conform to subcontract. Components shipped separately and invoiced 
will not be honored unless the subcontract is supplemented to identify and 
subdivide the original subcontract item. 

(d) Invoices for services performed at or materials shipped to other than 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho, must state where the 
services were performed or the materials were shipped. 

(e) Transportation charges for the Contractor's account must be detailed 
separately on all invoices. Supporting bill of lading showing weight of 
each shipment together with the three copies of the original paid freight 
bill must be attached. Supporting documents for parcel post charges will 
not be required. 
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(f) Invoices shall be mailed to: EG&G Idaho, Inc., Accounts Payable Section, 
P. 0. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415. 

PAYMENTS 
The Subcontractor shall be paid, upon the submission of proper invoices or 
vouchers, the prices stipulated herein for supplies delivered and accepted or 
services rendered and accepted, less deductions, if any, as herein provided. 

(a) Discount. Where discounts are offered, the discount period will be 
computed from the latest date on which all the following conditions are 
met: (1) acceptance of material, (2) receipt and approval of ALL Vendor 
Data, (3) receipt of properly executed invoice. Payment is deemed.to be 
made for purpose of earning the discount on the date of mailing of the 
Contractor check. 

(b) Partial Deliveries. Payments will be made on partial deliveries when 
warranted and provided such payments are contemplated and authorized by 
this subcontract. 

(c) Payment Withheld—Vendor Data. On subcontracts which require the 
submittal of vendor data, if such data, or any part thereof, is not 
delivered within the time specified by this subcontract or is deficient 
upon delivery, the Contractor may, until such data is delivered or 
deficiencies are corrected, withhold payments (not to exceed 20% of 
subcontract price) to the Subcontractor to assure prompt delivery of 
required vendor data. 

ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS DATA REQUIREMENT 
(a) Engineering and Operations data normally required must be furnished by the 

supplier. For the purpose of this provision, Engineering and Operations 
data are defined but not totally restricted to the following: data 
required by the subcontract in support of design, performance, and 
materials traceability. Materials procured and/or fabricated involve the 
submission for approval by the supplier of the following types of 
documents: (Engineering) operation and performance data, design drawings, 
wiring diagrams, motor data, stress analyses, flow calculations, special 
process data, etc.; (Operations) maintenance and operations manuals, 
repair procedures, parts lists, etc. 

(b) Engineering and Operations data requirements for this subcontract in 
addition to the above are attached. 

ASSIGNMENT 

Neither this subcontract nor any interest therein nor claim thereunder shall be 
assigned or transferred by the Subcontractor, except as expressly authorized in 
writing by the Contractor. This subcontract may be assigned by the Contractor 
to the Government or to DOE's designee(s). 
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20. ASSIGNMENT OF ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

Subcontractor may assign with the Contractor's approval claims for monies due or 
to become due hereunder to a bank, trust company, or other financial institution 
including any Federal lending agency. Any such assignment .shall cover all 
amounts payable under this subcontract and not already paid, and shall not be 
made to more than one party, except that any such assignment may be made to one 
party, as agent or trustee to two or more parties participating in such 
financing. Payments to an assignee of any monies due or to become due hereunder 
shall be subject to setoff or recoupment for any present or future claim or 
claims which the Contractor may have against Subcontractor arising under this and 
other subcontracts. Subcontractor shall supply the Contractor immediately with 
two copies of any such assignment and shall indicate on each invoice to whom 
payment is to be made. 

21. AUTHORIZATION AND CONSENT 
The Government hereby gives its authorization and consent (without prejudice to 
any rights of indemnification) for all use and manufacture in the performance of 
this subcontract or any part hereof or any amendment hereto or any lower tier 
subcontract hereunder of any invention described in and covered by a patent of 
the United States 
(a) embodied in the structure or composition of any article the deliver of 

which is accepted by the Government under this subcontract, or 
(b) utilized in the machinery, tools, or methods the use of which necessarily 

results from compliance by the Subcontractor to the using lower tier 
subcontractor with (1) specifications or written provisions now or 
hereafter forming a part of this subcontract, or (2) specific written 
instructions given by the Contractor directing the manner of performance. 

The entire liability to the Government and the Contractor for infringement of a 
-patent of the United States shall be determined solely by the provisions of the 
indemnity clause, if any, included in this subcontract or any lower tier 
subcontract hereunder, and the Government assumes liability for all other 
infringement to the extent of the authorization and consent hereinabove granted. 

22. FEDERAL. STATE. AND LOCAL TAXES 
(a) . Except as may be otherwise provided in this subcontract, the subcontract 

prices include all applicable Federal, State, and local taxes and duties. 
(THE CONTRACTOR IS EXEMPT UNDER IDAHO LAW FROM THE PAYMENT OF CERTAIN 
IDAHO SALES TAXES AND IS AUTHORIZED BY AGREEMENT WITH THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AND TAXATION TO PAY DIRECTLY.TO THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ANY SALES AND USE TAXES OWING ON PURCHASES OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY. 
THEREFORE, THE SUBCONTRACT PRICE SHOULD NOT INCLUDE IDAHO SALES OR USE 
TAXES. ALL OTHER APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL TAXES AND DUTIES 
SHOULD BE INCLUDED.) 

(b) Nevertheless, if a statute, court decision, written ruling, or regulation 
takes effect after the subcontract date and results in the Subcontractor 
being required to pay any tax, duty, interest or penalty which would not 
otherwise have been payable on the transactions or property covered by 
this subcontract, the subcontract price shall be increased by the amount 
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of such tax, duty, rate increase, interest or penalty if the Subcontractor 
warrants in writing that the subcontract price does not include any 
contingency for the same and if liability for such tax, rate increase, 
interest or penalty was not incurred through the Subcontractor's fault, 
negligence or failure to follow the instructions of the Contractor. 

(c) If a statute, court decision, written ruling, or regulation takes effect 
after the subcontract date and results in the Subcontractor being relieved 
of any tax, duty, rate increase or penalty related to the transaction or 
property covered by this subcontract, or in the refund or drawback of any 
portion thereof, the subcontract price shall be decreased by the amount of 
such relief, refund or drawback. If the Contractor has already paid the 
amount of such tax, duty, rate increase or penalty, the same shall be 
repaid by the Subcontractor to the Contractor, including any interest 
received from the Government by the Subcontractor incident to such relief, 
refund or drawback. 

(d) The contract price shall be decreased by the amount of any tax or duty, or 
any portion thereof, that was included in the contract price and that the 
Subcontractor is required to pay or bear, or for which no refund or other 
relief is obtained, through the Subcontractor's fault, negligence, or 
failure to follow the instructions of the Contractor. 

(e) No adjustment shall be made in the contract price under this clause unless 
the amount of the adjustment exceeds $100. 

(f) As used in subparagraphs (b) through (e) above, the term "subcontract 
date" means the date set for the bid opening, or if this is a negotiated 
subcontract, the date of this subcontract. As to additional supplies or 
services procured by modification to this subcontract, the term 
"subcontract date" means the date of such modification. 

(g) The Subcontractor shall promptly notify the Contractor of all tax matters 
which may reasonably be expected to result in either an increase or 
decrease in the subcontract price, and shall take action with respect 
thereto as directed by the Contractor. 

(h) Except as otherwise provided in this subcontract, upon request of the 
Subcontractor, without further liability, the Contractor shall furnish 
evidence appropriate to establish an exemption from any tax when (1) the 
Subcontractor warrants in writing that such exemption applies to a tax 
excluded from the subcontract price, and (2) a reasonable basis exists to 
sustain such an exemption. In addition, the Contractor may furnish 
evidence to establish an exemption from any tax that may, pursuant to this 
clause, give rise to either an increase or decrease in the subcontract 
price. Except as otherwise provided in this subcontract, evidence 
appropriate to establish exemption from duties will be furnished only at 
the discretion of the Contractor. 

23. GRATUITIES 
The Government and the Contractor prohibit their employees from using their 
official position for personal financial gain, or from accepting any personal 
advantage from anyone under circumstances which might reasonably be interpreted 
as an attempt to influence the recipients in the conduct of their official 
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duties. Subcontractor or his employees shall not, under circumstances which 
might reasonably be interpreted as an attempt to influence the recipients in the 
conduct of their duties, extend any gratuity or special favor to employees of the 
Government or the Contractor and shall not accept any gratuity or special favor 
from individuals or organizations with whom Subcontractor is doing business, or 
proposing to do business, in accomplishing work under this subcontract. This 
subcontract is subject to the provisions of 41 U.S.C. 51-54 prohibiting the 
kickback of fees, money, or other valuables in public contracting. 

PERMITS 
Except as otherwise directed by the Contractor, the Subcontractor shall procure 
all necessary permits or licenses and abide by all applicable laws, regulations, 
and ordinances of the United States and of the State, territory, and political 
subdivision in which the work under this subcontract is performed. 

PRICING OF ADJUSTMENTS 
When costs are a factor in any determination of a subcontract price adjustment 
pursuant to the "Changes" clause or any other provision of this subcontract, such 
costs shall be in accordance with the subcontract cost principles and procedures 
in Part 31 of the Federal Acquisition Regulations as supplemented or modified by 
the DOE Procurement Regulations Part 931 in effect on the date of this 
subcontract. 
REPRESENTATION CONCERNING NUCLEAR HAZARDS INDEMNITY 
The Contractor represents that there is included in its prime contract with DOE 
an indemnity agreement, entered into by DOE under the authority of Section 170 
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended by Public Law 85-256 (the 
"Price-Anderson Act"), a copy of which may be obtained from the Contractor that, 
under said agreement, DOE has agreed to indemnify the Contractor and other 
persons indemnified, including the Subcontractor, against claims for public 
•liability (as defined in said Act arising out of or in connection with the 
contractual activity; that the indemnity applies to covered nuclear incidents 
which (i) take place at a "contract location" (which term, as defined in the 
indemnity agreement, does not include the location of the Subcontractor's plant 
and facilities); or (ii) arise out of or in the course of transportation of 
source, special nuclear or by-product material to or from a "contract location," 
or (iii) involve items produced or delivered under the prime contract. The 
obligation of DOE to indemnify is subject to the conditions stated in the 
i ndemni ty.agreement. 
WORKERS COMPENSATION COVERAGE AND INDEMNITY 
For all subcontract work performed in the State of Idaho, Subcontractor agrees 
to cover its employees performing such work by applicable Workers' Compensation 
Insurance and Subcontractor will furnish proof of such coverage upon Contractor's 
written-request. Subcontractor will indemnify and hold harmless Contractor and 
its officers, agents, employees, and the Department of Energy for any costs, 
expenses, claims, losses, damages, causes of action, whether in tort or 
otherwise, and reasonable attorneys' fees (incurred under the terms of this 
indemnity or in enforcing this provision) arising from death or injury occurring 
as a result of the acts or omissions of Subcontractor or its agents or employees. 
Subcontractor specifically waives its limitation of liability under Idaho 
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Workers' Compensation Law, Idaho Code 72-209(2), with regard to this 
indemnification. This indemnification does not apply to death or injury that 
occurs solely as a result of Contractor's negligence or liability arising from 
a nuclear incident. 
SPECIAL TOOLING 

Except as may be otherwise provided for in this subcontract, jigs, dies, 
fixtures, molds, patterns, special gauges, special test equipment, and other 
items of special tooling shall be furnished by and at the expense of 
Subcontractor. Special tooling shall be kept in good condition by Subcontractor 
and when necessary shall be replaced by Subcontractor without expense to the 
Contractor. Title to special tooling, furnished by and at the expense of the 
Subcontractor, shall remain with the Subcontractor. Subcontractor shall hold 
special tooling for one year after completion of the subcontract when requested 
in writing by the Contractor, and the Contractor may, at any time, within one 
year after completion of this subcontract, reimburse Subcontractor for the cost 
of part or all special tooling, and upon payment therefor shall become the owner 
and entitled to possession. 
Where the cost of the special tooling is included in the price of the 
subcontract, title to the special tooling shall remain with the Contractor. At 
the completion of the subcontract, Subcontractor shall prepare a list of tooling 
and request in writing the Contractor's disposition instructions. Upon 
disposition instructions from the Contractor, the Subcontractor shall dispose of 
the equipment at the expense of the Contractor. The net proceeds of any such 
disposal shall be credited to the subcontract price or shall be paid to the 
Contractor. 

All directions or communications issued pursuant to this article shall be in 
writing. 
LOWER TIER SUBCONTRACTING 
Subcontractor shall not subcontract all or substantially all work on any article 
to be supplied under this subcontract without prior written approval of the 
Contractor. Any changes of proposed lower tier subcontractors after award, shall 
be furnished to the Contractor in writing prior to their award in order that the 
Contractor may determine the competency of the lower tier subcontractor. This 
provision shall not apply to purchases of standard commercial articles or raw 
materials. Subcontractor shall promptly forward to the Contractor, P. 0. Box 
1625, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415-2083, Attn: Supplier Data Control, three unpriced 
copies of its purchase order to lower tier subcontractors on all purchases of 
material or equipment entered into for the manufacture of products herein 
ordered. 
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30. BASIS OF AWARD 
Where award of this subcontract has been made pursuant to a proposal (other than 
the low offeror) on the basis of earlier delivery and the successful offeror, 
with knowledge of the basis of this award, does not meet its subcontract delivery 
date or dates, there will be deducted from the payments otherwise due under this 
subcontract a proportionate amount of the difference between the low offer and 
the supplier's offer, based on the ratio between the number of days delay in 
making delivery and the difference in the time stated in the supplier's offer and 
the low offer. 

31. NOTICE AND ASSISTANCE REGARDING PATENT AND COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 
(a) The Subcontractor shall report to the Contractor, promptly and in 

reasonable written detail, each notice or claim of patent or copyright 
infringement based on the performance of this subcontract of which 
Subcontractor has knowledge. 

(b) In the event of any claim or suit against the Contractor or the Government 
on account of any alleged patent or copyright infringement arising out of 
the performance of this subcontract or out of the use of any supplies 
furnished or work or services performed hereunder, Subcontractor shall 
furnish to the Contractor or the Government upon request all evidence and 
information in possession of Subcontractor pertaining to such suit or 
claim. Such evidence and information shall be furnished at the expense of 
the Government except in those cases in which Subcontractor has agreed to 
indemnify the Contractor and the Government. 

(c) This clause shall be included in all lower tier subcontracts and purchase 
orders. 

32. PUBLIC RELEASE OF INFORMATION 
Information, data, photographs, sketches, advertising, etc., relating to the work 
under this subcontract, which Subcontractor desires to release or publish, shall 
be submitted to the Contractor for approval eight weeks prior to the desired 
release date. As part of the approval request, Subcontractor shall identify the 
specific media to be used as well as other pertinent details of the proposed 
release. All releases, regardless of tier or supplier, must have the prior 
approval of the Contractor. Subcontractor shall include all provisions of this 
clause including this sentence in all lower tier subcontracts under this 
subcontract. . 

33. REPORTING OF ROYALTIES 
If this subcontract is in an amount which exceeds $10,000 and if any royalty 
payments are directly involved in the subcontract or are reflected in the 
subcontract price to the Contractor, the Subcontractor agrees to report in 
writing to the DOE Patent Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the 
Contractor) during the performance of this subcontract and prior to its completion or final settlement, the amount of any royalties or other payments paid or to be paid by it directly to others in connection with the performance 
of this subcontract together with the names and addresses of licensors to whom 
such payments are made and either the patent numbers involved or such other 
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information as will permit identification of the patents or other basis on which 
the royalties are to be paid. The approval of DOE of any individual payments or 
royalties shall not stop the Contractor or the Government at any time from 
contesting the enforceability, validity, or scope of, or title to, any patent 
under which a royalty or payments are made. 
SUSPENSION OF DELIVERIES OR SERVICE 
(a) EG&G Idaho may order the Subcontractor in writing to suspend, delay, or 

interrupt delivery of materials and all or any part of the work for such 
period of time as it may determine to be appropriate for the convenience 
of EG&G Idaho. Upon the expiration of the period of suspension or the 
prior receipt of an order to resume operations, Subcontractor shall 
promptly proceed with the work. 

(b) If the performance of all or any part of the work is, for an unreasonable 
period of time, suspended, delayed, or interrupted by an act of EG&G Idaho 
in the administration of this subcontract, or by EG&G Idaho's failure to 
act within the time specified in this subcontract (or if no time is 
specified, within a reasonable time), an adjustment shall be made in the time for performance of this subcontract and for any increase in the cost 
of performance of this subcontract (excluding profit) necessarily caused 
by such unreasonable suspension, delay, or interruption, and the 
subcontract modified in writing accordingly. However, no adjustment shall 
be made under this clause for any suspension, delay, or interruption to 
the extent (1) that performance would have been so suspended, delayed, or 
interrupted by any other cause, including the fault or negligence of the 
Subcontractor, or (2) for which an equitable adjustment is provided or 
excluded under any other provision of this subcontract. 

(c) No claim under this clause shall be allowed (1) for any costs incurred 
more than 20 days before the Subcontractor shall have notified EG&G Idaho 
in writing of the act or failure to act involved (but this requirement 
shall not apply as to a claim resulting from a suspension order); and (2) 
unless the claim, in an amount stated, is asserted in writing as soon as 
practicable after the termination of such suspension, delay, or 
interruption, but no later than the date of final payment under the 
subcontract. No part of any claim based on the provisions of this clause 
shall be allowed if not supported by adequate evidence showing that the 
cost would not have been incurred but for a delay within the provisions of 
this clause. 

DISPUTES 

(a) The parties agree that the appropriate forum for resolution of any dispute 
of claim pertaining to this subcontract shall be a court of competent 
jurisdiction as follows: 
(1) Subject to paragraph A.2. of this clause, any such litigation shall 

be brought and prosecuted exclusively in Federal District Court; 
with venue in the United States District Court for the District of 
Idaho in Pocatello, Idaho. 
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(2) Provided, however, that in the event that the requirements for 
jurisdiction in any Federal District Court are not present, such 
litigation shall be brought in the District Court of the Seventh 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Bonneville, with venue in the District Court of the Seventh Judicial 
District for the District of Idaho in Idaho Falls, Idaho. 

(b) - Any substantive issue of law in such dispute, claim, or litigation shall 
be determined in accordance with the body of law applicable to procurement 
of goods and services by the Federal Government. Nothing in this clause 
shall grant to the Subcontractor by implication any statutory rights or 
remedies not expressly set forth in this subcontract. 

(c) There shall be no interruption in the prosecution of the work, and the 
Subcontractor shall proceed diligently with the performance of this 
subcontract pending final resolution of any dispute, claim, or litigation arising under or related to this subcontract between the parties hereto or 
between the Subcontractor and subtler subcontractors or supplies. 

(d) The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. Sections 601-613) shall not 
apply to this subcontract; provided, however, that nothing in this clause 
shall prohibit Contractor, in its sole discretion, from sponsoring a claim 
of the Subcontractor for resolution under the provisions of its prime 
contract with DOE. In the event that Contractor so sponsors a claim at 
the request of the Subcontractor, the Subcontractor shall be bound by the 
decision of the cognizant DOE contracting officer to the same extent and 
in the same manner as the Contractor. 

36. SECURITY 
(a) Subcontractor's Duty to Safeguard Restricted Data- Formerly Restricted 

Data, and Other Classified Information. The Subcontractor shall, in 
accordance with DOE's security regulations and requirements, be 
responsible for safeguarding restricted data, formerly restricted data, 
and other classified information and protecting against sabotage, 
espionage, loss, and theft, the classified documents and material in the 
Subcontractor's possession in connection with the performance of work 
under this subcontract. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
subcontract, the Subcontractor shall, upon completion or termination of 
this subcontract, transmit to the Contractor any classified matter in the 

. possession of the Subcontractor or any person under the Subcontractor's 
control in connection with performance of this subcontract. If retention 
by the Subcontractor of any classified matter is required after the 
completion or termination of the subcontract and such retention is 
approved by the Contractor, the Subcontractor will complete a certificate 
of possession to be furnished to the Contractor specifying the classified 
matter to be retained. The certification shall identify the items and 
types or categories of matter retained, the conditions governing the 
retention of the matter, and the period of retention, if known. If 
retention is approved by the Contractor, the security provisions of this 
subcontract will continue to be applicable to the matter retained. 
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(b) Regulations. The Subcontractor agrees to conform to all security 
regulations and requirements of the Contractor and DOE. No non-U. S. 
citizen employee shall be assigned to work at DOE's Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory in Idaho or other DOE-ID controlled facilities in 
Idaho Falls, without approval of the Contractor obtained in advance. 

(c) Definition of Restricted Data. The term "Restricted Data," as used in this clause, means all data concerning (i) design, manufacture, or utilization of atomic weapons; (ii) the production of special nuclear 
material; or (iii) the use of special nuclear material in the production 
of energy, but shall not include data declassified or removed from the 
Restricted Data category pursuant to Section 142 of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954, as amended. 

(d) Definition of Formerly Restricted Data. The term "Formerly Restricted 
Data," as used in this clause, means all data removed from the Restricted 
Data category under Section 142d of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended. 

(e) Security Clearance of Personnel. The Subcontractor shall not permit any 
individual to have access to restricted data, formerly restricted data, or 
other classified information, except in accordance with the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, as amended, and DOE's regulations or requirements applicable 
to the particular type or category of classified information to which 
access is required. 

(f) Criminal Liability. It is understood that disclosure of restricted data, 
formerly restricted data, or other classified information, relating to the 
work or services ordered hereunder to any person not entitled to receive it, or failure to safeguard any restricted data, formerly restricted data, 
or any other classified matter that may come to the Subcontractor or any 
person under the Subcontractor's control in connection with work under 
this subcontract, may subject the Subcontractor, its agents, employees, or 
lower tier subcontractors to criminal liability under the laws of the 
United States. (See the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 
2100 et seq.; 18 U.S.C. Sections 793 and 794; and Executive Order No. 
11652, as amended.) 

(g) Subcontracts and Purchase Orders. Except as otherwise authorized in 
writing by the Contractor, the Subcontractor shall insert provisions 
similar to the foregoing in all lower tier subcontracts and purchase 
orders under this subcontract. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST - GENERAL 
(The following clause is applicable when the subcontract work involves (1) 
evaluation services or activities; (2) technical consulting and management 
support services and professional services; (3) research and development; and (4) 
other contractual situations where special organizational conflicts of interest 
provisions are noted in the solicitation and included in the resulting 
subcontract.) 
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(a) The Subcontractor warrants that, to the best of its knowledge and belief, 
and except as otherwise disclosed, there are no relevant facts which could 
give rise to organizational conflicts of interest, as defined in DEAR 
909.570-3 or that the Subcontractor has disclosed all relevant 
information. 

(b) The Subcontractor agrees that, if after award, an organizational conflict 
- of interest with respect to this subcontract is discovered, an immediate 
and full disclosure in writing shall be made to the Contractor which shall 
include a description of the action which the Subcontractor has taken or 
proposes to take to avoid or mitigate such conflicts. The Contractor may, 
however, terminate the subcontract for its convenience if it deems such 
termination to be in the best interests of the Government. 

(c) In the event that the Subcontractor was aware of an organizational 
conflict of interest prior to the award of this subcontract and did not 
disclose the conflict to the Contractor, the Contractor may terminate the 
subcontract for default. 

(d) The provisions of this clause shall be included in all lower tier 
subcontracts for work to be performed similar to the services provided by 
the Subcontractor and the terms "subcontract," "Subcontractor," and 
"Contractor" modified appropriately to preserve the Contractor and the 
Government's rights. 

38. PRESERVATION OF INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION EXPOSURE RECORDS 
(This article is applicable if Subcontractor employees are required to perform 
work in facilities where potential radiation exposure exists.) 
Individual occupational radiation exposure records generated in the performance 
of work under this subcontract shall be subject to inspection by DOE and shall 
be preserved by the Subcontractor until disposal is authorized by DOE or at the 
-option of the Subcontractor delivered to DOE upon completion or termination of 
this subcontract. If the Subcontractor exercises the foregoing option, title to 
such records shall vest in DOE upon delivery. 

39. SUBSTANCE ABUSE POLICY 
(This article is applicable only if the work hereunder is being performed at 
Contractor operated facilities, or if the work requires a security clearance.) 
The Subcontractor shall not utilize for the performance of work under this 
subcontract employees who use, possess, or sell illegal substances. 
Additionally, the Subcontractor will not allow in the workplace those employees 
whose use of legal substances adversely affects work productivity or safety. 
DEFINITIONS: 
"Illegal substances" are controlled substances listed in 21 USC 812 which are not 
legally obtainable or those which are obtained illegally. 
"Legal substances" include: 1) controlled substances that are prescribed or 
administered by a licensed physician; 2) over-the-counter drugs purchased 
legally; and 3) alcoholic beverages. 
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"Drug Screen or Drug Testing" means laboratory screening for illegal substances 
in the urine, normally performed by EG&G Idaho Medical, using cutoff levels 
preselected by Medical in accordance with appropriate standards. 
PROCEDURE: 
It is pointed out that the granting, suspension, denial and reinstatement of a 
security clearance is determined exclusively by the Department of Energy (DOE). 
In accordance with DOE Security requirements and the Contractor's company policy, 
derogatory information will include reports of Subcontractor personnel granted 
facility access who are arrested and/or convicted for off-the-job illegal drug 
and/or alcohol related offenses, including driving under the influence. 
In addition, the Contractor may require a screening test: 

of any Subcontractor employee upon reasonable suspicion of specific 
illegal substance usage; 
of any Subcontractor employee upon reasonable suspicion of abuse of legal 
substances; 
of any Subcontractor employee directly involved in an accident or incident 
resulting in personal injury, death or property damage. 

A screening test for alcohol shall not be ordered by the Contractor solely on the 
basis of smelling alcohol on a Subcontractor employee's breath unless it is 
associated with on-the-job aberrant behavior or poor work performance. 
Subcontractor employees requested to submit to a screening test upon reasonable 
suspicion will be escorted to EG&G Idaho Medical or other appropriate facility 
for a test. Consent by Subcontractor employees to submit to a screening test in 
accordance with this policy is a condition of their continued performance of work 
under this subcontract. Subcontractor employees who refuse to be tested must 
surrender their identification badge and will be suspended from further work 
performance under this subcontract. If the screening test for illegal drugs is 
positive, the employee will relinquish his/her identification badge and will be 
suspended until confirmation of the test results are obtained. If the positive 
results are confirmed, the employee will be permanently suspended from work 
performance under this subcontract. 
If the screening test is for alcohol, and the corresponding blood alcohol level 
is 0.10 percent or above, the employee is presumed to be under the influence and 
must therefore leave work without his/her badge and will not be returned for work 
under this subcontract. 

40. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS BROUGHT BY SUBCONTRACTOR ONTO THE IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING 
LABORATORY (INEL) 
(Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and SARA Title III reporting 
requirements) 
For all work to be performed at the INEL, Subcontractor shall comply with all 
environmental laws, including the requirements of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, 42 USC Sections 6901 et seq. Pursuant to the Superfund Amendments 
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and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-499) Subcontractor shall be responsible 
for reporting to the subcontract administrator/buyer all hazardous chemicals 
brought onto the INEL site. 
INSURANCE FOR LOSS IN TRANSIT 
Contractor will not accept price adders for the cost of providing insurance 
against risk of loss in transit. If the subcontractor chooses to insure its risk 
of loss in transit the cost of same must be included in the subcontract price. 
The contractor is self-insured as to its risk of loss in transit and there is no 
authorization to the subcontractor to procure any insurance against that risk for 
the account of the contractor. 
OCCURRENCE NOTIFICATION AND REPORTING BY SUBCONTRACTOR 
(This article is applicable when Subcontractor personnel are at Contractor-
operated facilities.) 

Subcontractor personnel shall immediately (not to exceed one hour) notify the 
Contractor technical representative (as designated in the subcontract or purchase 
order) of any event or condition which comes to their attention. An event or 
condition is defined as follows: 
Event. A real-time occurrence (e.g., pipe break, valve failure, loss of power, 
etc.) 
Condition. Any as-found state, whether or not resulting from an event, which may 
have adverse safety, health, quality assurance, security, operational or 
environmental implications. A condition is more programmatic in nature, for 
example, an error in analysis or calculation; an anomaly associated with design 
or performance; or, an item indicating a weakness in the management process. 
If there is confusion as to whether an event or condition should be reported, the 
-Subcontractor shall report in accordance with the requirements herein. 
ENVIRONMENTAL. SAFETY AND HEALTH 
The contractor shall take all reasonable precautions in the performance of the 
work under this contract to protect the safety and health of employees and of members of the public and shall comply with all applicable safety and health regulations and requirements (including reporting requirements) of DOE. The 
contracting officer shall notify the contractor, in writing, of any noncompliance 
with the provisions of the clause and the corrective action to be taken. After 
receipt of such notice, the contractor shall immediately take corrective action. 
The contractor shall submit a management program and implementation plan to the 
contracting officer for review and approval within 30 days after the date of 
award of this contract. In the event that the contractor fails to comply with 
said regulations or requirements of DOE, the contracting officer may, without 
prejudice to any other legal or contractual rights of DOE, issue an order 
stopping all or any part of the work; thereafter, a start order for resumption 
of the work may be issued at the discretion of the contracting officer. The 
contractor shall make no claim for an extension of time or for compensation or 
damages by reason of, or in connection with, such work stoppage. 
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44. ARTICLES INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE 
The work covered by this Purchase Order or Subcontract relates to a prime 
contract with the United States Government and is within the jurisdiction of the 
U. S. Department of Energy. Unless otherwise indicated below, the following 
terms and designations shall apply in each of the Government clauses identified 
herein: 

(a) "Contractor" means seller. 
(b) "Subcontractor" means seller's subcontractor. 
(c) "Contract" means the order. 
(d) "Contracting Officer" means EG&G Idaho's Subcontract Administrator or 

Buyer. 
(e) "Government" means EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
The following Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) clauses and Department of 
Energy Acquisition Regulations (DEAR) clauses are. incorporated herein by 
reference: 
1. Stopwork and Shutdown Authority, 

2. Termination for Convenience, FAR 52.249-1 (< $100K), FAR 52.249-2 
(> $100K) 

3. Termination for Default, FAR 52.249-8 

4. Preference for U. S. Flag Air Carriers, FAR 52.247-63 
5. Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act, FAR 52.222-20 
6. Government Property, FAR 52.245-2 
7. Government Property, FAR 52.245-4 (< $50K) 
8. Classification, DEAR 952.204-70 
9. Rights in Technical Data, DEAR 952.227-75 

10. Buy American Act - Supplies, FAR 52.225-3 as amended by DEAR 970-5203-3 
11. Convict Labor, FAR 52.222-3 
12. Officials Not to Benefit, FAR 52.203-1 
13. Priorities, Allocations, and Allotments, FAR 52.212-8 
14. Required Source for Jewel Bearings, FAR 52.208-1 

15. Clean Air and Water, FAR 52.223-2 ($100,000) 
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16. Hazardous Material Identification and Material Safety Data, 
FAR 52.223-3 

17. Notice of Labor Disputes, DEAR 970.5204-30 
18. Patent Indemnity, FAR 52.227-3 
19. -Progress Payments, FAR 52.232-16 - This article is not applicable unless 

progress payments are specifically cited as available in the solicitation 
and specifically cited as applicable in the subcontract or purchase order. 

20. Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act - Overtime Compensation, FAR 
52.222-4 

21. Examination of Records by the Comptroller General, FAR 52.215-1 as amended 
by DEAR 970.5203-2 ($10,000) 

22. Price Reduction for Defective Cost or Pricing Data, FAR 52.215-22 
*23. Audit-Negotiation, FAR 52.215-2 ($10,000) 

24. Subcontractor Cost or Pricing Data, DEAR 970.5204-24 
*25. Cost Accounting Standards, FAR 52.230-3 ($100,000) 
*26. Disclosure and Consistency of Cost Accounting Practices, FAR 52.230-5 

($100,000) 
27. Administration of Cost Accounting Standards, FAR 52.230-4 

28. Covenant Against Contingent Fees, FAR 52.203-5 as amended by DEAR 
970.5203-1 

.29. Affirmative Action for Handicapped Workers, FAR 52.222-36 
*30. Affirmative Action for Special Disabled and Vietnam Era Veterans, FAR 

52.222-35 ($10,000) 
31. Equal Opportunity, FAR 52.222-26 as amended by DEAR 922.8 
32. Utilization of Small Business Concerns and Small Business Concerns Owned 

and Controlled by Socially and Economically Disadvantaged Individuals, FAR 
52.219-8 

33. Utilization of Concerns in Labor Surplus Areas, FAR 52.220-3 
34. Utilization of Women-Owned Small Businesses, FAR 52.219-13 
*35. Labor Surplus Area Subcontracting Program, FAR 52.220-4 ($500,000) 
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*36. Small Business and Small Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting Plan, 
FAR 52.219-9 ($500,000) 

37. Subcontracts, FAR 52.244-1 ($500,000) 
38. Anti-Kickback Procedures, FAR 52.203-7 
39. Waiver of Facilities Capital Cost of Money, FAR 52.215-31 
40. Limitation on Payments to Influence Certain Federal Transactions 

(Jan 1990), FAR 52.203.12 ($100,000) 
41. Radiation Protection and Nuclear Criticality, DEAR 952.223-72 
42. Employment Reports on Special Disable Veterans and Veterans of the Vietnam 

Era, FAR 52.222-37 ($10,000). 

*Note; Clause is applicable if order exceeds the amount indicated. 
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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
TO THE EG&G IDAHO, INC. 

STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR 
PURCHASE ORDERS AND SUBCONTRACTS 

(STC-EG&G-183, Rev. 3-91) 

1. The following is to be incorporated: 
STOP-WORK AND SHUTDOWN AUTHORITY 
A. Definitions: 

1. Shutdown - The cessation of facility operations for environment, 
safety., health, or other related reasons by the direction of the 
Contractor Representative or his designees. 

2. Stop-Work - The suspension of a specific activity or activities by 
the Contractor Representative or his designees based on the 
determination or observation of conditions that present an imminent 
risk of harm to the life or health of the workers, the public, or 
the environment. 

B. Authority: As contemplated by the clause of this subcontract entitled 
"Safety and Health (Government Owned or Leased) (Apr. 1984)", clause 
incorporated by reference, DEAR 970.5204-2, the Contractor Representative or his designees may at any time during the performance of this 
subcontract shutdown facility operations or stop-work on specific 
activities of the Subcontractor. 

C. The Subcontractor shall insert a clause, modified appropriately to 
substitute Subcontractor representatives for the Contractor Representative 
or his designees, in all sub-subcontracts containing the above-cited 
"Safety and Health" article. 

2. The following replaces in its entirety Article 27 - WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 
COVERAGE AND INDEMNITY: 
WORKER'S COMPENSATION COVERAGE AND INDEMNITY 
For all subcontract work performed in the State of Idaho, Subcontractor agrees 
to cover its employees performing such work by applicable Workers' Compensation 
Insurance and Subcontractor will furnish proof of such coverage upon Contractor's 
written request. Subcontractor will indemnify and hold harmless Contractor and 
its officers, agents, employees, and the Department of Energy for any costs, 
expenses, claims, losses, damages, causes of action, whether in tort or 
otherwise, and reasonable attorneys' fees (incurred under the terms of this 
indemnity or in enforcing this provision) arising from death or injury occurring 
as a result of the acts or omissions of Subcontractor or its agents or employees. Subcontractor specifically waives its limitation of liability under Idaho 
Workers' Compensation Law, Idaho Code 72-209(2), with regard to this 
indemnification. This indemnification does not apply to death or injury that 
occurs solely as a result of Contractor's negligence or liability arising from 
a nuclear incident. 
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ADDENDUM NO. 2 
1. To be incorporated into Article 43 - ARTICLES INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE: 

Employment Reports on Special Disabled Veterans and Veterans of the 
Vietnam Era, FAR 52.222-37 ($10,000). 

2. The following article will no longer be incorporated by reference and is 
applicable as follows: 

ENVIRONMENT. SAFETY AND HEALTH 
(This article is applicable when Subcontractor personnel are at 
Government-owned and Contractor-operated facilities.) 
The Subcontractor shall take all reasonable precautions in the 
performance of the work under this subcontract to protect the safety and health of employees and of members of the public and shall comply with all applicable safety and health regulations and 
requirements (including reporting requirements) of DOE. The 
Contractor shall notify the Subcontractor, in writing, of any 
noncompliance with the provisions of the clause and the corrective 
action to be taken. After receipt of such notice, the Subcontractor 
shall immediately take corrective action. The Subcontractor shall 
submit a management program and implementation plan to the 
Contractor for review and approval within 30 days after the date of 
award of this contract if required by the Contractor. In the event 
that the Subcontractor fails to comply with said regulations or 
requirements of DOE, the Contractor may, without prejudice to any 
other legal or contractual rights of the Contractor, issue an order 
stopping all or any part of the work; thereafter, a start order for 
resumption of the work may be issued at the discretion of the 
Contractor. The Subcontractor shall make no claim for an extension 
of time or for compensation or damages by reason of, or in 
connection with, such work stoppage (DEAR 970.5204-2). 

ADDENDUM NO. 3 
SUPERFUND AMENDMENTS AND REAUTHORIZATION ACT (SARA) - REPORTING HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES 
(This article is applicable when Subcontractor uses or transports SARA reportable 
chemicals on the INEL site or any associated Idaho Falls facilities.) 
The Subcontractor shall prepare and submit to the Contractor a report each quarter (the 
first Monday of January, April, July and October) for SARA reportable chemicals used 
or transported on the INEL site or at any associated Idaho Falls facilities. The 
required reporting is limited to those SARA reportable hazardous chemicals within the 
definition found at 29 CFR 1910.1200. Specific lists for Extremely Hazardous 
Substances can be found in the Appendices of 40 CFR Part 355 and in 40 CFR 372 for 
toxic chemicals. Specific exemptions from these reporting requirements for chemicals 
and substances listed or defined can be found in 40 CFR 370. The report is to be 
provided on the appropriate form that can be obtained from the Contractor's Subcontract 
Administrator upon request. 
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February 25,1985 

SERVICE CONTRACT ACT OF 1965. AS AMENDED 

This subcontract is subject to the Service Contract Act of 1965, as amended (41 U.S.C 351, et seq.) and is 
subject to the following provisions and to all other applicable provisions of the Act and regulations of the 
Secretary of Labor issued thereunder (29 CFR Part 4). 

A. Compensation 

Each service employee employed in the performance of this subcontract by the Subcontractor or any 
lower tier subcontractor shall be paid not less than the minimum monetary wages and shall be 
furnished fringe benefits in accordance with the wages and fringe benefits determined by the Secretary 
of Labor or authorized representative, as specified in any wage determination attached to this 
subcontract. 

B. Unclassified Workers and Conforming Procedure 

1. K there is such a wage determination attached to this subcontract, the Contractor shall 
require that any class of service employee which is not listed therein and which is to be 
employed under the subcontract (i.e., the work to be performed is not performed by any 
classification listed in the wage determination) be classified by the Subcontractor so as to 
provide a reasonable relationship (Le., appropriate level of skill comparison) between such 
unlisted classifications and the classifications listed in the wage determination. Such 
conformed class of employees shall be paid the monetary wages and furnished the fringe 
benefits as are determined pursuant to the procedures in this section. 

2. Such conforming procedure shall be initiated by the Subcontractor prior to the performance 
of subcontract work by such unlisted class of employee. A written report of the proposed 
conforming action, including information regarding the agreement or disagreement of the 
authorized representative of the employees involved or, where there is no authorized 
representative, the employees themselves, shall be submitted by the Subcontractor to the 
Contractor no later than 30 days after such unlisted class of employees performs any 
subcontract work. The Contractor shall review the proposed action and promptly submit a 
report of the action, together with its recommendation and all pertinent information 
including the position of the Subcontractor and the employees, to the Wage and Hour 
Division, Employment Standards Administration, U. S. Department of Labor, for review. The 
Wage and Hour Division will approve, modify, or disapprove the action or rend final 
determination in the event of disagreement within 30 days of receipt or will notify the 
Contractor within 30 days of receipt that additional time is necessary. 

3. The final determination of the conformance action by the Wage and Hour Division shall be 
transmitted to the Contractor who will promptly notify the Subcontractor of the action taken. 
Each affected employee shall be furnished by the Subcontractor with a written copy of such 
determination or it shall be posted as a part of the wage determination. 
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4. The process of establishing wage and fringe benefit rates that bear a reasonable relationship 
to those listed in a wage determination cannot be reduced to any single formula. The 
approach used may vary from wage determination to wage determination depending on the 
circumstances. Standard wage and salary administration practices which rank various job 
classifications by pay grade pursuant to point schemes or ether job factors may, for example, 
be relied upon. Guidance may also be obtained from the way different jobs are rated under 
Federal pay systems (Federal Wage Board Pay System and the General Schedule) or from 
other wage determinations issued in the same locality. Basic to the establishment of any 
conformable wage rate(s) is the concept that a pay relationship should be maintained between 
job classifications based on the skill required and the duties performed. 

5. In the case of a subcontract modification, an exercise of an option or extension of an existing 
subcontract, or in any other case where a subcontractor succeeds a subcontract under which 
the classification in question was previously conformed pursuant to this section, a new 
conformed wage rate and fringe benefits may be assigned to such conformed classification by 
indexing (i.e., adjusting) the previous conformed rate and fringe benefits by an amount equal 
to the average (mean) percentage increase (or decrease, where appropriate) between the 
wages and fringe benefits specified for all classifications to be used on the subcontract which 
are listed in the current wage determination, and those specified for the corresponding 
classifications in the previously applicable wage determination. Where conforming actions 
are accomplished in accordance with this paragraph prior to the performance of subcontract 
work by the unlisted class of employees, the Subcontractor shall advise the Contractor of the 
action taken but the other procedures in paragraph B.2. of this section need not be followed. 

6. No employee engaged in performing work on this subcontract shall in any event be paid less 
than the currently applicable minimum wage specified under section 6(a)(1) of the Fair Labor 
Standards Act of 1938, as amended. 

7. The wage rate and fringe benefits finally determined pursuant to paragraphs B.l and 2 of this 
section shall be paid to all employees performing in the classification from the first day on 
which subcontract work is performed by them in the classification. Failure to pay such 
unlisted employees the compensation agreed upon by the interested parties and/or finally 
determined by the Wage and Hour Division retroactive to the date such class of employees 
commenced subcontract work shall be a violation of the Act and this subcontract 

8. Upon discovery of failure to comply with paragraphs B.l through 7 of this section, the Wage 
and Hour Division shall make a final determination of conformed classification, wage rate, 
and/or fringe benefits which shall be retroactive to the date such class of employees 
commenced subcontract work. 

Adjustment of Wages and Benefits for Subcontracts Extending Over One Year 

If, as authorized pursuant to section 4(d) of the Service Contract Act of 1965 as amended, the term 
of this subcontract is more than one year, the minimum monetary wages and fringe benefits required 
to be paid or furnished thereunder to service employees shall be subject to adjustment after one year 
and not less often than once every two years, pursuant to wage determinations to be issued by the 
Wage and Hour Division, Employment Standards Administration of the Department of Labor as 
provided in such Act 
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D. Making Equivalent or Differential Payments in Lieu of Fringe Benefits 

The Subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor may discharge the obligation to furnish fringe benefits 
specified in the attachment or determined conformably thereto by furnishing any equivalent 
combination of bona fide fringe benefits, or by making equivalent or differential payments in cash in 
accordance with the applicable rules set forth in Subpart D of 29 CER Part 4, and not otherwise. 

E. Minimum Wage 

In the absence of a minimum wage attachment for this subcontract, neither the Subcontractor nor any 
lower tier subcontractor under this subcontract shall pay any person performing work under the 
subcontract (regardless of whether they are service employees) less than the minimum wage specified 
in section 6(a)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. Nothing in this provision shall relieve the 
Subcontractor or any lower tier subcontractor of any other obligation under law or contract for the 
payment of a higher wage to any employee. 

F. Obligations Attributable to Collective Bargaining Agreements of Predecessor Contracts 

If this subcontract succeeds a contract subject to the Service Contract Act of 1965 as amended, under 
which substantially the same services were furnished in the same locality and service employees were 
paid wages and fringe benefits provided for in a collective bargaining agreement, in the absence of the 
minimum wage attachment for this subcontract setting forth such collectively bargained wage rates 
and fringe benefits, neither the Subcontractor nor any lower tier subcontractor under this subcontract 
shall pay any service employee performing any of the subcontract work (regardless of whether or not 
such employee was employed under the predecessor contract), less than the wages and fringe benefits 
provided for in such collective bargaining agreements, to which such employee would have been 
entitled if employed under the predecessor contract, including accrued wages and fringe benefits and 
any prospective increases in wages and fringe benefits provided for under such agreement. No 
Subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor under this subcontract may be relieved of the foregoing 
obligation unless the limitations of section 4.1b(b) of 29 CFR Part 4 apply or unless the Secretary of 
Labor or his authorized representative finds, after a hearing as provided in section 4.10 of 29 CFR 
Part 4 that the wages and/or fringe benefits provided for in such agreement are substantially at 
variance with those which prevail for services of a character similar in the locality, or determines, as 
provided in section 4.11 of 29 CFR Part 4, that the collective bargaining agreement applicable to 
service employees employed under the predecessor contract was not entered into as a result of arm's 
length negotiations. Where it is found in accordance with the review procedures provided in 29 CFR 
4.10 and/or 4.11 and Parts 6 and 8 that some or all of the wages and/or fringe benefits contained in 
.a predecessor contractor's collective bargaining agreement are substantially at variance with those 
which prevail for services of a character similar in the locality, and/or that the collective bargaining 
agreement applicable to service employees employed under the predecessor contract was not entered 
into as a result of arm's length negotiations, the Department will issue a new or revised wage 
determination setting forth the applicable wage rates and fringe benefits. Such determination shall 
be made part of the subcontract or lower tier subcontract, in accordance with the decision of the 
Administrator, the Administrative Law Judge, or the Board of Service Contract Appeals, as the case 
may be, irrespective of whether such issuance occurs prior to or after the award of a subcontract or 
lower tier subcontract 53 Comp. Gen. 401 (1973). In the case of a wage determination issued solely 
as a result of a finding of substantial variance, such determination shall be effective as of the date of 
the final administrative decision. 
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G. Notification to Employee 

The Subcontractor and any lower tier subcontractor under this subcontract shall notify each service 
employee commencing work on this subcontract of the minimum monetary wage and any fringe 
benefits required to be paid pursuant to this subcontract, or shall post the wage determination 
attached to this subcontract The poster provided by the Department of Labor (Publication WH 
1313) shall be posted in a prominent and accessible place at the worksite. Failure to comply with this 
requirement, is a violation of 2(a)(4) of the Act and of this subcontract 

H. Safe and Sanitary Working Conditions 

The Subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor shall not permit any part of the services called for by 
this subcontract to be performed in buildings or surroundings or under working conditions provided 
by or under the control or supervision of the Subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor which are 
unsanitary or hazardous or dangerous to the health or safety of service employees engaged to furnish 
these services, and the Subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor shall comply with the safety and 
health standards applied under 29 CER Part 1925. 

I. Records 

The Subcontractor and each lower tier subcontractor performing work subject to the Act shall make 
and maintain for three years from the completion of the work records containing the information 
specified in this paragraph LI. through 6. for each employee subject to the Act and shall make them 
available for inspection and transcription by authorized representatives of the Wage and Hour 
Division, Employment Standards Administration of the U. S. Department of Labor: 

1. Name and address and social security number of each employee; 

2. The correct work classification or classifications, rate or rates of monetary wages paid and 
fringe benefits provided, rate or rates of fringe benefit payments in lieu thereof, and total 
daily and weekly compensation of each employee; 

3. The number of daily and weekly hours so worked by each employee; 

4. Any deductions, rebates, or refunds from the total daily or weekly compensation of each 
employee; 

5. A list of monetary wages and fringe benefits for those classes of service employees not 
included in the wage determination attached to this subcontract but for which such wage rates 
or fringe benefits have been determined by the interested parties or by the Administrator or 
authorized representative pursuant to the labor standards clause in paragraph B of this clause. 
A copy of the report required by the clause in paragraph B.2. of this clause shall be deemed 
to be such a list; and 

6. Any list of the predecessor contractor's employees which had been furnished to the 
Subcontractor pursuant to paragraph Q. of this clause. 

The Subcontractor shall also make available a copy of this subcontract for inspection or transcription 
by authorized representatives of the Wage and Hour Division. 
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Failure to make and maintain or to make available such records for inspection and transcription shall 
be a violation of the regulations and this subcontract, and in the case of failure to produce such 
records, the Contractor, upon direction of the Department of Labor and notification of the 
Subcontractor, shall take action to cause suspension of any further payment or advance of funds until 
such violation ceases. 

J. Interviews with Employees 

The Subcontractor shall permit authorized representatives of the Wage and Hour Division to conduct 
interviews with employees at the worksite during normal working hours. 

K. Withholding Wages 

The Subcontractor shall unconditionally pay to each employee subject to the Act all wages due free 
and clear and without subsequent deduction (except as otherwise provided by law or regulations, 29 
CFR Part 4), rebate, or kickback on any account Such payments shall be made no later than one pay 
period following the end of the regular pay period in which such wages were earned or accrued. A 
pay period under this Act may not be of any duration longer than semi-monthly. 

L. Withholding Payments to Subcontractor and Termination of Subcontract 

The Contractor shall withhold or cause to be withheld from the Subcontractor under this subcontract, 
and the DOE Contracting Officer may withhold or cause to be withheld from the Subcontractor under 
this subcontract or any other Government contract with the Subcontractor, such sums as an 
appropriate official of the Department of Labor requests or such sums as the Contractor decides may 
be necessary to pay underpaid employees employed by the Subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor. 
In the event of failure to pay any employees subject to the Act all or part of the wages or fringe 
benefits due under the Act, Contractor may, after authorization or by direction of the Department 
of Labor and written notification to the Subcontractor, take action to cause suspension of any further 
payment or advance of funds until such violations have ceased. Additionally, any failure to comply 
with the requirements of these clauses relating to the Service Contract Act of 1965, may be grounds 
for termination of the right to proceed with the subcontract work. In such event, Contractor may 
enter into other subcontracts or arrangements for completion of the work, charging the Subcontractor 
in default with any additional cost 

M. Lower Tier Subcontracts 

The Subcontractor agrees to insert these clauses in this section relating to the Service Contract Act 
of 1965 in all lower tier subcontracts subject to the Act The term "Subcontractor" as used in these 
clauses in any lower tier subcontract shall be deemed to refer to the lower tier subcontractor. 

N. Definition of Service Employee 

As used in this clause, the term "service employee" means any person engaged in the performance of 
this subcontract other than any person employed in a bona fide executive, administrative, or 
professional capacity, as those terms are defined in Part 541 of Title 29, CFR, as of Jury 30,1976, and 
any subsequent revision of those regulations. The term "service employee" includes all such persons 
regardless of any contractual relationship that may be alleged to exist between a contractor or 
subcontractor and such persons. 
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Comparable Rates 

The following statement is included in subcontracts pursuant to section 2(a)(5) of the Act and is for 
informational purposes only: 

The following classes of service employees expected to be employed under the subcontract 
would be subject, if employed by the Department of Energy, to the provisions of 5 U.S.C 
5341 or 5 U.S.C 5332 and would, if so employed, be paid not less than the following rates 
of wages and fringe benefits: 

Monetary Wage -
Employee Class Fringe Benefits 

Collective Bargaining Agreements 

If wages to be paid or fringe benefits to be furnished any service employees employed by the 
Subcontractor or any lower tier subcontractor under the subcontract are provided for in a collective 
bargaining agreement which is or will be effective during any period in which the subcontract is being 
performed, the Subcontractor shall report such fact to the Contractor, together with full information 
as to the application and accrual of such wages and fringe benefits, including any prospective 
increases, to service employees engaged in work on the subcontract, and a copy of the collective 
bargaining agreement Such report shall be made upon commencing performance of the subcontract, 
in the case of collective bargaining agreements effective at such time, and in the case of such 
agreements or provisions or amendments thereof effective at a later time during the period of 
subcontract performance, such agreements shall be reported promptly, after negotiation thereof. 

Vacation and Other Benefit Provisions of Predecessor or Successor Contracts 

Not less than ten days prior to completion of any contract being performed at a Federal facility where 
service employees may be retained in the performance of the succeeding subcontract and subject to 
a wage determination which contains vacation or other benefit provisions based upon length of service 
with a contractor (predecessor) or successor (section 4.173 of Regulations, 29 CFR Part 4), the 
incumbent contractor shall furnish to the Contractor a certified list of the names of all service 
employees on the contractor's or subcontractor's payroll during the last month of contract 
performance. Such list shall also contain anniversary dates of employment on the contract either with 
the current or predecessor contraaors of each such service employee. The Contractor shall turn over 
such list to the successor subcontractor at the commencement of the succeeding subcontract 

Rulings. Interpretations. Certification. Ineligible Firms, and Penalties 

1. Rulings and interpretations of the Service Contract Act of 1965 as amended, are contained 
in Regulations, 29 CFR Part 4. 
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2. By entering into this subcontract, the Subcontractor (and officials thereof) certifies that 
neither it (nor he or she) nor any person or firm who has a substantial interest in the 
Subcontractor's firm is a person or firm ineligible to be awarded Government contracts by 
virtue of the sanctions imposed pursuant to section 5 of the Act 

3. No part of this subcontract shall be subcontracted to any person or firm ineligible for award 
of a Government contract pursuant to section 5 of the Act 

4. . The penalty for making false statements is prescribed in the U. S. Criminal Code, 18 U.S.C 
1001. 

Apprentices, Student-Learners. Handicapped Persons, and Sheltered Workshops 

Notwithstanding any of the clauses in paragraphs A through Q. of this section relating to the Service 
Contract Act of 1965, the following employees may be employed in accordance with the following 
variations, tolerances, and exemptions, which the Secretary of Labor, pursuant to section 4(b) of the 
Act prior to its amendment by Pub. L 92473, found to be necessary and proper in the public interest 
or to avoid serious impairment of the conduct of Government business: 

1. Apprentices, student-learners, and workers whose earning capacity is impaired by age, 
physical, or mental deficiency or injury may be employed at wages lower than the minimum 
wages otherwise required by section 2(a)(1) or 2(b)(1) of the Service Contract Act without 
diminishing any fringe benefits or cash payments in lieu thereof required under section 
2(a)(2) of that Act, in accordance with the conditions and procedures prescribed for the 
employment of apprentices, student-learners, handicapped persons, and handicapped clients 
of sheltered workshops under section 14 of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, in the 
regulations issued by the Administrator (29 CFR Parts 520, 521, 524 and 525.) 

2. The Administrator will issue certificates under the Service Contract Act for the employment 
of apprentices, student-learners, handicapped persons, or handicapped clients of sheltered 
workshops not subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, or subject to different 
minimum rates of pay under the two acts, authorizing appropriate rates of minimum wages 
(but without changing requirements concerning fringe benefits or supplementary cash 
payments in lieu thereof), applying procedures prescribed by the applicable regulations issued 
under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29 CFR Parts 520,521,524 and 525). 

3. The Administrator will also withdraw, annul, or cancel such certificates in accordance with 
the regulations in Parts 525 and 528 of Title 29 of the CFR. 

4. Apprentices will be permitted to work at less than the predetermined rate for the work they 
perform when they are employed and individually registered in a bona fide apprenticeship 
program registered with a State Apprenticeship Agency which is recognized by the U. S. 
Department of Labor, or if no such recognized agency exists in a State, under a program 
registered with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, Employment and Training 
Administration, U. S. Department of Labor. Any employee who is not registered as an 
apprentice in an approved program shall be paid the wage rate and fringe benefits contained 
in the applicable wage determination for the journeyman classification of work actually 

- performed. The wage rates paid apprentices shall not be less than the wage rate for their 
level of progress set forth in the registered program, expressed as the appropriate percentage 
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of the journeyman's rate contained in the applicable wage determination. The allowable ratio 
of apprentices to journeymen employed on the subcontract work in any craft classification 
shall not be greater than the ratio permitted to the Subcontractor as to his entire work force 
under the registered program. 

Tips as Wages 

An employee engaged in an occupation in which he or she customarily and regularly receives more 
than S30 a month in tips may have the amount of tips credited by the employer against the minimum 
wage required by section 2(a)(1) or section 2(b)(1) of the Act in accordance with section 3(m) of the 
Fair Labor Standards Act and Regulations, 29 CFR Part 531: Provided, however, That the amount 
of such credit may not exceed $1.24 per hour beginning January 1, 1980, and $134 per hour after 
December 31, 1980. To utilize this proviso: 

1. The employer must inform tipped employees about this tip credit allowance before the credit 
is utilized; 

2. The employees must be allowed to retain all tips (individually or through a pooling 
arrangement and regardless of whether the employer elects to take a credit for tips received); 

3. The employer must be able to show by records that the employee received at least the 
applicable Service Contract Act minimum wage through the combination of direct wages and 
tip credit; and 

4. The use of such tip credit must have been permitted under any predecessor collective 
bargaining agreement applicable by virtue of section 4(c) of the Act 

Disputes Concerning Labor Standards 

Disputes arising out of the labor standards provisions of this subcontract shall not be subject to the 
general disputes clause of this subcontract Such disputes shall be resolved in accordance with the 
procedures of the Department of Labor set forth in 29 CFR Parts 4, 6, and 8. Disputes within the 
meaning of this clause include disputes between the Subcontractor (or any of its lower tier 
subcontractors) and the Contractor, the DOE, the U. S. Department of Labor, or the employees or 
their representatives. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

LOCALITY 

State: Idaho 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 

LOCALITY 

Area: ID COUNTIES: STATEWIDE WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 
Wage Determination No: 86-0889 (Rev. 12) Date: 08/07/1992 

Alan L. Moss Division 
Director Wage Determinations Minimum 

Hourly 
Wage 

Fringe Benefit Payments 

Class of Service Employees 

Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Health & 
Welfare 

Vacation Holiday Other 

Furniture Maintenance and Repair, Machine Tool Operations and Repair 
Occupations, Material Handling and Packing Occupations, Mechanics and 
Maintenance and Repair Occupations, Transportation and Mobile Equipment 
Operations Occupations, and Plant and Systems Operation Occupations: 

1. Material Coordinator $ 9.05 
2. Order Filler $ 8.49 
3. Tool & Parts Attendant $ 9.03 
4. Warehouseman $ 9.03 
5. Electrostatic Spray Painter $ 10.75 
6. Furniture Refinisher $ 10.75 
7. Furniture Refinisher, Helper $ 9.05 
8. Upholsterer $ 10.34 
9. Laborer $ 7.97 
10. Machine-Tool Operator (Toolroom) $ 10.34 
11. Fuel Distribution System Operator $ 9.47 
12. Material Handling Laborer $ 7.96 
13. Power Truck Operator (other than Forklift) $ 9.03 
14. Forklift Operator $ 9.03 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

LOCALITY 

State: Idaho 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 

LOCALITY 

Area: ID COUNTIES: STATEWIDE, WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 
Wage Determination No: 86-0889 (Rev. 12) Date: 08/07/1992 

Alan L. Moss Division 
Director Wage Determinations Minimum 

Hourly 
Wage 

Fringe Benefit Payments 

Class of Service Employees 

Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Health & 
Welfare 

Vacation Holiday Other 

15. Shipper and Receiver $ 9.03 
16. 
17. 

Shipper 
Receiver 

$ 9.03 
$ 9.03 

18. 
19. 

Shipping Packer 
Aircraft Mechanic 

$ 9.45 
$ 12.19 

20. Aircraft Mechanic Helper $ 9.03 
21. Aircraft Servicer $ 9.90 
22. Aircraft Worker $ 10.32 
23. Appliance Mechanic $ 10.34 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 

Audiovisual Equipment Mechanic 
Bicycle Repairer 
Carpenter, Maintenance 
Carpet Layer 
Electrician, Maintenance 

$ 12.10 
$ 9.05 
$ 10.75 
$ 10.32 
$ 12.19 

29. Electronics Mechanic $ 12.10 
30. Electronics Worker $ 10.34 
31. Fabric Worker $ 9.05 
32. 
33. 
34. 

Fire Alarm System Mechanic 
Fire Extinguisher Repairman 
Fuel Distribution System Mechanic 

$ 12.19 
$ 9.90 
$ 12.19 
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EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 

Alan L. Moss Division 
Director Wage Determinations 

Class of Service Employees 

35. General Maintenance Worker 
36. Heating/Refrigeration/Air 

Conditioning Mechanic 
37. Heavy Equipment Mechanic 
38. Instrument Mechanic 
39. Locksmith 
40. Mechanic, Maintenance (Machinery) 
41. Machinist, Maintenance 
42. Maintenance Trades Helper 
43. Mason, Maintenance 
44. Millwright 
45. Office Appliance Repairer 
46. Aircraft Painter 
47. Painter, Maintenance 
48. Pipefitter, Maintenance 
49. Plumber, Maintenance 
50. Pneudraulic System Mechanic 
51. Rigger 
52. Scale Mechanic 
53. Sheet-Metal Worker, Maintenance 
54. Small Engine Mechanic 
55. Sound Technician 
56. Welder, Combination, Maintenance 
57. Woodcraft Worker 
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LOCALITY 

State: Idaho 

LOCALITY 

Area: ID COUNTIES: STATEWIDE 

Wage Determination No: 86-0889 (Rev. 12) Date: 08/07/1992 

Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Fringe Benefit Payments Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Health & 
Welfare 

Vacation Holiday Other 

$ 12.19 

$ 12.19 
$ 12.19 
$ 10.34 
$ 12.19 
$ 12.19 
$ 9.05 
$ 12.19 
$ 12.19 
$ 9.90 
$ 10.75 
$ 10.75 
$ 12.19 
$ 10.75 
$ 12.19 
$ 10.75 
$ 10.34 
$ 12.19 
$ 9.90 
$ 12.19 
$ 12.19 
$ 10.75 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

LOCALITY 

State: Idaho 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 

LOCALITY 

Area: ID COUNTIES: STATEWIDE , WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 
Wage Determination No: 86-0889 (Rev. 12) Date: 08/07/1992 

Alan L. Moss Division 
Director Wage Determinations Minimum 

Hourly 
Wage 

Fringe Benefit Payments 

Class of Service Employees 

Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Health & 
Welfare 

Vacation Holiday Other 

58. Woodworker $ 10.34 
59. Boiler Tender $ 10.75 
60. Sewage Plant Operator $ 10.75 
61. Stationary Engineer $ 12.19 
62. Water Treatment Plan Operator $ 10.75 
63. Heavy Equipment Operator $ 12.19 
64. Truckdriver, light $ 8.04 
65. Truckdriver, medium $ 9.55 
66. Truckdriver, heavy $ 10.03 
67. Truckdriver, Tractor-Trailer $ 10.41 
68. Aircraft Inspector $ 12.62 
69. Telephone Mechanic $ 12.19 
70. Telephone Lineman $ 12.19 
71. Cable Splicer $ 12.19 

Fringe Benefits applicable to all classes of service employees 1/ 2/ 3/ 
engaged in contract performance: 
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US. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

LOCALITY 

State: Idaho 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 

LOCALITY 

Area: ID COUNTIES: STATEWIDE WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 
Wage Determination No: 86-0889 (Rev. 12) Date: 08/07/1992 

Alan L. Moss Division 
Director Wage Determinations Minimum 

Hourly 
Wage 

Fringe Benefit Payments 

Class of Service Employees 

Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Health & 
Welfare 

Vacation Holiday Other 

1/HEALTH & WELFARE: $0.83 per hour or $33.30 per week or $143.86 per month. 

2 / VACATION: 2 weeks paid vacation after 1 year of service with a contractor or successor; 3 weeks after 5 years; 4 weeks after 15 years. Length 
os service includes the whole span of continuous service with the present (successor) contractor, wherever employed, and with the predecessor contractor 
in the performance of similar work at the same Federal facility. (Reg. 4.173) 

i 

3 / HOLIDAYS; 9 paid holidays per year: New Year's Day, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day. Labor Day, Columbus Day, 
Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. (A contractor may substitute for any of the named holidays another day off with pay in accordance 
with a plan communicated to the employees involved.) 
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WAGE DETERMINATION 86-0889 (Rev. 12) DATE 08/07/1992 

NOTE: The contracting officer shall require that any class of service employee which is not listed herein and which is to be employed under the contract 
(i.e., the work to be performed is not performed by any classification listed in the wage determination), be classified by the contractor so as to provide 
a reasonable relationship (i.e., appropriate level of skill comparison) between such unlisted classification and the classifications listed in the wage 
determination. Such confirmed classes of employees shall be paid the monetary wages and furnished the fringe benefits as are determined. Such 
conforming procedures shall be initiated by the contractor prior to the performance of contract work by such unlisted class(es) of employees. A written 
report of the proposed conforming action, including information regarding the agreement or disagreement of the authorized representative of the 
employees involved or, where there is no authorized representative, the employees themselves, shall be submitted by the contractor to the contracting 
officer no later than 30 days after such unlisted class(es) of employees performs and any contract work. The contracting officer shall review the proposed 
action and promptly submit a report of the action, together with the agency's recommendation and all pertinent information including the position of 
the contractor and the employees, to the Wage and Hour Division, Employment Standards Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, for review. (See 
section 4.6 (b) (2) of Regulations 29 CFR 4) 

UNIFORM ALLOWANCE: If Employees are required to ware uniforms in the performance of this contract (either by the terms of the Government 
contract, by the employer, by the state of local law, etc.), the cost of furnishing such uniforms and maintaining (by laundering or dry cleaning) such 
uniforms is an expanse that may not be borne by an employee where such cost reduces the hourly rate below that required by the wage determination. 
The Department of Labor will accept payment in accordance with the following standards as compliance: 

The contractor or subcontractor is required to furnish all employees with an adequate number of uniforms without cost or to reimburse employees for 
the actual cost of the uniforms. In addition, where uniform cleaning and maintenance is made the responsibility of the employees, all contractors and 
subcontractors subject to the wage determination shall (in the absence of a bona fide collective bargaining agreement providing for a different amount, 
or the furnishing of contrary affirmative proof as to the actual cost), reimburse all employees for such cleaning and maintenance at a rate of $3.80 a 
week (or 76 cents a day); and effective April 1, 1991, the note shall be $4.25 per week (or $.85 cents per day). However, in those instances where the 
uniforms furnished are made of "wash and wear" materials, may be routinely washed and dried with other personal garments, and do not require any 
special treatment such as dry cleaning, daily washing, or commercial laundering in order to meet the cleanliness or appearance standards set by the terms 
of the Government contract, by the contractor, by law, or by the nature of the work, there is no requirement that employees by reimbursed for uniform 
maintenance costs. 

NOTE: The duties of employees under job titles listed are those described in the Service Contract Act Directory of Occupations, Second Edition, July 
1986, unless otherwise indicated. See also 29 CFR Part 4 Section 4.152. 
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WAGE DETERMINATION 86-0889 (Rev. 12) DATE 08/07/1992 

*•••••****•****•*«••*• OCCUPATIONS NOT INCLUDED IN THE SCA DIRECTORY OF OCCUPATIONS ********************** 

AIRCRAFT INSPECTOR 

Requires the inspection of work accomplished on the aircraft except for electronic. This includes maintenance and repair of fixed and rotary wing aircraft 
systems, except for avionics, airframes, components and assemblies to ensure that work has satisfactory been accomplished. Aircrafts worked on include 
a variety of models, are single and multi-engine types and have reciprocating or jet engines. Works under the supervision of Chief of Quality Control. 
Must be a journeyman. 

Lineman 

This occupation includes jobs that involve installing, maintaining, and repairing aerial and underground communications lines and auxiliary equipment 
such as conduits, insulators, and poles. The work does not require completing line connections. 

TELEPHONE MECHANIC 

Responsible for telephone installation, removal, relocation, problem resolution, and cable maintenance and repair. Specifically, the telephone mechanic 
handles circuit testing, analyses results, repairs and modifies circuits and equipment in a step by step, XY, all relay and/or Electronic Switch system. 
Locates electrical, electronic, and mechanical failures in telephone schematic drawings, computer printouts, and troubletickets. Repairs equipment by 
replacing defective parts and such by procedures as setting clearances, adjusting spring tensions, wipers, relay contacts, and other interrelated mechanisms. 
Installs or rearranges equipment frames and shelves, and such equipment as line finders, switch banks, selectors, connectors, repeaters, peg counters, 
restricting post cams, and various interrelated trunk circuits, performs traffic study analysis and office grading. Installs approved modifications and 
makes suggestions for improvements. Resolves complex problems between exchange, both government and commercial. May direct, instruct, and assist 
lower level employees with their overall assignments. Performs other duties as assigned. 

CABLE SPLICER 

Installs maintains, repairs, and modifies cable systems. Uses engineered drawings, statements of work, and technical manuals to determine requirements 
for maintaining underground, buried, and aerial cable systems. Prepares and installs distribution equipment. Terminates tip cables on main distribution 
frames. Installs, maintains, and repairs dry air compressors and continuous flow and static pressurization systems. Ensures techniques, materials, and 
accomplishments are according to technical standards, and specifications and engineered directives. Locates, repairs, and/or replaces splice cases, 
performs pneumatic troubleshooting to locate faulty splice cases and pressure component assemblies, using resistance measurements and pressure 
gradients. Repairs pressure component assemblies and adjusts pressure contractors. Determines course of signal deterioration in voice and data circuits 
over cable by using test equipment. Interprets compressor meter readings and adjusts controls. Troubleshoots pneumatic and electrical malfunctions 
in cable air-dryer compressors. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

LOCALITY 

State: Idaho 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
.WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 

LOCALITY 

Area: ID COUNTIES: STATEWIDE WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
.WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 
Wage Determination No: 86-0889 (Rev. 12) Date: 08/07/1992 

Alan L. Moss Division 
Director Wage Determinations Minimum 

Hourly 
Wage 

Fringe Benefit Payments 

Class of Service Employees 

Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Health & 
Welfare 

Vacation Holiday Other 

Automatic Data Processing Occupations, Information and Arts Occupations, Library 
and Archive Occupations, and Technical Occupations: 

1. Computer Data Librarian $ 7.27 
2. Computer Operator I $ 7.27 
3. Computer Operator II $ 9.82 
4. Computer Operator III $ 11.49 
5. Computer Operator IV $ 14.04 
6. Computer Programmer I 1 / $ 8.76 
7. Computer Programmer II 1 / $10.66 
8. Computer Programmer III 1 / $12.88 
9. Computer Programmer IV 1 / $ 15.58 
10. Computer Systems Analyst I 1/ $ 10.94 
11. Computer Systems Analyst II 1/ $ 12.76 
12. Computer Systems Analyst III 1/ $ 15.24 
13. Computer Systems Analyst IV 1/ $18.28 
14. Key Entry Operator I $ 5.80 
15. Key Entry Operator II $ 6.34 
16. Peripheral Equipment Operator $ 6.86 
17. Exhibits Specialist I $ 8.66 
18. Exhibits Specialist II $ 11.06 
19. Exhibits Specialist III $ 12.39 
20. Illustrator I $ 8.66 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

LOCALITY 

State: Idaho 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 

LOCALITY 

Area: ID COUNTIES: STATEWIDE WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 
Wage Determination No: 86-0889 (Rev. 12) Date: 08/07/1992 

Alan L. Moss Division 
Director Wage Determinations Minimum 

Hourly 
Wage 

Fringe Benefit Payments 

Class of Service Employees 

Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Health & 
Welfare 

Vacation Holiday Other 

21. Illustrator II $11.06 
22. Illustrator III $ 12.39 
23. Photographer I $ 8.66 
24. Photographer II $11.06 
25. Photographer HI $ 12.39 
26. Audiovisual Librarian $ 8.34 
27. Librarian $ 10.14 
28. Library Technician $ 7.38 
29. Technical Information Specialist I $ 8.66 
30. Technical Information Specialist II $11.06 
31. Technical Information Specialist III $ 12.39 
32. Laboratory Tester $ 9.15 
33. Technical Writer $ 12.04 
34. Drafter I $ 7.28 
35. Drafter II $ 7.96 
36. Drafter III $ 8.66 
37. Drafter IV $11.06 
38. Drafter V $ 12.39 
39. Technician I 5 / $ 8.34 
40. Technician II 5 / $12.04 
41. Technician III 5 / $ 14.24 
42. Instructor $ 8.34 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

LOCALITY 

State: Idaho 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 

LOCALITY 

Area: ID COUNTIES: STATEWIDE , WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210 

REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT 

by direction of the Secretary of Labor 
Wage Determination No: 86-0889 (Rev. 12) Date: 08/07/1992 

Alan L. Moss Division 
Director Wage Determinations Minimum 

Hourly 
Wage 

Fringe Benefit Payments 

Class of Service Employees 

Minimum 
Hourly 
Wage 

Health & 
Welfare 

Vacation Holiday Other 

Fringe benefits applicable to all classes of service employees engaged 
in contract performances: 2 / 3 / 4 / 

1 / Does not apply to employees employed in a bona fide executive, administrative, or professional capacity as defined and delineated in 
29CFR541. (See 29 CFR 4.156) 

2 / HEALTH & WELFARE: $0.83 per hour or $33.20 per week or $143.86 per month. 

3 / VACATION: 2 weeks paid vacation after 1 year of service with a contractor or successor; 3 weeks after 5 years; 4 weeks after 15 years. Length 
os service includes the whole span of continuous service with the present (successor) contractor, wherever employed, and with the predecessor contractor 
in the performance of similar work at the same Federal facility. (Reg. 4.173) 

4 / HOLIDAYS; 9 paid holidays per year: New Year's Day, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day. Labor Day, Columbus Day, 
Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. (A contractor may substitute for any of the named holidays another day off with pay in accordance 
with a plan communicated to the employees involved.) 

5 / The Technician classification includes all of the following: Electronics, Electromechanical, Environmental, Instrumentation, Mathematical, 
Mechanical, and Photo-Optics. 
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NOTE: The contracting officer shall require that any class of service employee which is not listed herein and which is to be employed under the contract 
(i.e., the work to be performed is not performed by any classification listed in the wage determination), be classified by the contractor so as to provide 
a reasonable relationship (i.e., appropriate level of skill comparison) between such unlisted classification and the classifications listed in the wage 
determination. Such confirmed classes of employees shall be paid the monetary wages and furnished the fringe benefits as are determined. Such 
conforming procedures shall be initiated by the contractor prior to the performance of contract work by such unlisted class(es) of employees. A written 
report of the proposed conforming action, including information regarding the agreement or disagreement of the authorized representative of the 
employees involved or, where there is no authorized representative, the employees themselves, shall be submitted by the contractor to the contracting 
officer no later than 30 days after such unlisted class(es) of employees performs and any contract work. The contracting officer shall review the proposed 
action and promptly submit a report of the action, together with the agency's recommendation and all pertinent information including the position of 
the contractor and the employees, to the Wage and Hour Division, Employment Standards Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, for review. (See 
section 4.6 (b) (2) of Regulations 29 CFR 4) 

UNIFORM ALLOWANCE: If Employees are required to ware uniforms in the performance of this contract (either by the terms of the Government 
contract, by the employer, by the state of local law, etc.), the cost of furnishing such uniforms and maintaining (by laundering or dry cleaning) such 
uniforms is an expanse that may not be borne by an employee where such cost reduces the hourly rate below that required by the wage determination. 
The Department of Labor will accept payment in accordance with the following standards as compliance: 

The contractor or subcontractor is required to furnish all employees with an adequate number of uniforms without cost or to reimburse employees for 
the actual cost of the uniforms. In addition, where uniform cleaning and maintenance is made the responsibility of the employees, all contractors and 
subcontractors subject to the wage determination shall (in the absence of a bona fide collective bargaining agreement providing for a different amount, 
or the furnishing of contrary affirmative proof as to the actual cost), reimburse all employees for such cleaning and maintenance at a rate of $3.80 a 
week (or 76 cents a day); and effective April 1,1991, the note shall be $4.25 per week (or $.85 cents per day). However, in those instances where the 
uniforms furnished are made of "wash and wear" materials, may be routinely washed and dried with other personal garments, and do not require any 
special treatment such as dry cleaning, daily washing, or commercial laundering in order to meet the cleanliness or appearance standards set by the terms 
of the Government contract, by the contractor, by law, or by the nature of the work, there is no requirement that employees by reimbursed for uniform 
maintenance costs. 

NOTE: The duties of employees under job titles listed are those described in the Service Contract Act Directory of Occupations, Second Edition, July 
1986, unless otherwise indicated. See also 29 CFR Part 4 Section 4.152. 
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AND 
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i 
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SUBCONTRACT NO. 
BETWEEN 

EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
AND 

THIS SUBCONTRACT, effective , by and between EG&G IDAHO, INC., 
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho, 
with its principal office at Idaho Falls, Idaho, (hereinafter called the 
"Contractor"), acting under Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570 with the United 
States Government (hereinafter called the "Government") represented by the 
Idaho Operations Office of the Department of Energy (hereinafter called 
"DOE"), and (hereinafter called "Subcontractor"). 
WHEREAS, Contractor has heretofore entered into Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570 
(hereinafter sometimes referred to as the "Prime Contract"), dated October 1, 
1976, with DOE for the management and operation by Contractor of certain 
specified facilities at DOE's Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in 
Southeastern Idaho; and 

WHEREAS, Subcontractor is willing to perform certain work hereinafter 
described in accordance with the provisions of this subcontract on a fixed 
price basis; and 
WHEREAS, Contractor finds that Subcontractor is qualified to perform the work, 
all relevant factors considered, and that such performance will be in 
furtherance of the Prime Contract; 
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree, as follows: 
ARTICLE 1 - DEFINITIONS 
As used throughout this Subcontract, the following terms shall have the 
meaning set forth below: 
A. - The term "DOE" means the United States Department of Energy. 
B. The term "INEL" means DOE's Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

in Southeastern Idaho. 
C. The term "EG&G M&O" means EG&G Management and Operating Contractor. 

D. The term "Contracting Officer" means the Manager of the Idaho 
Operations Office of DOE and includes his successors or any duly 
authorized representative thereof. 

E. The term "Contractor" means EG&G Idaho, Inc., or any duly 
authorized representative thereof. 

F. The term "Subcontractor" means or any duly 
• authorized representative thereof. 

3 
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ARTICLE 2 - SCOPE OF WORK 
This is a Requirements Subcontract. The Subcontractor shall, upon receipt of 
written order from any of the five (5) EG&G H&O's, provide any or all of the 
services described in the Scopes of Work (Attachments -1 through 25). The five 
M&O's and their locations are identified below: 

1. EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho facilities and the INEL 
facilities located approximately 50 miles West of Idaho Falls, 
Idaho. 

2. EG&G Energy Measurement, Inc. (EG&G/EH) 
A. North Las Vegas Operations, Las Vegas, Nevada 
B. Woburn Cathode Ray Tube Operations, Woburn Massachusetts 
C. Santa Barbara Operations, Santa Barbara, California 
D. Special Technologies Laboratory, Goleta, California 
D. Amador Valley Operations, Pleasanton, California 
E. Kirtland Operations, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

3. EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. (EG&G RF) 
A. Rocky Flats Plant, Colorado 
B. Broomfield, Colorado 
C. Denver, Colorado 
D. Oxnard, California 

4. EG&G Mound Applied Technologies, Mianrisburg, Ohio 

5. Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co., Inc. (REECo), 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

ARTICLE 3 - PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE 
The period of performance of this Subcontract shall be for three years 
beginning on date of award. EG&G Idaho reserves the right to award up to two 
additional one-year optional periods of performance at the firm-fixed-unit 
prices listed in the Pricing Schedules, Attachments 2 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25. 
Completion of the work, including all supporting data, shall be delivered to 
EG&G Idaho, as specified in the Scopes of Work. 
ARTICLE 4 - PRICING 
(a) Based on the Price Summary, Enclosure 7, the total ceiling price of 

this Subcontract is . 
(b) The firm-fixed unit prices listed in the Pricing Schedules, 

Attachments 2 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 22, 23, 24, and 25, shall apply if and when services are 
performed by the Subcontractor. In the event EG&G Idaho exercises 

4 
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the renewal options to extend the period of performance under this 
Subcontract for years, 4 and 5, the pricing listed for each year 
in Attachments 2 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 22, 23, 24, and 25 shall apply. 

(c) The firm-fixed unit prices listed in Attachments 2 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 
• 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25 shall 

include Subcontractor responsibility for all testing and 
documentation required beyond EG&G M&O's responsibilities which 
shall be: 1) EG&G M&0 shall provide profile data for each waste 
stream according to regulatory requirements specified by 40 CFR 
262.11, 40 CFR 264.13, and/or 40 CFR 265.13, as applicable, and 2) 
EG&G M&O shall make payment to the Subcontractor for sample 
analysis according to Attachments 3, 8, 13, 18, and 23. 

(d) The firm-fixed unit prices listed in Attachments 2, 7, 12, 17, and 
22 shall apply for all disposal methods for each waste stream, 
unless a regulatory change not identified above requires a change 
in the disposal method specified in Attachments 2, 7, 12, 17, and 
22 by the Subcontractor. 

(e) The firm-fixed unit prices listed in Attachments 2 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25 shall be 
inclusive of all applicable taxes and all transportation/freight 
costs. 

ARTICLE 5 - WORK AUTHORIZATION 
Work shall be ordered and authorized by the issuance of written subcontract 
releases by EG&G H&O's. All releases will be subject to the terms and 
conditions of the Subcontract. 
ARTICLE 6 - PAYMENT AND TERMS 
Payment shall be made to the Subcontractor by M&O's for services rendered 
under each subcontract release and in accordance with the terms and conditions 
stated in this Subcontract. Partial payments, after performance of each 
release, will be made on net 30 terms. 
Quantities and waste streams shown in the Pricing Schedules, Attachments 2 3, 
4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25, are 
estimated annual requirements and are in no way guaranteed or implied. 
Payment to the successful Subcontractor shall be made for actual quantities 
based on the firm-fixed unit prices provided by the Subcontractor in 
Attachments 2 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 
24, and 25. The actual required quantity of services may be higher or lower, 
or none at all. 

5 
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ARTICLE 7 - REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF PROCEDURES 
The action of Contractor in reviewing and/or approving Subcontractor's 
sampling, analytical, safety, treatment and/or disposal procedures shall not 
affect or relieve Subcontractor from such responsibili-ty as subcontractor 
otherwise has with respect to the adequacy or correctness of such procedures 
used by the Subcontractor in the performance of work under this Subcontract. 
ARTICLE 8 - SUBCONTRACTOR'S ADMINISTRATION 
The Subcontractor agrees that will have overall 
technical direction of the work to be performed by the Subcontractor and that 
he will be available at all reasonable times in connection therewith. Any 
change in this assignment must have prior approval of the Contractor. 
ARTICLE 9 - CONTRACTOR'S ADMINISTRATION 
A. Unless the Subcontractor is otherwise notified in writing, the 

Contractor's responsibilities under this Subcontract shall be 
administered by the Manager, Environmental & Waste Management 
Acquisitions and/or his/her authorized representative who, for the 
purpose of this Subcontract is John R. Braun, Subcontract 
Administrator. 

ARTICLE 10 - INDEMNITY 
The Subcontractor shall indemnify the Contractor and the Government of the 
United States and the officers, agents and employees of each of the foregoing 
and hold them harmless from and against all loss, damage, expense and 
liability resulting from injury to or death of any person and loss of or 
damage to property, or claims of such injury, death, loss or damage resulting 
from the negligent acts or omissions of the Subcontractor, his lower tier 
subcontractors, agents, servants or employees. The Subcontractor shall, on 
request of any of the above-named indemnities, defend each party making such 
request in any suit asserting a claim covered by this indemnity. The 
Subcontractor shall pay any cost which may be incurred by any of the 
above-named indemnities in enforcing this indemnity. 
ARTICLE 11 - PATENT INDEMNITY 
The Subcontractor shall indemnify the Contractor and the Government and its 
officers, agents and employees against liability, including costs, for 
infringement of any U.S. Letters Patent (except U.S. Letters Patent issued 
upon an application which is now or may hereafter be kept secret or otherwise 
withheld from issue by order of the Government) resulting from the 
Subcontractor's: (i) furnishing or supplying standard parts or components 
which have been sold or offered for sale to the public on the commercial open 
market;"or (ii) utilizing its normal practices or methods which normally are 
or have been used in providing goods and services in the commercial open 
market, in the performance of the subcontract; or (iii) utilizing any parts, 
components, practices or methods to the extent which the Subcontractor has 
secured indemnification from liability. The foregoing indemnity shall not 
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apply unless the Subcontractor shall have been informed as soon as practicable 
by the Contractor or the Government of the suit or action alleging such 
infringement, and shall have been given such opportunity as is afforded by 
applicable laws, rules or regulations to participate in the defense thereof; 
and further, such indemnity shall not apply to a claimed, infringement which is 
settled without the consent of the Subcontractor, unless required by final 
decree of a court of competent jurisdiction or to an infringement resulting 
from addition to or change in such supplies or components furnished or 
construction work performed for which addition or change was made subsequent 
to delivery or performance by the Subcontractor. 

ARTICLE 12 - STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
EG&G Idaho, Inc., Standard Terms and Conditions for Purchase Orders and 
Subcontracts (issued March 1991) apply hereto, as applicable. 
ARTICLE 13 - ENVIRONMENTAL. SAFETY. AND HEALTH REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBCONTRACTORS 
M&O specific Environmental, Safety and Health Requirements (ES&H) for 
Subcontractors, shall apply to all Task Orders issued under the subcontract 
for all work conducted at any M&O facility by the Subcontractor. Upon award 
the successful! Subcontractors shall submit an Environmental, Safety and 
Health Plan, with their proposal, for EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc. (EG&G/EM) 
and Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Co. Inc. (REECo), for approval. 
ARTICLE 14 - ACCOUNTABILITY 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. and the Subcontractor are entering into this agreement with 
the understanding that DOE policy with regard to the Accountability Rules, 56 
FR 280099 (June 19, 1991), is expected to be incorporated, as required, into 
this Subcontract. The parties agree to implement the Accountability Rule in 
the Subcontract, and to negotiate, in good faith, an appropriate upward or 
downward price adjustment as appropriate. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, EG&G Idaho, Inc., and the Subcontractor have caused this 
subcontract to be executed effective on the day and year first above written 
intending to be legally bound thereby. 

EG&G IDAHO, INC. 

By By _ 
Title Title 
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PROPOSAL SUBMITTAL FORM 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. 

Proposing Firm's Data: 

Name: 

Address: 

Telephone No.: 
FAX No.: 
Personnel Contact: 

The answers to this Enclosure 7 shall comprise the offeror's technical proposal. 
Failure to respond to each item herein will result in proposal disqualification. In 
addition, any offeror which does not respond in the affirmative to items 1 through 
18 below shall be considered nonresponsive to the Request for Proposal. 
GO/NO-GO CRITERIA 
The offeror may submit comments for any of the following 18 GO/NO-GO Criteria if the 
comments serve to clarify the answers. Several items request additional information 
for clarification, as well. Provide responses on separate pages which specify the 
item number shown below to which you are responding. In the event the offeror 
proposes to subcontract to other lower-tier Subcontractos for any portion of this 
work, provide this requested information, items 1 - 18, for both your firm and 
lower-tier Subcontractor on seperate sets of responses. 

YES NO 
The pricing quoted by the offeror in Attachments 2 - 5, 7 - 10, 
12 - 15, 17 - 20, and 22 - 25 shall be valid until subcontract 
awards, anticipated by August 2, 1993. Upon awards, the 
successful Subcontractors prices quoted shall remain fixed for 
the term of the subcontract. 

Offeror owns facilities (under common parent-company ownership) 
that have the capacity to provide 100% of the services 
specified in Attachments 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 16, 17, 21, and 22 
for a minimum of 50% of the waste codes identified in 
Attachment 2, 7, 12, 17, and 22 irrespective of volume, for 
five (5) years. 
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YES 
If facilities not owned by the offeror are proposed, as 
subcontractors, to handle the remaining, less than 50% of the 
waste codes specified above, the Offeror certifies that it and 
its subcontractors own facilities to provide all of the 
services required by Attachments 1 through 25 for 100% of the 
waste streams listed in Attachment 2, 7, 12, 17, and 22. 

NOTE THE FOLLOWING: 
Brokers shall not be involved in this subcontract. A broker is 
defined as a firm which acts as an agent in securing the 
services of other firms for performing any portion of this 
subcontract. 
No more than ten (10) facilities shall be used for waste 
disposal without written approval from E6&G Idaho prior to 
disposal. If more than one company is involved in the offer, 
only one will be identified as the Subcontractor. The 
Subcontractor shall be responsible for administering all of the 
transactions of the disposal subcontract, including invoicing, 
and to interact solely with EG&G M&O's. 

Offeror certifies that all materials shipped from EG&G M&O's 
shall be completely treated, stored and disposed of within the 
continental United States. 

Offeror certifies that its pricing quoted in Attachments 2 - 5 , 
7 - 10, 12 - 15, 17 - 20, and 22 - 25 shall include 
Subcontractor responsibility for all testing and documentation 
required beyond the EG&G M&O's responsibilities which are 
defined in the attached Scopes of Work (SOWs). (See 
Attachments 1, 6, 11, 16, and 21.) 

Offeror certifies that it shall evaluate waste streams for 
approval or denial as follows: 

within 45 calendar days for EG&G Idaho, EG&G Mound, 
EG&G RF; 
within 30 calendar days for REECo; and 
within 15 calendar days for EG&G/EM 

of receipt from the EG&G M&0 of the profile data and 
representative sample. 
Describe on a separate sheet, the process for ensuring that 
this condition can be met for each M&0. 
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YES NO 
7. Offeror specifies that it shall have the capacity and ability 

to handle the estimated quantities shown in Attachments 2 - 5 , 
7 - 10, 12 - 15, 17 - 20, and 22 - 25 within applicable 
federal, state, and local regulations and statutes immediately 
starting on date of award. -

8. Offeror certifies that it shall have the ability starting 
August 2, 1993, to meet or exceed the Land Disposal Restriction 
(LDR) treatment standards found in 40 CFR 268 and have the 
ability to minimize waste volume. 

9. Offeror certifies that it and its lower-tier Cubcontractors 
shall submit to pre-award and post-award on-site inspections by 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. and/or its designee, and provide requested 
information related to the requirements of this Request for 
Proposal and associated documents. 

10. Offeror certifies that it or its subcontractors shall accept, 
and has authority to accept, for treatment and/or disposal, 
CERCLA wastes generated from sites undergoing remediation. 
Identify facilities with this approval on a separate sheet of 
paper. 

11. Offeror certifies that the permitted facility shall accept 
CERCLA remediation wastes without an EPA waste code number and 
shall comply with the most current CERCLA Off-Site Policy. 

12. Offeror certifies that it shall provide EG&G Idaho, Inc. and 
M&Os, within 20 days .of violation notice, any and all DOT, 
environmental, OSHA, and governmental Notices of Violation 
received by all of the facilities involved in providing 
services under the Subcontract. 

13. Offeror certifies that it and its subcontractors shall provide 
all services identified in the attached Scopes of Work (SOW) 
for each of the M&Os as follows: 

EG&G RF (Attachments 1-5) 
EG&G Hound (Attachments 6-10) 
EG&G/EM (Attachments 11-15) 
REECo (Attachments 16-20) 
EG&G Idaho (Attachments 21-25) 

14. Offeror certifies that it has the capability to provide trained 
personnel to perform lab pack work at the EG&G M&O facilities 
within the scope of Attachments 4, 9, 14, 19, and 24. 
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YES NO 
15. Offeror certifies that it shall provide lab packing services on 

both a scheduled and emergency basis for each of the M&O's 
within the following time periods: 

Scheduled Emergency 
EG&G RF 20 calendar days 7 calendar days 
EG&G Mound 20 calendar days 7 calendar days 
EG&G/EM 14 calendar days 5 calendar days 
REECo 25 calendar days 7 calendar days 
EG&G Idaho 20 calendar days 7 calendar days 

Describe on a separate sheet, the process for ensuring that 
these conditions can be met for each M&O. 

16. Offeror certifies that it shall commit to completing the 
approval, packing, and transportation of lab packs within the 
following time frames: 

For EG&G RF, EG&G Mound, EG&G/EM, and EG&G Idaho: 
65 days 

For REECo: 50 days 

of the initial request for service. 
17. Offeror shall provide packing lists and list of shipping names 

to the EG&G M&O's within the following time frames: 
For EG&G RF, EG&G Mound, EG&G/EM, EG&G Idaho: 21 

calendar days 
For REECo: 14 calendar days (or 10 working days) 

of the receipt of the generator waste characterization or MSDS 
for lab packed wastes. 
Describe on a separate sheet, the process for ensuring that 
this condition can be met for each M&O. 

18. Offeror certifies that it has the capability to provide gondola 
boxes and associated services as specified in Attachments, 5, 
10, 15, 20, and 25 of the RFP. 

NARRATIVE RESPONSES 
Provide"responses on separate pages which specify the item number shown below to 
which you are responding, e.g., Item 19. If you intend to subcontract to other 
firms any portion of this subcontract, provide the requested information for both 
your firm and the subcontractors in separate sets of responses for each firm. 
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19. Describe programs which ensure compliance for you and each of the 
subcontractors with the applicable environmental, safety, and health statutes, 
regulations, and standards, specifically, but not limited to amended 
regulatory requirements promulgated under the: 
a. Clean Water Act (CWA) 
b. Clean Air Act (CAA) 
c. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
d. Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) 
e. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 

Liability Act (CERCLA) 
f. Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) 
g. Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), particularly 29 CFR §§ 

1910.120 (Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response) and 
1910.1000 (Hazard Communication), and/or Mine Safety and Health Act 
(MSHA). 

h. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) 

i. State and local environmental, safety, and health statutes enacted in 
the state of residence of each facility doing business. 

20. Identify all required environmental, safety, health and transportation permits 
or authorizations including, but not limited to, the following for you and 
your lower-tier Subcontractors. Be prepared to provide copies of these 
doucments in accordance with the requirements in Phase III, Basis for Award. 
a. Environmental: 

1. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Identification Numbers 
2. Air permits, e.g., Permits to Construct, Air Quality Management 

District permits 
3. Water discharge permits, e.g., National Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NPDES), Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW), 
etc. 

4. RCRA Part A and/or Part B permits (or applications if permits have 
not yet been approved) 
PLEASE NOTE: Submittal of copies of the Part B Permit 
Applications will not be required for this portion of the 
evaluation, but may be requested during the pre-award assessment. 

5. CERCLA Off-Site Policy approval 
6. TSCA storage/disposal approval 

7. EPA laboratory certification 
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8. Groundwater monitoring permits 
b. Safety and Health: 

1. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code(s). 
c. Transporter: 

1. Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) or Department of 
Transportation (DOT) registration numbers 

2. EPA Identification numbers 
3. Proof of Financial Responsibility (insurance) 

d. Other permits required by federal, state or local agencies. 

Describe the following methods you and the subcontractors will use in 
performance of this subcontract: 
a. Regulatory compliance procedures 
b. Method of accountability reporting for waste streams including 

applicable certificates; e. g., certificates of destruction and 
disposal, EPA biennial report, and State annual report. 

c. A tracking method describing how the waste streams will be accounted fi 
from the point of acceptance to the point of final disposition. 

d. Laboratory quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedures. 
Identify the insurance policies and coverage that you and each of the 
subcontractors have as specified by federal, state, and local regulations. 
Provide copies of the certifications. 
Provide a description of all the physical locations that you list on 
Attachment 2, 7, 12, 17, and 22 where treatment, storage and disposal 
activities will occur for this work. This description shall include the nairn 
of the facility and its owner, shipping address, and the facility status, ie 
corporate headquarters, plant, subsidiary, etc. 
Identify which portions of the subcontract you intend to subcontract to othe 
firms. Specify which subcontractor will perform which service described in 
Attachments 1 through 25. The list shall include the subcontractor's name a 
owner, and the subcontractor's facility name and location to be used for thi 
subcontract. 
Completely describe the abilities and methods that you and your lower-tier 
Subcontractors will use to perform the Scopes of Work shown in Attachments 1 
through 25. 
Provide Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) 10K reports, or income 
statements and balance sheets only if 10K reports are not applicable to the 
firm, for the previous three years for you and each of the subcontractors, 
the subcontractor is a subsidiary of another company, provide the SEC lOKs f 
the parent, as well as the subsidiary. 
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27. Complete Page 8 of this Enclosure 7. Page 8 is a summary of your pricing 
quoted in Attachments 2 - 5, 7 - 10, 12 - 15, 17 - 20, and 22 - 25. This cost 
summary will be used by EG&G Idaho to determine the low offeror for the five-
year period, and to establish the total ceiling price of the Master Task 
Requirements Subcontract. 

Signature and Title 

Company 

Date 
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TOTAL PRICES FROM 
ATTACHMENTS NO. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 

ATTACHMENT 2, 7, 
12, 17, and 22 
WASTE DISPOSAL 

ATTACHMENT 3, 8, 13, 
18, and 23 
SAMPLE EVALUATION 

ATTACHMENT 4, 9, 14, 
19, and 24 
LAB PACKS 

ATTACHMENT 5, 10, 15, 
20, and 25 
GONDOLA BOXES AND/OR 
STORAGE TANKS 

GRAND TOTAL 

Signature 
Company 
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Appendix C 

ESH&Q Liability Assessment Team Training Program Contents 

A copy of the Student Guide for ESH&Q Liability Assessments for Off-Site Facilities is contained 
in this appendix. This was the training prepared and conducted by EG&G Idaho which was designed to 
prepare experienced DOE-complex auditors as qualified assessment team members for the commercial 
TSDF assessments. 
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STUDENT GUIDE FOR 
ESH&Q LIABILITY ASSESSMENTS FOR OFF-SITE FACILITIES 

January 1993 



STUDENT GUIDE FOR 
ESH&Q LIABILITY ASSESSMENTS FOR OFF-SITE FACILITIES 

OUTLINE OF ACTIVITIES 

OVERVIEW 

Day 1 

Introduction 
Overview 
Scope 
Documentation-Forms & Checklists 

Day 3-

Conduct of the On-Site Assessment 
Assessment Report 

Day 4 
Day 2 

Assessment Report 
•Documentation-Forms and Checklists Post Assessment Procedures 
Overview of Assessment Report 
Preparation for an On-Site Assessment 

Day 5 

Audit Master™ 
Wrapup 
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PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION FOR 
ESH&Q LIABILITY ASSESSMENTS FOR OFF-SITE FACILITIES 

TERMINAL 
OBJECTIVE: 

ENABLING 
OBJECTIVES 

REFERENCES: 

The assessment team will be certified to conduct ESH&Q liability 
assessments and write the liability assessment report in a systematic, 
consistent manner. The team is comprised of personnel from the 
five DOE M&O Contractors of EG&G. Each of these M&Os has a 
prime contract with the Department of Energy (DOE). The EG&G 
Idaho, Inc Standard Practice (SP), "Qualification & Certification of 
Environmental Oversight Audit Personnel", #4, dated September 28, 
1990 establishes the program by which personnel shall be trained, 
qualified, and certified to perform liability assessments. This SP will 
serve as the controlling document for certification. 

The training and certification will be guided by the EG&G Idaho, 
Inc Standard Practice (SP), "Qualification & Certification of 
Environmental Oversight Audit Personnel", #4, dated September 28, 
1990 and EG&G Idaho, Inc. SP, Environmental Oversight Program 
External Audit Procedure, #6, dated March 1, 1990, Section 4.0 
"Procedures for Environmental Audits and Risk Assessments of Off-
Site Facilities". The training will be accomplished by: ensuring that 
all applicable Federal Regulations and Orders are included and 
understood by the team members; team members are proficient in 
the use of the Audit Master™ software package; team members 
know and understand the liability assessment report format and 
content; and team members know and understand the conduct 
required while inspecting facilities. 

EG&G Idaho, Inc Standard Practice (SP), "Qualification & 
Certification of Environmental Oversight Audit Personnel", #4, 
dated September 28, 1990. 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. SP, Environmental Oversight Program External 
Audit Procedure, #6, dated March 1, 1990, Section 4.0 "Procedures 
for Environmental Audits and Risk Assessments of Off-Site 
Facilities" 

Audit Master User's Guide and Reference Manual, Version 4.7, 
June 1992, Utilicom, Pittsford, NY. 
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METHOD OF 
INSTRUCTION: Lecture; Lab; Class Participation 

DURATION: 40 hours 

PREREQUISITES: Personnel attending the training must have the following minimum 
qualifications and prerequisite skills: 

1. Certified ESH&Q auditor, lead preferable. 

2. Must have conducted at least two ESH&Q audits within the 
last year (on-site surveillances are acceptable). 

3. Must have expertise in at least 6 "areas of expertise" shown in 
Table 1. 

4. Must have attended a 40-hour OSHA (ha2woper) class and a 
current 8-hour OSHA refresher. 

5. Must be respirator certified—half-face, full-face, and SCBA. 

6. Must have attended hazard communication training. 

7. Must know the difference between commercial ESH&Q 
requirements and those specific to DOE and nuclear facilities. 

8. Must own basic safety equipment—steel-toed boots or shoes 
and safety glasses. If wearing prescription glasses, they must 
have safety frames/lenses with side shields. If wearing contact 
lenses, safety glasses must also be worn. 

9. Must be proficient in the use of WordPerfect software. 

In addition to these prerequisites, attendees must bring a computer 
loaded with Audit Master™ to the training class. 
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TABLE 1 
AREAS OF EXPERTISE 

Environmental Area Legislation Regulations 
Air Quality CAA 40 CFR 50-52, 60, 61, 124 

Solid and Hazardous 
Waste especially the 
following requirements: 
generator, interim status 
and permitted TSDF, 
recycling, permit 
applications, LDR, BIF 

RCRA, HSWA, CERCLA 40 CFR 24,'124, 148, 257-
258, 260-272, 280-281 

Spill Prevention and 
Control 

CWA, RCRA, CERCLA, 
SARA 

40 CFR 110, 112, 117, 
300, 302 

Storage Tanks (above and 
under ground) . 

RCRA, HSWA 40 CFR 280-281 

Toxic Substances Control TSCA 40 CFR 717, 761-762, 796-
798 

Water Quality CWA, SDWA, RCRA 40 CFR 110, 112, 116-117, 
121-125, 130-131, 136, 
141-148,260,264-265,311, 
400-699 
43 CFR 11 

Community Right-to-
Know/Chemical Risk 

SARA H, n i 40 CFR 302, 350, 355, 
370, 372, 373 

Remediable Actions RCRA, CERCLA, CWA 40 CFR 24, 300, 302, 373 
43 CFR 11 

Hazardous Materials 
Transportation 

TSA 10 CFR 30, 50, 71, 110 
49 CFR 101, 171-180, 300, 
340, 390 

Hazard Communication 
and Hazardous Worker 

OSHA 29 CFR 1910 

Occupational Medicine OSHA 29 CFR 1910 
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Environmental Area Legislation Regulations 

Quality Assurance CWA, CAA, RCRA, 40 CFR 50, 53, 61, 122, 
CERCLA, TSCA 129, 130, 136, 143, 240-

241, 260-280, 300, 402, 
710, 717, 792 
EPA, QAMS-005-80, 
EPA, QAMS-001/80, 
EPA-SW-846, EPQ-600/2-
80-018, EPA Contract Lab 
Program. 
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RESPONSIBILITY 

To ensure that the Department of Energy (DOE) and/or an M&O Contractor is not put 
at risk by a potential subcontractor, an environmental, safety, health, and quality 
(ESH&Q) and financial liability assessment must be conducted. 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response and Liability Act (CERCLA) and the 
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) assign strict joint and severe 
liability to all responsible parties for release of hazardous substances to the environment. 
Responsible parties can include Treatment, Storage or Disposal Facility (TSDF) owners 
and operators, recycling facility owners and operators (recyclers), past owners and 
operators of TSDF's or recycling facilities, transporters, and persons contracting for 
disposal or recycling. Therefore, M&O contractors who generate hazardous waste and 
contract for disposal or generate recyclable hazardous materials and contract for 
recycling, could be held liable for all or part of the cost of remedial cleanup if the off-site 
TSDF or recycler lacks the capacity to pay for clean up. It is the intent of the 
assessment to ensure that M&O contractors dispose of hazardous waste or recyclable 
hazardous materials only at off-site facilities that will not create a remedial action site for 
which M&O contractors may be held liable. 

In addition, DOE Order 5480.1B requires that in the selection of contractors, the DOE 
facilities ensure the ability of offerors to meet ES&H requirements. It also requires that 
the DOE operations assure that applicable ESH&QA requirements are included in the 
contracts. 
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SCOPE DEFINITION 

A complete external audit of the off-site facility will consist of pre-assessment, on-site 
assessment, post-assessment, risk assessment, and financial evaluations. The 
comprehensiveness of an external assessment may be modified and adjusted by the 
External Liability Assessment Team Leader with concurrence from the ETS Manager. 
Factors that could influence the scope of the assessment include: .type of hazardous 
waste or hazardous material to be sent, amount of waste or material to be sent, time 
period under which the M&O Contractor will be doing business with the off-site facility, 
etc. The scope of the assessment may also be adjusted at any point during the 
evaluation, based on information gathered during the procedure. 

The external liability assessment will examine compliance with regulations established by: 

Clean Air Act (CAA) 
Clean Water Act (CWA) 
Comprehensive Environmental Response 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) 
Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA) 
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) 
Occupational Safety & Health Act (OSHA) 

Any applicable regulations established by State and local legislation. 

A complete external liability assessment will include the following: 

a. On-site review of the TSDF or recycling facility operation 

b. Examination of facility plans and construction 

c. Examination of all applicable permits 

d. Examination of facility records 

e. Review of where the wastes or recyclable materials go, cradle to grave 
f. U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), State, and local regulatory 

observations of the facility 

g. Opinions of other businesses that use the facility 

h. Review "of other parties that take title of the waste or materials 
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Review of transporters 

Review of certificates of destruction or disposal 

Review of M&O Contractor contract for adequacy 

Opinion of the community in which the facility is located 

Financial condition of the facility/parent and ability to pay for cleanup and 
potential lawsuits. 
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DOCUMENTATION 

The following documentation shall be generated and/or maintained for each external 
liability assessment or risk analysis performed: facility file, the external liability 
assessment chronology log (Figure 1), the regulatory contact checklist (Figure 2), the 
memo of conversation (Figure 3) and/or memo to file (Figure 4), .and the formal 
assessment or risk analysis report Electronic and or hard copies of these forms will be 
provided with this guide. 

Facility Files 

A formal file must be created and maintained for each facility being evaluated. These 
files shall contain all correspondence, notes, completed assessment checklists, copies of 
permits and contracts, completed external liability assessment chronology log (Figure 1), 
regulatory contact checklist (Figure 2), risk assessment, external liability assessment 
report, and any other information that was collected and used during the facility 
evaluation. The contents of the files must be able to withstand a regulatory and/or 
quality audit. 

External Liability Assessment Chronology Log 

The external liability assessment chronology log is used to track activities and statuses 
associated with the conduct of the external environmental assessment of a potential, or 
active, vendor doing business with the M&O Contractor. This form is started when a 
decision is made to investigate a potential vendor as part of the RFP or RFQ process. It 
must be kept in the facility files at all times. It is filled out as follows: 

a. The PAGE OF field contains the current page number and total number of 
pages. The total number of pages for the log is added when the file is closed. 

b. The COMPANY NAME field contains the name of the company whose activities 
are being tracked. 

c. The DATE field contains the date the activity or status occurred. If more than 
one activity is entered for a date, this date need not be re-entered. . 

d. The empty column next to the DATE field is an action item field. When an 
action item is assigned, this column remains empty until the action is complete. 
At that time a check mark (/) is placed in the column. 

e. The STATUS AND ACTION ITEMS field contains descriptions of the activities 
surrounding the external liability assessment of the facility in question. 
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Figure 1. External Liability Assessment Chronology Log. 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. Page of 

External Liability Assessment CHRONOLOGY LOG 

Company Name 

DATE - STATUS AND ACTION ITEMS 

• 

-
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Regulatory Contact Checklist 

The regulatory contact checklist is used to ensure that each regulatory agency and the 
local officials are contacted about the operations of the facility in question. The matrix is 
completed as follows: 

a. The COMPANY NAME field contains the name of the company of interest. 

b. In the AGENCY column, the EPA Region number, the name of the State, County, 
City, and Agencies must be added. If other agencies are contacted, they must be 
listed on the lines below Others. 

c. For each vertical column such as PERMITS, CERCLA INVOLVEMENT, etc., the 
date that this subject was discussed with the regulators must be entered. If the 
subject was not applicable, such as discussing CERCLA INVOLVEMENT with the 
local Chamber of Commerce, an N/A must be entered in the column. 

d. The RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPRESSIONS/COMMENTS column is used to 
record any significant comments expressed by the authorities or the auditor. 
Detailed records of the conversations must still be recorded as a Memo of 
Conversation or Memo to File, as previously describedr 
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Figure 2. Regulatory Contact Checklist, 

REGULATORY CONTACT CHECKLIST 

Company Name 

Agency Permit 
Status 

CERCLA 
In
volvement 

Existing 
Contamina
tion 

Compliance 
Problems 

Inspection 
Results 

Financial 
Compliance 

Recommendations/Impressions 
Comments-

EPA Region -
RCRA 
EPA Region -
Air 
EPA Region -
Water 
State: 
RCRA 

State: 
Air 

State: 
Water 

Countv: 
Agency Name: i i 

Citv: 
Agency Name: 

Chamber of 
Commerce 
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Results 
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Compliance 

Recommendations/Impressions 
Comments 

Better Business 
Bureau • 

Others: 

. I - " " 
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Telephone Conversations 

All telephone conversations which are held regarding the facility under evaluation must 
be documented using a Memo of Conversation form (Figure 3) or memo to file form 
(Figure 4). The forms must be typed or written in black indelible ink. These memos 
must be kept as a record in the facility file. The Memo of Conversation Form can be 
used to document any conversation, although it was designed to document phone 
conversations. The form information on the form may be typed or hand written in 
indelible black ink. The form is completed as follows: 

a. The PERSON CALLING identifies the person placing the call or recording the 
meeting. 

b. The DATE field contains the month, day, and year that the phone call or meeting . 
took place. 

c. The REPRESENTING ORG. field contains the name of the organization the caller 
represents. 

d. The TIME field contains the time, as well as noting morning or afternoon, the 
conversation took place. 

e. The PERSON CALLED is the individual, or individuals, contacted. 

I The PHONE NUMBER field contains the phone number, including area code, of 
the person called. 

g. The REPRESENTING CO. field contains the name of the company the person 
called represents. 

h. The CITY field contains the name of the city in which the representing company 
and person called reside. 

i. The SUBJECT fields contain descriptions of the subjects discussed during the 
phone call or meeting. 

j . The DISTRIBUTION fields contain a listing of the people or files which received 
copies of this memo of conversation. 

k. The SIGNATURE field must be signed, in black indelible ink, by the person 
named in the PERSON CALLING field. 
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Figure 3. EG&G Idaho Memo of Conversation Form. 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
FORM EG&G-561 
(Rev. 05/88) 

PERSON CALLING: 

MEMO OF CONVERSATION 

DATE: 

REPRESENTING ORG: 

PERSON CALLED: 

REPRESENTING CO: 

TIME: AM: 

PHONE NUMBER: 

PM: _ 

CITY: 

SUBJECT 1: 

2: 
V 

3: 

DISTRIBUTION a: fa: 

c: d: 

e: f: 

SIGNATURE: 

€ ; y 
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Memo to File 

The memo to file form is used to record phone calls or meetings in more detail than can 
be done on the Memo of Conversation form or the external liability assessment 
chronology log. This form shall be used to record the pre-assessment contacts and 
information gathering. It may be typed or hand-written. It is filled out as follows: 

a. The DATE field is the date the memo to file was generated. -The date is upper case 
if typed, .or underlined if written. 

b. The SUBJECT field describes the subject of the memo, such as External liability 
Assessment OF ABC COMPANY. The subject is upper case if typed and 
underlined if written. 

c. The FIRM CONTACTED is the company or regulatory agency contacted. This is 
the full mailing address and telephone number. 

d. The PERSON CONTACTED is the individual, or individuals, with whom the 
assessor spoke. 

e. The PURPOSE is an indented paragraph describing the purpose of the call or 
meeting. 

f. The next section of the memo to file contains the record of the phone call or 
meeting. This information should be recorded in enough detail that it can be used as 
corroborating evidence. 

g. SIGNATURE and DATE fields at the bottom of the form should be signed and 
dated the day the memo to file was completed. The signature and date must be in 
black indelible ink, even if the form is typed. 
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Figure 4. Memo to File Form. 

EG&G Idaho, Inc 
MEMO TO FILE 

m% 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

FIRM CONTACTED: 

PERSON CONTACTED:. 

DATE CONTACTED: 

PURPOSE: 

SIGNATURE: DATE: 
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RISK EVALUATION QUESTIONS 

When you are conducting a pre- or post-assessment, the following checklist of questions 
is helpful to determine and evaluate the potential risk and level of that risk. 

Regulatory 

• Do engineering design and operational controls for each on-site technology meet the 
letter and spirit of existing and pending regulations? 

• Are management practices such as training, inspections, waste analysis, and record 
keeping implemented to reduce risks or just to meet regulatory paperwork 
requirements? 

• Is the company name on the RCRA Part A or B permit application the same as the 
facility name, not the parent company? 

• Does the RCRA Part A or B permit application clearly distinguish actual conditions 
from those that are planned? 

• Does the facility have a pattern of permit violations, regulatory enforcement action, 
or pending litigation? 

Operations and Environmental Setting 

• Does the facility currently or historically handle large quantities of highly toxic, 
carcinogenic, unstable, and environmentally mobile wastes? 

• Does the design and operation of the technologies used to store, treat, or dispose of 
the waste limit the potential for human exposure and environmental contamination? 

• Does the environmental setting of the facility limit the potential for waste to travel to 
groundwater or surface water in the event of an engineering failure? 

• Is the facility responsible for any existing environmental contamination? If yes, have 
remedial efforts been implemented and/or are they effective? 

• Are surface and groundwater supplies used for drinking, irrigation, agriculture, and 
are they susceptible to contamination from the facility? 

• Does a significant population exist, which can either be affected by groundwater 
contamination or by the consequences of a fire, spill, or explosion? 
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Financial 

• Does the facility have an insurance policy that meets or exceeds the minimum 
sudden and nonsudden insurance requirements? 

• Does the closure/post-closure cost estimate represent a worst-case closure scenario? 

• Are closure and corrective action financial assurance mechanisms adequately funded 
to cover maximum potential costs? 

• Do the facility owners or its parent have adequate financial resources to rapidly 
respond to environmental incidents? 

• Are the facility owners or parents involved at any listed or nominated Superfund 
sites, or other litigation that could significantly impact its ability to respond to on-site 
needs or problems? 

• Does the facility accept hazardous wastes or recyclable hazardous materials from a 
large percentage of Fortune 500 companies? 
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PRE-ASSESSMENT REVIEW PROCEDURES 

The pre-assessment review consists of information gathering and is conducted using the 
telephone, mail, or electronic data base systems. The purpose of the pre-assessment 
review is to determine if: 

a- In the case of a Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facility (TSDF), the TSDF waste 
management processes are compatible with wastes generated: 

b. In the case of a recycler, the materials or RCRA recyclable materials are being 
recycled in accordance with the regulations and the facility properly disposes of any 
waste it generates. 

c. The facility has had serious environmental, regulatory, financial, or legal problems 
which can be identified using the sources described as follows. 

If a complete assessment has been conducted recently and a report is available, it should 
be requested and evaluated before proceeding with the pre-assessment. If the report 
information is inadequate or unavailable, the pre-assessment should continue. The 
External Liability Assessment Team Lead shall make this decision with the concurrence 
of the Environmental Technical Support (ETS) Manager. 

LEXIS/NEXIS 

A LEXIS/NEXIS search should be conducted to identify any situations such as adverse 
publicity, criminal proceedings, and/or major environmental problems which could have a 
detrimental impact on any arrangements that the M&O Contractor might make with the 
facility. LEXIS/NEXIS are electronic search programs that access a computer database 
containing information of interest primarily to the legal profession. The EG&G Legal 
Department has access to this program and can perform the searches or assist the 
assessor with the searches. 

Dun and Bradstfeet 

Dun and Bradstreet search should be conducted to collect the following information 
about a company: 

Financial condition 
Company rating and trends 
Net assets 
Balance sheet information 
Company history. 
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The financial condition of the facility of interest may be collected and evaluated by the 
M&O Contractor's Financial Services or Procurement Groups. Dun and Bradstreet is a 
financial publication which evaluates companies on an annual basis. The M&O 
Contractor Technical Library and the local library do maintain subscriptions to this 
publication. 

Regulatory Contacts 

a. Regulatory contacts include, but are not limited to: the EPA, State regulators, e.g., 
the State water commission, and local regulators, e.g., city or county sanitation 
districts. A list of EPA and State regulatory agencies for RCRA, air, and water 
issues are provided in Figure 4. 

Each regulatory agency should be contacted in order to obtain or verify the following 
information: 

(1) Permit status 
(2) CERCLA involvement 
(3) Existing contamination 
(4) Compliance problems 
(5) Inspection results 
(6) Financial compliance 
(7) Recommendations 

b. Written Freedom of Information Act requests may also be needed. If necessary, a 
charging system may have to be established in order to cover the costs of processing 
requests for information from the agency. These activities must be approved by the 
ETS Manager. 

c. In addition to the regulatory agencies, the assessor should contact city and/or county 
officials, local fire departments, the local chamber of commerce and the Better 
Business Bureau in order to obtain opinions they might have concerning the conduct 
of operations and community opinions of the facility of interest. 

TSDF or Recycler Contact 

a. The TSDF or recycler should be contacted directly in order to collect the following 
information: 

(1) Site history and CERCLA involvement 
(2) Existing contamination 
(3) Ownership 
(4) Services and operations 
(5) Waste streams, or recyclable materials, accepted and not accepted 
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(6) Permit status, including RCRA, air, and water 
(7) Financial information 
(8) Insurance information 
(9) References 
(10) Other businesses that use and/or have assessed the TSDF 
(11) Regulatory compliance status 
(12) Assessment coordination procedures, only if a decision has been made to 

conduct an on-site assessment. 

b. Care should be taken to ensure that knowledgeable personnel, such as compliance 
officers, are contacted in order to guarantee that this information is factual and 
accurate. Sales representatives may be used as first contacts in order to collect 
background information about the facility, operations, and names of additional 
personnel to contact. All information should be verified with cognizant personnel. 

Other Businesses That Use TSDF Contacts 

Contact businesses that have conducted a risk assessment or compliance evaluation of 
the facility. Discuss their opinions of the facility and ask to receive the results of any risk 
assessments or evaluations they have conducted of the TSDF or recycler. 

Contract Reviews 

The M&O Contractor contract, Request for Proposal (RFP), or Request for Quotation 
(RFQ) with the TSDF or recycler should be reviewed for adequacy. The following points 
should be noted: 

1. Non-assignability clause 

2. Return of completed manifest before payment 

3. Certificates of destruction/treatment before payment 

4. Hold harmless, indemnification, contribution clauses 

5. Reviewed by company attorney. 

After a review of all of the above information, a determination should be made as to 
whether an on-site assessment is necessary or if sufficient information has been obtained 
in order to complete an assessment report If a determination is made by the External 
Liability Assessment Team Leader, with the concurrence of the ETS Manager, or 
designee, that sufficient information has been acquired, a risk evaluation and assessment 
report shall be completed. The following pages are the instructions and format for the 
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evaluation and the subsequent report. It is extremely important to become familiar with 
the report format and content to ensure assessment accuracy and completeness. 

How to use the Audit Master™ software will be discussed later. 
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ON-SITE ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 

The purpose of an on-site assessment is to examine the facility history, capabilities, 
operations, and general site acceptability. 

PREPARATION FOR AN ON-SITE ASSESSMENT 

a. Establish assessment date and assessment schedule with the TSDF contact and 
confirm in writing. 

b. Make arrangements with TSDF contact to have the following information mailed 
ahead for review before the site visit. This information should also be available for 
on-site review: 

(1). Information on site history, pre-RCRA/TSCA waste disposal 
(2) Consent agreements and responses to Notices of Violations 
(3) All permits and corrective action plans 
(4) Surface water, air, and groundwater monitoring data for the last three years. 
(5) Closure/post-closure plans, cost estimates and basis, and financial mechanism 

documentation 
(6) Current Certificate of Insurance for Sudden and Nonsudden Incident, and a 

copy of policy 
(7) Independently assessed financial statements for the past 3 years 
(8) Involvement in any Superfund sites or related active or pending environmental 

litigation 
(9) Information on assignees to which waste is transferred 
(10) Certificates of destruction or disposal 
(11) Facility construction plans 
(12) Emergency/contingency plans 
(13) Manifests, bills of lading, records, reports, and notices 
(i4) Hazardous waste minimization plan 
(15) Personnel training records 
(16) Land use permits or documentation 

c. Determine what wastes have been shipped from your M&O Contractor to this 
facility. Make copies of shipping manifest. If a large number of manifests are 
involved, make a random selection to be utilized during the on-site evaluation. 

d. Determine whether the state or states in which the facility of interest is located have 
primacy in any areas of environmental protection. If the state has primacy in any 
area, review the implementing regulations and prepare a checklist to address 
compliance with these regulations. States with/without primacy can be found in 
40CFR272. 
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CONDUCT OF THE ON-SITE ASSESSMENT 

a. Checklists will be used during the conduct of the on-site assessment. These 
checklists must include all applicable Federal regulations and, where the State has 
primacy, applicable State regulations. The checklists may be prepared ahead of time, 
or if a computer program such as Audit Master™ is used, during the on-site 
inspection. If the Audit Master™ is not used, commercially available, or specially 
developed checklists may be used. However, these checklists must be reviewed and 
approved by the External Liability Assessment Team Leader before the on-site 
inspection. 

b. Tour facility and operations in the sequence specified below utilizing checklists for 
the specific type of facility: 

(1) Waste arrival 
(2) Waste storage 
(3) Waste analysis and verification procedures 
(4) Manifest verification 
(5) Inspection of each unit 
(6) Residues management 
(7) Transportation into and out of facility 

c. Interview facility representatives to assess managements understanding of the facility, 
regulations, and company's risk assessment procedures. Management to be 
interviewed include the laboratory manager, facility manager, and environmental 
coordinator. 

d. Review the RCRA Part A or B permit application, air emissions permits, water 
permits, and any other permit required by the State and local regulatory agencies 
and compare requirements to conditions observed during the tour. 

e. Review the following: 

(1) Consent Order Agreements and responses to notices of Violation 
(2) Monitoring data for the last 3 years 
(3) Closure/post-closure plans and provisions for complying with financial 

requirements for closure/post-closure 
(4) Copy of Insurance for Sudden and Nonsudden incidents and general liability 

provisions 
(5) Financial assessments for the last 3 years 
(6) Documentation of involvement in any Superfund sites or related activities or 

pending environmental litigation 
(7) Facility construction plans 
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(8) Other assignees to which the waste is transferred, final disposition of waste, 
and certificates of disposal or destruction documents 

(9) Emergency/contingency plans 
(10) Manifests, Bills of Lading, records, reports, and notices 
(11) Plans for hazardous waste minimization and statement on manifests 
(12) Personnel training records 
(13) Land use permits or documentation 
(14) Inspection records, including storage areas, loading and unloading areas, and 

equipment. 

f. Evaluate their tracking system. This can be done by following the processing on one 
of the M&O Contractor shipments through from arrival to final disposition. Check 
all internal records. 
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ASSESSMENT REPORT CONTENTS AND ORGANIZATION 

The external liability assessment and risk assessment reports shall be prepared. All 
information gathered during the assessment should be consulted and compiled. The 
report shall conform to EG&G Idaho documentation standards. The following outline 
should be used for the organizational structure of the report: 

1. Introduction 

a. ' Purpose of assessment/facility assessed. 
b. Name and affiliation of assessor. 
c. Date of assessment. 

2. Facility/Hazardous Waste Operation Identification 

a. Facility name and location. 
b. Name and address of facility owner. 
c. Facility RCRA identification number. 
d. Facility type (brief description of the operation). 

3. Background and History 

a. Site history and ownership. 
b. Current and past use by the generator. 
c. Current and historical methods for residue disposal. 

4. Description of the Assessment 

a. Operations toured. 
b. Facility personnel contacted. 
c. Regulatory agencies contacted. 
d. Other. 

5. Facility Setting 

a. Pathway analysis - Groundwater. 
b. Pathway analysis - Surface water. 
c. Pathway analysis - Air. 
d. Receptor analysis - Populations and environments at risk. 
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Technical Data and Analysis 

a. Site description. 
b. Wastes description - Analytical requirements, types, quantities, sources. 
c. Wastes management - Technical adequacy of operational units. 
d. Regulatory compliance/violations history - Observed and reported. 
e. Environmental incidents - Observed and reported. 
f. Facility management attitudes - Training, record keeping, preparedness 

and prevention, monitoring programs, and occupational safety. 

7. Financial Strength 

a. Insurance. 
b. Closure and post-closure care. 
c. Financial assurance. 
d. History and experience of owners. . 
e. ' Capacity of the company. 
f. Capital. 
g. Current financial condition. 

8. Risk Assessment and Summary of Pertinent Information 

a. Public health risks. 
b. Environmental risks. 
c. Financial risk. 
d. Summary of other risks-related information: violations history, pending 

litigation, environmental incidents, and management attitudes. 
e." Rating of facility, based on risks and comparison to other similar 

operations. 

The following pages contain examples of the title page and table of contents for the 
external liability assessment and risk assessment report. 
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POST-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 

1. Prepare a TSDF Risk Evaluation described earlier in this guide. 

2. Prepare an assessment report using format described earlier in this guide. 

3. Ensure that the facility file is complete. 
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REFERENCE MATERIAL 

Additional reference material is provided for your convenience. EG&G Idaho, Inc. will 
also provide electronic copy of the forms and boilerplate report. 

The remainder of the training will utilize the Audit Master™ User's Guide and 
Reference Manual. 
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Appendix D 

ESH&Q and Financial Liability Assessment Report Contents 
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Appendix D 

ESH&Q and Financial Liability Assessment Report Contents 

This section contains a copy of the ESH&Q and Financial Liability Assessment Report boiler plate 
used for the consolidated liability assessment reports. Each assessment team participant received a copy 
of the boiler plate and was instructed to insert their impressions/observations, regulatory contact 
observations, and processes information into the form. Process descriptions were generally reproduced 
verbatim from TSDF documents. If a state had not adopted the federal statutory regulations by reference, 
the state regulatory citations were inserted along with the federal regulatory citations. Sections were 
added to, commented out, or deleted from the report format depending upon the nature of the TSDF 
being assessed. 
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ESH&Q Liability Assessment Report of 
Facility Name, City, State 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and the 
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) assign joint and several liability to all 
responsible parties for releases of hazardous substances into the environment. Responsible parties can 
include treatment, storage, and disposal facility (TSDF) owners and operators, past owners and operators, 
transporters, and persons contracting or arranging for disposal. Therefore, the United States Department 
of Energy (DOE) and its Management and Operating (M&O) contractors which generate and contract for 
the disposal of hazardous waste could be liable for all or part of the cost of remedial clean up if the 
offsite TSDF lacks the capacity to pay for clean up. In order to reduce the potential liability inherent in 
dealing with an offsite contractor, which is not under the direct control of a DOE M&O contractor, 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. (EG&G Idaho) has set up an environmental, safety, health, and quality (ESH&Q) 
liability assessment program with the purpose of evaluating potential and current offsite contractors with 
respect to environmental compliance. This program has been adopted by EG&G, Inc. (EG&G) DOE 
Services corporate division for its other DOE M&O contracts. It is believed that this evaluation process 
will provide a clearer picture of the risks associated with a contractor which will aid the EG&G M&O 
contractors in making the best decisions with regard to selection of an offsite contractor. 

This report describes the results of the 1993 ESH&Q liability assessment of , a permitted 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and Tocix Substances Control Act (TSCA) TSDF 
located in . This assessment was conducted as part of the evaluation process for the EG&G Idaho 
request for proposal (RFP) to transport, treat, recycle, and/or dispose of hazardous waste. 

j has not, as yet, been used by the EG&G M&O contractors for hazardous waste treatment 
and/or disposal. The company was listed as a subcontractor by one of the vendors who submitted 
proposals in response to an RFP (No. C93-170250/C93-170251) issued by EG&G Idaho for this purpose. 

1.2 Scope 

An ESH&Q and financial liability assessment was conducted of the facility. The liability 
assessment consisted of pre-assessment, on-site inspection, post-assessment, financial evaluations, a risk 
assessment of the facilities, and this report. The liability assessment process uses observations of the 
facility at a single point in time. Based on these observations, the probability of future environmental 
problems is projected. In addition, the risk of DOE or EG&G M&O contractor liability, should a 
problem occur is included in the risk assessment. The liability assessment is not intended to evaluate 
whether a facility is, or is not, in actual compliance with environmental, safety, and/or health laws or 
regulations. 

The ESH&Q liability assessment examined compliance with regulations promulgated by the Clean 
Air Act (CAA), Clean Water Act (CWA), Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
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Liability Act (CERCLA), Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA), Hazardous and Solid Waste 
Act (HSWA), Mine Safety and Health Act (MSHA), Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), Superfund 
Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA), Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) requirements, and applicable regulations promulgated by the State of and local 
legislation. 

The ESH&Q and financial liability assessment included the following: 

• On-site review of the RCRA and PCB TSD facilities operations, 

• Examination of facility plans and construction, 

• Examination of all applicable permits, 

• Examination of facility records, 

• Review of where the waste materials went, cradle to grave, 

• United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), State of , and local ( 

County) regulatory observations of the facilities, 

• Opinions of other businesses that use the facilities, 

• Review of other parties that take title of the waste or materials, 
° Review of transporters, 

• Review of certificates of destruction or disposal, 

• Review of the EG&G contract for adequacy, 

° Opinion of the communities near which the facilities are located, and 

0 Financial condition of the facilities/parent and ability to pay for potential cleanup and lawsuits. 

The ESH&Q liability assessment was conducted as part of the environmental oversight function of 
the EG&G Idaho Environmental Technical Support Unit (ETS) to support the Department of Energy -
Idaho Operations Office (DOE-ID). The on-site portion of the assessment was conducted on , 1993. 
On-site evaluation assistance was also provided by EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc.; EG&G - Rocky 
Flats,Inc; EG&G - Mound Applied Technologies, Inc.; and Reynolds Electrical and Engineering 
Company, Inc., a wholly owned EG&G subsidiary. Table 1 lists the participants and their affiliations. 
Funding support was provided by the U. S. DOE contracts DE-AC07-76ID01570, DE-AC34-90RS62349, 
DE-AC08-89NV10630, DE-AC08-93NV11265, and DE-AC04-88DP43495. 
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Table 1. EG&G liability assessment participants at 

Name of participant Company affiliation 

-

* 

1.3 Content 

Section 1 contains the introduction and a description of the scope of this report. Section 2 identifies 
the facilities. Section 3 contains the background and history of the site operations. Section 4 describes 
the scope of the assessment. Section 5 presents pathway analyses of potential air and water 
contamination. Section 6 provides detailed analyses of data obtained for the assessment. Section 7 
contains a financial analysis of , including information about insurance coverage and closure care 
estimates. Section 8 summarizes the risks associated with . Section 9 contains the summary and 
conclusions of the report. Section 10 contains a list of references used in this report. Appendix A 
contains a list of abbreviations and acronyms used in this report. Appendix B contains a summary of 
regulatory violations. Appendix C presents 's responses to this assessment. 

The format of this report is designed to standardize data and observations required for a liability 
assessment of a TSDF. Regulatory citations will include' both RCRA permitted and interim status 
requirements. In the case of the safety and health requirements, both the OSHA and MSHA regulations 
will be cited. The dual citation is due to the fact that cement kiln operations are regulated by MSHA 
rather than OSHA. However, the OSHA requirements are applicable for hazardous waste operations. 
OSHA is cited for consistency, and where applicable, the appropriate MSHA requirements will be cited. 

1.4 Disclaimer 

The conclusions and recommendations contained in this report are based on facility background 
information, evaluations of information and documents from regulatory authority files and , 
interviews with regulatory agencies and facility personnel, and an inspection of the facility all of which 
occurred during the period of , 1994. The report represents a snap shot in time of the operations 
of the •_ facility. The purpose of this report was to identify potential ESH&Q and financial risks 
associated with the prospect of the EG&G operated DOE facilities using the facility for the 
(treatment, storage, disposal, recycling, transportation, bulking) of hazardous wastes. Nothing in this 
report should be construed to be a statement on TEK's actual compliance or lack of compliance with any 
law, regulation, or requirement. 
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2. FACILITY/HAZARDOUS WASTE OPERATION IDENTIFICATION 

2.1 Facility Name and Location 

Facility name and location, street address, phone number, and mailing address, if different. Include 
legal description, e.g., township, range, etc. 

The -_ Facility encompasses approximately acres located . The facility is bordered . 

The name and mailing address of the facility is: 

Company name 
Address 
Phone number 

The physical address of the facility is: 

Company name 
Address 
Phone number 

The Facility consists of tracts of land which are described by metes and bounds. The legal 
descriptions are as follows: 

2.2 Name and Location of Facility Owner 

Name and location of the parent, or subsidiary company that owns the facility under review. 
Include street address and mailing address, if different. 

The Facility is owned by which has its corporate headquarters located at: 

Company name 
Address 
Phone number 

2.3 Facility Identification Number 

All permit numbers and identification numbers. Add additional identification sources and numbers 
if needed. 

The Facility has the following identification and permit numbers: 

EPA Identification Number: 
Part A Permit: 
Part B Permit: 
NPDES Permit: 
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Publicly Owned Treatment Works: 
Radioactive Materials License: 
Air Pollution Control Agency: 
CERCLA off-site waste approval: 
Commercial PCB Storage Permit: 
Conditional Use Permit: 
Wastewater Discharge Permit: 
Standard Industrial Classification Code: 

2.4 Facility Type 

Brief description of type of facility and operations. 
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3. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 

3.1 Site History and Ownership 

Detailed history of the actual site, including previous uses, e.g., agricultural, refinery, etc. Detailed 
ownership: who owned and when. How ownerships changed. 

3.2 Current and Past Use by the Generator 

How did the Generator, e.g., BEI, RES (IX), use the facility in the past, how are they using it now. 

3.3 Current and Historical Methods for Residue Disposal 

How did the generator dispose of residuals in the past, what are they doing with it now, e.g., 
RES(IX) on site landfills for incinerator ash. 
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4. DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSESSMENT 

The liability assessment consisted of a preliminary written request for ESH&Q information about 
the company and its facilities, discussions with the appropriate regulatory and municipal agencies, and 
database searches for financial and legal information. After these activities were complete and 
deemed acceptable, arrangements were made with the management at to visit the facility, tour the 
operations, and discuss the activities in detail. 

The following subsections briefly describe the preliminary assessment and on-site inspection. Detailed 
descriptions of the operations can be found in Section 6 of this document. 

4.1 Operations Toured 

Briefly describe the types of operations wider each of the subsections. Note: Definitions of 
treatment, storage, and disposal are RCRA/TSCA definitions. Therefore, check your processes, e.g., 
incineration is treatment. 

4.1.1 Treatment Facilities 

4.1.2 Storage Facilities 

4.1.3 Disposal Facilities 

4.1.4 Laboratory Facilities 

4.1.5 Transportation Facilities 

4.2 Facility Personnel Contacted 

The personnel listed in Table 2 were contacted during the onsite inspection of the facility. 

Table 2. personnel interviewed by the EG&G Assessment Team. 

Name Position 
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4.3 Regulatory Agencies Contacted 

Summarize the observations received from discussing the facility's operations and compliance status with 
the regulatory agencies. Add sections as necessary. 

4.3.1 U. S. EPA, Region 

4.3.1.1 Air and Toxics Division. 

4.3.1.1.1 Air Branch— 

4.3.1.1.2 Toxics/Pesticides Branch— 

4.3.1.2 Environmental Services Division. 

4.3.1.2.1 Emergency Planning and Response Branch— 

4.3.1.2.2 Environmental Monitoring/Compliance Branch-

4.3.1.3 Waste Management Division. 

4.3.1.3.1 Program Support Branch— 

4.3.1.3.2 RCRA Branch— 

4.3.1.3.3 Superfund Branch— 

4.3.1.4 Water Management Division. 

4.3.1.4.1 Drinking Water Branch— 

4.3.1.4.2 Groundwater Protection— 

4.3.1.4.3 Water Compliance Branch— 

4.3.1.4.4 Criminal Investigation Division— 

4.3.2 State of 

4.3.2.1 Emergency Response Commission. 

4.3.2.2 Health and Environment Department. 

4.3.2.2.1 Air Quality/Radiation Division— 

4.3.2.2.2 Environmental Division— 
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4.3:2.2.3 Water Bureau— 

4.3.2.2.4 UST/LUST-

4.3.2.3 Industrial Commission. 

4.3.3 County 

4.4.4 Other Agencies 

4.3.4.1 Better Business Bureau. 

4.3.4.2 Chamber of Commerce. 

4:3.4.3 Fire Department. 

4.3.4.4 Publicly Owned Treatment Works. 

4.4 Other Information 

4.4.1 Environmental Checklists 

Environmental audit checklists were used for part of the facility appraisal. These checklists tested 
compliance with regulations promulgated by the U. S. EPA. The checklists used were generated by the 
Audit Master™ environmental audit checklist, which is a commercially available computer software 
program that generates facility specific audit checklists. (See Section 10 for references.) The Audit 
Master™ checklists concerning solid and hazardous waste (RCRA, HSWA, CERCLA), water quality 
(CWA, SDWA), air quality (CAA), and EPCRA [Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know 
Act] (SARA II, HI), Industrial Hygiene, Hazardous Materials Transportation (HMTA), Occupational 
Medicine, Personnel Safety (OSHA), PCB management (TSCA), storage tank programs (RCRA, HSWA), 
and spill prevention (CWA, RCRA, SARA, CERCLA) were generated on site during the interviews with 
facility representatives. These checklists are kept as part of the assessment record. Additional checklists 
were used to address quality assurance and remedial actions. 

4.4.2 Document Review 

The documents and information listed in Table 3 were reviewed before and/or during the site 
inspection and at the facility. 

4.4.3 Permits 

Briefly describe whether or not had permits, and what the status is on each. What are the permit 
conditions. If not applicable, state this. If there are more permits that those listed. Add sections. 
Compliance with permit conditions occurs in Section 6. 
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Table 3. Documents and information reviewed concerning the Facility. 

DOCUMENT/INFORMATION REVIEWED (R), DISCUSSED (D) OR NOT APPLICABLE (N/A) 

Air Monitoring Data 

Air Permits 

Annual Hazardous Waste/Biennial Report 

Bills of Lading 

BLM Right-of-Way Grant 

CERCLA Off-Site Policy Approval 

Certificates of Insurance for Sudden and Non-Sudden Incidents 

Chain-of-Custody Procedures 

Closure/Post Closure Plan 

Conditional Use Permit 

Emergency Response/Contingency Plan, including Spill Response and Clean up Procedures 

Facility Construction Plans 

Final Environmental Impact Statement 

Groundwater Monitoring Data 

Groundwater Monitoring Plan 

Hazardous Waste Manifests 

Information concerning OSHA compliance 

Information on assignees to which waste is transferred and final disposition of the waste 

Inspection Records 

Medical Surveillance Program 

Notices of Violation and Consent Orders 

Norification of Hazardous Waste Activities 

Operations Record 

Part A Permit Application 

Part B Permit Application 

Part B Permit 

PCB Annual Documents Log 

PCB Annual Report 

PCB Exception Reports 

Pending Environmental Litigation 
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DOCUMENT/INFORMATION REVIEWED (R), DISCUSSED (D) OR NOT APPLICABLE (N/A) 

Personnel Training Records 

Provisions for transport of recyclable materials/hazardous waste to and from this facility 

Quality Assurance Plan 

Safety Program Plan 

Sample Analysis Plans 

SARA Reports 

Sewage Permit 

Solid Waste Disposal Permit 

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan 

Standard Operating/Divisional Practices 

TSCA Storage/Disposal Approval/Permit 

Visitor's Log 

Waste Analysis Plan 

Water Discharge Data 

Wastewater Permit 

4.4.3.1 RCRA Part A/B Permit. 

4.4.3.2 TSCA Storage/Disposal Approval. 

4.4.3.3 Conditional Use Permit. 

4.4.3.4 BLM Right-of-way Grant. 

4.4.3.5 Air Permit. 

4.4.3.6 Groundwater Monitoring Permit. 

4.4.3.7 Wastewater Permit. 

4.4.3.8 CERCLA Off-Site Policy Approval. 

4.4.3.9 Radioactive Materials License. 

4.4.3.10 Solid Waste Disposal Permit. 
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4.4.4 Site Inspection 

The EG&G Assessment Team conducted a site inspection of the Facilities. The purpose of 
the inspection was to observe and compare the operations of the facilities with their documentation and 
permit conditions. The site inspection consisted of documentation reviews, process flows, and operational 
observations. Photographs were taken of various operations. Copies of relevant photographs are 
included in this report. All of the photographs are kept as part of the assessment record. 
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5. FACILITY SETTING 

The following sections contain pathway analyses of potential groundwater, surface water, and air 
contamination, and a receptor analysis of potential populations and environments that could be at risk 
from activities conducted at the facility. The purpose of a pathway analysis is to determine potential 
paths that pollutants could take which would significantly degrade the quality of a natural resource. The 
receptor analysis uses information from the pathway analysis and determines the potential risk to 
neighboring populations from a release of pollutants at the facility in question. 

Sources of information for this section include: RCRA Facility Investigations, Corrective Action 
Plans, Groundwater and Air monitoring plans. 

5.1 Pathway Analysis - Groundwater 

5.1.1 Background 

Describe geology, hydrology, geomorphology, topography of the area. Information can be obtained 
from general facility standards in Part B application and RFI's. 

5.1.2 Facility Location and Analysis 

Describe the facility's location with respect to background information. Analyze the data with 
respect to potential for contamination. 

5.2 Pathway Analysis - Surface Water 

5.2.1 Background 

Describe geomorphology, topography, climatology (rainfall, storm patterns). 

5.2.2 Facility Location and Analysis 

Describe the facility's location with respect to background information. Analyze the data with 
respect to potential for contamination. 

5.3 Pathway Analysis - Air 

5.3.1 Background 

Describe climatology (wind patterns, storm tracks). Add wind rose. 

5.3.2 Facility Location and Analysis 

Describe the facility's location with respect to background information. Analyze the data with 
respect to potential for contamination. 
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5.4 Receptor Analysis - Populations and Environments at Risk 

5.4.1 Background 

Describe sensitive environments, including wildlife refuges, schools, residential areas, etc. 

5.4.2 Facility Location and Analysis 

Describe the facility's location with respect to background information. Analyze the data with 
respect to potential for contamination and/or environmental damage. 
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6. TECHNICAL DATA AND ANALYSIS 

This section describes the facilities inspected and documents reviewed in detail. The facility 
processes and documents were evaluated against regulatory requirements and RCRA Part B permit 
conditions. For this inspection the Federal regulations, particularly 40 CFR §§ 262, 264 and 265, were 
used in lieu of the State of Solid and Hazardous Waste regulations. The State of regulations 
are very nearly the same as the Federal regulations, except that the State is-more stringent with respect 
to . The State regulators stated that using the Federal regulations was a valid comparison for this 
type of assessment. However, the state regulations have been cited for completeness in the report. 

The process descriptions in this section were reproduced verbatim from the facility's RCRA Part 
B Permit Application and RCRA/HSWA Part B Permit. 

6.1 Site Description 

6.1.1 General Operations 

Describe in great detail. Definitions are RCRA/TSCA regulatory. Described the processes for each 
and your impressions based on what you saw, what you read. Add subsections for treatment, storage, 
etc. as necessary. For example, add a subsection for each type of treatment, if one does not already 
exist. Write not applicable for those section which are not present, e.g., landfill cells. Separate TSCA 
from RCRA descriptions. 

6.1.2 Treatment Facilities 

Treatment, as defined by RCRA means any method, technique, or process, including neutralization, 
designed to change the physical, chemical, or biological character or composition of any hazardous waste 
so as to neutralize such waste, or so as to recover energy or material resources from the waste, or so as 
to render such waste non-hazardous, or less hazardous; safer to transport, store, or dispose of; or 
amenable for recovery, amenable for storage, or reduced in volume (40 CFR § 260.10). 

6.1.2.1 Stabilization. 

6.1.2.1.1 Process Description— 

6.1.2.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.1.2.2 Neutralization System. 

6.1.2.2.1 Process Description— 

6.1.2.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.1.2.3 Land Treatment Units. 40 CFR §§ 264, Subpart M and 265, Subpart M state that an 
owner or operator who wishes to treat or dispose of hazardous waste in a land treatment unit must 
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establish a land treatment program that is designed to ensure that the hazardous constituents placed in or 
on the treatment zone are degraded, transformed, or immobilized within the treatment zone. 

6.1.2.3.1 Process Description— 

6.1.2.3.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.1.2.4 Incineration. An incinerator is defined by RCRA as any enclosed device that: (1) uses 
controlled flame combustion and neither meets the criteria for classification as a boiler, sludge dryer, or 
carbon regeneration unit, nor is listed as an industrial furnace; or (2) meets the definition of infrared 
incinerator or plasma arc incinerator (40 CFR § 260.10). 

Requirements for the permitting and operation of hazardous waste incinerators are specified in 40 
CFR §§ 264, Subpart O; 265, Subpart 0; and 270.19. Specific requirements for operation of hazardous 
waste incinerators are delineated in the RCRA Part B Permit Application, Section and RCRA/HSWA 
Part B Permit, Section . 

6.1.2.4.1 Process Description— 

6.1.2.4.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.1.2.4 Fuel Blending. 

6.1.2.5.1 Process Description— 

6.1.2.5.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.1.2.6 Industrial Furnace. An industrial furnace is defined by RCRA as including "any of the 
following enclosed devices that are integral components of manufacturing processes and that use thermal 
treatment to accomplish recovery of materials or energy: 

(1) Cement kilns 

(2) Lime kilns 

(3) Aggregate kilns 

(4) .Phosphate kilns 

(5) Coke ovens 

(6) Blast furnaces 

(7) Smelting, melting, and refining furnaces (including pyrometallurgical devices such as cupolas, 
reverberator furnces, sintering maching roasters, and foundry furnaces) 

(8) Titanium dioxide chloride process oxidation reactors 
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(9) Methane reforming furnaces 

(10) Pulping liquor recovery furnaces 

(11) Combustion devices used in the recovery of sulfur values from spent sulfuric acid 

(12) Halogen acid furnaces (HAFs) for the production of acid from halogenated hazardous waste 
generated by chemcial production facilities where the furnace is located on the site of a 
chemical procuction facility, the acid product has a halogen acid contennt of at least 3%, the 
acid procut is used in a manufacturing process, and, except for hazardous waste burned as 
fuel, hazardous waste fed to the furnace has a minimum halogen content of 20% as-generated. 

(13) Such other devices as the Administrator may, after notice and comment, add to this list on the 
basis of one or more of the following factors: 

(i) The design and use of the device primarily to accomplish recovery of material products; 

(ii) The use of the device to burn or reduce raw materials to make a material product; 

(iii) The use of the device to burn or reduce secondary materials as effective substitutes for 
raw materials, in processes using raw materials as principal feedstocks; 

(iv) The use of the device to burn or reduce secondary materials as ingredients in an 
industrial process to make a material product; 

(v) The use of the device in common industrial practice to produce a material product; and 

(vi) Other factors, as appropriate" (40 CFR § 260.10). 

6.1.2.6.1 Process Description— 

6.1.2.6.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions— 

6.1.3 Storage Facilities 

6.1.3.1 Tanks. Requirements for the construction, use, and maintenance of tanks and tank 
systems used for the storage and treatment of hazardous wastes are specified in 40 CFR §§ 264, Subpart 
J and 265, Subpart J. Specific requirements for operation of hazardous waste tank storage are delineated 
in the RCRA Part B Permit Application, Section and RCRA Part B Permit, Module . 

6.1.3.1.1 Process Description— 

6.1.3.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions— 

6.1.3.2 Containers. The use and management of containers is regulated by 40 CFR §§ 264, 
Subpart I and 265, Subpart I. Specific requirements for operation of hazardous waste container storage 
areas are delineated in the RCRA Part B Permit Application, Section and RCRA Part B Permit, 
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Module . This section will describe the use and management of containers as part of the treatment, 
storage, and disposal of hazardous wastes received in containers at the facility. Use and 
management of containers of hazardous waste generated by the Facility operations, such as less than 
90 day accumulation areas, is discussed in Section 6.3 of this document. 

6.1.3.2.1 Process Description— 

6.1.3.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.1.3.3 Surface Impoundment. Requirements for the construction, use, and maintenance of 
surface impoundments used for the storage and treatment of hazardous wastes are specified in 40 CFR 
§§ 264, Subpart K and 265, Subpart K. Specific requirements for construction, maintenance, and 
operation of a hazardous waste surface impoundment are delineated in the RCRA Part B Permit 
Application, Section and the Part B Permit, Section . 

6.1.3.3.1 Process Description— 

6.1.3.3.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.1.4 Disposal Facilities 

6.1.4.1 RCRA Landfill Cells. Requirements for the construction, use, and maintenance of 
landfill cells used for the disposal of hazardous wastes are specified in 40 CFR §§ 264, Subpart N and 
265, Subpart N. Specific requirements for construction, maintenance, operation, and closure of a 
hazardous waste landfill are delineated in the RCRA Part B Permit Application, Section and the 
RCRA Part B Permit, Module . 

6.1.4.1.1 Process Description—The following subsections contain descriptions of the 
construction of the RCRA landfill cells. Those subsections are followed by the EG&G observations and 
impressions of the landfill operations. 

6.1.4.1.1.1 RCRA Cell Number One— 

6.1.4.1.1.2 RCRA Cell Number Two— 

6.1.4.1.1.3 RCRA Cell Number Three— 

6.1.4.1.1.4 RCRA Cell Number Four-

6.1.4.1.1.5 RCRA Cell Number Five— 

6.1.4.1.1.6 Additional RCRA Cells— 

6.1.4.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 
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6.1.4.2 Industrial Waste Landfill Cells. Requirements for the construction, use, and 
maintenance of industrial waste landfill cells are specified in 40 CFR § 257. Specific requirements for 
construction, maintenance, operation, and closure of a hazardous waste landfill are delineated in the 
RCRA Part B Permit Application, Section and the RCRA Part B Permit, Module . 

6.1.4.2.1. Process Description—The following subsections contain descriptions of the 
construction of the industrial waste landfill cells. Those subsections are followed by the EG&G 
observations and impressions of the landfill operations. 

6.1.4.2.1.1 Industrial Cell One— 

6.1.4.2.1.2 Industrial Cell Two— 

6.1.4.2.1.3 Industrial Cell Three— 

6.1.4.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.1.5 Laboratory Operations 

6.1.5.1 Process Description. 

6.1.5.1.1 Chain-of-Custody— 

6.1.5.1.2 Quality Assurance/Quality Control— 

6.1.5.1.3 Testing Methods/Procedures— 

6.1.5.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.1.5.2.1 Chain-of-Custody— 

6.1.5.2.2 Quality Assurance/Quality Control— 

6.1.5.2.3 Testing Methods/Procedures— 

6.1.6 Security 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264.14 and 265.14 state that "The owner or 
operator must prevent the unknowing entry, and minimize the possibility for the unauthorized entry, of 
persons, or livestock onto the active portion of his facility...." The facility must have a 24-hour 
surveillance system which continuously monitors and controls entry onto the active portion or the facility; 
or an artificial or natural barrier, which completely surrounds the active portion of the facility. The 
facility must have a means to control entry, at all times, through gates or other entrances to the facility. 
It must also have a sign with the legend, "Danger — Unauthorized Personnel Keep Out" which must be 
posted at each entrance to the active portion of the facility, and at other locations, in sufficient numbers 
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to be seen from any approach to Ihis active portion. The legend must be written in English and in any 
other language prominent in the area surrounding the facility. 

6.1.6.1 Process Description. 

6.1.6.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions. 

6.1.7 Transportation 

Describe compliance with applicable RCRA, TSCA, DOT, ICC, and State transportation regulations. 

6.1.7.1 Process Description. 

6.1.7.1.1 Driver's Training/Certification— 

6.1.7.1.2 Inspections— 

6.1.7.1.3 Load Verification and Placarding— 

6.1.7.1.4 Manifest System and Recordkeeping— 

6.1.7.1.5 Permits— 

6.1.7.1.6 Spill Prevention and Cleanup Procedures— 

6.1.7.1.7 Insurance— 

6.1.7.1.8 Truck Wash— 

6.1.7.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.1.7.2.1 Driver's Training/Certification— 

6.1.7.2.2 Inspections— 

6.1.7.2.3 Load Verification and Placarding— 

6.1.7.2.4 Manifest System and Recordkeeping— 

6.1.7.2.5 Permits— 

6.1.7.2.6 Spill Prevention and Cleanup Procedures— 

6.1.7.2.7 Insurance— 

6.1.7.2.8 Truck Wash— 
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6.1.8 Waste Analysis and Tracking System 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264.13(a) and 265.13(a) requires the owner or 
operator of a TSDF to "obtain a detailed chemical and physical analysis of a representative sample of the 
wastes" which the facility will treat, store, or dispose. The waste analysis must be conducted according 
to a prepared WAP as according to 40 CFR §§ 264.13(b) and 265.13(b). In addition, 40 CFR §§ 
264.73(b) and 265.73(b) require the owner or operator of a TSDF to maintain information in the facility 
operating record which tracks the types and quantities of wastes received, and the method(s) and date(s) 
of its treatment. 

How is the waste analysis plan implemented. How are waste tracked from receipt to grave. 

6.1.8.1 Process Description. 

6.1.8.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.2 Generator Waste Description 

Describe what wastes are present including those generated by the facility. Again detail impressions 
of the wastes etc. 

6.2.1 Process Description 

6.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.3 Generator Waste Management 

Describe the management of facility generated wastes, e.g., SAA's, 90 day areas, etc. and the 
management of wastes in tanks and containers. Detail impressions of the management of these materials. 
Compliance with permit conditions and regulations. 

6.3.1 Less Than 90 Day Accumulation 

A generator may accumulate hazardous wastes on site for 90 day or less without a permit or having 
interim status provided he meets the regulatory requirements specified by 40 CFR § 262.34(b, c). 

6.3.1.1 Process Description. 

6.3.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions. 

6.3.2 Satellite Accumulation Areas 

A generator may accumulate as much as 55 gallons of hazardous wastes or one quart of acutely 
hazardous wastes as listed in 40 CFR § 261.33(e) in containers at or near the point of generation where 
the wastes initially accumulate, which is under the control of the operator of the process generating the 
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waste, without a permit or having interim status provided he meets the regulatory requirements specified 
by 40 CFR § 262.34(c). 

6.3.2.1 Process Description. 

6.3.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.4 Regulatory Compliance/Violations History 

Detail violations from NOV's. Describe RCRA or CERCLA remediation actions which the facility 
is involved in, onsite and superfund clean up elsewhere. 

Impressions: Look for repeat violations in NOV's, compare present operations with previous 
violations. Look for patterns. Describe opinions of remedial efforts. 

Information for this section can be obtained from LEXIS/NEXIS database queries, SEC-lOK's, 
annual reports, NOV/CO's, RCRA PartB Permits. 

6.4.1 Violations History 

6.4.1.1 Summary of Violations. 

6.4.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions. 

6.4.2 RCRA Remediation/Corrective Actions 

6.4.2.1 Description of Actions. 

6.4.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions. 

6.4.3 CERCLA Remediation/Corrective Actions 

6.4.3.1 Description of Actions. 

6.4.3.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.4.4 Pending Litigation 

6.4.4.1 Description of Actions. 

6.4.4.1 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions. 

6.4.5 Involvement at "Superfund" Sites 

6.4.5.1 Description of Actions. 
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6.4.5.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.5 Environmental Incidents 

Describe any historical incidents, e.g., fires, reportable spills. If you saw any present problems, 
describe. Impressions of operations with respect to potential for incidents. Are they operating in a 
environmentally safe manner. 

6.5.1 Summary of Incidents 

6.5.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions 

6.6 Facility Management Attitudes 

Describe facility operations with respect to each set of requirements. Describe impressions of the 
level of compliance with regulatory requirements. Add details, e.g., adequate aisle space, what is the 
aisle spacing: 4'? Much detail. The purpose of this section is to describe the programs and the 
implementation of the programs, not to review the content of the documents. That occurs in section 6.7. 

6.6.1 Contingency Plan 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264, Subpart D and 265, Subpart D require that 
the owners and operators of all hazardous waste facilities prepare and implement a contingency plan for 
the facility. This plan is designed to minimize hazards to human health or the environment from fires, 
explosions, or any unplanned sudden or non-sudden release of hazardous waste or hazardous waste 
constituents to the air, soil, or surface water. 

6.6.1.1 Process Description. 

6.6.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.6.2 Employee Training Program 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264.16(a) and 265.16(a) state that "Facility 
personnel must complete a program of classroom instruction or on-the-job training mat teaches them to 
perform their duties in a way that ensures the facility's compliance with the requirements of this part [40 
CFR 264]...." 

6.6.2.1 Process Description. 

6.6.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.6.3 Inspections 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264.15(a) and 265.15(a) state that "The owner 
or operator must inspect his facility for malfunctions and deterioration, operator errors, and discharges 
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which may be causing — or may lead to ~ (1) releases of hazardous waste constituents to the environment • 
or (2) a threat to human health." 

6.6.3.1 Process Description. 

6.6.3.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions. 

6.6.4 Occupational Safety 

The OSHA regulations promulgated at 29 CFR 1910.120(p) require that employers conducting 
operations at a TSDF have a safety program and a medical surveillance program.. 

6.6.4.1 Safety Program. Requirements for the OSHA safety program are specified in 
29 CFR §§ 1910.120(b) and 1910.120(p)(l). 

6.6.4.1.1 Process Description— 

6.6.4.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.6.4.2 Medical Surveillance. Requirements for the medical surveillance program are specified 
in 29 CFR §§ 1910.120(f) and 1910.120(p)(3). 

6.6.4.2.1 Process Description— 

6.6.4.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.6.5 Preparedness and Prevention 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264, Subpart C and 265, Subpart C specify 
requirements for the design and operation of the facility, required equipment, testing and maintenance 
of equipment, access to communications or alarm system, required aisle space, and arrangements with 
local authorities for owners and operators of all hazardous waste facilities, unless they meet the 
exemptions specified in 40 CFR §§ 264.1 or 265.1. The requirements are stated and EG&G observations 
of the facility and its operations are discussed as follows: 

6.6.5.1 Design and Operation of Facility. 40 CFR §§ 264.31 and 265.31 state that "Facilities 
must be designed, constructed, maintained and operated to minimize the possibility of a fire, explosion, 
or any unplanned sudden or non-sudden release of hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents to 
air, soil, or surface water which could threaten human health or the environment." 

6.6.5.1.1 Process Description— 

6.6:5.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 
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6.6.5.2 Required Equipment. 40 CFR §§ 264.32 and 265.32 state that the facilities must be 
equipped with the following equipment: internal communications or alarm system, telephone or two-way 
radio, portable fire extinguishers, and water at adequate volume and pressure. 

6.6.5.2.1 Process Description— 

6.6.5.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.6.5.3 Testing and Maintenance of Equipment. 40 CFR §§ 264.33 and 265.33 state that 
"All facility communications or alarm systems, fire protection equipment, spill control equipment, and 
decontamination equipment, where required, must be tested and maintained as necessary to assure its 
proper operation in time of emergency." 

6.6.5.3.1 Process Description— 

6.6.5.3.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.6.5.4 Access to Communications or Alarm Systems. 40 CFR §§ 264.34 and 265.34 state 
that whenever hazardous waste is being poured, mixed, spread, or otherwise handled, all personnel 
involved in the operation must have immediate access to an internal alarm or emergency communication 
device,.... In addition if there is ever just one employee on the premises while the facility is operating, 
he must have immediate access to a device, such as a telephone 

6.6.5.4.1 Process Description— 

6.6.5.4.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.6.5.5 Required Aisle Space. 40 CFR §§ 264.35 and 265.35 state that "The owner or operator 
must maintain aisle space to allow the unobstructed movement of personnel, fire protection equipment, 
spill control equipment, and decontamination equipment to any area of facility operation in an emergency, 
unless it can be demonstrated to the Regional Administrator that aisle space is not needed for any of these 
purposes." 

6.6.5.5.1 Process Description— 

6.6.5.5.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 

6.6.5.6 Arrangements with Local Authorities. 40 CFR §§ 264.37 and 265.37 state that the 
owner or operator must make arrangements with local emergency authorities and State emergency 
response teams to familiarize them with the layout of the TSDF, the hazardous waste handled there, and 
the emergency plans. In addition the owner or operator must document the arrangements or the refusal 
of such arrangements. The documentation must be part of the operating record. 

6.6.5.6.1 Process Description— 

6.6.5.6.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/Impressions— 
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6.7 Document Review 

Review all documents with respect to regulatory requirements. Do they meet the intent of the 
regulations. Are all pertinent sections with details present. Add sections as necessary for documents not 
listed, e.g., SPCC Plans. If a section is not applicable, state why. 

6.7.1 RCRA Part A/B Permit Application 

6.7.1.1 Part A Permit Application. 

6.7.1.2 Part B Permit Application. The facility Part B Permit Application was reviewed 
with respect to the regulatory requirements specified in 40 CFR §§ 270 and 264. 

6.7.1.2.1 General Requirements—40 CFR § 270.14 specifies the general information 
requirements for a Part B Permit. This information is required for all hazardous waste management 
(HWM) facilities, unless 40 CFR § 264.1 specifies otherwise. The following information is required: 

(1) A general description of the facility. 
(2) Chemical and physical analysis of the hazardous wastes to be handled at the facility. 
(3) A copy of the waste analysis plan required by 40 CFR § 264.13. 
(4) A description of the security procedures and equipment required by 40 CFR § 264.14. 
(5) A copy of the general inspection schedule required by 40 CFR § 264.15(b) 
(6) A justification of any request for a waiver(s) of the preparedness and prevention requirements of 40 CFR 264 Subpart 

C. 
(7) A copy of the contingency plan required by 40 CFR 264 Subpart D. 
(8) A description of the procedures, structures, or equipment used at the facility to prevent hazards. 
(9) A description of prevent accidental ignition or reaction of ignitable, reactive, or incompatible wastes (40 CFR § 

264.17). 
(10) Traffic patterns, estimated volumes, and controls. 
(11) Facility location information, including: 

• Political jurisdiction 
• Compliance with the seismic standard (40 CFR 264, Appendix VI) 
• Identification as to whether or not the facility is located within the 100-year flood plain 

(12) An outline of both the introductory and continuing training programs. 
(13) A copy of the closure plan. 
(14) For hazardous waste disposal units that have been closed, documentation that notices required under 40 CFR § 

264.119 have been filed. 
(15) The most recent closure cost estimate for the facility prepared in accordance with 40 CFR § 264.142 and a copy of 

documentation required to demonstrate financial assurance under 40 CFR § 264.143. 
(16) Where applicable, the most recent post-closure cost estimate for the facility prepared in accordance with 40 CFR § 

264.144 plus a copy of documentation required to demonstrate financial assurance under 40 CFR § 264.145. 
(17) Where applicable, a copy of the insurance policy or other documentation which comprises compliance with 40 CFR 

§ 264.147. 
(18) Where appropriate, proof of coverage by a State financial mechanism in compliance with 40 CFR §§ 264.149 or 

264.150. 
(19) A topographic map meeting the informational requirements of 40 CFR § 270.14(b)(19), including: 

• Map scale and date 
• 100-year floodplain area 
• Surface waters including intermittent streams 
• Surrounding land use (residential, commercial, agricultural, recreational) 
• Wind rose, i.e., prevailing wind speed and direction 
• Orientation of the map (north arrow) 
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• Legal boundaries of the HWM facility site 
• Access control (fences, gates) 
• Injection and withdrawal wells both on-site and off-site 
• Buildings; TSD operations, or other structures 
• Barriers for drainage or flood control 
• Location of operational units within the HWM facility site. 

The RCRA Part B Permit Application was reviewed with respect to the above specified 
requirements. Table 6 identifies the sections of the permit application which address each of the 
applicable requirements. 

Table 6. Comparison of the Part B Permit Application with regulatory requirements. 

Regulatory requirement Permit application section Regulatory requirement Permit application section 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(1) 40CFR270.14(b)(ll) 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(2) 40CFR270.14(b)(12) 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(3) 40CFR270.14(b)(13) 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(4) 40CFR270.14(b)(14) 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(5) 40CFR270.14(b)(15) 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(6) 40CFR270.14(b)(16) 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(7) 40CFR270.14(b)(17) 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(8) 40CFR270.14(b)(18) 

40 CFR 270.14(b)(9) 40CFR270.14(b)(19) 

40CFR270.14(b)(10) 

6.7.1.2.2 GroundwaterMonitoring—40 CFR § 270.14(c) contains additional informational 
requirements regarding the protection of groundwater if the facility requesting the permit contains a 
regulated unit, unless that unit meets the requirements of 40 CFR § 264.90(b). 

6.7.1.2.3 Solid Waste Management Units—40 CFR § 270.14(d) describes information 
requirements regarding solid waste management units (SWMUs) at a facility seeking a permit. 

6.7.1.2.4 Storage in Containers—40 CFR § 270.15 specifies information that owners and 
operators of facilities that store containers of hazardous waste must supply in the Part B Permit 
Application except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.170. 
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6.7.7.2.5 Treatment and Storage in Tanks—40 CFR § 270.16 specifies information that 
owners and operators of facilities that use tanks to store or treat hazardous waste must supply in the Part 
B Permit Application except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.190. 

6.7.1.2.6 Surface Impoundment—40 CFR § 270.17 specifies-information that owners and 
operators of facilities that store, treat, or dispose of hazardous waste in surface impoundments must 
supply in the Part B Permit Application except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.1. 

6.7.1.2.7 Waste Piles—40 CFR § 270.18 specifies information that owners and operators 
of facilities that store or treat hazardous waste in waste piles must supply in the Part B Permit Application 
except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.1. 

6.7.1.2.8 Incineration—40 CFR § 270.19 specifies information that owners and operators 
of facilities that incinerate hazardous waste must supply in the Part B Permit Application except as 
otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.340. 

6.7.1.2.9 Land Treatment Units—40 CFR § 270.20 specifies information that owners and 
operators of facilities that dispose of hazardous waste in land treatment units must supply in the Part B 
Permit Application except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.1. 

6.7.1.2.10 Landfills—40 CFR § 270.21 specifies information that owners and operators of 
facilities that dispose of hazardous waste in landfills must supply in the Part B Permit Application except 
as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.1. 

6.7.1.2.11 Drip Pads—40 CFR § 270.22 specifies information that owners and operators 
of facilities that collect, store, or treat hazardous waste on drip pads must supply in the Part B Permit 
Application except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.1. 

6.7.1.2.12 Miscellaneous Units—40 CFR § 270.23 specifies information that owners and 
operators of facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste in miscellaneous units must supply 
in the Part B Permit Application except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.600. 
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6.7.1.2.13 Process Vents—40 CFR § 270.24 specifies information that owners and 
operators of facilities that have process vents to which 40 CFR § 264, Subpart AA applies must supply 
in the Part B Permit Application except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.1. 

6.7.1.2.14- Equipment Leaks—40 CFR § 270.25 specifies information that owners and 
operators of facilities that have equipment to which 40 CFR § 264, Subpart BB applies must supply in 
the Part B Permit Application except as otherwise provided in 40 CFR § 264.1. 

6.7.2 RCRA Part B Permit 

6.7.2.1 RCRA Part B Permit. 

6.7.2.2 RCRA/HSWA Part B Permit. 

6.7.3 Annual Hazardous Waste/Biennial Report 

The RCRA Sections 3002, 3004, and 3007, as promulgated by 40 CFR §§ 264.75 and 265.75, 
require owners or operators of a TSDF to prepare and submit a single copy of a biennial report to the 
Regional Administrator (the State of in this case) by March 1 of each even numbered year. 
Regulations promulgated at 40 CFR § 262.41 require the same of hazardous waste generators. The 
purpose of the report is to provide the EPA with information that will be used to facility waste capacity 
studies, waste tracking, and assessment of waste minimization activities, and to support State hazardous 
waste programs (EPA, p. 1). 

The Biennial Report was obtained from 
at this time. It was submitted to the State of on 
respect to the requirements specified'in 40 CFR §§ 262.41, 
Hazardous Waste Report Instructions and Forms. 

6.7A Closure/Post-Closure Plan 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264 Subpart G, Section 112 and 265 Subpart G, 
Section 112 require that the owner or operator of a hazardous waste management facility have a written 
closure plan. The approved closure plan must become a condition of any RCRA permit. 

6.7.5 Emergency Response/Contingency Plan 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264, Subpart D and 265, Subpart D require the 
owners and operators of all hazardous waste facilities to have a contingency plan for the facility. The 
contingency plan must be designed to minimize hazards to human health or the environment from fires, 

. It was the most recent report available 
_, 19 . The report was reviewed with 
264.75 and 265.75 and the EPA 1989 
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explosions, or any unplanned sudden or non-sudden release of hazardous waste or hazardous waste to air, 
soil, or surface water. 

6.7.6 Facility Construction Plans 

6.7.7 Hazardous Waste Manifests 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264, Subpart E and 265, Subpart E specify the 
requirements for the TSDF manifest system, as well as, general record keeping and reporting. 40 CFR 
§ 262, Subpart D specifies the requirements for a generator's manifest system, as well as, general record 
keeping and reporting. The EG&G Assessment Team reviewed manifests wkh respect to the 
requirements of 40 CFR §§ 262, Subpart D; 264.71; 264.72; 265.71; and 265.72. 

6.7.8 Operations Record 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264.73 and 265.73 state that the owner or 
operator must keep a written operating record at his facility. The information specified by this section 
must be kept as part of the operating record until closure of the facility. The only exception to the 
"lifetime retention" requirement is that inspection records need only be kept three years. 

Where is it located, what's in it, how is it managed. 

6.7.9 SARA Reports 

The primary purpose of SARA Title HI is to inform the public of the presence of toxic chemicals 
in their communities. The following sections describe the basic SARA reporting requirements. In every 
case, even though a facility may not appear to be subject to the requirements based on the qualifying 
criteria, the State Emergency Response Commission (SERC) may require the facility to file. 

Compliance with the various SARA regulatory requirements was discussed in some detail with the 
facility representatives while developing the Audit Master™ checklists. 

6.7.9.1 SARA Section 311 MSDS Reporting. Under 40 CFR Part 370, all employers are 
required to inform state and local emergency response groups, and local fire departments of their 
inventories of hazardous chemicals. Two major reporting requirements are imposed: material safety data 
sheets (MSDSs) or equivalent lists must be submitted for hazardous chemicals present above certain 
threshold levels, and an inventory report must be submitted for these chemicals on an annual basis. 

Facilities that are subject to the MSDS requirements of OSHA's Hazard Communication Standard 
(HCS) must submit copies of their MSDSs, or equivalent list, to the appropriate local emergency planning 
committee (LEPC), SERC, and local fire department. This material must be submitted by October 17, 
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1990, or three months after a facility is required to have an MSDS under the OSHA regulations, 
whichever is later. 

6.7.9.2. SARA Section 312 Tier Iand/or Tier II Report. The hazardous chemical inventory 
requirements of SARA Tide HI Sections 311 and 312 cut across two federal programs: the HCS 
administered by OSHA and the Title in program administered by EPA. 

Facilities that are required to submit MSDSs are also required to submit an annual inventory form 
containing: 

• an estimate of the maximum amount of each hazardous chemical present at the facility at any 
one time during the previous calendar year, 

• an estimate of the average daily amount of each hazardous chemical at the facility, and 

• the location of these chemicals at the facility. 

These inventories may be submitted on either the Tier I or Tier II Forms. The annual inventory 
must be submitted by March 1 for chemicals at the facility for the preceding year. 

6.7.9.3 SARA 313 Form R Report. Section 313 of SARA Title m requires EPA to create an 
annual inventory of toxic chemical emissions that occur as a result of normal business operations. 

Four basic criteria are used to determine if a facility is subject to the reporting requirements: 

• The facility must manufacture, import, process, or otherwise use one or more of the 
approximately 330 chemicals listed in 40 CFR § 372.65; 

• The facility must have more than 10 full-time employees; 

• The facility must have a primary SIC code between 20 and 39; and 

• The quantity of chemical used, manufactured, imported or processed must exceed certain 
threshold levels that range from 10,000 pounds per year to 25,000 pounds per year. 

operates within SIC codes 29 to 39 ( ), has more than 10 employees, and uses hazardous 
chemicals in quantities above the threshold planning quantities. 

6.7.9.4 SARA Section 302 and 304 Emergency Planning and Notification. Under the 
SARA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR 355, a regulated facility must notify its respective state 
emergency response commission, and report any releases of prescribed materials in designated quantities. 
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The facility must also designate an emergency coordinator, and inform the local emergency planning 
committee of the designations. These notifications are to occur by specified dates. 

6.7.10 Sample Analysis Plan 

6.7.11 Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan 

The CWA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR § 112 require owners or operators of non-
transportation-related on-shore and offshore facilities engaged in drilling, producing, gathering, storing, 
processing, refining, transferring, distributing, or consuming oil and oil products, and which, due to their 
location, could reasonably be expected to discharge oil in harmful quantities, as defined in 40 CFR 110, 
into or upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining shorelines to prepare and maintain 
a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan. 

40 CFR §§ 112.3, 264.52(b), and 265.52(b) require that the owner operators of a facility for which 
a SPCC Plan is required maintain a copy at the plant if the facility is normally attended at least eight 
hours per day and make copies available to the Regional Administrator for onsite review during normal 
working hours. 40 CFR § 112.7 provides additional guidelines for preparation and implementation of 
a SPCC Plan. This becomes applicable if there has been one or more spill from the facility in the last 
twelve months, where experience indicates there is a reasonable potential for equipment failure (such as 
a tank overflow, rupture, or leakage), secondary containment has failed or there is a potential of such. 

The TSCA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 761.65(c)(l)(iv) and 761.65 (c)(7)(ii) require the 
owner/operator of a facility that stores liquid PCB's at a concentration between 50 and 500 ppm, for 
disposal develop a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan. The definition of "oil" 
for the purposes of the SPCC plan is "PCBs" and the contents of the plan must be in accordance with 
40 CFR 112. 
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Table 9. Comparison of the SPCC Plan with regulatory requirements. 

SPCC Plan SPCC Plan 
Regulatoiy Requirement Section Regulatory Requirement Section 

Past Spill Occurrences 40 CFR § 112.7(a) Oil Production Facilities (Onshore) 40 
CFR § 112.7(e)(5) 

Potential Spill Occurrences 40 CFR § 112.7(b) Oil Drilling and Workover Facilities 40 
CFR § 112.7(e)(6) 

Containment and Diversionary Structures 40 Oil Drilling, Production or Workover 
CFR § 112.7(c) Facilities (Offshore) 40 CFR § 

112.7(e)(7) 

Facility Drainage 40 CFR § 112.7(e)(1) Inspection and Records 40 CFR § 
112.7(e)(8) 

Bulk Storage Tanks Potentially Used for Fuels Security 40 CFR § 270.14(b)(15) 
and Oils'40 CFR § 112.7(e)(2) 

Facility Transfer Operations 40 CFR § Personnel, Training and Spill Prevention 
112.7(e)(3) Procedures 40 CFR § 112.7(e)(10) 

Facility Tank Truck Loading/Unloading Station 
40 CFR § 112.7(e)(4) 

6.7.12 Waste Analysis Plan 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264.13(4)(b) and 265.13(4)(b) require the 
owner/operator of a TSDF to develop and follow a written waste analysis plan which describes the 
procedures which he will carry out to comply with in order to obtain a detailed chemical and physical 
analysis of a representative sample of a waste for treatment, storage, or disposal. This plan must also 
be kept at the facility. The regulation then proceeds with a description of the requirements for the plan. 

In addition, 40 CFR § 268.7(a)(4) requires a generator who is managing a land disposal prohibited 
waste in tanks, containers, or containment buildings regulated under 40 CFR § 262.34, and who is 
treating such waste in such tanks, containers, or containment buildings to meet applicable treatment 
standards under 40 CFR § 268, Subpart D. The generator must also develop and follow a written waste 
analysis plan which describes the procedures the generator will carry out to comply with the treatment 
standards. This plan must be kept on site in the generator's records. 

6.7.13 Waste Minimization Certification/Plan 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR § 264.73(b)(9) require the owner/operator of a 
TSDF to certify on at least an annual basis that they have a program in place to reduce the volume and 
toxicity of hazardous waste that he generates to the degree determined by the permittee to be 
economically practicable; and the proposed method of treatments, storage, or disposal that is the 
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practicable method currently available to the permittee which minimizes the present and future threat to 
human health and the environment. 

6.7.14 Groundwater Monitoring Plan 

The RCRA regulations promulgated at 40 CFR §§ 264, Subpart F and 265, Subpart F require that 
owners and operators of solid waste management units, surface impoundments, landfills, and land 
treatment units comply with the monitoring requirements of the subpart. 40 CFR §§ 264.97 and 265.97 
specify the general groundwater monitoring requirements. 

6.7.15 Wastewater Monitoring Reports 

6.7.16 TS CA Storage/Disposal Approval 

6.7.17 CERCLA Off-Site Policy Approval 

6.7.18 Radioactive Materials License 

6.8 Environmental Monitoring Programs 

Described the programs, requirements, sources. 

6.8.1 Air Monitoring 

6.8.1.1 Process Description. 

6.8.1.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions. 

6.8.2 Groundwater Monitoring 

6.8.2.1 Process Description. 

6.8.2.2 EG&G Assessment Team Observations/impressions. 
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7. FINANCIAL STRENGTH 

The purpose of this section is to provide documentation verifying 's abilities to respond quickly 
to environmental, safety, and health incidents, to provide adequate financial assurances for facility closure 
costs, and to maintain financial assurances for any potential litigation. 

7.1 Insurance 

40 CFR §§ 264.147 and 265.147 require an owner or operator of a hazardous waste treatment, 
storage, or disposal facility, or a group of such facilities, to maintain liability insurance. In particular, 
40 CFR §§ 264.147(a) and 265.147(a) require the owner or operator to maintain coverage for sudden 
accidental occurrences arising from operations of the facility or group of facilities. (A sudden accidental 
occurrence is defined as "an occurrence which is not continuous or repeated in naturen (40 CFR 
264.140(g)).) The owner or operator must have and maintain liability coverage for sudden accidental 
occurrences in the amount of at least $1 million per occurrence with an annual aggregate of at least $2 
million, exclusive of legal defenses. The regulations specify the methods which the owner or operator 
may use in order to demonstrate the liability coverage. 

40 CFR §§ 264.147(b) and 265.147(b) require the owner or operator of a surface impoundment, 
landfill, or land treatment facility which is used to manage hazardous waste, or a group of such facilities, 
to maintain coverage for nonsudden accidental occurrences arising from operations of the facility or group 
of facilities. (A nonsudden accidental occurrence is defined as "an occurrence which takes place over 
time and involves continuous or repeated exposure" (40 CFR 264.140(g)).) The owner or operator must 
have and maintain liability coverage for nonsudden accidental occurrences in the amount of at least $3 
million per occurrence with an annual aggregate of at least $6 million, exclusive of legal defenses. The 
owner or operator who must meet the requirements of this section may combine the sudden and 
nonsudden accidental coverages into a single per-occurrence level and combine the required annual 
aggregate coverage levels for sudden and nonsudden accidental coverages into a single annual level. 
Owners or operators who combine coverage levels must maintain liability coverage in at least $4 million 
per occurrence and at least $8 million annual aggregate. The regulations specify the methods which the 
owner or operator may use in order to demonstrate the liability coverage. 

Describe insurance coverage and provide certificate as a figure in this report. 

7.2 Closure and Post-Closure Care 

40 CFR §§ 264.142 and 265.142 require an owner or operator to have a detailed written estimate, 
in current dollars, for the cost of closing the facility in accordance with the requirements in §§ 264.111 
through 264.115 and/or 265.111 through 265.115 and applicable closure requirements in §§ 264.178 
and/or 265.178 (containers), 264.197 and/or 265.197 (tanks), 264.228 and/or 265.228 (surface 
impoundments), 264.258 and/or 265.258 (waste piles), 264.280 and/or 265.280 (land treatment units), 
264.310 and/or 265.310 (landfills), 264.351 and/or 265.351 (incinerators), and 264.601 through 264.603 
and/or 265.601 through 265.603 (miscellaneous units). 

In addition the regulations (40 CFR §§ 264.142(b) and 265.142(b)) specify that during the active 
life of the facility the owner or operator must adjust the closure cost estimate for inflation within 60 day 
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prior to the anniversary date of the establishment of the financial instrument(s) used to comply with § 
264.143 and 265.143. 

Describe coverage and annual adjustments. Compare with regulatory requirements. 

7.3 Financial Assurance 

There are six different methods allowed by the RCRA rules to guarantee closure costs (40 CFR §§ 
264.146 and/or 265.146): 

• Closure Trust Fund [40 CFR §§ 264.143(a) and/or 265.143(a)] 

• Surety Bond for payment into a Trust Fund [40 CFR §§ 264.143(b) and/or 265.143(b)] 

• Performance Surety Bond [40 CFR §§ 264.143(c) and/or 265.143(c)] 

• Closure Letter of Credit [40 CFR §§ 264.143(d) and/or 265.143(d)] 

• Closure Insurance [40 CFR §§ 264.143(e) and/or 265.143(e)] 

• Financial Test and/or Corporate Guarantee [40 CFR §§ 264.143(f) and/or 265.143(f)] 

Describe coverage and annual adjustments. Compare with regulatory requirements. 

1A History and Experience of Owners 

Describe the history of the company, its parents, and its experience in the field under consideration. 

7.5 Capacity and Capital of the Company 

This section is generally completed by financial analysts. It requires analysis ofD&B reports, SEC 
10K, and company annual reports. This information should be compared with the closure requirements 
for adequacy. 

Table ??. Financial Ratios for 

TYPE OF RATIO 1992 1991 1990 

LIQUIDITY RATIOS 

Current Ratio ERR* 

Acid Test Ratio ERR* 

Working Capital $ $ 

EFFICIENCY RATIOS 
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Average Collection Period 

Inventory Turnover ERR* 

Fixed Asset Turnover ERR* 

Total Asset Turnover ERR* 

LEVERAGE RATIOS 

Debt Ratio ERR* 

Long-Term Debt to Total Capitulation ERR* 

Times Interest Earned 

Cash Flow Overall Ratio 

PROFITABILITY RATIOS 

Gross Profit Margin 

Operating Profit Margin 

Net Profit Margin 

Operating Income Return on Investment ERR* 

Return on Total Assets ERR* 

Return on Common Equity ERR* 

' ERR = No data available 
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8. RISK ASSESSMENT AND SUMMARY OF PERTINENT 
INFORMATION 

All off-site commercial treatment, storage, and disposal facilities will present some level of risk to 
a waste generator. The handling and treatment of hazardous and toxic wastes is by nature fraught with 
environmental, human health, and regulatory related risks. The purpose of an ESH&Q liability 
assessment is to facilitate the proper management of those risks. 

Evaluate risks based on information reviewed in sections 4-6. 

8.1 Public Health Risks 

8.2 Environmental Risks 

8.2.1 Air Quality 

8.2.2 Surface Water 

8.2.3 Groundwater 

8.2.4 Spills 

8.3 Financial Risks 

8.4 Summary of Other Risk-Related Information 

8.4.1 Violations History 

8.4.2 Pending Litigation 
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8.4.3 Environmental Incidents 

8.4.4 Management Attitudes 

8.5 Rating of Facility, Based on Risks and Comparison to Other Similar 
Operations 
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summarize and make recommendations. 
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Appendix A 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials 

BLM United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management 

CAA Clean Air Act 
CE Cost estimate 
CEG Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator 
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
CFR Code of Federal Regulations 
cm/sec centimeters per second 
CRTK Community Right-to-Know 
CV Current value 
CWA Clean Water Act 

D&B Dun and Bradstreet 
DOE United States Department of Energy 
DOE-ID United States Department of Energy, Idaho Operations Office 
DOT United States Department of Transportation 

EA Environmental Assessment 
EG&G EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
EIS Environmental Impact Statement 
EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency 
EPCRA Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-know Act 
ES&II Environment, Safety, and Health 
ESH&Q Environment, Safety, Health, and Quality 
ETS Environmental Technical Support 

F Fahrenheit 
FOIA Freedom of Information Act 
FR Federal Register 

HazCom Hazard Communication 
HCS Hazard Communication Standard 
HDPE High Density Polyethylene 
HMTA Hazardous Materials Transportation Act 
HSWA •Hazardous and Solid Waste Act 
HWM Hazardous Waste Management 

INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 
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K thousand 

LEPC Local Emergency Planning Committee 
LTU Land Treatment Unit 
LUST Leaking Underground Storage Tank 

M&O Management and Operations 
mg/1 milligrams per litre 
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet 
MSHA Mine Safety and Health Act 

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 
NESHAPs National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
NOD Notice of Deficiency 
NON Notice of Noncompliance 
NOV Notice of Violation 
NOV/CO Notice of Violation and Order for Compliance 
NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
NRC National Response Center 
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Act 

PCB Polychlorinated Biphenyl 
PPE Personal Protective Equipment 
ppm parts per million 

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
RFA RCRA Facility Assessment 
RFI RCRA Facility Investigation 
RFP Request for Proposal 
RFQ Request for Quotation 
ROD Record of Decision 

SAA Satellite Accumulation Area 
SARA Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
SDWA Safe Drinking Water Act 
SERC State Emergency Response Commission 
SWMU Solid Waste Management Unit 

TAA Temporary Accumulation Area 
TCLP Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure 
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act 
TSD Treatment, Storage, and Disposal 
TSDF Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facility 
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USC United States Code 

UST Underground Storage Tank 

VOC Volatile Organic Compound 

Y Year 
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